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Abstract
Leadership and Governance in Australian Agriculture: The determinants of board
membership in Representative, Statutory and Corporate Organizations in
Australian Agriculture

There is an increasing political and community awareness of the important role
agriculture will play in Australia’s future economic development. With the mining
industry reaching its zenith as the major player in the Australian economy, politicians
and economists are looking to the important and iconic industry of agriculture to again
play a significant role in the prosperity of the nation. A competent leadership group is
critical to the successful prosecution of this purpose, as not only must the industry
compete with other sectors and interests, but also deal with federal and state
bureaucracies that are often poorly informed on issues peculiar to the agricultural
industry.
For the past six decades, Australian agriculture has been governed by a plethora of
Statutory Marketing Authorities, historical institutions supported by tight policy circles
of Commodity Councils and State Farming Organizations.
In 1991, the Australian Wool Industry was decimated following a series of poor
decisions made by the boards of the Australian Wool Corporation, the Wool Council of
Australia and almost all State Farming Organizations. In 2008, the Australian wheat
industry was humiliated by scandal and intrigue and wheat growers suffered serious
financial losses following exposure of the role of the wheat exporting corporation AWB
Limited (the privatized former statutory authority, the Australian Wheat Board) in one
of the biggest corporate scandals in Australian history.
Anecdotally, the public perception of industry governance is that of an old boy’s
club’ of white, Anglo-Saxon, private school educated males, mostly aged over 55 years.
While there is a body of literature surrounding the composition of corporate boards in
iii

the business world and considerable literature centred on barriers to entry for women in
agriculture into leadership positions, there has been little research investigating the
actual determinants of leadership and governance in the agricultural industry. This
research seeks to look beyond the ‘how’ of the selection process, the mechanisms of
social networks and social identity etc. that are important elements of determining who
from a pool of candidates will be selected, to the critical question of ‘why’. What
philosophical or ideological rationale underpins the selection process of that pool of
candidates and therefore, by definition, industry governance?
The Australian agricultural industry is unique in the world. Planted in what was the
virgin soil of a vast land where no implement bigger than an aboriginal digging stick
had ever broken the soil, its comparatively short history is steeped in an ideological
conflict between free market non-interventionist graziers/farmers and what have been
termed by a number of authors, agrarian socialist farmers seeking State intervention
through market support and industry regulation.
The history of land settlement in Australia is reviewed through the prism of
prevailing ideologies from the colonial socialism of the early settlement and the
classical liberalism of the squattocracy, through the developing agrarianism of the
yeomen famers, the emergence of utilitarian (Benthamite) liberalism and social
liberalism and finally the radical agrarian socialism of the small wheatgrowers and the
influence these factors have had on the development of representation in the industry.
The review provides a framework for a series of research questions that address the role
of political ideology, ideological conformity, the role of social networks, social identity
and organizational culture with reference to the male hegemony of rural society
including patriarchy, patronage, gender bias and the ‘great man’ theory of leadership.
This study contributes to the development of theory in this field by exploring the
criteria; building on theoretical and empirical research relative to the ideology, the
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cultural norms, political factors, networks, structures etc. that determine selection to the
boards of governance of representative, statutory and corporate organizations in the
industry. In doing so this study develops the concept that leadership and governance are
driven primarily by a dominant agrarian (Benthamite) utilitarian liberal philosophy and
that the choice of those elected to leadership positions is constrained by a strict
adherence to the principles of this ideology, using social mechanisms and structures
designed to ensure conformity.
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Introduction
In 1948, Federal legislation established a Wheat Stabilization Scheme, which, according
to Connors (1995, p. 32) was ‘one of the most remarkable demonstrations of agrarian
socialism in the Western world’.
While a number of statutory marketing arrangements had been in existence since the
1920s, most depended on unilateral actions by State Governments with some involving
complementary actions by the Commonwealth Government. Subsequent to the end of
World War 2 (WW2), fearing a price collapse as experienced in the years following the
First World War, producers began to demand the protection of national price stabilization
and marketing schemes resulting in the establishment of the wheat industry’s highly
formalized prototype stabilization scheme. This scheme, known as the Wheat
Stabilization Scheme involved ‘compulsory acquisition by the Australian Wheat Board, a
stabilized HCP, price and marketing cost pooling from all wheat sales, contributions to or
withdrawals from a stabilization fund and a return to producers guaranteed by the
Commonwealth Government (Mauldon & Gellatly 1991, p. 20).
So began Australian agriculture’s long love affair with statutory marketing. In rapid
succession, some twelve Statutory Marketing Authorities (SMAs) were established,
governing marketing and price support and stabilization in almost every agricultural
commodity. Statutory Marketing Authorities would continue to dominate the Australian
agricultural industry for almost seven decades with the last of these Government backed
interventionist organizations, the Western Australian Potato Marketing Board, finally
disbanded in 2016.
Over the past three decades, Australia’s two greatest agricultural export industries,
wool and wheat, have fallen victim to decisions made by the boards of governance of
their respective SMAs. The wool industry, once the jewel in Australia’s crown, ‘the
backbone of the nation’s economy for 120 years, the nation’s largest export earner and
1

wealth builder for all but a decade in that period (Massy 2011, p. xxi), was decimated,
reduced to a shadow of its former self. And in the early years of the new century, the
wheat industry, a major Australian export earner, was humiliated by scandal and intrigue
(S. Bartos 2006; Massy 2011).
Such events rarely happen because of mishap or misfortune. Almost invariably they
are the result of decisions taken by the directors of boards of governance entrusted with
industry leadership (Stephen Bartos 2006a; Massy 2011; Overington 2007; Botterill
2007; Botterill 2011; Stephen Bartos 2006b).

Justification for the Research
There is an increasing awareness in political circles and the wider Australian community
of the important role agriculture will play in future Australian economic growth and
development. Australia has always relied heavily on its primary industries for building
the national economy and until the rapid development of the mining sector post 1960, the
agricultural industry dominated Australian exports contributing more than 80% of export
earnings (Garnett 2015). While the mining industry continued to grow in prominence
over the next six decades, the decline in world prices with an associated dramatic fall in
export earnings, has led to a perception among some economists that mining would seem
to be reaching its zenith as the major player in the Australian economy. At the same time,
with new foreign capital investment, development and adoption of new technologies and
the introduction of improved crop varieties, Australian farmers are poised to realize the
rewards of an increasing world population and demand for food security and supply.
With national agricultural production anticipated to increase to $100 billion by 2030,
economists and politicians are looking to the iconic industry of agriculture to again play a
significant role in the future prosperity of the nation (Neales 2017).
There have been some extraordinary mistakes made in the past by incompetent
boards that have led to substantial economic damage to the wool, wheat and dairy
2

industries, to the financial prosperity of a vast number of producers, the social well being
of individuals, the social cohesion of many rural communities and by no means least, the
national economy (Massy 2011; Stephen Bartos 2006a; Botterill 2007).
While there has been a considerable body of research into gender diversity in
agricultural organizations and barriers to entry relative to appointments and elections to
agricultural industry boards by authors such as Alston, Gooday, Haslam McKenzie,
Liepins, Pini, Shortall, Sinclair, Still, Teather, Verbrugge and others, there is little if any
literature on research into the actual determinants of board membership within the
agricultural industry. Pini (2001), in her thesis investigating the paucity of female
membership of boards of governance in the Australian sugar industry, suggests the need
for further study into those factors that determine who will be selected to such boards.
The popular perception is that these organizations are just ‘old boy’s clubs’ with
boards populated by retired, white, Anglo-Saxon, private school educated males, the
majority of whom are aged over 55 years. This study will provide new insights to inform
what is currently a sparse field of academic knowledge relative to this important facet of
the Australian agricultural industry. An understanding of these factors will be of great
value to the industry in the development of strategies to achieve the most effective board
composition.
Representative organizations in the agricultural industry play a critical role in
providing strategic direction and advice to their members, to the industry as a whole and
to both State and Federal Governments in the development of domestic and international
policy. Further, these organizations have been the primary source of board membership
for the statutory and corporate entities that have dominated Australian primary industries
for more than a half a century. A competent leadership group is critical to guide the
industry through the maze of competing interests including the environment, the mining
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industry, unions, world trade issues and animal rights activism as well as promoting the
agricultural industry and furthering the productivity and profitability of its members.

Aim of the Research
The aim of this thesis is to investigate what factors influence board membership in
Australian agriculture with particular focus on the period up to the year 2008 when
legislation was passed ending the last remaining major national statutory marketing
intervention, the Wheat Industry Stabilization Act (1948).
Who were these directors given such responsibility, how were they selected; what
criteria, cultural norms, ideological factors, networks etc. played a role in the selection
process?
The initial approach to this research looked to theories of organizational culture,
behaviour and management and then to the theories of social networks, identity,
patriarchy and leadership. However, as the research progressed through the interview
stage, it became impossible to ignore the existence of two polar opposite political
ideologies in the industry and how one dominant ideology has influenced the board
selection process over the period of the research project.
The research addresses the role of ideology including classical liberalism,
agrarianism and the interventionist theories of utilitarian (Benthamite) and social
liberalism as well as agrarian socialism in the agricultural industry and the importance of
individual and organizational conformity to those ideologies. The study also addresses
the theories of historical institutionalism and path dependency, the role of social
networks, social identity and organizational culture with particular reference to
masculism and the male hegemony of rural society including patriarchy, patronage,
gender bias and the ‘great man’ theory of leadership.

4

Research Questions
The key research questions in the study address:
1. Agrarianism and conformity to an agrarian socialist ideology embracing State
intervention as determinants of board membership in Australian agriculture.
2. The role of historical institutionalism and path dependency in determining board
membership in Australian agriculture.
3. Social networks and social identity as important elements of the board selection
process in key organizations in Australian agriculture.
4. The role of patriarchy and patronage in determining board membership in
Australian agriculture.
5. Masculism and a prevailing masculinist culture reflected in the lack of gender
diversity in board membership in Australian agriculture.
6. The role of land ownership and attitudes to leadership as male prerogatives in
determining board membership in Australian agriculture.

Background
Tuchman (1997) defined folly as the pursuit of policy contrary to the interest of the
constituency involved and contends that poor decision-making is the root cause of most
of the world’s great political and economic disasters. Australia enjoyed the benefit of the
world’s greatest wool economy for over a century, however, that benefit was eroded by
the folly of wool industry leadership. The national flock is close to its lowest number in
over a century and wool production has retreated to little more than that of a cottage
industry. The shocking folly that was the destruction of the Australian wool industry was
precipitated by a series of decisions made by the board of the Australian Wool
Corporation (AWC), supported by the board of the Wool Council of Australia (WCA)
and the boards of all except one State Farmer Organization (SFO) (Watson 1990; Massy
2011).
During the 1980s the agricultural industry and particularly the wool and wheat and
dairy industries, was exposed to a number of major exogenous political and global
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shocks. In December 1983, the Australian dollar was floated and exchange rates
abolished. In these two significant policy decisions, the Hawke Keating Government
initiated a process aimed at ‘transforming the economics and policies of Australia,
harnessing the Australian economy to the international marketplace’ (Kelly 1992, p. 76).
1.4.1

The Australian Wool Industry

The implications for the AWC and the market support scheme that it managed, the
Reserve Price Scheme (RPS) were immediate and without appropriate action, potentially
devastating. Ignoring the advice of their own and other senior economists to float the
reserve price, the AWC board and the WCA refused to believe that the old stable trading
environment had ended forever. In defiance, they nailed their agrarian-socialist flag to the
mast and continued to practice what Hayek (1988) called ‘the fatal conceit’, a belief that
they could not only defy the market, but order it as well (Massy 2011; Kelly 1992). By
the time John Kerin, the Federal Labor Minister for Agriculture announced the
suspension of the Australian wool industry’s Reserve Price Scheme (RPS) on February
11, 1991, the Chairman and board of directors of the government backed SMA, the
AWC, had in terms of losses generated by a single corporate or statutory business entity,
presided over the biggest corporate disaster in Australian history (Massy 2011, p. xxii).
With total losses amounting to $6.8 billion, not including upfront costs to Australian
taxpayers of supplementary payment schemes, flock reduction schemes, provision of
government guarantees or any indirect or opportunity costs, the AWC losses surpassed
even the HIH Insurance Group’s 2001 loss of $5.3 billion (Massy 2011, p. 6).
Massy (2011) goes on to suggest that further to these losses were the hidden costs to
individual woolgrowers, communities and the wool production industry. Estimates of the
written-off value of wool growing capital invested by wool producers in Australia ranges
up to $10 billion. Within a decade, over half of the specialist wool producers had left the
industry, wool production was reduced by two thirds and sheep numbers were down to 70
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million, the lowest number in over 90 years. What have never been quantified, he states,
are the human suffering, the suicides, the marriage break-ups and the damage to rural
communities.
1.4.2

The Australian Wheat Industry

In June 2008, the newly elected Labor government acted to end the Wheat Industry
Stabilization Act (1948), the Act that had, for the past 60 years, provided a single desk
arrangement for the sale of export wheat. The Chairman and the board of directors of
AWB International Ltd supported by the Grains Council of Australia (GCA), had
presided over a litany of follies including documented losses of grower’s monies through
dubious futures trades, evidence of featherbedding and pirating of funds from grower’s
pools and one of the biggest corporate scandals in Australian history. AWB Limited, the
privatized former statutory wheat marketing authority, the Australian Wheat Board
(AWB), was identified by the Volcker Report (2005) as by far the worst offender (in the
humanitarian Oil-for-Food programme) in breaching the United Nation’s (UN) sanctions
against Iraq and providing kickbacks to Saddam Hussein’s regime of some $US200
billion (Stephen Bartos 2006a; Botterill 2011).
Commissioner Cole in his report following the Australian Federal Government’s
2006 Cole Inquiry named twelve individuals from both management and the board who
he believed should be investigated for possible offences relating to the violation of the
UN’s Oil-for Food sanctions programme, one of the biggest corporate scandals in
Australian history (S. Bartos 2006; Mc Connell, Gauja & Botterill 2008).
Following a number of Government initiated reviews by the Industries Assistance
Commission (IAC), in 1989, the Federal government passed the Wheat Marketing Act
1989, the first major challenge to the historical institution of collective marketing of
wheat. This Act removed the AWB’s monopoly over the domestic wheat market, ended
administered prices for wheat and terminated the guaranteed minimum price. A decade
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later, this was followed by full privatization meaning the institution was no longer just a
marketer but now competing on the domestic and international markets for suppliers and
customers. While the wheat growers, the Grains Council and the AWB board remained
dependent on the historic agrarian socialist values (Connors 1995, p. 32) that underpinned
the 1948 Wheat Stabilization Act, a value shift had happened in the organization,
generating an endogenous change. In what was to prove a fatal flaw for AWB Limited, a
new element of agency soon became evident. The new breed of AWB grain traders,
afforded for the first time the opportunity to prove their capability as successful risk
takers in competition with other traders in the domestic and global marketplace, proved to
be more interested in capturing extrinsic rewards rather than continuing stewardship of
the interests of the growers. This led to a culture change within the organization that saw
‘caution being thrown to the wind’ (Overington 2007; Botterill 2011).
While the spectacular public failures of leadership and governance in these two
industries stand out, other export commodities in the agricultural industry have also felt
the impact of flawed governance. In the 1970s, it was found that Asia Dairy, a subsidiary
of the Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) had been engaged in the corporate
malpractice of paying kickbacks to a front company to secure a contract (Grabosky
1989). In 2011, the Australian live export cattle industry suffered both public humiliation
and severe financial penalty because of allegations of animal cruelty that resulted in the
then Federal Minister for Agriculture suspending the trade to one of Australia’s key
export markets. Both the peak industry body, Cattle Council of Australia (CCA) and
Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA), the grower owned corporation charged with
responsibility by its grower (shareholder) members to manage the marketing of
Australian meat and oversee the welfare of exported animals, claim to have been caught
unawares by these allegations. If indeed this were the case, the leadership of CCA and the
board of directors of MLA, charged with accountability for the activities of their
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respective managements, would seem to have failed in their duty of care to their members
and shareholders.
These statutory marketing authorities and corporations occupy a unique space in the
corporate world. The directors of corporate Australia are beholden to strict rules and
regulations imposed on them by Governments and overseen by the Australian Securities
and Investment Commission (ASIC), however, the directors of the various marketing
authorities and corporations in the agricultural industry have repeatedly escaped
culpability for their mistakes. The chairman of HIH went to jail but the Chairman and
directors of the AWC simply faded away to other boards, government committees or
back to their farms. While they enjoyed the perks of office, the status, first class world
travel, membership of the ‘A’ list (Massy 2011), even knighthoods, these directors
suffered none of the sanctions imposed on those board members in the private corporate
sector who are seen to fail their shareholders.

Research Design
Grower representation in the Australian agricultural industry takes place at three distinct
levels. State Farmer Organizations (SFOs) provide primary or grassroots representation
and at the secondary level, growers drawn from the SFOs sit on the Executive Councils
of the various Commodity Councils. The third or tertiary level including the commodity
specific statutory marketing authorities and research and development organizations, a
number of which have been corporatized over the past several years, is led by boards of
governance consisting of a legislated majority of growers.
A broad study of primary level organizations, the SFOs, shows that these
organizations vary in both ideology and structure. Ideologically, they represent either one
of two opposing philosophies, free trade with minimum government regulation versus
orderly marketing through government intervention. Structurally, these organizations
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vary from the simplest to the most complex. The significant differences between these
typologies lie in:
•

The ideology or philosophy of the organization

•

The degree of policy, financial and administrative autonomy retained and exercised
by the various individual and group (commodity based) members.

•

The power of an Annual Conference to determine policy and elect board members.

•

The opportunity for members to nominate and elect board members.
A comparison of the typologies of the various organizational structures (Chapter 5,

Fig 5.1, 5.2) shows that a collegial electoral practice found in the more complex federated
structures, reduces the number of potential board members to a select few. Intuitively,
this would suggest the increasing importance of the roles of conformity to a prevailing
orthodoxy, together with social networks and social identity (homophily) in identifying
and selecting members of the leadership group.
In view of the typological diversity, a case study strategy was adopted for this
research and two SFOs, the Pastoralists & Graziers Association (Inc.) of WA (PGA) and
the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) were selected as the two primary cases studies
representing the two opposing ideological poles of producer representation. United
Dairyfarmers Victoria (UDV), a member organization of the VFF was interested in being
involved in the research in its own right so was included as a supplement to its parent
organization, the VFF. The secondary level of commodity councils and the tertiary
marketing corporations were found to have similar board selection processes across each
commodity, therefore a representative organization was selected from each category, the
Cattle Council of Australia (CCA) and the dairy industry-marketing corporation,
Australian Dairy Farmers (ADF) to provide continuity through the board selection
process.
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Structure of the Thesis
The thesis consists of ten chapters and continues in the following two chapters with a
review of the relevant literature. Because the research investigates the determinants of
board composition in the political ambience of representative organizations as
distinguished from a purely corporate environment, it was seen as important that a
chapter was included to frame the research in the unique context of the Australian
agricultural industry. Chapter 2 reviews the literature through the lens of the behavioural
science discipline with particular reference to social network theory and social identity
theory and the Chapter 3 discusses how these constructs are applied in the agricultural
representative environment. To provide a framework for this discussion, the chapter
includes a review of the literature concerning the history of land settlement, with a brief
comparison of settlement between three countries of the new world, Australia, North
America and New Zealand. It goes on to examine the emergence of a number of
ideologies including colonial socialism, agrarianism, and utilitarian and social liberalism,
together with associated government intervention and the development of historical
institutionalism. The chapter concludes with a discussion of culture and leadership in the
context of the organization together with issues of male hegemony in rural society.
Chapter 4 explains the case study methodology and a description of the research
approach and Chapter 5 discusses the structure of representation in the Australian
agricultural environment and includes a background of each of the case studies.
As described later in Chapter 4, data was collected from a number of sources
including a survey, interviews and focus groups, historical document search and
participant observation. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 provide analysis of this data. Quantitative
data obtained from the survey was analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) and the analysis is presented in Chapters 6 & 7.
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Chapter 8 provides an analysis of the qualitative data collected through the interview
process, historical document search and observations made during participant
observation. This data was analyzed using the NVivo 11 qualitative analysis software.
In Chapter 9, the findings derived from the three previous data analysis chapters are
discussed with reference to the research questions and the relevant literature with the
final chapter, Chapter 10 providing a summary of the key findings and a section outlining
contributions to theory in this field of inquiry. The final chapter concludes with an outline
of the limitations of the study and proposed directions for future research.
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Literature Review
Introduction
The previous chapter outlined the purpose of the thesis, namely to understand those
factors that determine leadership and governance in the Australian agricultural industry
with particular reference to how membership of leadership commodity councils and
statutory authority or corporation boards of governance are selected. This chapter
provides a review of the literature pertaining to factors that influence leadership and
governance with particular reference to board membership and selection.
The literature review will be informed primarily by the discipline of behavioural
science and in particular the theory of social networks and social identity.
The chapter is structured in the following way. The next section will trace the
development of social network theory from its origins as a social metaphor to its more
recent clarification using scientific analysis. Subsequent sections will discuss the science
of social networks, random network theory and the small world phenomenon and the
theory of social identity.

Background of Social Network Theory
The concept of social networks and their role in social interaction and group behaviours
emerged as a popular field of study in the latter half of the twentieth century (Hammond
& Glenn 2004).
A social network can be explained as a set of people who have some generally
definitive pattern of interactions or links between them, which set them apart from other
networks (Dubini & Aldrich 1991; Newman, Watts & H. 2002). The phenomenon is
explained by a number of scholars as being groups of individuals between whom
exchanges take place that are supported by shared norms of trustworthy behaviour (Jones,
Hesterly & Borgatti 1997; Powell 1990; Liebeskind, Oliver & Zucher 1996).
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The social network metaphor was used as early as the 1880s by Émile Durkheim and
Ferdinand Tönnies. Use of this concept continued through much of the twentieth century
to connote complex sets of relationships between members of social systems. While
Georg Simmel (1950) is said to be the first scholar who wrote in social network terms, a
number of writers suggest that the roots of social network analysis methodology were
established in 1934 by the psychiatrist, J.P. Moreno (Alba 1982; Degenne & Forse 1994;
Wasserman & Faust 1994; Freeman 1989).
Socio-metric explorations look to discover the underlying structures of alliances,
beliefs, agendas and ideological agreements that give a group its form. Moreno (2001)
introduced a socio-metric methodology, claimed by many to be the first quantitative
approach to the evolution and organization of groups and the position of individuals
within them (Freeman 2004). Freeman (1996), in examining some antecedents of social
network analysis, suggests however, that Moreno’s work was pre-empted by several
researchers during the 1920s and early 1930s. Working primarily in the fields of
educational and developmental psychology, he states that Almack (1927), Wellman
(1926), Chevaleva-Janovskaja (1927), Bott (1928), Hubbard (1929) and Hagman (1933)
pioneered many of the ideas and methods now used in network analysis.
Barnes (1954) has been credited by many as being the first researcher to realise the
importance of social networks in the decision-making process of individuals. He used the
term systematically to denote patterns of ties that cut across the concepts of the bounded
groups and social categories traditionally used by social scientists, such as tribes and
families, gender and ethnicity (Wasserman & Faust 1994).
In his seminal study of social relations in the Norwegian island parish of Bremnes,
Barnes (1954) observed that while the social world of the parish exhibited the cultural
values of a community having a normal complement of formal organizations, these
organizations did not significantly influence the way in which individuals made
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decisions. Contrary to accepted sociological theory, he argues that in reality people tend
to refer to personal social networks, which often cut across the boundaries of formal
organizations. By way of illustration, Barnes refers to the common practice of job
selection on local fishing boats. When seeking a more lucrative position in the formalized
fishing industry, people used the power of personal social networks such as kinship,
friendship or neighbourhood, to gain advantage in the selection process. It was generally
accepted within the community that the decision to employ was more often guided by the
connections that the applicant could demonstrate – a classic example of the old adage ‘it
is not what you know but who you know’ (Barnes 1954).
Granovetter (1982) echoed Barnes’ observations, quoting three empirical studies that
identified the significance of personal contacts in finding a job (Lin, Ensel & Vaughn
1981; Langlois 1977; Ericksen & Yancey 1980).
Over the ensuing four decades, the concept of social networks expanded through
studies by scholars such as S.D. Berkowitz, Stephen Borgatti, Ronald Burt, Linton
Freeman, Mark Granovetter, Peter Marsden, Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust,
growing from a metaphor to an analytic approach with its own theoretical statements,
methods and research (Freeman 2004).
Watts and Strogatz (1998), in their analysis of Stanley Milgram’s ‘small worlds’
phenomenon, initiated a number of further studies by mathematicians, physicists and
computer scientists into the concept of the many different world networks. Discoveries
such that social networks share the same structural properties as the World Wide Web,
the food webs of any eco-system and the network of business links underlying the
economic activity of nations, are leading to the development of a new science of
networks. Similarly, researchers have observed that these networks all have exactly the
same organization as the connected neurons of the human brain and the network of
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interacting molecules that underlies the living cell (Watts 2003; Buchanan 2002; Barabasi
2002).

Social Network Theory and Analysis
Social network theory explains how relationships and the flow of information develop
within the context of social groups, describing the social network as a finite set of actors
defined by the relationships that exist between them (Wasserman & Faust 1994; Rogers
& Kincaid 1981; Watts & Strogatz 1998). Barabasi (2002), however, disagrees with the
idea that networks are finite in their dimension. He contends that growth is a significant
factor of networks, arguing that generally they start from a small nucleus and expand
over time as new nodes join the group.
Whereas traditional sociology focuses on the traits of members within the group or
the content of information, social network theory belongs to a genre of complexity
theories that seek to explain the role of relationships in enabling information to flow
throughout the group. The social network perspective views relational concepts and
processes as being more significant than the traits and characteristics of the individual
within the network (Hammond & Glenn 2004; Borgatti, Everett & Freeman 2001).
The analysis of social networks is an interdisciplinary behavioural science grounded
in the observation that individuals are interdependent rather than independent and the
relational ties between them are channels for the flow of resources. The unit of analysis,
therefore, is not the individual, but an entity consisting of individuals and the linkages
between them. Such a structural environment has important consequences for every
individual within the network as linkages can provide opportunities for endorsement or
support. Conversely, the risk exists that the opposite might apply and such a structure
could impose patterns of relations that create social, economic and political constraints on
the actions of individuals within the network. Further, such restraints imply an inherent
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risk that the group may be denied access to attributes and benefits that lie outside the
network (Wasserman & Faust 1994; Borgatti, Everett & Freeman 2001; Freeman 2004).
Social network analysts view social networks in terms of systems of nodes (people)
interconnected through ties (linkages, relationships and information flows between the
nodes) focusing on the patterns of people’s interaction. Linkages or relationships may
take many forms such as the feelings people have for each other, shared culture, shared
information, the tangible exchange of goods and or money, political or religions
affiliations or simply familial connections. Linkages are described as the critical element
of any social network. The network analyst maps these connections as a means to
understand the relationships, and to evaluate the social capital held by each node within
the network (Barnes 1954; Freeman 2004; Wasserman & Faust 1994; Borgatti, Everett &
Freeman 2001)
In any social network, clusters of nodes connected or linked with one another, will
form. These clusters or cliques (Figure 2.1) occur where two or more nodes which have
links with a third node, are themselves linked (Granovetter 1973). In his seminal paper,
‘recognized as one of the most influential sociological papers ever written’ (Barabasi
2002, p. 42), Granovetter proposed that rather than being randomly connected, social
networks are made up of very ‘highly connected clusters or close-knit circles of friends in
which everybody knows everybody else’ (Granovetter 1973).

Figure 2:1 Clusters (adapted from Barabasi, 2002)
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Granovetter (1973; 1982) described these internal linkages as strong ties and
identified the external links or weak ties between the clusters as critical connections to
the rest of the world. He contends that it is these weak links that keep each cluster from
becoming isolated, allowing the highly internally connected nodes within clusters to
receive new ideas, new information and even new people from other clusters.
Clustering leads to the creation of social capital or the accumulation of trust,
familiarity and understanding that allows people to work together easily and efficiently.
The social capital of any individual (node) within a network is measured by the number
of linkages he/she has with other individuals within the cluster. The number of linkages
determines the degree of knowledge, trust, familiarity, influence and understanding that
the individual has. The greater this degree, the greater the individual’s ability to draw on
resources contained within the cluster. Social capital is intimately linked with the
mathematical property of clustering or the coefficient of clustering, explored by Watts
and Strogatz (1998) in their seminal paper The Dynamics of Small World Networks
(1998). The clustering coefficient measures how closely connected nodes are within a
cluster. A highly connected cluster, where all nodes are connected to one another, will
have a coefficient close to 1.0. A cluster in which none of your friends know each other
will mean a coefficient closer to zero (Hammond & Glenn 2004; Buchanan 2002).
The overlap of simultaneous connections or multiple ties between individuals in for
example separate social, philosophical, political, and business clusters within a social
network has been described by a number of scholars as multiplexity (Verbrugge 1979).
Where such multiple ties or multiplexity exist between nodes, social capital will be
increased exponentially (Freeman 1989; Haythornthwaite 1996; Watts 2003; Hammond
& Glenn 2004; Buchanan 2002). While Gluckman (1962) is said to have coined the term
‘multiplexity’ to describe ‘the coexistence of different normative elements in a social
relationship’, it has also been used by Kapferer (1969) to define the ‘overlap of different
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activities or exchanges in a relationship’ (Verbrugge 1979, p. 1287) and similarly by
Wheeldon (1969) in reference to ‘common membership in organizations, peer groups,
neighbourhood or kindred’.
Hammond & Glenn (2004) liken the concept of social capital within social networks
to the Chinese notion of Guanxi, defining Guanxi as a mechanism by which individuals
are able to draw on connections or relationships to secure favours that enable them to
achieve personal, family or business objectives (Luo 1997; Hammond & Glenn 2004;
Bell 2000).
The Chinese concept of Guanxi is an older form of social networking
theory that contextualizes individuals within a highly collectivist
society, defines one’s place in the social structure and provides
security, trust and a prescribed role (Hammond & Glenn 2004, p. 24).
In the context of Guanxi, relationships are defined as being either between insiders
(Za ji ren), those within the group, or outsiders, those who do not have Guanxi. Insiders
are highly trusted and characterized as caring, helpful and empathetic. They are obligated
to share reliable information and provide other members of the network with real and
material benefits. There are no such obligations to trust or assist an outsider indicating a
closed network structure (Gao & Ting-Toomey 1998; Gu 1990; Hammond & Glenn
2004).
In western social networks, the notion of strong ties and weak ties provides a
comparative construct to the insider/outsider model as described in the former paragraph.
Granovetter (1973) defined strong ties as those connections between people within a
social or corporate cluster or group, people such as family, friends and co-workers, with
whom regular and direct contact is shared, and who will most likely hold similar purpose,
values, beliefs and customs (Barabasi 2002; Buchanan 2002; Watts 2003; Beardon 1975).
Strong ties are important in social networks in that they are perceived to be the
foundation of rules of social and business engagement guaranteeing those within the
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cluster or group, truthfulness, loyalty and commitment. Weak ties are the links between
clusters or other networks, connecting one to another through a shared member. These
links are usually random and always distant but as Granovetter notes, are critical in
maintaining a link to the outside world (Barabasi & Albert 1999; Buchanan 2002; Watts
2003; Beardon 1975).
Within all social networks, incremental organic change is acknowledged as
inevitable and potentially beneficial with mechanisms designed to manage change and
sustain individuals in their dealings with complex and emergent environments
(Hammond & Glenn 2004). These rules act as a defence against what has been described
in social network theory as radical phase transitions, which alter systems and change
roles (Watts 2003; Watts & Strogatz 1998). Barabasi (2002), however, claims that there
are no permanent protections against radical change. He argues that once systems have
moved beyond the significant thresholds that occur in a phase transition, such as a society
experiences in industrialization, globalization or even democratization, past roles and
relationships are forever changed and cannot be recovered.
Radical system-wide change can threaten a network with chaos, disrupting the
preservation of order that is created by stable strong tie and weak tie relationships
(Hammond & Glenn 2004). Watts (1999) argues that information and relationships are
central to order, and that order is maintained through the use of the relationships of strong
ties testing and approving information brought into the network through weak tie
linkages. If such information is proved trustworthy then the weak tie may progress to
inclusion into the network as a strong tie. In this way systems adapt to incremental
change without disruption to the individual in the context of their network.

The Science of Social Networks and Small Worlds
Over the past few decades, a major challenge for researchers investigating this area of
behavioural science has been how to clarify the traditionally intuitive ideas of social
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network theory in formal terms. The World Wide Web has served as a model for scholars
to understand the construct, however without some form of quantitative analysis, the
theory has lacked scientific authenticity (Barabasi 2002; Buchanan 2002; Freeman 2004;
Watts 2003).
Some early attempts were made at a more scientific approach including Bavelas
(1948) who sought to formally define an intuitive notion of centrality; Luce & Perry
(1949) through their methodology for matrix analysis of group structure; Levi Strauss’
(1949) concept of a mathematical model to specify the structural properties of groups;
and Anatol Rapoport’s probability based model of the information flow through
populations. Like other scholars in his field, Rapoport faced insurmountable hurdles in
proving his model, as he lacked the two basic requirements of the quantitative method –
the availability of adequate and reliable data and the means of empirical analysis.
Without the benefit of modern electronic data collection, social network data was limited
to that obtainable from small groups. Similarly, the dearth of powerful computational
facilities made it very difficult for him to complete the empirical analysis of the randombiased nets that were the foundation of his theory and the means of empirical analysis
(Watts 2003; Buchanan 2002).
Granovetter (1973) suggests a similar view when he blames the ‘inherent
complexities of precise network analysis’ and the lack of adequate theory, measurements
and sampling techniques, as being part of the explanation of why ‘sociometry, the
precursor to network analysis, has always been curiously peripheral – invisible really – in
sociological theory’ (Granovetter 1973, p. 1360). The predecessors of modern social
network research were limited to theorizing about the concept as without the
sophisticated computer technology available today, they lacked real data to carry out
efficient quantitative analysis (Rosenbloom 2007).
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2.4.1

Random Network Theory

In an attempt to explain the phenomenon of communication networks the Hungarian
mathematician Paul Erdős and his collaborator Alfred Rényi, using graph theory, posited
a theory of random graphs. This theory dominated scientific thinking about networks for
several decades (Watts 2003; Barabasi 2002). Barabasi (2002) contends that while new
thinking on social networks has overtaken Erdős and Renyi’s work, graph theory
(originally formulated by Leonhard Euler in 1736) remains the basis of all current
thinking on networks.
Erdős and Rényi proposed that the emergence of networks is a process of random
connection between nodes, which eventually will reach a stage when sufficient random
links are established such that there is an average of just one link per node. In random
graph theory, it is at this point that a phase transition occurs, forming a giant component
or cluster in which any member of the entire population can navigate to any other through
the links between them.
The Erdős and Rényi model (Figure 2) depicts an extremely democratic society,
characterized by short path lengths between nodes and a notable absence of clusters. In
such a network the mean is the norm and every person has around the same number of
connections or acquaintances (Barabasi 2002; Buchanan 2002; Watts 2003).

Figure 2:2 Random Networks (Newman, 2002)
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2.4.2

Stanley Milgram and Six Degrees of Separation

The idea that that any two people, selected at random from almost anywhere in the world,
are connected via a chain of intermediary acquaintances, has been an object of fascination
for both the general population and researchers for many years (Watts 1999; Sola Pool &
Kochen 1978).
The experience of meeting a complete stranger with whom we have
apparently little in common and finding unexpectedly that we share a
mutual acquaintance is one with which most of us are familiar – “It’s
a small world!” we say (Watts 1999, p. 493).
Stanley Milgram (1967), devised a simplistic but innovative experiment in his
attempt to provide quantitative proof of his hypothesis that the world is a vast network of
relationships forming a global interlocking pattern of friendship, family, business and
community ties through which paths could be traced between any random person and any
other. Milgram’s small world method was designed to discover how many steps it would
take to get a message from one person to someone he or she did not know, if the message
could only be passed between people who knew each other on a first name basis. He
claimed his results demonstrated the existence of small world networks in which there are
on average only six degrees of separation between any two people in the world, and any
randomly selected person in the world can be reached through a network of connections
in just a few steps (Watts 2003; Hammond & Glenn 2004).
Milgram’s experiment has been adopted by popular culture (the ‘six degrees of
separation’ phenomenon), however, critical scrutiny by psychologist Judith Kleinfeld of
the original experiment and Milgram’s subsequent attempts to replicate his findings, have
raised a number of questions concerning his methodology, the empirical validity of his
data and his subsequent results (Watts 2003).
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2.4.3

The Small World Phenomenon – Random Clustered Networks

Like Granovetter (1973; 1982), Watts (2003) in his discussion of both Milgram’s
experiment and the work of Erdős and Rényi, argues that relationships in real world
networks are not simply random but interwoven complex clusters (Freeman 2004;
Haythornthwaite 1996; Watts 2003; Newman, Watts & H. 2002).
Watts & Strogatz (1998), in their seminal paper published in the journal Nature on
the dynamics of small world networks, offered an alternative to the Erdős and Rényi
model of random networks that had dominated the study of social network theory for
several decades. Their model, which they termed a small-world network, was both highly
clustered like a regular network, but at the same time defined by the small characteristic
path lengths found in a random graph. Their hypothesis reconciled clustering with the
completely haphazard character of random graphs, positing that even though, in real
social networks people (nodes) are connected closely to their immediate neighbours in
small clusters, at the same time random connections across the network linked these
clusters to create small worlds (Barabasi 2002).
Ithiel de Sola Pool and Manfred Kochen had previously postulated a similar
conclusion. In a working paper circulating results of their study of the small world
problem, they suggested that random processes do not form social networks. They argue
that networks consist of socially related clusters or cliques and it is these clusters that
affect who will meet whom and who can reach whom (Sola Pool & Kochen 1978).
Questions of how to ‘account for the apparent preference of people to associate with
others like themselves’ and how one ‘accounts for the existence of groups, inside which
friendship ties are dense, but between which connections are relatively sparse’ (Watts
2003, p. 57), led to Anatole Rapoport’s adoption of the German sociologist, George
Simmel’s concept of the triad. Simmel (1950) suggested that while the basic unit of
analysis in social networks is the relationship between two people (dyad), the basis of all
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group structure is a triangle or triad. Rapoport expanded the concept of this fundamental
unit of group structure by introducing the construct of triadic closure. He posited that the
construction of a network is a dynamic process and that there is a tendency in time for
two people who have a mutual friend to become friends themselves. Most people’s
friends or colleagues are to some extent friends and colleagues of each other, creating
overlapping groups joined together through shared experiences, location or interests
(Watts 2003; Watts & Strogatz 1998; Barabasi 2002; Buchanan 2002).
The Watts and Strogatz (1998) model formalized the work of Granovetter (1973;
1982). As referred to earlier in this chapter, Granovetter described a society structured
into highly connected clusters or close knit circles of friends in which everyone knows
everyone else, with each of the clusters connected by a few external links. Barabasi
(2002) concurs with the Watts and Strogatz (1998) model, stating:
Granovetter’s society, a fragmented web of fully connected clusters
communicating through weak ties, is truer to our daily experience than
the completely random picture offered by Erdős and Rényi. (Barabasi,
(2002, p. 44).
The more people there are who know each other within a cluster, the more ordered or
introverted the group becomes. Further, if everyone knows each other it becomes a very
difficult and long process, incorporating many steps, to get a message to an unknown
person outside of the group. Such networks, with highly clustered cliques or groups,
where nodes across the network are linked by long paths of many steps, are diametrically
opposed to the Erdős and Rényi concept of a network characterized by short paths and a
very low degree of clustering (Buchanan 2002; Watts 2003). Buchanan (2002) and Watts
(2003) argue that it is the inconsistency between the reality of ordered highly clustered
networks and the randomness of Erdős and Rényi’s social networks and Milgram’s
(Milgram 1967) model, in which anyone can be reached in only a few random steps, that
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is the true paradox of the phenomenon of social networks – the conflict between
randomness and order.
Using Milgram’s (1967) experiment, others have sought to demonstrate the concept
of small worlds and connectedness. The ‘Kevin Bacon game’ and the ‘Erdős number’
(Barabasi 2002; Buchanan 2002; Watts 2003) are both illustrations of the significance of
links within social networks. The ‘Kevin Bacon game’ 1was devised by students at the
University of Virginia, to illustrate the dense interconnectedness of the Hollywood
actor’s network by showing that most actors are within only three links of this prominent
actor.
Similarly the Erdös number, calculated by how closely any scientist is linked to
Erdös through the co-authoring of scientific papers, demonstrates the high degree of
connectedness within the scientific community or network.
2.4.4

Aristocratic Clusters and Hubs

Barabasi (2002) suggests that Watts and Strogatz (1998) in their landmark paper
Collective dynamics of 'small-world' networks were the first to propose that the Erdős and
Rényi model of social networks based on random graph theory is not truly representative
of social networks. Barabasi suggests, however, that the fundamental philosophy of their
(Watts and Strogatz) egalitarian network clusters does appear to follow closely the Erdős
and Rényi vision.
Barabasi (2002) and Buchanan (2002) argue that social networks are not egalitarian,
but characterized by a small number of hubs or nodes that have an extraordinary number
of links. Contrary to the egalitarian premise of random graph theory, socially prolific

1

Based on the Stanley Milgram concept of degrees of separation, the object of the Kevin Bacon game is to
determine the shortest path (or degree of separation) between any movie actor and Kevin Bacon. If an actor
has worked in a movie with Kevin Bacon that actor has a Bacon number of 1 (Kevin Bacon has a Bacon
number of 0). If an actor has not acted in a movie with Bacon but has acted in one with someone who has
acted with him, then that actor has a Bacon number of 2.
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members of groups tie networks together and well connected elements of any small world
tend to become even more connected (Barabasi 2002).
Barabasi (2002) goes on to suggest that whereas both the Erdős and Rényi and Watts
and Strogatz (1998) concept of social networks is a static web of nodes connected at
random, either individually or in clusters, real world networks are governed by two
fundamental laws of ‘growth’ and ‘preferential attachment’. “Each network starts from a
small nucleus and expands with the addition of new nodes. These nodes, when deciding
where to link, tend to prefer those nodes that have more links” (Barabasi 2002, p. 86).
Barabasi (2002) adds there is a third principle involved in the evolution of social
networks, the degree of ‘fit’ of each node. He describes this concept of ‘fitness’ as being
the individual’s attraction and ability to make connections relative to others within the
group. Linkages to those who have this higher degree of ‘fit’ are actively sought after by
other members of the network and new nodes entering the group will look to connect
with such people. Barabasi contends that the product of the ‘fitness’ together with the
number of links of an individual or node determines preferential attachment.
The importance of ‘fit’ is also emphasised by Cornell (2008) in his discussion of
diversity in the boardroom. While he reports there is wide acknowledgement of the need
for increased diversity at board level, when identifying potential new board members,
incumbent board chairmen and directors place greater emphasis on ‘fit’. Therefore, he
suggests, when searching for new directors they are more likely to look to their own peer
group or cluster for this attribute.
Buchanan (2002) argues that name recognition is a critical influence in decisionmaking in the business community and a major factor in determining who sits on the
board or who is included in the group. Urban (2008), in an article concerning the
importance of social links to aspiring members of Royal Sydney Golf Club writes that the
‘right’ social links are essential for prospective nominees to achieve membership of
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exclusive and influential clubs. Urban goes on to explain that being proposed by a well
recognized and respected member of the club is critically important to any nominee as
without such a connection the candidate would find it difficult if not impossible to obtain
the essential imprimatur of other referees from within the membership.
2.4.5

Scale-Free Networks

The degree distribution of a random network can be shown to follow a normal bell curve
or Poisson distribution, indicating that most nodes have the same number of connections.
Social networks however, demonstrate a power–law or scale free topology in which most
nodes have only a few links but are held together by a small number of highly connected
hubs (Barabasi & Albert 1999).
Both Barabasi (2002) and Buchanan (2002) use the phrase ‘the rich get richer’ when
noting that as new people join a network they look to associate with the most connected
members of that network. This inevitably leads to well-connected elements of any small
world becoming even more connected. Seniority is identified as a significant advantage
in the accumulation of connections within a network, underlining the importance of
patriarchy as a determinant of influence. Buchanan (2002) argues that the popularity of
these well connected elements and the wide recognition of their names act as a testament
to their importance. He posits that when this is considered in the context of membership
of boards, those individuals who are interlocked by co-membership of a number of hubs
or clusters are more likely to be chosen for new board positions.
Davis et al (2003), in their study of the small world of corporate boards in the
Fortune 1000 (US) index, found that a network of individuals who, to a great extent,
know each other or have acquaintances in common, oversees corporate America. Their
study showed that even though some 80% of board members of the Fortune 1000
corporations sit on only one corporate board, all directors are connected in some way
with each other.
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The benefits gained from interlocking memberships of multiple clusters as discussed
by Buchanan (2002) and Davis et al (2003), can be compared to the social capital
accumulated through ‘multiplexity’ or multiple ties, as described earlier in this chapter
(Verbrugge 1979).
When seeking a prospective recruit to fill a vacancy on the board, corporations
generally look for a well-connected and seasoned director from within their corporate
small world. This practice is based on the belief that prior acquaintance carries an
implicit guarantee of trust, knowledge, influence and the confidence that the new director
will ‘be one of us’. This small world dynamic results in a powerful ‘old boy network’ or
corporate elite that has remarkable influence in both economic and political circles
(Davis, Yoo & Baker 2003). Cornell (2008) emphasizes the importance of connections in
his description of one particular director who had served on 25 boards. In all but one
appointment, this director had links to either other board members or the executive team.
Cornell (2008) warns that interlocked networks can pose a real danger to effective
board composition, limiting the choice of new directors to an incestuous pool of peers
made up essentially of the old guard male establishment. The 2008 report (RiskMetrics
2008) of Australia’s top 100 companies showed that board membership continues to be
the preserve of men over the age of 60 years. What had been a modest increase in the
inclusion of women onto these boards between the years 1995 – 2002, halted abruptly
after that period.
A number of studies of the causes and effects of interlocks in the small world of
corporate boards shows that while these interlocks are not usually formed as a result of
some strategic intent, they do have significant consequences for board decision-making
(Davis, Yoo & Baker 2003; Zajac & Westphal 1996; Davis & Greve 1997; Haunschild &
Beckman 1998; Gulati & Gargiulo 1999; Rao, Davis & Ward 2000).
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Watts (2003, p. 126) contends that ‘a social group is a set of individuals to whom
you are in some sense closer than you are to the rest of the world’ and it is, for example,
the multi group affiliations of directors that create their introverted small world. He
further claims that, in reality, people do not have friends but rather they have groups of
friends connected by dense internal ties. Individuals who belong to more than one group
connect these groups. Eventually, the overlaps grow stronger because of the process of
triadic closure, causing interaction between people from within other groups.
Harrison (Watts 2003) concurs, suggesting that people know each other because of
the contexts (groups) that they inhabit, defining context in terms of what we do, what
activities we pursue and the features that characterize us. He argues that context is
derived from many sources and can be a matter of choice, career, birthright or even
parental direction. He contends that within such contexts people meet and interact, and it
is these contexts, which are the critical determinants of the networks that they inhabit.
Watts (2003) suggests that it is through belonging to groups or as Harrison describes,
interacting in the same contexts, that people acquire social identities. Thus he argues, it is
social identity that drives the creation of networks. Without any affiliations, the chance
that any two people will become connected is negligible. Conversely, the more contexts
or groups that people share, or as Verbrugge (1979) suggests, the greater the multiplexity
they enjoy, the closer they are and the greater the chance that they will become
connected.
2.4.6

Affiliation Networks

Following on from their early social network models based on a random rewiring of
ordered networks Watts & Strogatz, (1998)) and Watts (2003) propose that social
networks incorporate two distinct structural forms: the social structure of the actors
within groups, and the network structure of the interlocking groups. They suggest that
such a model or structure is based on a bi-partite affiliation network substrate consisting
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of small overlapping groups that are densely interconnected internally. These overlapping
groups interlock by virtue of individual members within each group having multiple
affiliations. This model not only accommodates Barabasi’s (2002) required criteria of
growth and preferential attachment, but also introduces the concepts of affiliation
networks and social identity. The intrinsic preferences and characteristics that influence
affiliations are posited as major drivers in the creation of a network (Watts 2003;
Barabasi 2002).
Affiliation networks (Figure 2.3) are described as bi-partite or two mode
networks, consisting of two types of nodes, the actors or people in one mode and the
groups to which they belong in the other. Two actors or people are connected or affiliated
when they both belong to at least one group.

Newman M. E. J. et.al. PNAS 2002;99:2566-2572

Figure 2:3 Affiliation Networks (Watts 2003, p.120)
Groups are affiliated if at least one actor belongs to two groups. Such networks lead
to quite intensely connected cliques and inevitably to interlocking groups in which the
members ‘often seem to know each other, seem quite naturally to work together and
share many organizations in common’ (Davis, Yoo & Baker 2003, p. 308)
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Social Identity Theory – Homophily/Homosociability
Social identity theory holds that our sense of identity is formed through the groups to
which we belong (Tajfel & Turner 1982).
Davis et al (2003) in their study of the Small World of the American Corporate Elite
1982-2001, discuss affiliation through shared membership of different boards. Watts
(2003), however, suggests that affiliations are not necessarily one-dimensional but rather,
people make use of multi-dimensions simultaneously. In this context, Watts raises what
he terms the homophily parameter or tendency for humans to associate with those like
themselves. He argues that individuals do not simply belong to groups. Instead they tend
to identify socially with certain elements, arranging their membership into patterns of
social distance (similarity or difference) between themselves and others within the group.
Phrases such as ‘people like us’ or ‘similarity breeds connection’ (McPherson,
Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001), embody the principles of homophily and homosociability.
This principle holds that contact between people with similar characteristics such as
gender, age, class, race and occupation, or who share common social backgrounds,
occurs at a higher rate than contact among dissimilar people (Kanter 1977). Kanter
defines homosociability as being those processes that result in socially homogenous
groups with similar characteristics.
McPherson (2001) argues that social identity is an organizing principle of social
network theory and that generally, people tend to have significant contact only with
people like themselves, causing group characteristics to be localized in a sociodemographic space.
Homophily can be distinguished as either status homophily or value homophily. The
former includes the major socio-demographic dimensions that stratify society such as
race, ethnicity or gender, and acquired status like religion, education, occupation and
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behavioural patterns. Value homophily is based on the values, attitudes and beliefs that
shape a person’s personal development (Lazarfield & Merton 1954).
Research into the concept of homophily indicates that the two relationships where
homophily is particularly robust are ‘discussing important matters’ and friendship
(Verbrugge 1977; Verbrugge 1983; Marsden 1988; Huckfeldt & Sprague 1995).
Huckfeldt and Sprague (1995) identify gender homophily as being high in political
discussion networks. In research designed to study social influence in a political context
Huckfeldt and Sprague (1995, p. 195) found that 84% of the men in the study were only
prepared to discuss politics with other men. Men were also found to have far more gender
based homophilous networks than women, especially in establishments where they were
in a strong majority (Ibarra & Andrews 1993).
Similarly, a study of the differences between the involvement of men and women in
voluntary organizations showed that men tend to be found in larger organizations,
particularly in economic institutions. Researchers found that membership of larger
political and economic organizations exposed men to more potential contacts and
resources than those gained by women. Conversely, they found that women tend to be
restricted to smaller peripheral organizations based on domestic and community matters
(McPherson & Smith-Lovin 1982).
Research in the fields of ‘discussing important matters’ (e.g. politics and economics)
and ‘friendship’, have shown that homophilic patterns are remarkably strong. Further,
when both of these relationships exist within a group, the homophilic patterns tend to
engender even greater homophily (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001).
McPherson et al (2001) also found that outside of kinship, school connections
demonstrate some of the strongest homophilic patterns and are a major basis of social
identity. The importance of school connections has particular relevance to Australian
rural society. The tyranny of distance and the lack of adequate educational facilities in
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many rural towns have resulted in a large proportion of the children of farming families
being sent to city based boarding schools for their education. The fact that these schools
were traditionally single sex schools suggests that gender is an important concept in the
development of homophilic social identity (Higgins 1994).
Watts (2003) also discusses the homophily parameter in terms of social distance or
social identity, which he describes as emphasizing the similarities rather than the
differences between people within a group. Watts (2003) agrees with McPherson et al
(2001) in their description of homophily/homo-sociability, arguing that social distance is
determined from a number of social dimensions including geography, race, profession,
religion, education, class, pastimes, schools and organizational affiliations. He goes on to
say that as social identity is multi-dimensional in nature, social distance, or the length of
the paths that link individuals, is shortened when more than one dimension is in play and
that people use the notion of social identity to refine their social networks. Claude
Fischer’s (Mutz 2006) premise that the increasing diversity of society actually leads to a
decrease in the diversity within an individual’s social network, would seem to concur
with Watts’ assertion, suggesting that people do tend to organize their social networks
around those with whom they have the most in common.
The social structure of relationships affects beliefs and behaviours. This in turn
underpins the precept that social networks are built on reputation, trust, reciprocity and
mutual interdependence (Hammond & Glenn 2004). Powell (1990) concurs, arguing the
importance of common backgrounds such as geography, ethnicity, ideology or profession
in the establishment and longevity of social networks. He states ‘that the more
homogenous a group, the greater the trust, hence the easier it is to sustain network-like
arrangements’. He adds that the converse is true such that ‘when diversity of participants
increases, trust recedes, and so does the willingness to enter into long-term
collaborations’ (Powell 1990, p. 326).
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The place an individual occupies in a network and the pattern of their relationship to
others within that network, affects their attitudes to organizational events and their
control over information (Burt 1992; Haythornthwaite 1996). These elements are
fundamental in the choice of new directors to any board of governance such that when
confronted with the need to select a new board member, existing members are more
likely to feel more comfortable selecting someone from their own social network or
immediate circle of influence. Their preference, therefore, will be someone who looks
like, thinks like and experiences life just like them, someone who can be trusted and who
can share confidences and common experiences (Lynall, Golden & Hillman 2003;
Cornell 2008).
While Lynall et al (2003), in their study of board composition in firms from the
adolescent stage through to maturity, considered board composition from a multitheoretical viewpoint, they found that social networks are the primary predictors of board
composition. They go even further to suggest that the network encompassing the original
board will continue to dominate board composition. Despite the changing needs of an
organization as it moves through its life cycle from adolescence to maturity, composition
of the board will tend to remain relatively persistent as time and maturity of the network
strengthens the board’s influence and power over the membership.
This phenomenon, referred to as a ‘networking recycling effect’, can create a serious
organizational blind spot and result in a total disconnect with the organization’s
constituency (Gardyn 2003). Gardyn argues that while empirical research suggests that
homophilous communication allows effective exchange of information, homogenous
cultures run the very real risk of stagnancy. Without new and different perspectives, it is
highly possible that innovation and the development of new vision and strategy will be
stifled (Mackrell 2005; Forster 2005; Pfeffer 1981; Cornell 2008). Pfeffer (1981) argues
that those organizations faced with a changing environment requiring frequent changes in
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strategy, are particularly vulnerable to the risks inherent in a homogenous board. He
proposes that change is less likely to emerge when members of a board have been
specifically chosen to enhance conformity with the purpose of minimizing the potential
for conflict.
Similarly it has been argued that an entrenched culture, such as that found in the ‘old
boys club’ of rural representative organizations, can be a liability in times of social,
organizational and political change (Grace 1997). The stronger the culture of an
organization, the more easily it can succumb to an inwardly focused arrogance. The result
of such arrogance is that the leadership is blinded to the possibility that those shared
values and beliefs, the very essence of its culture, may no longer be appropriate to a new
environment (Kotter & Heskett 1992; Phelan 2005; Schachter 2005).
Cornforth (2004, p. 13) in his discussion of competing theoretical perspectives of the
role of boards in the context of the governance of cooperatives and mutual associations,
outlines the implications of three key tensions between the board and management: that
between board members acting as representatives of particular groups and experts
charged with driving the performance of the organization; the tension between
performance and conformance and the tension between control and support for
management. Cornforth examines the democratically elected board, the dominant method
of director selection in cooperatives and mutual associations through the lens of several
theories including agency theory, stewardship theory, resource dependency theory,
stakeholder theory and managerial hegemony theory. While he found that elements of
each of these theories could be useful in understanding how the democratically elected
board functions, there were ambiguities and paradoxes that were difficult to reconcile.
As Cornforth (2004) points out, by definition the role of a democratically elected
board is to represent the interests of its members and determine the overall policy of the
organization. At the same time, the various roles that a board performs include control of
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management (agency theory), adding value to the organization by improving top decision
making (stewardship theory), boundary spanning through bringing important external
links and knowledge to the organization (resource dependency theory) and satisfying the
interests of stakeholders (stakeholder theory), all of which require skills and expertise not
always found in a politically motivated selection process. Potential candidates for
election are defined by their membership rather than their expertise, resulting in there
being no guarantee that those elected will have the necessary skills a board will require to
be effective. Sivertsen (1996) notes:
Whereas board members in major private companies are elected
within the business environment, board members of co-ops are elected
among what we would call everyday people. Very often solid, earnest
people with good judgement, but without the necessary background to
make strategic decisions in the business world. Instead of bringing
support and criticism to the Chief Executive they act as passive
receivers of information (Cornforth 2004, p. 16)
If selection is constrained by a limited network, a board can risk promoting those
whose only qualification is being one of the ‘club’ rather than having the necessary
qualifications for the role. Alston (1998c) argues that this is regularly demonstrated in the
agricultural industry when nominations are called for Government boards. The usual
practice is for Government bureaucracies or Ministerial departments to refer to SFOs for
nominations of potential candidates, with the inevitable result that members of their
known network are promoted and more often than not, without reference to any
qualifications for the position.

Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the literature that addresses factors that
influence board membership and selection, focusing in particular on the theories of social
networks and social identity.
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The first section of the chapter concentrated on studies associated with social
network theory. The chapter began with an examination of the social network construct
and social network theory, highlighting how connections function within social networks
and affect the selection process for both the individual and the organizations to which
they belong.
Following this, a discussion of the literature pertaining to clustering within social
networks revealed the construct of multiplexity or multiple ties and the significant role
that this construct plays in the development of the individual’s social capital within the
network. Given the significance placed on network clustering in the literature examined
in this section and the role that multiplexity would seem to play, it is feasible that having
multiple ties within a network is an important element of the board selection process.
This proposition will be further explored in following chapters
A discussion of the science of social networks and small worlds and random network
theory followed and it was argued that while early work by Erdős and Rényi (Random
Network Theory) and Stanley Milgram (Six Degrees of Separation) postulated that social
networks were random in nature, later theories by Granovetter (1973) and recent studies
by Watts and Strogatz (1998), Watts (2003), Buchanan (2002) and Barabasi (2002), show
that in real life, social networks are not truly random. Instead they are small worlds
consisting of densely connected clusters connected to each other by weak ties or links
between people who belong to more than one cluster.
Following on, the chapter explored the concept of clusters, examining the
proposition that clusters are neither egalitarian nor static groups of evenly distributed
connections but demonstrate concepts of growth, preferential attachment and ‘fit’.
Central to this discussion was the particular relevance of ‘fit’ to the board selection
process and the importance of interlocking memberships of clusters or multiplexity.
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The final part of this chapter reviewed the literature pertaining to Social Identity
Theory and the concepts of homophily or homo-sociability. It was argued that social
identity and homophily or homo-sociability play significant roles in the formation and
refining of social networks and the board selection process. The tendency for people to
identify with those like them was discussed and it was shown through the literature that
this can lead to behaviours that are exclusive of those perceived as outsiders.
The following chapter will review literature having particular relevance to the history
and development of the Australian agricultural industry with a view to the development
of a conceptual model of the factors that influence representation and board membership
in the industry.
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Literature Review – Agricultural Representation
Introduction
The previous chapter provided an overview of the literature pertaining to how the board
selection process is determined and was informed primarily by the discipline of
behavioural science with particular focus on the theories of social networks and social
identity.
This chapter will review the literature pertaining to board composition in the
Australian agricultural industry focusing on those factors that explain the rationale, the
‘why’ that determines the selection process including an examination of the history
underlying the industry, the ideologies driving the selection process and the cultural
issues that influence the choice of directors.
To provide a framework for this section the chapter will begin with a review of the
literature surrounding the history of land settlement and producer representation in
Australia. The review will explore the role of colonial socialism in the development of
Australian settlement and examine the influence of classical liberalism and agrarianism
together with that of the emerging doctrines of utilitarian/Benthamite liberalism, social
liberalism and radicalism on the emergence of two distinct and opposing philosophies of
producer representation in the agricultural industry.
The chapter will include a review of the development of historical institutionalism in
the statutory marketing authorities and regulated price schemes embedded in the industry
along with the associated tight policy circles of industry peak bodies and commodity
councils. Literature pertaining to elements of culture and leadership in the agricultural
industry will also be examined with a view to identifying the role of these concepts in the
organizational context.
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The review will return to the themes of social networks and social identity and the
application of these constructs in the agricultural environment with particular reference to
the roles of land ownership, patronage and patriarchy; governance and board diversity,
and the ‘great man’ theory of leadership including the concept of masculism in rural
Australia and the hegemonic masculinity of rural society. The chapter will conclude with
a discussion of a conceptual model of the board selection process.

Land Settlement and Agricultural Representation
Donald McGauchie, former President of the National Farmer’s Federation, in his
foreword to Connors’ (1995), To speak with One Voice: The Quest for Australian Farmer
Unity, claimed:
The history of farm representation is the history of Australia.
Throughout Australia’s development farmers have played a prominent
role in the organization of our society, the industrial framework in
which we work, the political landscape and most importantly, in our
national wealth and economic stability. Together with the union
movement, Australian farmers were the first to organize into industrial
associations, to bargain collectively and to lobby government
(Connors 1995, p. v).
Agricultural production occupies some two-thirds of Australia’s landmass.
Pastoralism, or the grazing of sheep and cattle on native pastures occupies around ninety
per cent of that land, occurring mostly in the arid and semi-arid zones. While the grazing
of cattle is now the highest value production, from the 1840s to the 1950s, Australia ‘rode
on the sheep’s back’ and according to Hancock (1930, p. 12). ‘Wool made Australia a
solvent nation and in the end, a free one’.
As exploration opened up vast tracts of native grasslands, the early settlers followed,
taking up large parcels of land, with or without formal grants, forging a pastoral industry
focused mainly on wool. The wool industry established Australia as a ‘thriving economy
with a substantial workforce, service industries and large port cities’ (Wells 2015).
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In Ernest Scott’s introduction to Stephen Robert’s History of Australian Land
Settlement 1788 – 1920, he reminds the reader that less than one hundred and fifty years
before Roberts’ seminal work was published, the continent of Australia was largely
unknown:
Less than a century and a half ago, even the outlines of the continent
were not completely represented on maps of the world. A little was
known about the coastal fringe on the west, the north and the east but
the south had not been discovered? Only a century ago did the nature
of the interior become known… Within a period of half a century, a
country comprising 2,974,581 square miles (7,704,129 km2), the soil
of which had never in any part been turned by a spade till 1788, was
revealed as containing fertile areas, with climate in which the white
race could thrive (Roberts 1924, p. 1x).
Scott goes on to say, that the Australian experience in land settlement was unique in
the world with nothing quite like it in the history of any other country. Those responsible
for its governance found a vast seemingly empty land, which unlike the ancient
civilizations of England and Europe had no existing feudal system of land ownership.
Further, unlike other British colonies of settlement in the new world (e.g. North America,
New Zealand), there was no history or evidence of any form of agriculture or grazing of
domestic animals (Roberts 1924).
The United Kingdom had taken possession of the Australian continent in 1770 but it
was not until 1776 that the British Government moved to establish the New South Wales
settlement. Where-as other British colonies in the new world were largely private
initiatives founded on private investment capital [e.g. The East India Company; The
London Company, The Plymouth Company and others (Tombs 2015, p. 336)], with the
role of Government confined mainly to matters of governance, the fledgling colony of
New South Wales (NSW) was a major act of public investment by the British
government. This social experiment based on a penal colony and lacking private
investment capital, forced Government to assume functions and responsibilities, which in
other jurisdictions would more likely be the province of private economic activity. As a
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result, the economy during the first thirty years of the new colony was dominated by
British Government outlays (Boot 1998; Gilchrist 2013; Roberts 1924).
With no provision for the return of convicts once they had served their term of
imprisonment, within ten years a free settlement of ex-convicts, government officials and
the military had emerged (Roberts 1924).
3.2.1

In the Beginning

In the beginning, settlement of the NSW colony was confined to the narrow strip of land
between the mountains in the west and the sea to the east. As the colony struggled to
avoid starvation, small grants of land were given to emancipated convicts and officers
with the sole purpose of establishing a subsistence form of agriculture (Roberts 1924).
The local administration rested with the military and civil elite who used every way
possible to pass costs back to Britain through land grants, access to government herds and
flocks, commissariat stores, cheap convict labour fully found by the government and the
ability to set the prices at which the government would purchase their produce (Boot
1998; Roberts 1924).
Unique aspects of the Australian colony including its remoteness, physical
characteristics of the land, climate and the absence of municipal institutions, together
with the lack of investment capital, meant that state ownership and management of
economic resources was established from the beginning. The colonial government had
not only to look after the convicts and perform the traditional functions of defence and
law and order, but was forced to run farms and factories, construct roads, bridges and
public buildings, lay out towns, administer land, provide education and the myriad of
functions which in other jurisdictions had been the province of private economic activity.
In the Australian context, these could not have been undertaken other than on a very
limited scale without government intervention both financially and administratively
(Boot 1998; Hancock 1930). References to what was in fact ‘colonial socialism’ appear
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frequently in studies of the history of Australian land settlement and by definition, the
Australian pastoral and agricultural industries (Boot 1998; Butlin 1959; Frost 2000;
Gilchrist 2013).
Butlin (1959) argues that colonial socialism was firmly established in the first 25
years of settlement and that despite their strong adherence to a classical liberal
philosophy, the free market pastoralists made great use of the benefits of the colonial
government’s largesse. Boot (1998; Boot 1994) describes 19th century development in
terms of three distinct periods of colonial socialism:
•

1788 – 1828: Government’s share of expenditure and employment dominates the
economy.

•

1828 – 1856: increased private investment resulting in a decreasing economic role
for the British Government thus forcing colonial administrators to assume
responsibility for management of the colony’s affairs.

•

1856 – 1900: Self-government and the re-emergence of colonial socialism. After
three decades of fiscal withdrawal, government again becomes actively involved in
the economy as the largest investor and employer with dominant expenditure
building roads, railways, telegraphic and postal communication and water
infrastructure together with substantial investment in assisted migration. To meet the
associated costs, the government borrowed extensively from London and
endeavoured to redistribute land from the pastoralists to sell to small farmers.
Opening up this vast empty land for settlement required considerable initial

expenditure and in the absence of private investment capital, this responsibility fell to
government. Hancock (1930, p. 72) claims that in the Australian psyche, the role of the
State was founded in those early days and continued even beyond Federation. ‘Australian
democracy has come to look upon the State as a vast public utility, whose duty is to
provide the greatest happiness for the greatest number’.
Coleman (2016) concurs, arguing that despite a brief period of economic reform
in the latter years of the 20th century and early years of the 21st century, Australia
continues to follow what Hancock (1930, p. 73) described as a path of Australian
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exceptionalism. This ‘special path of its own laid down more than a century ago’, was
founded in a national obsession with egalitarianism, and the belief that to be Australian,
‘the state means collective power at the service of individualistic ‘rights’. Therefore, he
sees no opposition between his individualism and his reliance upon government
(Hancock 1930, p. 73; Kelly 2016). Pincus (2016, p. 168) refers to Albert Metin’s book
(Metin 1977) when he states that the interpretation of Australian socialism was one of
‘socialism without doctrine’, a socialism based on pragmatism rather than ideology. He
goes on to infer, however, that there were lasting ideological consequences.
3.2.2

The Pastoral Industry and the Squatter

’The history of Australian exploration is inseparable from the history of the pastoral
industry’ (Hancock 1930, p. 12). Following two decades of vacillating land settlement
policies, new settlers ‘of responsibility and capital’ were encouraged to emigrate from
England to the new colony. The new policy of free immigration was adopted in the belief
that men of means and capability, motivated by special grants and privilege, would help
to develop the colony. Inevitably, this created a demand for land beyond the confines of
the existing settlement and after several failed attempts, a party led by one of the new free
settlers made the historic crossing of the Great Dividing Range, thus opening up the vast
interior of the continent ‘a land of fatness all untrod’ [sic] (Roberts 1924, p. 29).
Other new settlers followed the early explorers into the rich native pastures of the
hinterland, taking up vast tracts of un-surveyed land (‘runs’), on which they grazed their
sheep without authorization. These illegal settlers soon became known as ‘squatters’, a
term that was to become synonymous with wealthy pastoralists.
In an attempt to legalize and at the same time control the squatters, the Government
issued pastoral licences to provide some security of tenure. While each licence covered
just one run, a run could include 20 square miles and 4000 sheep. After five years the
squatter was required to purchase 320 acres but in return, would have undisturbed
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possession of the run for a further 8 years, after which he could buy another 320 acres.
With strategic purchases, the pastoralist was virtually guaranteed permanent tenure.
The squatter’s tenure was further embedded in 1847 by the passing of the Orders-inCouncil Act, an act that affirmed their tenure by granting the squatters pre-emptive rights
to homesteads and improvements as well as lenient terms in the lease. The act set
prohibitive prices for the purchase of land, which discouraged new buyers and favoured
the pastoralist over the farmer. The squatters rapidly became privileged occupants of the
land with their interests bound up with the Executive. In the Central West of Victoria
alone, 1019 squatters held 44 million acres (approximately 17 million hectares) of land
under their control (Roberts 1924; Boot 1998; Gilchrist 2013).
Thus began the pastoral industry and it was these early pastoralists or graziers who
would be the first to establish a viable, profitable rural industry based mainly on sheep
and wool production. The soil, climate, absence of heavy timber and low production costs
together with the guaranteed English market for colonial wool, ensured that many of the
colony’s wealthy gentlemen, army officers and city business men, went on to become
wealthy pastoralists (Connors 1995; Roberts 1924).
The pastoralists, members of what became known as the ‘squattocracy’, saw
themselves as a different class. They had come to Australia, not out of necessity,
compelled by circumstances, but by choice. They were men of capital, a well-educated
class, with many having studied at Oxford or Cambridge, sending their own children to
school and university in England. Massy (2011) describes them as being generally
imbued with an ethic of noblesse oblige, a belief in a duty of leadership. Many were
backed by the great financial houses of London and most still regarded themselves as
British, moving easily between hemispheres with many eventually retiring to England.
They held a strong belief in the free market philosophy of classical liberalism and used
political power gained through their powerful social networks involving Government
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House, parliaments and legislatures, boards of leading companies, particularly banks,
pastoral houses, shipping and insurance companies, government committees and
institutions of public wool industry governance, to tie up large tracts of arable land for
their sheep runs. By denying smaller farmers access to land for growing crops they were
able to inhibit the development of a viable agricultural industry (Black 2016; Connors
1995; Harrigan 2004; Hancock 1930).
The early graziers did not intend to be farmers; agriculture, the production of grain,
was a minor occupation to be left to small-scale farmers who sold to the local market for
marginal profits. Many of the graziers imagined themselves as mainly city dwellers with
their sheep runs managed by shepherds or populated by tenant farmers.
The ‘squatter’ as we know him now, is an educated gentleman who
maintains an establishment in town and spends his money freely on
those thousand-and-one luxuries which cause the circulation of
money and benefit the classes who supply the luxuries which they are
not wealthy enough to enjoy (Victoria’s Representative Men at Home,
cited in Malone, 2002: p.7).
As Sydney (1860) reports, in the words of one English gentleman who had invested a
considerable amount of money into acquiring land:
‘I have got 20,000 acres for a mere trifle, …I do not, you know’, he
says, ‘intend to become a farmer. Having fortune enough for all my
wants, I proposed to get a large domain, to build a good house, to keep
enough land in my own hands for pleasure-grounds, parks and game
preserves, and to let the rest, after erecting farm houses on suitable
spots’ (Sydney 1860, p. 8).
When the 1860s gold rush brought new immigrants and a subsequent increasing
demand for land to produce food, State Governments were forced to introduce legislation
to alienate land for agriculture. In response, the squatters rapidly implemented further
strategies to secure freehold in critical locations within their ‘run’, thus placing an even
higher barrier across the path of any invading farmer’ (Black 2016; Heaton 1926;
Waterhouse 2004; Roberts 1924).
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3.2.3

Social Networks and Social Identity in Agricultural Representation

Connors (1995) contends that producer representation in the Australian agricultural
industry developed initially in three distinct networks, free market pastoralists,
independent agrarian yeoman farmers and settlers and radical agrarian socialist wheat
growers. In his study of the campaign for unity between (Australian) farmers and graziers
(pastoralists), he found that a major barrier lay in the very distinct differences in regard to
which group they identified with socially, economically and politically and the strengths
of these ties within their networks. A report commissioned by the Graziers’ Association
in 1967, found that the sociological factor was a complex problem facing those
advocating unity and questioned whether it was even possible for farmers and graziers to
exist within a single organization. Because of their distinct social and educational
differences, the report made the implicit point that any such unity would be difficult on
the grounds of class alone. In rural society each network tended to seek out its own, the
graziers preferring the company of fellow graziers and members of their restricted clubs
and local business and professional groups as opposed to the farmers who were less
selective and more likely to mix with the wider community (Harman, Smith & Smith
1967).
Martin (1957) noted that graziers placed a strong value on educating their children at
the best private schools towards attaining a desirable social position and then maintaining
the social connections made there beyond their school years.
They spend their money in characteristic ways: in sending their
children to the highest status non-government schools; in travelling to
visit friends and relatives throughout the State and beyond; and to take
part in picnic races, the country shows, the city weddings and other
events through which their identity as a group is maintained; they also
spend their money on maintaining large establishments, sometimes in
both country and city, and in observing the ritual and formality they
regard as appropriate to a gracious life (Martin 1957, p. 355)
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Campbell (1971) suggests that property size and wealth are critical determinants of
social identity in rural Australia, however Harman et al (1967) demur, claiming that
socio-education factors generally outweigh the size of the enterprise:
For instance, the GPS (Greater Public School) educated son of a
professional man, battling to make ends meet on an undersized farm,
is likely to be drawn to a “graziers” type of organization: likewise, the
“small farmer” organizations contain many farmers of great substance
(Harman, Smith & Smith 1967, p. 19).
Connors, (1995) contends that social identity underpins the leadership selection
process. He describes the process in the grazier (pastoralist) associations as one that is
controlled by a small select group of senior members, who choose from a list of possible
candidates based on an individual’s social capital, perceived ability, education and
attractiveness to the membership.
This, he says, is in contrast to the farmer associations where, because delegates elect
the leadership from the annual conference floor, there is a tendency to select articulate
conference performers or ‘even demagogues’,
Farmers will respond warmly to one who is seen to be putting the
battle for them. Provided the fight is carried vigorously to the
opposition, their leaders can count on strong loyalty. Certain risks may
accompany this attitude: one is susceptibility to a demagogue – an
orator who plays on emotion and prejudice; the other is the mild form
of mass hysteria typified by the UFWA conference which
unanimously supported the wool marketing proposal in 1965, while in
the quiet of their own homes, many delegates knew they distrusted it
(Connors 1995, p. 145).
3.2.4

Representation in the Pastoral Industry

It was the pastoral industry that established the first of the producer representative
organizations. Small, local pastoral associations began to appear in 1844; however, it was
not until the late 19th century that this network of largely isolated groups or clusters began
to unite to form State Pastoralists’ Unions. The primary purpose of these was to oppose
militant shearers, members of the Amalgamated Shearers’ Union, who were demanding
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that pastoralists must employ only members of the union. In December 1890, the
Pastoralists’ Unions of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Queensland
united to form the Pastoralist’s Federal Council, holding their first formal meeting in
March of the following year (Connors 1995, p. 18).

Free Selection and Closer Settlement
Following the pastoralists came smaller farmer settlers attracted by the ‘closer settlement’
policies adopted by the newly self-governing State governments in the latter half of the
19th century. The term ‘closer settlement’ described policies designed to intensify and
expand agricultural settlement and rural land use. With the support of the urban
bourgeoisie, politicians of all political persuasions, introduced legislation to alienate land
for intensive agriculture with the intent of both restricting the growing political-economic
hegemony of the pastoral elite and at the same time, developing a preferred agrarian
society. In the beginning, this society was envisioned as a class of upright, financially
independent antipodean yeoman living on their own family farms (Davison & Brodie
2005). Further and compelling motives for the break up of the large estates into smaller
parcels of land were twofold. Firstly, with the advent of the 1850s gold rushes, the
government needed to feed an expanding population and secondly, the need to raise
capital to fund the increasing colonial socialist policies of state investment in road,
railway, communication and water infrastructure (Boot 1998; Butlin 1959; Gilchrist
2013).
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3.3.1

Closer Settlement and Agrarianism

In his discussion of the yeoman ideal in the Australian experience, Waterhouse (2004)
suggests that a number of historians argue that the agrarian myth of an industrious
yeomanry, natural, independent, self sufficient and reflecting the highest levels of moral
virtue and happiness grew out of an idealized memory of England, transferring a
vanished rural England to the back blocks of the Antipodes where:
..every striving man who rears a race of industrious children may sit in
the shadow of his own vine and his own fig tree, not without work but
with little care – living on his own land, looking down the valley to
his own herds – towards the hills to his own flocks amid the humming
of the bees, which know no winters [sic](Waterhouse 2004, p. 1).
According to Cameron (2005), ‘the political ideology informing the closer settlement
policy evolved from a distinctly liberal-agrarian ideal’ (Davison & Brodie 2005, p. 1).
McMichael (1984, p. 209) supports this view, suggesting that ‘the agrarian ideal assumed
a populist character – inextricably linked to the constitutional reform of the newly selfgoverning colonial states’.
Montmarquet (1989, p. 26) suggests that the construct of the ideal agrarian way of
life can be traced back to early Greek, Roman and Chinese philosophers. While most
concurred in their perception of agrarianism as a socio-political philosophy embracing ‘a
way of life’ promoting certain distinctive virtues of justice, honesty, independence,
courage and a capacity for hard work’, some Roman thinkers proposed an alternative
meaning, defining agrarianism in terms of the redistribution of land, specifically from the
rich to the poor or landless. Inge (1969) and Govan (1964) suggest that the word agrarian
is probably derived from the Roman Lex Agraria, a law that called for the equal
distribution of public land. This latter interpretation of agrarianism reappeared in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries throughout Europe, England and Ireland, when land
reform movements began to demand a more equal distribution of farming land (Mulhall
1993; Inge 1969).
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This period also saw the emergence of the French Physiocrats whose economic
theory was grounded in the value of a natural way of life founded on agriculture.
Agriculture, they argued, was the source of all wealth, both of the state and its citizens. In
his analysis of the Physiocratic economic theory, Samuels (1962) quotes from Quesnay’s
Maximes Générales du Gouvernement Economique d’un Royaume Agricole:
That the sovereign and the nation never forget that the land is the only
source of wealth, and that it is agriculture, which multiplies it …and
from this plentiful source depends the success of all parts of the
kingdom (Samuels 1962, p. 150).
Contrary to the land reform movement, the Physiocrats were not interested in
distributing land to the peasants but were in fact advocating a laissez faire policy of free
commerce and the flow of capital into agriculture for the benefit of the productive
wealthy farmer/landowner:
A nation which has a large territory to cultivate and the facility of
exercising a large commerce in agricultural commodities should not
extend too much employment of money and men to manufactures and
luxury commerce, to the detriment of the work and outlays of
agriculture; for in preference to all, the kingdom must be peopled by
rich farmers [sic] (Samuels 1962, p. 155).
The Physiocratic laissez faire approach to freedom of the market, freedom of
contract and property rights was part of the wider ideological movement of liberalism,
which began with the English philosophers, John Locke and Thomas Hobbes in the 17th
century.
3.3.2

Liberalism in Australian Land Settlement Policy

Liberalism underpinned the struggle against religious conformity and the absolute power,
historical privilege and corruption of the church and a hereditary ruling aristocracy.
Liberalism can be traced back to the works of the 17th century philosopher, John Locke
and in the ensuing centuries has been subject to a broad spectrum of interpretations.
Classical liberalism, however, was the dominant ideology in the late 18th and through
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much of 19th century Britain, the period encompassing the settlement of the new lands of
North America and Australia. Like their French counterparts, the Physiocrats, Britain’s
classical liberals were preoccupied with the defence of individual rights and personal
liberties, property rights, economic liberty, equal opportunity, freedom of thought and
speech, the rule of law, limitation of the power of governments, a free market for both
goods and labour and the primacy of contract (Sawer 2003; Thayer-Bacon 2006; Shaver
1996).
Boot (1998) contends that it was significant that Lachlan Macquarie, governor of the
New South Wales colony from 1810-1821, recognizing the emergence of a fledgling free
society in the colony, introduced clear rules governing market behaviour and the
administration of law as well as recognition of property rights. Boot argues that these
actions taken by Macquarie led to the colonial governing authorities in Britain
understanding the potential value of private development in the new colony.
Contrary to later interpretations of liberalism, the proponents of classical liberalism
did not endorse full democracy as it was thought that giving power to the majority could
threaten the sanctity of private property. Benjamin Franklin, when discussing how to
control popular sovereignty, suggested that liberal politicians of the 18th and 19th
centuries should limit suffrage to the owners of property.
As to those who have no landed property in a county, the allowing of
them to vote for legislators is an impropriety. They are transient
inhabitants and not so connected with the welfare of the state, which
they may quit when they please, as to qualify properly for such
privilege (Minogue et al., p. 6) .
Similarly, John Adams expressed the fears of the propertied classes when he
expressed his concern that if the majority were to control all branches of government,
…debts would be abolished first; taxes laid heavy on the rich and not
at all on others; and at last a downright equal division of everything be
demanded and voted (Minogue et al., p. 7).
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A similar conservative bias towards property was evident in the establishment of the
early Legislative Councils in the Australian colonies. Membership of these Councils was
by appointment, often for life and qualified by ownership of property. While it has been
said that Australian political sentiments were forged in a period of utilitarian liberalism,
defined by principles of the greatest happiness for the greatest number and no one man
counted for more than another (Hancock 1930; Sawer 2003), control of the early
Legislative Councils remained almost exclusively with the squattocracy. These wealthy
landowners who supported the classical liberal doctrine of free trade and minimal
government intervention were guaranteed access to powerful networks and immense
political power, which they used to guard against any attempts of state interference and
popular democracy (Minogue et al.)
Wentworth, a founding squatter who said of himself – ‘never a Radical but always a
Whig (classical liberal)’, like most of the Australian squattocracy, believed pastoral
interests should take precedence and have control of the elective house by virtue of their
land holdings. He even went so far as to seek to establish a colonial peerage to safeguard
against the 'tyranny of numbers' (Black 2016; Harrigan 2004; Graham 1966).
According to Niel Black of Glenormiston, a squatter in the western district of
Victoria from 1839 – 1880:
The Upper House was established as the legislative bulwark against a
rising radical tide and the setting where a check could – and in the
conservative view must – be exercised on democratic excess (Black
2016, p. 182)
While classical liberalism dominated the 19th century, in the latter half of this period,
other philosophers began to apply new thinking to the liberal ideology. Jeremy Bentham
along with James Mills and his son John Stuart Mills proposed the doctrine of utilitarian
liberalism, a doctrine that while it embodied classical liberal principles of the rights of the
individual, freedom of speech, private property rights, etc. rejected the concept of natural
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rights and introduced the principle of utility. Bentham’s utilitarianism, based on the moral
principle that every action should be judged right or wrong according to how it tends to
promote or damage the happiness of the community, advocated the use of the State to
ensure the greatest happiness for the greatest number. As proposed by Jeremy Bentham,
utilitarianism defines the community as the sum of the interests of individuals within the
community rather than as a group or class and therefore is not a collectivist philosophy,
but utilitarian in that the State is used to maximize private interests (Collins 1985).
Towards the end of the 19th century and into the 20th century, T.H. Green, an Oxford
professor of moral philosophy and his followers, suggested a further version of
liberalism, ‘new’ liberalism or social liberalism. Social liberals rejected what they
perceived to be a negative flaw of classical liberalism, freedom from interference by the
state. Instead, this new liberalism was a synthesis of individualistic and collectivist
values, proposing that State intervention was legitimate if it served to provide equal
opportunity and fairness, thus focusing on redressing the perceived social, economic and
political inequalities created by industrial competition (Sawer 2003). Sawer goes on to
contends that social liberals were not socialist in their intent, but retained their belief in
the rights of property; freedom of the market and the individual. They argued, however,
that the philosophy of social liberalism held that rights were not independent of society
and it was the role of the democratic state to provide citizens with equal opportunity.
Social liberals did not seek the abolition of the market economy but
believed it must be subordinated to the democratic state, which put the
welfare of citizens before the sanctity of contract and the rights of
property (Sawer 2003, p. 4).
3.3.3

Social Liberalism and Land Settlement Policy

These new versions of liberalism found fertile ground in the emerging Australian States
as the growing number of small farmers and workers struggled to deal with the effects of
the 1890’s depression and the great federation drought. Sawer (2003) emphasizes ‘the
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significance of timing and sequence’ in the institutionalizing of social liberalism in some
colonies’ and how this carried over to the institutionalization of this ideology in
Australia’s new national institutions. She argues that the co-incidence of the two
historical events – the emergence of social liberalism as a popular ideology and the
emergence of an Australian nation played a significant role in the development of the
national psyche:
It was fortuitous that the peak of influence of social-liberal
philosophy, the period after Green’s death when his former colleagues
and students were popularising his thought, coincided with Australia’s
nation-building period. This conjuncture meant that these ideas were
built into the design of the new national institutions and continued to
influence later developments through path dependence (Sawer 2003,
p. 35).
It was during this period of philosophical debate that a number of Land Acts were
passed, ostensibly to encourage the development of agriculture through an agrarian social
class of yeoman farmers on small family farms. The difficulties faced by these early
farmers in establishing their farming businesses in vast geographical areas soon led to
demands for government intervention through protectionist policies and government
involvement in the provision of infrastructure, borrowing and labour (Baker 2015).
According to Kelly, social liberalism, ‘guaranteeing protection all round’ drove the
formation of ‘The Australian Settlement’, which he defined as ‘a system of domestic
compensation’ cemented into the emerging nation by the Australian Constitution of 1901
(Kelly 1992; Sawer 2003).
3.3.4

Agrarianism in The New World

Concurrent to the re-emergence of agrarianism and the evolution of liberalism in the old
world of Europe was the development of the new lands of North America, Australia and
New Zealand.
Hancock (1930) offers a number of comparisons between the development of the
United States of America (USA) and that of Australia. He argues that while both
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countries are of similar size, Australia was settled as a penal colony, and in the early
stages of settlement, land settlement policies were unplanned and according to Heaton
(1930) in his review of Robert’s 1924 History of Land Settlement in Australia, incoherent
and largely, a dismal failure.
Free men of capital settled North America, which enjoyed the added advantage of
greater proximity to Europe and more fertile soils. Subsistence communities were
established on the eastern side of the country and in the early years, with no large
landowners squatting on vast tracts of land, America did not experience the bitter
struggles between farmers and already established pastoralists as occurred in Australia.
The hinterland, west of the eastern states remained virtually unoccupied until the wheat
and mixed farming homesteaders, attracted by free land, gradually spread west, settling
the vast prairies. Along with the establishment of an agricultural industry, free market
capital built vital infrastructure including the telegraph and the railway systems (Hancock
1930).
America was colonized prior to the advent of the industrial revolution in Britain,
when England was still very much a feudal, aristocratic and rural society. Australia,
however, was forged in the age of the industrial revolution, the Rights of Man, Chartism
and the Communist Manifesto. The American colonists like the early free settlers in
Australia, rejected the social conventions of class and hereditary rights and privileges. No
longer revering ancestry, they took with them to the new world, the emerging classical
liberal ideology. Unlike their Australian counterparts, however, they were isolated from
the later influences of the utilitarian and social liberalism of Bentham, Rowntree, Mills
and Green. The American declaration of independence enshrined the major tenet of
classical liberalism, that the people held certain inalienable natural and legal rights, a
tenet quite contrary to a major principle of utilitarian liberalism that denied the existence
of natural rights (Heaton 1926).
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In the latter years of the 19th century, a number of Green’s former colleagues and
students migrated to Australia and took up influential positions in various state
Governments, churches and the fledgling Australian Universities. Their work in
educational institutions, government and through public lectures oriented the Australian
polity towards social liberalism. Not only did the Australian Labor Party, adopt social
liberalism as a major element of its ideology, but social liberalism also underpinned the
philosophy of Alfred Deakin who, following Federation in 1901, was three times Prime
Minister of Australia (Sawer 2003)
The two strands of liberalism, the utilitarian (Benthamites) augmented by exiled
Chartists pursuing an agenda of representation of people not property and the idealist
social liberals, grounded in citizenship and social reform, influenced development of the
Australian colonies (Sawer 2003; Hancock 1930). Hancock (1930, p. 71) went so far as
to suggest that ‘within ten years of the discovery of gold in Australia, practically the
whole political programme of the Chartists is realised in the Australian colonies’.
Hancock (1930) and Collins (1985) argue that following World War 1 (WW1), the
altruistic ideas of the ethical state as proposed by social liberalism gave way to a
Benthamite utilitarian liberalism that reconciled state intervention to economic selfinterest rather than collective morality. Hancock described Australians as a ‘confused
aggregate of individuals, each individually looking to the state for the right to work, the
right to a fair go and reasonable conditions of living and the right to be happy’.
In New Zealand, liberal agrarianism emerged as Government policy in the early
1890s. Determined to counteract the political power of an existing wealthy landowning
class, the ruling New Zealand Liberal Party promoted liberal agrarianism with the
purpose of creating a large class of small landowning farmers who supported classical
liberal ideas. The Government purchased land from the Maori people and large estate
holders and provided low-interest mortgages and information on the best farming
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methods to new settlers. The policy was so successful that by the end of the century, there
was no longer an organized opposition in the New Zealand Parliament (Sawer 2003, p.
33).
Waterhouse (Brooking 1992; Lipsen 1948) and Connors (2004) suggest that
agrarianism played a critical role in shaping land settlement policies in Australia and has
continued as a major feature of the political landscape since first settlement.

Agrarianism and Utilitarianism in Australian Agriculture
Graham (1995) contends that agrarianism is based on a social theory of agrarian
consciousness rather than class consciousness in which class is not oriented by a
horizontal strata in a hierarchical society but in vertically independent groups of
producers and entrepreneurs. He argues that class is determined as a socio economic
group relative to a particular primary industry or regional community.
According to Graham (1966) agrarianism, while a somewhat nebulous concept, is
possibly the most pervasive value in the agricultural policy process (Botterill 2004).
Halpin and Martin (1996) describe agrarianism as multi-dimensional and malleable and
Beus and Dunlap (1996, p. 21) describe the concept as multifarious and defying simple
definition. Montmarquet (1994, p. 462) argues that while, in its most elemental sense,
agrarian is a synonym for agricultural, thus agrarianism can be defined as an ideology of
those involved in agriculture, agriculturists are not homogenous and can be either radical
and progressive or conservative and reactionary. He contends that the common thread
that exists between these extremes is the belief that all those involved in the industry are
especially important and valuable elements of society. This view concurs with that of
Skogstad (1989) who discusses agrarianism in terms of the family farm and ‘agricultural
exceptionalism’ based on two core beliefs. Firstly, farmers are critical to the national
interest in that they contribute to the core need of food security and secondly, farmers are
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affected by things they cannot control such as imperfect markets and unpredictable
weather events.
Aitken (1998) and Goodman (1988) both discuss agrarianism in terms of an ideology
with the latter describing it as being a moral-economic ideology that requires the land be
settled

and

developed

through

agriculture.

Aitken

in

his

discussion

of

Countrymindedness, the central philosophy of the Australian Country Party describes the
set of ideas and values that define the party’s ideology as being virtually identical to
Flinn and Johnson’s (1974) five tenets of agrarianism.
Flinn and Johnson, to whom Botterill (2004) attributes the seminal definition of the
ideology, defined agrarianism as the belief in the essential worth of agriculture and the
farmer as having acquired the virtues of honour, manliness, self-reliance, courage and
moral integrity from his direct contact with nature. Agricultural life is seen as the natural
life of man and being natural is good, ergo the city is evil. This leads a distrust of the city
and urban life and capitalism, with a concomitant fear of exploitation by bankers,
merchants

and

other

city

professionals.

Aitken’s

(1988)

description

of

Countrymindedness was based on similar characteristics such that:
•

All Australians should support policies that improve primary industries.

•

Farming and grazing and rural pursuits are virtuous and co-operative therefore bring
out the best in people

•

City life is competitive and nasty and parasitical

•

The core elements of the national character come from the struggles of country
people to tame the harsh environment and make it productive. City people are the
same all over.

•

People should therefore be encouraged to settle in the country rather than the city.
Aitken (1988, p. 51) suggests that the modern interpretation of agrarianism is

associated more with the actual activity of farming and imbues farming with a moral
character, which distinguishes it from other economic activity ( Botterill 2004, p. 202).
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Botterill (2004, p. 202) goes on to note that an important element of the agrarian
image is the small-scale nature of the farm systems that it promotes, a feature of the
Closer Settlement policies of the 1860s, which were designed to encourage small-scale
agricultural selections for the purpose of intensive farming.
3.4.1

Closer Settlement

The utilitarian policy of ‘Closer Settlement’ targeted urban dwellers, miners and intercolonial and overseas immigration. For many, the new Land Settlement Acts offered an
opportunity to become freehold landowners, a status denied them in Britain and Europe,
where land was controlled by the inherited rights and privileges of an established feudal
aristocracy. Roberts (1924) contends, however, that Australia was a natural pastoral
country, and the established pastoralists held an incumbent advantage. The clash between
the established pastoralists and what Roberts termed, the invading agriculturist, remains a
unique feature of Australian rural history.
Earlier closer settlement policies were designed to alienate the most fertile lands in
each State for agricultural purposes. Under this policy, free Selectors were able to select
between 40 and 320 acres of land, conditional on payment of twenty-five per cent of the
purchase price. After three years of residence, they were required to pay the balance at
which time the land would be freeholded.
Initially there were positive results with some seventeen thousand families settled
within five years and an eighty per cent increase in the area of cultivated land and a
doubling of the number of sheep. Settlement facilitated the spread of the rail network and
within twenty-five years farming occupied 16,354,000 acres (Roberts 1924).
Running parallel to the Alienation Bill, however, was the Occupation Bill, which
allowed the squatter to retain limited pre-emptive rights including prior claim or pre-lease
over three times the selected area. The Alienation Act provided further benefits to the
pastoralist in the proviso that the squatter could use mineral leases, pre-leases (land
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adjacent to the run locked up for future lease) and ‘dummying’ to retain control of his
run. Dummying involved the practice of using a third person (dummy) to select the land
and for an agreed consideration, after one year of living in residence on the selection;
transfer the selection to the sponsoring squatter. In this way the squatter was able to
purchase prime locations such as riverfronts, water holes, prime pastures etc., within his
run and so render the rest of the lease useless for agriculture. The lack of access to
sufficient arable land to grow crops and establish viable rural communities meant the free
selectors were forced into marginal country with many struggling to survive on
inhospitable land. High land prices and a lack of working capital, farming knowledge and
skills, led to debt and market instability, which were compounded by the onset of the
Federation drought (1895 – 1903) and the 1890s financial depression (Roberts 1924). By
1893, in the NSW Riverina region, only 244 selectors remained out of an initial 1,424,
with similar results found in the other States.
In 1893, frustrated by colonial land laws that still favoured the pastoral industry, the
settlers network in NSW formed the first Farmers’ and Settlers’ Association with similar
groups in the other wheat growing states following in rapid succession (Black 2016;
Blainey 2006; Garden 2010; Kent 2011).
3.4.2

Group Settlement, Compulsory Repurchase and Radicalism

It was not long before a third group, the ‘battling’ wheat farmers, struggling on
undersized blocks created by government settlement schemes, were uniting to demand
government intervention to support the farm gate price (Heaton 1926; Connors 1995).
The disastrous years of depression in the 1890s, brought on by excessive government
borrowing were further compounded by the so-called Federation drought and a collapse
in the price of wool, Australia’s primary export industry. These tumultuous events
precipitated a period of State directed agricultural development and the utilitarian liberal
agrarianism of the early closer settlement ideal evolving into what some commentators
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describe as agrarian socialism, an ideology that was to dominate agricultural politics into
the future (Connors 1995).
According to Harrigan (2004) and Davison & Brodie (2005), post 1890, the social
structure of the Australian pastoral and agricultural industries revealed two distinct
classes, an upper/middle class (classical liberals) which included wealthy sheep graziers
and city businessmen and a lower class, the struggling small farmer. The former
supported an export-oriented industry based on free trade and security of contract and the
latter, state intervention through the mechanism of price support schemes and statutory
marketing.
3.4.3

Closer Settlement Mark 2

Following Federation, the States introduced a second wave of closer settlement policies
to satisfy what Roberts (2004) described as ‘an earth hunger throughout the colonies’, a
hunger fuelled by a population drive designed to attract Federal government funding.
Under the new constitution, finance was to be allocated by the Federal government on a
per capita basis so the States looked to boost their populations and ‘the land was to be the
sponge to soak up new immigrants’. State activism through changes to land laws, state
credit to small farmers, state financing of meat freezing works, butter factories, sugar
mills, refrigerated storage, water supply and railways was promoted as a strategy to
develop a market based, export oriented agricultural industry built around the labour of
small commercial farmers. Small farmers entered the wool industry and despite continued
domination by large pastoral companies, by 1930, 90% of the members of NSW
Graziers’ Association owned just one property and the average sheep flock had decreased
from 38,843 to 3,777.
The best of the land, however, had already been alienated into the large pastoral
estates during the earlier attempts at closer settlement (Roberts 1924, p. 335). Compared
to pastoralism, farming in Australia was only marginally profitable and without farmer
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self-exploitation, unviable. In New South Wales only the red gum forests and stock
routes were available for new agricultural development and in Victoria, less than 140,000
acres of first or second-class land remained available for settlement. Farmers endured
hardship and only survived through non-paid family labour and off-farm work. In a
renewed effort to satisfy the demand, Governments adopted a policy of repurchase and
resumption of alienated land, sub-dividing it into farm allotments and selling them for the
purchase price plus ten per cent. While a considerable amount of land was acquired in
this way, in many instances it was over priced and in some cases the landholder used the
scheme to sell unprofitable and unproductive land at a high price. Conditional purchase
conditions were onerous; the blocks were too small and often not suited to arable farming
with many of the settlers lacking the capital as well as the necessary business and farming
knowledge and skills essential for success (Connors 1995, p. 30; Harrigan 2004).
3.4.4

Closer Settlement Mark 3

Despite the previous failures, the policy was repeated again at the end of the First and
Second World Wars as Governments sought to absorb returning soldiers into civilian life
and repay them for their wartime sacrifice. ‘Soldier Land Settlement Schemes’ brought a
new wave of settlers to join the already disgruntled civilian settlers and despite the
generous terms of purchase offered as a reward for their service to the nation, most
struggled to succeed (Keneley 1999).
Dry years, low prices and crippling debt compounded by exposure to the vagaries of
an export market radicalized many wheat growers, particularly in the marginal lands of
the Victorian Mallee and Wimmera and Western Australia (Davison & Brodie 2005;
Keneley 1999; Botterill 2004). According to Harrigan (2004) and Connors (2004), it was
in this period that what they describe as rural or agrarian socialism emerged as a driving
force in agricultural politics.
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Harrigan (2004) suggests that, seduced by their positive experience with the
compulsory wheat pools established by the Federal Government during WW1 and again
in WW2, these radicalized wheat farmers saw Government backed organized marketing
as the panacea to their financial insecurity.
Similarly, the wartime purchase of the entire wool clip benefited the small
farmer/wool growers whose generally poorer quality wools were not favoured in the prewar free market auction system. This led to these small wool producers splitting from the
free market Grazier Associations to campaign for a reserve prices scheme for wool
(Harrigan 2004).
While the pastoralists (graziers) at this time remained true to their free market
philosophy and aloof from both the struggling Farmers and Settlers Associations and the
radical wheat farmers’ and small farmer wool producers, these latter groups joined forces
to push for the preferred ‘orderly marketing’ schemes of agrarian socialism (Chislett
1967).
Their demands focused on the establishment of a nationwide price stabilization
scheme and ‘in 1948, as referred to earlier, came one of the most remarkable
demonstrations of what Connors termed “agrarian socialism” in the Western world, the
unbroken run of five year wheat stabilization schemes that continued virtually unchanged
until 1968’ (Connors 1995; Harrigan 2004). Politicians, recognizing the importance of
the farming vote provided bi-partisan support and despite a number of unfavourable
reviews by the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC), the export monopoly generally
known as ‘the single desk for wheat (sales) continued in existence until the Iraq Oil-forFood scandal brought about its demise in 2008 (Connors 1995, p. 32).

Government Intervention in Agricultural Marketing
While classical liberal ideology played a significant role in the development of the
pastoral and agricultural industries, in the 1890s it was overtaken by the demand for state
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intervention from the small farmers and settlers, who had been attracted by the various
state initiated land settlement schemes (Botterill 2011; Stephen Bartos 2006a).
According to Melluish (1989) and Stokes (2004) the state had played a substantial
role in economic development since the time of settlement. This led to an ideological
tradition that articulated various assumptions, principles and strategies that should
underpin the role of the state in the economy, prescribing that role to be one generating
economic growth in a particularly harsh and isolated geographical context (Kelly 1992, p.
9).
The five pillars of the Deakinite (Australian) Settlement of New Protection instituted
in the early years following Federation included protection for manufacturers from
import competition and a 'fair and reasonable wage’ for workers (Stokes 2004, p. 14). It
was not for some time, however, that a sixth pillar, a covenant between the country and
the city, was added to the Australian Settlement. Seen as part of the egalitarian nature of
the Australian culture, this covenant or settlement was a commitment to compensate rural
people for the costs of remoteness and sparse settlement by keeping Australian living
standards relatively equal across the country. The stark differences in population
concentrations and associated political clout were addressed by a notion of certain social
entitlements, shared access to services, and a shared minimum standard of living.
Mechanisms such as Statutory Marketing Authorities (SMAs), and market stabilization
and price support schemes were demanded to support agricultural producers, particularly
small farmers - national protection all round through what opponents called agrarian
socialism (Kelly 1992, p. 1). In the 1930s, the Wheat Growers Union, campaigning for a
fixed price for wheat based their claims on Higgins’ 1907 Harvester judgement that
provided a minimum or living wage to employees demanding that:
Wheatgrowers, in common with wage earners, have a right to a
normal standard of living equal to the normal needs of a human being
living in a civilised community… a right to their costs of production,
plus a reasonable margin of profit (Coleman 2016, p. 237)
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Traditionally, the term agrarian-socialism, also referred to as country socialism, has
been described as a socio-economic political movement that combines an agrarian way of
life with socialist or semi-socialist economic policies – socializing losses while
capitalizing profits. Contrary to the implications of the word socialism, usually associated
with the left of politics, agrarian socialism in Australia has traditionally been linked to the
conservative Country/National Party. While it incorporates a belief in the benefits of a
democratic State, agrarian socialism demands special political and social power to
guarantee equality of returns through pooling of risk – no one farmer should lose more
than the other (Brett 2007; Stokes 2004; Harrigan 2004; Massy 2011).
The use of the term socialism runs counter to what Graham (1962, p. 15) contends is
the reality. In his view, farmers generally are interested only in their own benefit rather
than that of the proletariat and seek state intervention to improve their trading position in
a free enterprise economy, a philosophy more in tune with a Benthamite utilitarianism
(Collins 1985). Hancock (1930) suggests that collectivism to the Australian farmer was
not an ideology, but a strategy, ‘a collectivism of actions and means, rather than one of
ends and values’ (Coleman 2016, p. 44). Graham (1966) argues that they (the farmers)
will accept state owned railways, grain handling and banks but rarely accept socialist
doctrines or working class causes. He holds that farmers have an unwavering belief in
private property rights, individual freedom and independence and hold that through hard
work and good management and with state assistance where necessary, they will prosper
and eventually become gentlemen farmers, able to retire to the city in comfort and
become members of the absentee owner’s class.
Farmers and rural politicians, the latter anxious to ensure the farmer’s vote,
subscribed to the tenet that agriculture was the most important element of the Australian
economy and therefore the agrarian covenant was a well-justified compensation for their
contribution to the nation. Until 1950, raw wool comprised 47% of all Australian exports
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and altogether, primary production made up 90% of all exports. The cities were mainly
export hubs and farmers perceived city dwellers as making little if any significant
contribution to the nation's character. Farmers saw themselves as establishing the nation
by filling up the vast emptiness of the land and believed country life to be a particular
contributor to the nation's distinctive and characteristic virtues. Country people believed
they were the backbone of the nation – Australian bushmen and pioneer families taming
the tough new land, bearers of what were perceived as distinctive Australian attributes:
resourcefulness, endurance, laconic, courteous and good humour (Lipset 1950).
Encouraged by the success of the radical wheat farmers in the establishment of a
national wheat price stabilization scheme, other small farmers, turned to what Kelly
(2016, p. 20) described as ‘our touching yet almost fanatical faith in statutory authorities
and government boards’, in the belief that such institutions would allow them to control
their markets and therefore their profits. They began to demand, with remarkable success,
similar institutional arrangements for other commodities along with state credit, land
reform, bulk-handling and tariff protection.
Some twelve Statutory Marketing Authorities (SMAs) were established, embracing
the major export industries of wool, wheat and dairy at the national level together with
numerous State based authorities (eggs, lamb, barley, dried fruits, sugar, lupins, potatoes
etc.). Further to these successes, the growers were assured by Government of the majority
of seats on the boards of governance of these authorities and the appointment of grower
chairmen. The peak industry bodies, the Commodity Councils, which had consolidated
into tight policy groups, quickly gained control of the Board nomination process and soon
dominated both the selection of SMA boards and the choice of the grower chairmen
(Connors 1995; Graham 1962; Harrigan 2004).
Significantly, the small farmers were also successful in demanding that, under the
democratic principle of one man, one vote, their vote should be weighted equally with the
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larger producers despite the obvious disparities in capital investment and scale of
production. With the number of small farmers outnumbering the larger producers of the
Grazier Associations, it was not long before they (the graziers) were effectively sidelined (Connors 1995).

Historical Institutionalism
Botterill (2011) suggests that marketing authorities and price stabilization schemes fit
Peters (2012) analysis of historical institutionalism. Peters argues that ideas, accepted and
embodied in structural form are central to historical institutionalism. He goes on to argue
that the role and actions of the institution should be seen in an historical context,
embodying a particular mix of values important at the time of the creation of the
institution, potentially ensuring survival long after such values cease to be important or
relevant.
Once institutions take shape, 'path dependence' and the costs of
changing direction ensures these ideas have long term effects and give
rise to longstanding patterns of social action reinforced by social
understandings and expectations (Sawer 2003, p. 31).
Streeck and Thelen (2005) while noting that the institution as an entity can be
defined in a number of ways, suggest a definition that can be interpreted as compatible
with the statutory marketing authorities and price stabilization schemes that have
proliferated the Australian agricultural landscape. They contend that:
Organisations come to be regarded as institutions to the extent that
their existence and operation become in a specific way publicly
guaranteed and privileged, by becoming backed by societal norms and
the enforcement capacities related to them’(Streeck & Thelen 2005, p.
12).
These institutions (SMAs) were based on what a number of scholars have defined as
an agrarian socialist ideology: a belief in the essential worth of agriculture, distrust of the
merchant or middleman, a basic egalitarianism of pooling of risk and equality of returns
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irrespective of any differentiation in quality of the product. Further, farmers believed
collective marketing of their produce would protect them from the vagaries of the market
and the perceived unscrupulous practices of brokers and merchants. Using political power
and peer pressure, farmer representatives were able to establish the idea of orderly
marketing as a societal norm and achieve public guarantees and privileges through
legislative underwriting of each authority or scheme (Connors 1995; Botterill 2011; S.
Bartos 2006; Coleman 2016).
Once an institution has been established, whether it be an institution of an ideology
or an organization, there is a tendency for it to become path dependent making it difficult
for actors to escape from the established path unless some, usually exogenous force,
intervenes to effect a radical change (Pierson & Skocpol 2002).
March and Olsen (1984) argue that in fact, even in the face of such an exogenous
force, if the institution is influential on its members and they have a strong ideological
identification with that institution, they will tend to conform to its norms rather than
consider the consequences any action will have on them.
3.6.1

Path Dependency

Peters (2012), Pierre & King (2005) and Pierson & Skocpol (2002) define path
dependency as a function of historical institutionalism, a form of institutionalism defined
by ideas and embodied in the structure that supports the institution. The policy choices
made at the time of formation will persist, particularly when made in a sequence of
voting, thus determining policy and outcomes well into the future.
Hall (1986) suggests that historical institutions emerge from political and policy
history and policies are created to solve problems of collective action. The policy choices
made at the time of formation are identified as the logical and most rational policy
options and there is an expectation of an equilibrium that will perpetuate the decisions
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made at that time. If these policies are perceived to produce positive results, path
dependence is reinforced and any attempt to introduce change is resisted (Peters 2012).
In his discussion of institutional change, Peters (2012) provides further evidence of
the links between historical institutionalism and SMAs and the path dependency that has
resulted from these authorities. He argues that historical institutionalism is premised on
ideas (ideology) and the persistence of the ideas and policy choices that initiated the
structure and that these institutions will tend to exist in a state of equilibrium,
‘functioning in accordance with decisions made at the time of their initiation’ (Peters
2012, p. 78). He goes on to say that not only do historical institutions have little or no
capacity to predict change; neither do they provide a model that would allow internal
dynamic change (Stephen Bartos 2006a; Botterill 2004; Connors 1995).
Macro change such as radical phase transitions that alter systems and change roles
(Pierson & Skocpol 2002; Skocpol 1995), thus punctuating the equilibrium, can only
occur when it is forced on the institution by exogenous shocks, which demand a response.
Padgett and Ansell (1993) along with Clemens and Cook (1999) contend that roles
are created through institutionalization and these roles inevitably create interests
(agency), which help to maintain the institution (Peters 2012). Barabasi (2002) and Watts
(2003) further argue that those privileged by such roles will act to preserve their
privilege.
Historical institutionalism leads to the development of a network of complementary
mechanisms that support the institution and the ideas and values that it represents and
through these mechanisms, together with positive feedback, and the self-reinforcing
nature of collectively held worldviews, institutions can become sticky over time (Padgett
& Ansell 1993). Under the legislation that established the three major SMAs in
Australian agriculture, the Australian Wheat Board (AWB), the Australian Wool
Corporation (AWC) and the Australian Dairy Corporation (ADIC), complementary
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grower Councils, [the Grains Council of Australia (GCA), the Wool Council of Australia
(WCA) and the Australian Dairy Industry Council (ADIC)] were granted ‘peak body’
status. While these Councils, membership of which was drawn from the SFOs, did not
represent all producers, the SMAs and the tight policy networks of the Councils formed
mutually dependent and beneficial relationships through which members of the Councils
would receive certain privileges and rewards in turn for guaranteeing the SMA support
from farmers and politicians (Botterill 2011; Pierson 2004).
3.6.2

Agricultural Policy Communities:

In contrast to the mixed farming systems of Europe, Australian agriculture was more
specialized in nature. Prior to the 1970s, representation was commodity focused with the
various commodity groups operating in a loose policy network which ranged from the
classical liberal free market wool producers of the Grazier Associations to the opposite
ideological pole of the agrarian socialist farmers of the wheat, dairy and fruit industries.
Urged on by the Country Party and impressed by the success of the National
Farmers’ Union (NFU) in Britain, a closed policy community which had institutionalized
the role of British farmers in the policy making process, the various farmer groups began
to join together to form unions and federations. Their stated purpose was to present ‘one
voice’ to government to achieve their desired government intervention and orderly
marketing schemes. These unions/federations quickly developed into tight policy
networks, self-reinforcing through politically oriented collegial structures that determined
only those who supported the interventionist philosophy would be elected to the
leadership group and any who did not abide by the rules would be excluded (Stephen
Bartos 2006a; Botterill 2011; Massy 2011; Watson 1990).
According to Connors, (1995, p. 153) graziers had always held themselves as being
somewhat superior to the farmer, better educated, well mannered and socially elite,
relying on their old boys networks and well researched and presented submissions
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prepared by professional staff, to exert influence. They were opposed to stabilization
schemes and orderly marketing, and saw the members of their networks, the wool
brokers, merchants and bankers as their private enterprise partners in marketing their
produce. In the early 1970s, however, following a number of global economic shocks that
brought the wool industry to its knees, the Graziers’ Associations, despite having voted
against the introduction of a wool industry Reserve Price Scheme in three referenda over
the previous fifty years, ‘crossed the Rubicon to the land of orderly marketing’ and were
absorbed into the tight policy networks of federated representation (Botterill 2005;
Connors 1995; Marsh & Smith 2000).
3.6.3

Tight Policy Networks

Grant and MacNamara (1995, p. 510) contend that agricultural policy communities are
‘widely recognized as one of the clearest examples of a policy community in persistence,
cohesion and exclusiveness’. Marsh and Smith argue that:
Policy networks are political structures ………… the relationships
within them are structural because they define the roles which the
actors play within the networks; prescribe the issues which are
discussed and how they are dealt with; have distinct sets of rules and
contain organizational imperatives, so that at least, there is major
pressure to maintain the network (Marsh & Smith 2000, p. 5).
They further suggest that as a result, beliefs, values, culture and behavioural norms
are institutionalized and rather than decisions made by the group being based on a
rational assessment of the options available, organizational decisions are the outcome of
past decisions, ideologies, values and culture of the group in the context of the incumbent
organizational power structure.
These groups persist through a strong consensus, conformity to the rules and
acknowledged boundaries of acceptable policies and behaviours that not only determine
who is included but also how they will act. As noted previously, those who do not abide
by the rules will be excluded (Marsh & Smith 2000). Hammond (2004) concurs, arguing
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that to reinforce the initial policy choices that determine the existence of an historical
institution and its associated path dependency, tight policy circles, roles, structures and
mechanisms are created that will ensure only politically acceptable people are chosen to
fill critical leadership and governance positions.
Botterill’s (2005) examination of Australian agricultural policy networks found that
the farm lobby is enmeshed in a tight policy community characterized by a shared
ideology and limited membership with the key players all part of one small agri-political
club. ‘They all know each other and are very much inter-related [sometimes
literally]’(Stephen Bartos 2006b, p. 9).
While this can create a strong sense of identity within a group, the danger is,
however, that this can lead to closed minds and a suspicion of outsiders. Holding a strong
worldview and a shared culture, closed networks can place a structural constraint on
network members. Valuing the strong ties that exist within the network, members are
rarely open to new information from the weak ties that provide links to other networks,
preferring incremental organic change that protects established relationships. Radical
phase transitions caused by a cascade of information generated by economic, ideological,
political or even knowledge-based exogenous events are feared and rejected. Such radical
change represents a threat to the preservation of order and values, particularly to those
privileged by the status quo (Hammond & Glenn 2004; Watts 2003; Stephen Bartos
2006b; Marsh & Smith 2000).
Such a closed network culture exhibits characteristics of the ancient agrarian village
networks of the old world. As such it is diametrically opposed to the open networks of
the modern western corporate world where weak links to other networks that can bring
new ideas, information and opportunities, are seen as strengths rather than threats
(Granovetter 1973; Hammond & Glenn 2004).
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Organizational Culture
Organizational culture is an enduring, complex, and powerful force in the motivation of
members towards the successful prosecution of the mission, goals and objectives of an
organization. The culture of organizations is seen as a most important indicator of success
and the ability to operate effectively with ownership of this ability only possible through
having the right people with the right competencies (Pfeffer & Sutton 2006).
In a study of leadership and decision-making in the Australian sugar industry, Pini
(2001), found a number of structural barriers to participation by female members of the
industry. She identified the masculinist culture of representative organizations and the
male hegemony of rural society, as being concepts that required further research as to
their significance in determining who has access to seats on the governing board.
The culture of farmer organizations is highly gendered with patriarchal structures
and practices that reinforce male hegemony and despite the increasing significance of
women’s input into the agricultural industry, men still view themselves as the natural
leaders with women subordinated to their stereotypical roles (Alston 2003; Little & Jones
2000; Connell 1995).
Bradshaw & Wicks (2000) define hegemonic masculinity as:
A form of cultural ascendancy achieved through the play of cultural
forces, which results in non-dominant groups being subordinated but
not eliminated. Hegemony is deeply embedded in the structures,
policies, doctrines, practices and other cultural artefacts of a society
and thus is rendered largely invisible or taken for granted (Bradshaw
& Wicks 2000, p. 197).
Hegemonic masculinity also referred to as the 'old boys club' excludes women from
the director selection process. The network or ‘club’ and the concept of members or
insiders who have special privileges, knowledge or access to information flows, is based
on an antiquated system that promotes socially homogenous white males and excludes
women from the director selection process and is a common reference in literature
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pertaining to agricultural leadership and politics (Alston 2003; Liepins 2000; McPherson,
Popielarz & Drobnic 1992; McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001; Pini 2002b; Sheridan
2002; Kanter 1977; Zajac & Westphal 1996).
In his discussion of the failure of effective governance in the AWB affair, Bartos
(2006b) refers to the existence of a ‘club’, an extensive social network of key players in
the Australian grain industry, membership of which is based on grain growing or agripolitical interests. According to Bartos (2006b) they all know each other, sharing similar
backgrounds and are very much inter-related either figuratively or literally or even both.
Members of the agricultural associations are appointed to the Grains Council, and Grains
Council people are appointed to the Board of the AWB or the Wheat Export Authority
(WEA). Even if an appointment is terminated, Government ministers know these people,
see them regularly and they become the logical candidates for appointment to trade
missions, advisory positions etc.
Such a system implies implicitly that by keeping the governing body populated by
‘people like us’, challenges to the status quo will not arise, as it is nigh on impossible to
remain a member of the club and at the same time ask difficult and confronting questions
of someone who is part of your own intimate circle. It is improper or even ungentlemanly to question another member of the gentleman’s club. Ritual is by definition
self perpetuating, making it impossible for anyone to ask ‘why do we do this in this
way?’ or ‘why do we do this at all?’ (Stephen Bartos 2006b)
The importance of the comfort and familiarity found in the social network is
highlighted in the 1997-1998 Australian Research Council (ARC) research into board
composition in the agricultural sector. The findings of the ARC research were echoed by
Bradshaw & Wicks (2000) that, to achieve a cohesive team there is a tendency for board
selection committees to promote those who ‘fit’ or are like those already on the board and
therefore women are excluded from board selection because of their difference (Sheridan
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1994). A senior executive of a major national agribusiness company suggested that
because ‘women were so different’ having a woman on the board was too great a risk for
the company to take. Existing members of the board were concerned that women may
‘question processes and agendas that have provided a great deal of comfort to the cloned
representatives’ (Alston 2003). Savage and Witz (1992) and Gardyn (2003) each
underline this concept holding that ‘men effectively “clone” themselves in their own
image, guarding access to power and privilege for those who fit in, those of their own
kind – in short, other men’.
Research shows that women do not lack the experience, credentials or
skills to sit on boards but they do lack the demographic similarities
that boardroom gate keepers assume minimize social uncertainty in
governance (Bradshaw & Wicks 2000, p. 198).
Cornell (2008) reports, that existing board members claim that the risk of nonperformance by an unknown candidate is an important reason for excluding them from
selection to the board. Such a premise presumes that existing directors believe that those
outside the group are more likely to perform poorly. Cornell’s (2008) research further
revealed that existing directors argued that any aspiring director must ‘fit’ with the
existing governing group. However, if the aspiring candidate is not a member of their
network it is unlikely that they will be seen to be a ‘fit’.
Organizational culture was also identified by McKenzie et al (2005) as a significant
determinant of board membership. Other factors, such as the prescriptive nature of
stereotypes, women’s perceived lack of ambition (Saunders 1996); their lack of mentors
and networks (Sheridan 2002); and structural and mechanical barriers such as time and
place of meetings and lack of childcare (Pini 2001; Alston 1998a); are cited as additional
reasons for the imbalance in the demographics of the leadership group in rural
representative organizations.
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While there is general acceptance that a strong track record, a good understanding of
business principles and access to an extensive network of business contacts are important
attributes in gaining board positions, the importance of high visibility and family contacts
are highlighted as essential qualifications for board nomination in the rural sector.
Women’s competence requires wide acknowledgement in the public domain before
boards or their nominating committees will be prepared to ‘risk’ having a woman on the
board (Burke 1997; Burke 2003; Daily, Certo & Dalton 2000; McGregor 2000; Sheridan
& Milgate 2003; Vinnicombe, Singh & Sturges 2000). An examination of the rules and
regulations governing representative organizations in rural industries shows that
constitutional design is another factor in the perpetuation of the existing culture. If voting
rights are limited to particular sectors of an organization, this can be used most
effectively to preclude diversity in governance (Haslam McKenzie 1999a; Grace 1997;
Pfeffer 1981).
3.7.1

Masculism

In the 1890s, the well known Australian poets Henry Lawson and Banjo Patterson wrote
of the stereotypical Australian man as someone who exemplified the legendary
characteristics of the outback bushman, having the values of egalitarianism, mateship and
pragmatism, while at the same time, spurning any emotional attachments (Stokes 2004)
Stokes (2004), in his discussion of Kelly’s (1992) interpretation of the ‘Australian
Settlement’, argues that the ideology of ‘Masculism’ should be included as another
important component. He contends that the set of values, identities and practices inherent
in masculism influenced individual behaviours, social policies and institutions in the
developing Australian nation and in so doing, identified who is included and therefore,
who is excluded. He suggests that ‘in the 1890s and for much of the twentieth century,
men were represented as the agents and actors while at best, women were supposed to
play the support roles’ a scenario that was ‘institutionalized in the Higgins Harvester
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judgment of 1907. In his judgement Higgins established what he described as the ideal
model of the male breadwinner with the female ‘housewife’ as dependent, unpaid
domestic labour (Stokes 2004, p. 12).
Shaver (1996) critiques the masculinist aspects of the prevailing liberalism of the
period, describing it in terms of a dichotomy between the public world of men and the
private domestic life of women, with the liberal citizen tacitly referred to in terms of a
male actor existing in the public domain with women’s citizenship framed in terms of
womanly dependence and accordingly, defective. In Australian society the husband was
commonly perceived as the financially productive partner (the breadwinner) and the wife,
the perceived non-financially productive partner expected to assume the stereotypical role
of caregiver, housekeeper and child bearer. Married women therefore, by reason of their
status, existed at the margins of the public realm, effectively the working property of their
husband.
Alston (2003, p. 486) argues that little has changed in the 21st century and
‘government advice and agricultural policy is still shaped around a masculinist position
presented through dominant male organizations and women’s concerns and positions are
ignored’. Such a perception results in the inevitable marginalization of women in the
discourse shaping agriculture in Australia.
3.7.2

Land Ownership and Patriarchy

In a society that is predominantly agricultural, land literally means power, wealth and
honour, with control over property through marriage and kinship creating a patriarchal
culture (Crosswhite 2002)
The early days of the new Australian settlement provided an ideal environment for
classical laissez-faire liberals to establish a new privileged class of wealth and influence
in a new land with no incumbent hereditary aristocracy and privilege. Such an
environment offered opportunities for any man of means to acquire land and hence the
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wealth and power that it promised. For more than 100 years, the ownership of property,
based on a legal regime imported from England, was by definition an essentially male
prerogative (Sawer 2003).
Land ownership practices have influenced social and gender relationships across
generations, creating a patriarchal culture in farming organizations dominated by older
men. Shortall (2001) suggests that influence in rural industry organizations is largely
derived from property ownership and patrilineal inheritance. The patrilineal transfer of
property rights means that women and younger persons (male and female) rarely own
land, a state that disadvantages their position within the public space of farming. This
premise was supported in the timeframe of this research, by a dearth of women and
young male leaders in rural representative organizations, despite the fact that the tertiary
qualifications of both of these groups far exceeded those of their father’s and
grandfather’s generations (Gooday 1995; Alston 1998b; Shortall 2004).
3.7.3

Leadership

Achieving a leadership/decision making role on the board of any organization is a two
dimensional process. Not only must the candidate perceive that they have a right or
capacity to fulfil that role, but those who elect or endorse them for the position must
share that perception (Alston 1994b).
The highly gendered nature of rural society gives added weight to the concept of a
heroic view of leadership. The semantics of agriculture is pervasively masculine and
often aggressive. Notions of conquering or taming the hostile rural environment are
identified with the traditional perception of masculine qualities of power, physical
strength and aggressiveness. Leaders talk in terms of ‘fighting’ for their industry, a
‘battle’ that requires toughness, tenacity leading to the belief that the same strength
needed for heavy physical on-farm work, qualifies one for the policy battle. These
qualities are not ones that farming men associate with the female members of the
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industry, There is a widely held perception that women are frivolous, emotional, easily
distracted and even irrational – traits that are the polar opposite therefore, of the
characteristics required for agricultural leadership (Pini 2008; Brandth 1995; Brandth &
Haugen 1997).
Gooday (1995) and Alston (2000) point out that in the rural industries, tertiary
educated women outnumber men by two to one, however, knowledge and skill based
merit is clearly not the criterion used for appointment to agricultural boards. Despite their
qualifications, experience and contributions to the industry, the intransigence of gender
relations in rural Australia and the patriarchal structure of the family farm, contribute to
the exclusion of women from industry decision-making (Teather 1998; Alston 1998a;
Alston 1994a; Alston 2003). Dr Skye Saunders (2016), writing in the opinion section of
the Australian (18th February, 2016), refers to women working in a male dominated
environment as being:
‘dammed if they do and dammed if they don’t impress as being as
‘good as the men’, but they must not threaten the social order by
becoming too far removed from the stereotypical feminine persona.
The prevailing perception of leadership as being a male prerogative is not only
confined to men. There continue to be women in the industry who are complicit in the
perpetuation of this belief and will fiercely defend their traditional rural lifestyle and the
status quo. There can be severe social consequences for those women who seek to join
the traditional male preserve of industry leadership (Lord, De Vader & Alliger 1986;
Saunders 2016; Teather 1998; Pini 2001).
Studies of the agricultural industry in the USA farm belt (Peter et al. 2000; Naples
1994), give further support to the premise that the ‘Great Man’ theory of leadership in
rural industry prevails, arguing that the ideology of the ‘monologic’ farmer continues to
dominate the rural landscape. The Russian social theorist, Mikhail Bakhtin (Peter et al.
2000) describes monologic masculinity as a state in which the monologic male
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commands and acts with little or no acknowledgement of other points of view, perceiving
the world as defined by a system of strict hierarchical boundaries. In such a context the
ownership of industry leadership rests solely with the landowner, the farmer, ‘he’! Peter
(2000) contends that such a perception continues to prevail despite the observation that
the business affairs of farming were largely managed by farmwomen and that the farming
workforce included both these women and the younger generation of farmers.
Contemporary leadership theorists refer to an era of post-heroic leadership, which
emphasizes a transformational style as distinct from the heroic transactional style. In
reality, unless the existing structures, systems and cultural environment change to
accommodate the new model, nothing will have changed (Fletcher 2004; Alston 1998c).
A former president of the National Farmers’ Federation, while urging women in the
industry to stop wasting their time on the outer fringes of political leadership and take
their place in the main agri-political arena, made it clear that the existing organizational
culture would not change. He added that if there is a problem, then that problem is with
the women, not the institution or its incumbents (Alston 1998c; Sinclair 1994). Alston
(1998c) observes that as long as such attitudes prevail, a masculine culture and the push
to maintain male dominance and power will ensure that attempts at entry to leadership by
women will be resisted.
3.7.4

The Great Man Theory of Leadership

The board of directors is the embodiment of power and leadership in any organization
and as such has exclusive ownership of policy direction and decision-making.
The key determinant of organizational values and culture are the
values and behaviour of people in key leadership positions. If the
people in those positions are men, then the organizational culture will
be predominantly ‘male’ and this will determine the leadership style
of incoming or upcoming leaders, whether they are women or men
(Simmons 1986, p. 21)
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A number of management theorists (Burton, Ryall & Todd 1994; Kabacoff 2000;
Posner & Kouzes 1993) discuss leadership selection in terms of merit, positing that
effective leadership requires specific skills and competencies. On the other hand, others
claim that such attributes do not mirror the cultural assumptions and images that still
prevail as being the cultural norm of what constitutes an effective leadership group
(Merrill-Sands & Kolb 2001; Sinclair 1998).
Pini (2001, p. 349) argues that the concept of merit is problematic and that while the
term is afforded great importance by those who hold the power in the organization, there
are ‘no identified job related qualities or systematic selection processes that define the
concept but rather personal inclinations and preferences’. Pini goes on to say that by
virtue of their power and dominance of agricultural leadership, merit continues to be
limited to a definition that includes only men
This is particularly evident in Australian rural society where the framing of
leadership in the ancient philosopher’s terms of ‘the great man’, the visionary heroic
(Spender 1980; Case 1994; Claes 1999), still dominates leadership criteria (Alston 1998a;
Pini 2001; Sinclair 1998; Teather 1998). ‘Our conceptions of leadership are locked in a
time warp, constrained by the lingering archetypes of heroic warriors and wise distant
fathers’ (Sinclair 1998, p. 155).
A salient illustration of this phenomenon was provided at the 1st International
conference of Women in Agriculture, Melbourne, 1994.
In replying to the Governor General’s speech and thanking him for his
input, a dairy farmer from Tasmania spoke of developing her dairy
enterprise along with her husband over the past twenty years. She
reminded the Governor General that four years ago he had awarded
her husband an Order of Australia for his services to dairying (Alston
1994b, p. 3).
This woman, like many of her gender, found herself in what Sheridan (2011)
describes as ‘a space of betweenness’. Trauger (2004) describes the inhabitants of this
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space as being invisible and therefore lacking legitimacy. They are out of place because
of their gender and their work in the physical and economic construction of their business
will be omitted.

Australian Agricultural Representation
3.8.1

The Representative Organization

From the beginning, in each State, groups representing the two basic agricultural
industries of farming and grazing, various commodities, regions and philosophies were
formed, reformed and over time amalgamated until in 1948, Tasmania saw the first
unified State based representative organization, the Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers
Association (TFGA). This association brought together the many disparate groups
representing specific commodities (meat, wool. dairy, vegetables, forestry, and/or
agricultural practices (agriculture and pastoral/grazing) under the one umbrella. It was not
until the late nineteen seventies and early nineteen eighties that Victoria and New South
Wales followed suit and in the name of unity put aside philosophical differences to form
similar unified state federations (Walton 1992, p. 129). South Australia followed and
similarly in 1998, the Cattlemen’s Union of Australia (CU), the Queensland
Graingrowers’ Association (QGGA) and the United Graziers' Association (UGA)
amalgamated to form AgForce Queensland (NSWFA 2013; VFF 2013). Western
Australia remains the only State in the Commonwealth where there are two multicommodity SFOs, distinguished by their opposing ideologies. The Pastoralists &
Graziers Association of Western Australia (PGA) adheres to a philosophy of a free
market with a minimum of State intervention where-as the Western Australian Farmers
Federation follows a model of State supported interventionist orderly marketing.
The raison d’etre of all of these organizations has always been to influence the
development of Government policies through the representation of their member’s
interests to the Government of the day (State and Federal), other stakeholders and
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competing interests. It became apparent to the various State organizations that to increase
their voice at a national level they must join forces to gain strength in numbers and as
early as 1891, pastoralists from across the country had formed the Pastoralists Federal
Council which subsequently became the Graziers’ Federal Council (1919). In the same
year the Australian Woolgrowers’ Council was registered under the Federal Arbitration
and Conciliation Act and in 1960, these two bodies joined to form the Australian
Woolgrowers and Graziers’ Council (AgForce 2013).
Acknowledging, the need for an even stronger voice through wider representation,
the grazing industry joined forces with wool and meat producers from the farmer settler
groups and formed the Australian Wool Industry Conference in 1962 2.
It wasn’t until 1979, however, that the Australian Woolgrowers' and Graziers'
Council merged with the Australian Wool and Meat Producers' Federation, the Australian
Wheatgrowers' Federation, the Australian National Cattlemen's Council, the Cattlemen's
Union of Australia, the Australian Seed Producers' Federation, the Australian Vegetable
Growers' Association and the Australian Farmers' Federation to form a fully national
representative in the National Farmers' Federation (NFF) (ANU 1929-1975).
3.8.2

A Conceptual Model

The model (Fig. 3.1 and included in form in Appendix 1) shows the development of
SFO representation from its origins of three separate networks. These three networks
were reduced to two with the amalgamation of the agrarian yeoman Farmers and Settlers’
Associations and the radical agrarian socialist wheat farmers forming federations or
unions in each Australian state. These closed networks were founded on what has been

2

1962 – 1980HThe Australian Wool Industry Conference was formed in 1962 as a result of meetings of the Australian Woolgrowers
& Graziers Council with the Australian Wool & Meat Producers Federation. In 1966 the Australian Primary Producers Union's Wool
Section joined the Conference. It worked closely with the Australian Wool Board, and its successors, the Australian Wool
Commission and the Australian Wool Corporation, and the International Wool Secretariat. In 1980 the AWIC was amalgamated with
the Wool Council of Australia Voyce, M 1994, 'Testamentary freedom, patriarchy and inheritance of the family farm in Australia',
Sociologia Ruralis, vol. 34, no. 1, pp. 71-83, Poiner, G 1990, The Good Old Rule: Gender and Other Power Relationships in a Rural
Community, Sydney University Press, Sydney, Shortall, S 2004, 'The Broad and the Narrow: Case Studies and International
Perspectives on Farm Women's Research', Rural Society, vol. 14, no. 2, pp. 112-125, Crosby, E 1998, 'Succession and Inheritance on
Australian Family Farms', Changing families, challenging futures: 6th Australian Institute of Family Studies Conference, Melbourne,
November 25 -27, 1998.
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termed an agrarian socialist ideology that supported historical institutionalism and its
associated tight policy circles (Botterill 2005; Connors 1995; Tan & Tiong 2005).
The open networks of the various State Pastoralist (Grazier) associations were
founded on the classical liberal ideology of a free market that welcomed links to outside
networks allowing the free flow of new information (Connors 1995). In time, the
campaign for producer unity together with economic factors led all State Grazier
associations except the Western Australian Pastoralists & Graziers Association (PGA), to
join the closed networks of the agrarian socialist federations. As is evident from the
model, both networks use social network theory and social identity theory as mechanisms
to identify leadership and governance candidates who will support the respective
ideologies.

Figure 3:1: Development of Agricultural Representation: A Conceptual Model
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Summary
This chapter has reviewed the literature relevant to the development of representation in
the Australian agricultural industry. The review continued research into the two
constructs of social networks and social identity examined in the previous chapter, in the
framework of the agricultural environment.
The chapter began with a review of the history of land settlement in Australia,
revealing the early establishment of colonial socialism and the resulting uniquely held
Australian belief that the state represents collective power at the service of individualistic
rights. Land settlement policies wholly controlled by a colonial government led to the
development of three distinct rural networks, the free market pastoralists (the
squattocracy), the independent agrarian yeoman farmers and settlers and in time, the
radical agrarian socialist wheat growers. The literature surrounding these social networks
emphasised the role of social identity within the networks and the importance of this
construct in the leadership selection process.
The study of the literature relevant to the development of producer representation
revealed the domination of the philosophy of classical liberalism, particularly in the early
years of the pastoral industry and the emerging influence of agrarianism, social liberalism
and utilitarian liberalism in the period of the colonial Government’s early efforts to
establish closer settlement and thwart the development of an elite ruling class of
pastoralists. The literature revealed that these and subsequent attempts at closer
settlement coincided with the peak influence of an emerging social liberal philosophy
compounded by the transported Chartist movement and the influx of new immigrants
seeking a better life in the new world who had been subject to the growing unionist and
socialist movements in Britain and Europe. According to the literature, the confluence of
these factors resulted in the emergence of a uniquely Australian agrarian Benthamite
liberalism, which is often referred to in the literature as agrarian socialism. The chapter
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discusses the significant role that this agrarian Benthamite liberalism or agrarian
socialism played in the establishment of historical institutionalism in the form of farmer
unions and federations and Statutory Marketing Authorities and their associated tight
policy circles (e.g. Commodity Councils), and the path dependency on these institutions
that has dominated the majority of Australian commodity industries for several decades.
The discussion of the closed network nature of these tight policy communities
showed that there were some similarities between the agrarian social networks of
Australian agriculture and the ancient closed village networks of the old world,
particularly in relation to the trust bestowed on network insiders and attitudes to change.
The final section of this chapter examined the literature relative to the prevailing
organizational culture within the agricultural industry and found that the industry
continues to be dominated by a patriarchal hegemonic masculinist culture that governs
land ownership, perceptions of leadership and despite some evidence of an increasing
female presence in the industry, farmer organizations remain highly gendered institutions
with women largely excluded from the director selection process.
The literature suggests that the male dominance of property ownership and the
traditional patrilineal transfer of property rights are important factors in the establishment
of a masculinist ‘old boy’s club within agricultural representation. This club not only
creates cultural and structural barriers to the participation of women in industry
leadership and governance but also acts as a barrier to information flows that could lead
to organizational change.
The literature revealed evidence that leadership in Australian rural society remains
framed by a visionary heroic or ‘great man’ concept of leadership and despite
contemporary theorists arguing that modern leadership is embracing a more
transformational style, unless the structures, systems and cultural environment of existing
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organizations change, the masculinist culture and male dominance of power will
continue.
The literature has provided evidence to suggest a conceptual model for Australian
Agricultural representation and the chapter concluded with a discussion of the
representative organization in Australian agriculture followed by a diagrammatic
depiction of the model.
The following chapter will discuss the design and methodology proposed for the
execution of the research and examines and justifies the research approach.
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Methodology
Introduction
The previous two chapters presented the theoretical foundation upon which the study is
based through a review of the relevant literature. The purpose of this chapter is to
describe the study’s overall research design and methodology and how these will link to
the research question of what factors influence board membership in Australian
agriculture. As shown in the conceptual model (Fig. 3.1), representation in Australian
agriculture developed from its origins of three separate bands, the Pastoralists, the
Agrarian Yeomen Farmers and the radical Agrarian Socialist Wheatfarmers, to emerge as
two ideologically opposite networks, the open networks of the Grazier Associations and
the closed networks of the Farmer Federations.
The research embraces a case study approach designed around these two opposing
networks to form two ideologically based case studies, the Graziers and the Federalists.
In consideration of the wide expanse of the Australian agricultural industry across all
states and territories, it was decided that two principal State Farmer Organizations
(SFOs), representing each of these case studies, would be the primary sources of both
broad contextual data and in-depth descriptive data. In order to provide a more complete
picture, complementary data was sought from other SFOs, which for the purposes of
analysis were classified as being aligned with either the Grazier Association (Graziers)
philosophy and organizational type or the Farmer Federation (Federalists) ideology and
organizational type.
Supplementary to the primary sources, data sourced from three supporting
organizations representative of the hierarchy of farmer representation, was also tested.
These organizations include State based a commodity specific association; a national
commodity council and a national industry-marketing corporation.
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The case studies were investigated using a number of contributing methodologies to
provide multiple sources of data. These methodologies, outlined in the following subsections, included document analysis, participant observation, in-depth interviews, focus
groups, and a survey.
This chapter will explain the rationale for use of a case study approach and how this
over-arching methodology and supporting data collection techniques contribute to the
study. The key steps and methods within each stage are presented in this chapter, while
more detailed descriptions of the respective research methodologies and the data analysis
process are included in following chapters. Finally, the chapter will canvass the on-going
ethical issues pertinent to the research.

Research Approach
The case study is more usually associated with a qualitative research approach, which
according to Yin (2009) is ideally suited when there is a need to understand the
complexities of individual, organizational, social and political phenomena. The strengths
of the qualitative method include the opportunity for researchers to gain a holistic view of
the phenomena as they interact with the research subjects in the context of their own
language and environment. Because the research process is not bounded by the strictures
of the quantitative process, data collection, analysis and interpretation can be more
flexible and related to the phenomena within its normal social context (Flyvbjerg 2011;
Matveev 2002)
The research approach adopted for this study, however, is a ‘mixed methods (Denzin
& Lincoln 2011) or ‘hybrid’ (Denzin 2009; Denzin & Lincoln 2011) approach, including
both qualitative and quantitative methods. Mixed methods research (MMR), generally
referred to as the ‘third methodological movement’ first emerged in the applied sciences
and is described as an alternative research method based on a pragmatic approach that
utilizes all data sources to answer practical questions (Castellan 2010).
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Creswell and Plano Clark (cited in Cresswell 2011, p. 271) describe the mixed
methods approach as a research design with philosophical assumptions that guide the
direction of the collection and analysis of data through the mixture of qualitative and
quantitative approaches. The central premise of this approach is to increase the breadth
and depth of understanding by providing multiple ways of seeing and hearing and making
sense of the social world within which the subject of the research exists.
Johnson et al (2007), cited in Teddlie & Tashakkori (2011, p.285) suggested a
composite definition of the mixed method approach:
Mixed methods research is a type of research in which a researcher or
team of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative
research approaches (e.g. use of qualitative and quantitative
viewpoints, data collection, analysis, inference techniques) for the
broad purpose of breadth and depth of understanding and
corroboration (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner 2007, p. 123)
Teddlie and Tashakkori (2011) further contend that this definition includes what they
believe is the essential characteristic of mixed methods research, methodological
eclecticism., a combination of the best methods to achieve results in answering questions
through:
...selecting and then synergistically integrating the most appropriate
techniques from a myriad of QUAL, QUAN and mixed methods in
order to more thoroughly investigate a phenomenon of interest
(Teddlie & Tashakkori 2011, p. 286).
4.2.1

Rationale for use of Mixed Methods Research Approach

While a number of authors suggest that MMR developed from the desire for
triangulation of results from different sources, Teddlie and Tashakkori (2011) argue that
there are others who believe that a more important benefit of contemporary MMR lies in
the opportunity to combine information from sources which are quite dissimilar in order
to gain greater insight into the complexities of the phenomenon in question.
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In their discussion of the cyclical characteristic of MMR, Teddlie and Tashakkori
(2011) contend that there is an inherent logic of discovery in the iterative cyclical nature
of the methodology. This discovery process, which includes both inductive and deductive
logic, can, in their opinion, lead to new knowledge through a more in depth
understanding of the phenomenon. In adopting the pragmatic approach of MMR, it is
possible for the researcher to choose the most appropriate method of inquiry at any time
in order to drill deeper into the research question.
Greene (2007) views MMR in the context of social inquiry, which as Creswell
(2011) states, moves it into, an ‘entirely new realm of conceptualization’. Greene (2007),
cited in Creswell (2011, p.272) argues that mixed methods research:
…actively invites us to participate in a dialogue about multiple ways
of seeing and hearing and multiple ways of making sense of the social
world and multiple standpoints of what is important and to be valued
and cherished (Greene 2007, p. 20)
This research embraces the social network of the Australian agricultural industry and
draws on two broad and the ideologically opposed case studies, the open network
Graziers and the closed network Federalists. As indicated in the introduction to Chapter
4, two State Farmer Organizations were identified as representative of the two case
studies, the Pastoralists and Graziers Association (WA) Inc. (the Graziers) and the
Victorian Farmers Federation (the Federalists). These organizations, geographically
separated by the breadth of the Australian continent, represent the opposing ideologies of
a free market with minimum Government regulation (the Graziers) and a fully regulated
market, dependent on Government intervention through price stabilization and support,
statutory marketing and research and development (the Federalists).
The two SFOs demonstrate remarkably different organizational types, vastly
different structures (Ch.5) and multiple standpoints of what is important and to be valued
and cherished. Combined, these two SFOs embrace an extremely large and diverse social
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world thus demanding what Greene (2007, p. 20) describe as ‘multiple ways of seeing
and hearing and multiple ways of making sense of that social world’.
The quantitative survey allows the researcher to reach a wide cross-section of a
target population, however, confining the research to a purely quantitative inquiry makes
it difficult to seek a more nuanced interpretation of responses to research questions. A
wholly qualitative study, however, risks a sample that is too narrow, which would be
inadequate to reflect the diversity of an industry such as agriculture.
As shown earlier, MMR includes a number of different techniques including
interviews, focus groups, historical document search and participant observation. In that
the timeframe of this study embraces a fifty-year period, access to historical records such
as organizational board and committee minutes and correspondence is invaluable in
gaining a more accurate understanding of past events and organizational values and
attitudes not coloured by the potential inaccuracies or loss of personal memories. Further,
board membership changes over time and some newer members of the board would have
little or no knowledge of past events, decisions and policies that influenced the decisions
of earlier boards.
The iterative cyclical nature and discovery component of the mixed methods
approach can provide the researcher with greater in-depth insights through the
opportunity to explore inferences and emergent themes in the data (Cresswell 2011, p.
272).
4.2.2

Research Design

The research design incorporated in the methodology includes four discrete but interrelated methods of data collection including document analysis, in-depth interviews,
focus groups and a self-administered survey. The target population for the survey
included both current and former board members from each case study as well as a
stratified sample of the wider membership of each organization randomly selected from
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case study databases. To achieve a significant sample, the research design allowed for a
second distribution targeting board members from other like SFOs in other Australian
states.
The first stage in the research methodology involved document analysis of
organization minutes, annual reports and correspondence for each case study, over a
period of up to fifty years. The purpose of this analysis was to gain an understanding of
the history, ideology and culture of each case study representative organization. In the
case of the PGA, a database of board membership over the research period was collected
to determine if any connections existed between the individual members of the
(organizational) social networks and if and to what degree, multiplexity exists within and
between networks. Owing to the many organizational and structural changes undergone
by the VFF during the research period, it was not possible to access such detailed
information.
The second stage involved a pilot series of in-depth interviews and focus groups. The
purpose of these was twofold. Firstly, it was intended to develop an understanding of the
culture of each case study and the process of board member and leadership selection that
operated within the organization. Secondly, the interviews were intended as a discovery
process to determine any new concepts that would add to the richness of the survey
instrument. Teddlie and Tashakkori (2011, p. 286) argue that ‘information gleaned from
narratives generated by participants and investigators often proves to be the most
valuable source in understanding complex phenomena’.
Focus groups were used in each case study and in some instances were designed to
capture a gendered view of the research questions. Where there were sufficient women on
a board to provide an effective number of participants, single gender focus groups of men
and women were held to facilitate discussion unfettered by the potential for sensitivity to
any intimidation, real or imagined, or instances of political correctness.
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The third phase in the research methodology involved a survey including both
purposive and random samples. The purposive element of the survey focused on a sample
of present and where possible, past (within the study timeframe) board members and the
randomly selected element, a stratified sample selected from case study membership
databases. The survey completed the triangulation or crystallization of the data drawn
from across the mixed methods of the investigation (Eisenhardt 1989).

The Case Study
In addressing the question ‘what is a case’, researchers offer a range of diverse
interpretations but at the same time they agree on a number of common themes (Denzin
2009). While most writers refer to the case study as a methodology, Stake (1994)
suggests that ‘Case study is not a methodological choice but a choice of what is to be
studied’. He contends that ‘we choose to study the case’ using whatever method, either
qualitative, quantitative or both, that we prefer. This emphasis on the use of multiple data
sources accessed by the use of multiple research techniques is echoed in a number of
definitions of the case study approach (Ragin 1992).
A general point of agreement between writers is that case studies have become one
of the most widely used vehicles in qualitative research. Further they acknowledge that
the idea of the ‘case’ is not only recognized as central to the logic of analysis in social
science methodology but is accepted as one of its basic precepts (Yin 1988; Bonoma
1985; Yin 1994; Yin 1999; Stake 1994; Yin 2009).
A further point of agreement lies in the proposition that the case is a bounded system,
which may be simple or complex and is concerned with the singular, the particular and
the specific. It is a study of an instance in action, of real people in real situations that can
illustrate a more general principle with greater clarity than abstract theories and principles
(Ragin 1992; Stake 1994).
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Ragin (1992) contends that virtually every social scientific study is a case study or
can be conceived as such – ‘an analysis of social phenomena specific to time and place’.
He gives emphasis to the consideration of ‘what is it a case of?’ in the context of what the
‘membership in’ or ‘representation of’ is the focus of the study (Yin 1994; Cohen &
Manion 1989; Stake 1994).
While the case can be used as a means to understand a phenomenon through the
prism of the particular within one case, the researcher can study jointly several cases to
gain a broader understanding of the phenomena of interest. Stake (1994) refers to this, as
‘collective case study’ which he posits is essentially ‘multisite qualitative research’. In
trying to understand the particular, the behaviour, issues and contexts with regard to a
number of cases, many writers agree that while it is possible to draw a single set of cross
case conclusions from multiple case studies, it is not possible to generalize from one case
to another. However, by generalizing the findings from each case into theory and using
such theory to examine other cases, it is possible to understand the grand issues or
explanations of abstract constructs or generic phenomena. It is implicit in such an idea
that the objects of investigation ‘the cases’ are both similar and separate, to allow
comparison within the phenomenon.
Evans (1995), writes of the case study that:
It (the case-study method) is work that draws on general theories
whenever it can but also cares deeply about the particular historical
outcomes. It sees particular cases as the building blocks for general
theories and theories as lenses to identify what is interesting and
significant about particular cases. Neither theories nor cases are
sacrosanct. Cases are always too complicated to vindicate a single
theory…At the same time, a compelling interpretation of a particular
case is only interesting if it points to ways of understanding other
cases as well (Kohli et al. 1995, p. 4).
John Walton (1992) goes so far as to assert that ‘case studies are likely to produce
the best theory’ in that the understanding of the intricacies of a specific case, the
underlying social processes and multi-faceted relationships that constitute the complexity
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of social life, allows the researcher to develop new theories as well as reformulate
existing ones.
Yin (2009) echoes Platt (1992) when he refers to the case study strategy as having a
logic of design that distinguishes it from other methods of research. He argues that it is
used when the intent of the research is to gain an in depth understanding of a real life
phenomenon within its own pertinent contextual conditions. He suggests that this method
of research is all encompassing, incorporating design, data collection techniques and
analysis, as well as adding the important element of theory development to the construct.
His twofold definition begins by defining the scope of the case study as being:
An empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real-life context especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin 2009, p. s.640).
In considering the technical characteristics of the research process he goes on to state
that the case study inquiry is one that:
•

copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more
variables of interest,

•

relies on multiple sources of evidence, with the data needing to converge in a
triangulating fashion and as another result

•

benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data
collection and analysis (Yin 2009, p. s.646).

4.3.1

Rationale for use of a case study approach in this research

In determining the most relevant research strategy, Yin (2009) suggests that the
researcher should first address the form of the research question in terms of whether it
asks ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘how’, or ‘why’ and that the case study approach is most
appropriate when ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are being posed. He also suggests that this
approach is further indicated when the investigator has little or no control over events and
the focus of the research is a contemporary phenomenon.
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The research question under investigation in this research relates to both ‘how’ and
‘why’. That is: how (by what process) do certain people get elected or appointed to
boards in the agricultural industry and why (for what reasons) do those people get elected
or appointed to those boards.
Secondly, in this study, the researcher has little or no control over events. In
examining the means by which board members are appointed, there is no opportunity to
control variables as would be possible in a laboratory experiment. It is not possible for
example, to examine neither whether different board members would be elected if an
alternative electoral system was used, nor, could other variables, which might impact on
the electoral process, be changed (e.g. whether constitutional factors act as determinants;
whether there are cultural or philosophical elements influencing the selection process).
Finally, the election or appointment of board members in the agricultural industry is
a contemporary issue within a real life context. A contextual understanding of the issue is
provided by the case study approach and this is critical to understanding the board
selection process within each case. The many issues that impact on this process,
grounded by the unique circumstances of each case (e.g. organizational history, culture,
and economic philosophy) can best be understood through a case study methodology
where the phenomenon is not isolated from its context (Yin 1994). Because the various
organizations in the agricultural industry have diverse political, cultural and philosophical
historical backgrounds, it was considered essential to examine each case within its own
peculiar contextual setting.
4.3.2

Case study design

Yin (2009) suggests that good research design is based on a set of five components.
These include the initial research questions; propositions that direct what should be
examined within the scope of the study, the units of analysis, logic linking the data to the
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propositions and the criteria to interpret the findings. Nachamias & Nachamias 1992, p.
77-78 explain the research design as a plan that:
…guides the investigator in the process of collecting, analysing and
interpreting observations. It is the logical model of proof that allows
the researcher to draw inferences concerning relations among the
variables under investigation. (cited in Yin 2009, p. s.795).
While the topic of organizational governance is a broad one, this research is focused
on corporate governance in the agricultural industry and how producer representation
determines corporate governance in that industry. The research questions developed from
that initial process led to the two literature review chapters preceding this chapter, the
first, Chapter 2, reviewing broader theoretical principles relative to the research questions
and the subsequent chapter, Chapter 3, particular theories and issues having relevance to
the agricultural industry.
The unit of analysis for the study, the representative organizations in the agricultural
industry was pre-determined by the research topic and it followed that because of the
varied cultural histories and structures of the many representative organizations within
the industry, this thesis would use multiple units of analysis.
4.3.3

Case Studies

Industry representation in the agricultural sector operates on three distinct levels. The
primary, often termed the grassroots level, is founded on membership of individual
farmers (or their business entity) and includes SFOs and any State based industry specific
associations, e.g. United Dairyfarmers Victoria. (UDV)
The secondary level of representation is comprised of national commodity specific
councils, which are peopled by representatives drawn from SFO commodity committees.
The purpose of these organizations is supposedly to provide a national voice and
lobbying capacity for the producers of specific commodities with efforts directed to the
development of a consensus of industry policy and initiatives. They further purport to
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lobby federal politicians, departmental officers, the World Trade Organization,
ambassadors and agricultural attaches and provide a national industry voice to the media.
The third or tertiary level of representation incorporates statutory organizations
detailed with the responsibility for industry marketing, research and development policy
and direction and management of statutory levies paid by producers (Connors 1995;
ANU 1929-1975).
The two diametrically opposed ideological poles in the Australian agricultural
industry, the free market non-interventionist pastoralists and graziers, and the orderly
marketing interventionist farmers and settlers have existed since the early days of
industry representation (Platt 1992; Gerring 2004; George & Bennett 2005; Chima 2005).
As stated earlier in this chapter, the research is based on two broad case studies, the
Graziers and the Federalists. The two SFOs, the PGA and the VFF were selected to
provide representation of the two case studies, their opposing ideological philosophies,
varied histories, cultures and organizational structures.
According to Connors (1995) these two opposing groups demonstrated quite distinct
practices when electing leaders or representatives. From his observation, controversy was
unusual at a Graziers’ conference with members of the executive (board) decided by an
inner circle and elections rarely contested. On the contrary, Federalist conferences were
much more robust affairs where facts and logical argument often gave way to ‘hyperbole
and tub-thumping’. Presidents and executives were elected from the conference floor and
bound to follow the policies decided by conference motions. Confident that their
executive would not stray from organization policy, members could withdraw to their
farms and do what they did best – carry on farming. Members of the Grazier
Associations, however, while they were prepared to give their executives more freedom
in deciding policy and managing the affairs of their organization, were far more likely to
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keep abreast of industry affairs between conferences, and if deemed necessary, actively
and publicly disagree with board members.
The prospective organizations were approached personally by telephone to seek
cooperation in the research and this was followed with official correspondence from the
UWA Business School.
Supporting evidence was obtained from one state based commodity specific
organization, United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV), which is an independent member
organization of the VFF, a national industry council, the Cattle Council of Australia
(CCA), and an industry management corporation, Australian Dairy Farmers (ADF).
While the PGA, VFF and UDV were the principal sources of data; the inclusion of the
CCA and the ADF enriched the data in that the five organizations represent the structural
hierarchy of the agricultural industry.

Data Collection Methods
Effective case study research requires that the data collection process is extensive,
drawing on multiple sources of information. Yin (2003) recommends that the researcher
look to a minimum of six different methods of data collection including documents,
archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and physical
artefacts ( Creswell 2007).
It was in this context that the mixed method approach was adopted including in all
case study sites, document analysis, in-depth interviews, focus groups (group interviews)
and where possible, participant observation. The final tool in the data collection armoury
was a survey distributed to a wide and diverse sample drawn from the case studies and
interested third parties. This sample including past and present board members, ordinary
members and executive staff was designed to further enrich and triangulate the data.
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In Part A of this section there will be a discussion of the rationale for the proposed
data connection methodologies followed in Part B, by a description of the design of each
methodology.
4.4.1

Part A: Rationale for Data Collection Methods

4.4.1.1 Document analysis
Document analysis is an important data collection method used in case study
methodology and valued for the retrospective data it can contribute. The value of
retrospectivity is twofold in that it provides contextual information through an
examination of issues and events from the past as well as an insight into the culture of the
organization being studied ( Creswell 2007).
As stated in a previous section, one element of the documentary search and analysis
was where possible, to form a database of board members over the time period of the
research project. While such information might possibly be obtained from a cursory
examination of organizational annual reports, a more in-depth reading of the minutes can
provide access to the nuances of discourse and insights into peculiar responses to the
various issues and events that occurred in the given period. Further it provides an
understanding of any group influences operating in meetings and particularly in the
politically heightened ambience of annual conferences.
Document analysis is therefore, a valuable supplement to what was, in the context of
this study, a limited opportunity to be involved in participant observation. While access
to PGA board meetings was available on a regular basis, similar opportunities were
limited for other organizations.
Document analysis of minutes, correspondence, annual reports, organization
histories etc., provided valuable insights into the nature of each group and the respective
responses to critical issues relevant to the question being studied. Such material was not
only reasonably accessible, but of lower cost and less obtrusive than other forms of data
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collection such as in-depth interviews and focus groups. Further, because of the typical
age demographic of these organizations, this material could provide a window into the
past where members had retired, resigned or were deceased. Thus document research can
provide insights into the culture, views, values and attitudes of people that may otherwise
be inaccessible to the researcher.
This particular dimension of documentary research, an insight into the culture of case
study, is particularly relevant to this research because of the diverse cultural backgrounds
represented by the farmer member case studies (2009). Connors (Sarantakos 1993;
Atkinson & Coffey 1997) states that organizational culture is a critical element in the
response of (the agricultural industry) to issues and events and therefore a significant
factor in determination of the leadership group, adding to the rationale for the inclusion
of this method of data collection.
Further to the minutes, annual reports and correspondence pertaining to each case
study, various official magazines, particularly the editorials or President’s and
Commodity Directors reports, add to an understanding of the culture of each case study
organization.
When using documentary analysis, an important caveat exists in regard to the
authenticity of documents, with particular reference to the minutes of meetings and the
possibility that these documents are not a full and complete record of proceedings
(Atkinson & Coffey 1997). Gaps can exist and the author can testify to having been
present at board meetings when the Chairman has instructed a secretary not to record
certain sensitive discussions in the minutes because ‘these (discussions) should not leave
the room’. While the validity of what is recorded can be tested under standing orders at a
subsequent meeting by the taking of a vote that the minutes are a true and correct record,
this truth will have been altered and coloured by any such omission. It is imperative that
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the researcher questions the form and function of these texts, by using other methods of
inquiry to verify the content (Connors 1995).
For each case study, permission to access minutes of board meetings, conference
proceedings and correspondence was sought and documents studied to analyse what
people talked about most and to identify themes and dimensions relative to the selection
processes that determine leadership groups and organization representatives/delegates.
Further to these internal documents, public material including annual reports, magazines,
organization histories, biographies and autobiographies was located and researched.
4.4.1.2 Participant Observation
The value of participant observation is that it provides the researcher with an insider’s
perspective of the question being studied. Being involved at the periphery of the subject’s
world allows the researcher to extract deeper meanings and a much greater understanding
through experiencing the world as their subject knows it. Participant observation can
provide extraordinary, unexpected and opportune moments to connect with people and
issues that arise out of a board meeting, a forum or simply a chance discussion, that
would probably not emerge from interviews or focus group environments (Atkinson &
Coffey 1997; Jupp & Norris 1992).
Further, by observing a group in situ, the researcher has the opportunity to gather a
first hand understanding of the dynamics of the group under study, to extract meanings
from body language and gestural clues and to evaluate and compare perceptions between
groups and his or her own perceptions (Hodder 1994; Atkinson & Coffey 1997). Tedlock
(2000) supports this premise, suggesting that experientially gained knowledge through
first hand interaction between researcher and researched allows the ethnographer to reach
a better understanding of beliefs, behaviours and motivations.
Being involved with participants in their world, the researcher also has the
opportunity to establish a rapport that can lead to the development of a degree of trust.
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Such trust can in turn, motivate participants to confide more than they might otherwise
feel free to share (Whyte 1984).
Tedlock (2000) observes that the term ‘participant observation’ could be interpreted
as an oxymoron in that it implies simultaneous involvement and objective detachment.
Glesne & Peshkin, (cited in Tedlock 2000) go further, warning the researcher to maintain
a professional distance from their subject, ‘cultivating rapport but not friendship,
understanding not identification’.
Similarly Gould (cited in Tedlock 2000) admonishes the researcher to beware of
adopting a too narrow interpretation of what they observe. In his paper, The sharp eyed
lynx outfoxed by nature (Part Two), he notes:
No faith can be more misleading than an unquestioned personal
conviction that the apparent testimony of our eyes must provide a
purely objective account, scarcely requiring any validation beyond the
claim itself. Utterly unbiased observation must rank as a primary myth
and shibboleth of science, for we can only see what fits into our
mental space and all description includes interpretation as well as
sensory reporting (Gould 1998, p. 8).
Participant observation carries an inherent risk as well as an ethical dilemma for the
‘member researcher’ as he or she is studying settings of which the researcher is already a
member, or has formed close relationships with the researched. This method is valued,
however, for providing enriched data and was proposed as an important element of this
research (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 1999, pp. 77-78).
An on-going personal involvement with the PGA case study enabled the researcher
opportunities for continuing participant observation at meetings of the board and various
committees. Negotiations with other case study subjects were entered into to obtain
permission to attend meetings, conferences and informal gatherings in order to interact
with members.
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4.4.1.3 The Interview
Since the development of language, the conversation has been acknowledged as the basic
means of human inquiry into the experience of others and therefore a primary method of
constructing knowledge. The term ‘interview’ did not become well used until the 17th
century, however, it is now a part of modern culture and the qualitative interview, one of
the most extensively used techniques in social science research (Gould 1998, p. 72).
The literal interpretation of the word ‘interview’ is the interchange of views between
persons on themes of mutual interest. In the context of research, however, the interview
goes beyond the spontaneous exchange of views. As a research tool, the interview has a
structure and purpose determined by just one party, the interviewer (researcher), and
involves careful questioning and listening to thoroughly test new knowledge. In this
process the researcher does not contribute his or her own views but seeks to understand
the themes from the perspective of the subject. It follows therefore that the interviewer
must not only be open to new and unexpected phenomena but also have the capacity for
self criticism of his or her own presumptions and hypotheses (Jorgenson 1989; Dennis
1993; Burgess 1984)
While some writers discuss in-depth interviews and focus groups as complementary
but separate methods of qualitative inquiry and the survey is positioned on the opposite
side of the positivist-interpretive/constructionist divide, others argue that all three
methods can be used as complementary parts of a mixed method approach (Fontana &
Frey 1994). Fontana and Frey (Gubrium & Holstein 2002; Fontana & Frey 1994) go so
far as to claim that all three methods are varying forms of interview.
4.4.1.4 In-depth Interviews
In-depth interviews were used in this research to examine the perceptions of the multiple
stakeholders in the various contexts of agricultural representation. Observation of the
industry by the researcher over a long period together with discussions with industry
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participants indicated that the path to board membership is complex and unlikely to be
revealed easily. The qualitative interview is appropriate in this context as it seeks to
uncover both the factual content as well as the meaning of what the interviewee has to
say. It is particularly useful when pursuing in-depth information concerning a topic
through the story behind the interviewee’s experience (Barbour 2007).
In-depth interviews are therefore, a valuable source of rich and descriptive data and
in a well constructed and executed interview, the researcher is able to probe the topic for
greater depth and understanding, obtaining definitions and meanings in the respondent’s
own words (Gould 1998). Further, the interview technique is a responsive and flexible
method which allows the researcher to adapt approaches to suit particular individuals or
situations so that the many nuances that influence the election and selection process can
be understood (Kvale 1996; Berry 1999).
The interview technique provided an additional value to this research in that it
offered an opportunity to seek input from individuals outside the boundaries of the case
study units. While each organization provided a rich source of interviewees, there were
individuals, peripheral to the case studies, but connected through the agricultural social
network, which had the potential to enrich the data through offering an additional and
possibly broader perspective.
4.4.1.5 Focus groups
The inherent political nature of (agricultural) industry representation (Denzin 2009;
Fontana & Frey 1994) and the prevailing gender imbalance at both administrative and
board level can inhibit the individual in expressing his or her real opinions and feelings
(King 1994; Cohen & Manion 1989).
The ‘group interview’ emerged as a method of inquiry in the social sciences in the
1940s and early experience showed that this method could often produce a broader range
of responses and elicits greater detail from participants than a one-on-one interview
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(Halpin & Martin 1999; Alston 1998b). One key difference between this method and the
in-depth interview is the added dimension of interaction of dialogue between respondents
with the integral potential to extract data from their exchange of views (Alston 1998c;
Pini 2002a). It has been suggested by a number of researchers that this method can
empower those who might normally be reticent, to share their experiences. Further, it is
also argued that it is particularly useful in feminist research or situations where issues of
power and disclosure exist (Merton 1987).
Carey (1994) cautions the researcher however, that while the group environment can
act to enhance the freedom and willingness to express differences of opinion, it is
important for the researcher to be aware of the potential for group dynamics to affect
members, making them overly compliant with what they perceive as the group consensus
and thus censoring their own view to conform to the dominant opinion.
In the public domain, the term ‘focus group’ has become associated with the
‘marketing industry’, where-as in sociological research, it is a qualitative data collection
technique in which any group discussion may be called a focus group where a designated
topic is the subject of a moderated discussion and the researcher is attentive to the group
interaction (Zeller 1993).
Because of the wide geographical spread of this study stretching the length and
breadth of the continent, time and cost of accessing interviewees was a major
consideration. One significant advantage of the focus group methodology is that it allows
an increased efficiency of scarce time and resources (Johnson 1996; Pini 2002c; Pini
2001). Use of the focus group enables access to a greater number of subjects at any one
time than would otherwise be possible. Barbour (2007) cautions, however, that while the
focus group discussion allows a number of people to be accessed at one time; there are
additional costs in resources in organization and management (Carey 1994; Kitzinger &
Barbour 1999).
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4.4.1.6 Survey
There are a number of advantages inherent in the survey instrument that provided a
rationale for its use in this research as a complementary component of the mixed method
approach.
Firstly, the survey instrument has the capacity to capture information efficiently from
a wide population and offers a relatively low cost means of obtaining a broad crosssection of data in a reasonably short amount of time (Krueger 1988; Barbour 2007). As
stated in an earlier sector of this chapter, an important part of the research approach was
to establish if social networks exist and if there were prevailing factors that might
indicate attitudes of social identity. To satisfy this purpose it was necessary to gather
specific demographic data from the broadest possible sample of geographically dispersed
board members, making any other means of data collection impractical.
Secondly, the survey allows the researcher access to a parallel data set seen through a
different lens (Angrosino & Mays de Perez 2007). This data can be augmented through
the addition of an expanded sample drawn from the wider membership of a case study.
By the inclusion of this sample (beyond the narrow subset of the respective boards), it
was anticipated that the data would be enriched through broader perspectives of the
concepts encapsulated in the research questions tabled in Chapter 1.
4.4.2

Part B: Design of data collection methods

4.4.2.1 Document Analysis
A number of different documentary sources were accessed for each of the organizations.
These included minutes, conference proceedings, annual reports, organization magazines
and newsletters, correspondence, press releases, histories (including organizational
histories, member biographies and personal memoirs) as well as other works pertinent to
the industry and this research.
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Documentary search involves the three phases of location and access, classification
and evaluation and finally interpretation and meaning (Creswell 2007; Neuman 2000;
Vaus 1995). Where-as the first stage of location and access to PGA documents was made
relatively easy in that the organization is local (Western Australian); the author was a
member of the organization and the organization maintained all records on-site; this stage
proved more problematic for other organizations, all of which were located in either
Melbourne (Victoria) or Canberra (ACT). For each of these, permission for access had to
be sought from respective boards and cooperation gained from their respective
administrations to facilitate the process. Further, apart from those records pertaining to
the most recent (five to ten) years, all earlier records had been archived in either the
relevant State library or in the case of the CCA, the Australian National University
depository, making access even more problematic.
The second phase of classification and analysis involved an on-going process of
content analysis and coding and where relevant, quantification of features of the
documents relevant to the research. Linkage of documentary sources with other data was
facilitated by summary and categorization of the documents.
4.4.2.2 Participant Observation
Participant observation was conducted at the PGA case study site through attendance at
both executive and committee meetings, conferences and informal gatherings. Workspace
was provided on a casual basis for research purposes thus allowing opportunities for
spontaneous interaction with staff and members.
Participant observation at other case study sites was more limited with access to
members and staff on a more opportunistic basis. The VFF and the UDV provided
workspace for research but as the majority of their records were archived at the
University of Melbourne, the research process was isolated and time consuming.
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The board of the Cattle Council meets at the organization’s head office in Canberra
on two occasions per year for two days. A full Council meeting is held annually at
various locations around Australia. The President and CEO of the Cattle Council of
Australia facilitated access to the board, both during meetings and at the informal
gatherings over the two day period. Office space was provided in Canberra and
interaction with staff freely available and willingly given. This allowed the researcher to
gain insights into the dynamics of the organization as well as data relevant to the case
study.
4.4.2.3 In-depth Interview
Interview subjects were selected from each case study using a purposeful or theoretical
method rather than quantitatively oriented statistical sampling. Purposeful sampling
selects the interview subject specifically on the basis of their relevance to the categories,
themes and relevant issues drawn from the literature, document search and analysis and
pilot discussions with key personnel in the industry (Barbour 2007; Denzin 2009). Key
informants were identified in each of the case studies and included the respective
chairpersons, gender representation, a generational mix of members and key staff
members.
By a process of referrals or snowball sampling (Hitchcock & Hughes 1989) from key
informants and other persons interested in the research, an additional set of interviewees
were suggested as possible persons to participate in the research. These persons, while
not being members of the target organizations, were, or have been significant persons in
the agricultural industry, and included key personnel from the Federal Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF), the Australian Bureau of Agricultural
Economics (ABARE) and the Centre for International Economics (CIE).
The interview per se has a number of different forms, from the unstructured simple
conversational interchange, through a semi-structured, guided approach to the formal
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structured and standardized approach (Denscombe 2010). This study used primarily, a
semi-structured method with opportunistic use of the informal conversational format
wherever and whenever this happened. From time to time, a chance meeting within the
framework of the research led to an opportunity to ask broad open-ended questions that
had the potential to bring issues to the surface. Such issues enabled the researcher to
determine variables that required further investigation. It was important therefore, to
remain open and adaptable to opportunities that occurred through interaction within the
case studies.
The primary method of interview used, the semi-structured guide, ensured the same
general areas of information were collected from each interviewee. This method provided
greater focus than a conversational approach, but allowed a degree of freedom and
adaptability in obtaining information from the interviewee. The semi-structured interview
is the most widely used format in qualitative research. It defines the initial area to be
explored with a set of questions that serve as a checklist to ensure that all topics are
exhausted, but the researcher has the capacity to diverge from the guide at any time to
pursue an idea that requires a more in depth inquiry and response (Biernacki & Waldorf
1981).
The pro-forma guide (Appendix 2) provided a basic framework; however, this
document was open to amendment when emergent themes offered opportunities to enrich
the data.
Interviews were designed to take one hour to one and a half hours with any followup meetings taking approximately one half an hour (Patton 1987). Good explanations
require a logical link between those of the interviewee and the researcher, however there
is always a risk that through misperception and or misinterpretation, a researcher can see
what they want to see (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2014). To address this all interviews
were audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed and to both ensure the integrity of the
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raw data and interpretations, before any analysis was attempted, a copy was provided to
the interviewee for verification and amendment (Patton 1987; Kvale 1996; Denscombe
2010).
Following each interview, the interviewer recorded observations made during the
interview, with particular reference to any non-verbal information or contextual aspects
of the interview, noting any emergent themes obtained during the interview (Burgess
1984).
4.4.2.4 Focus Groups
The focus group design determines the number of groups, the size of the groups,
frequency and selection of participants. The researcher acts as moderator unless there is
potential for a perceived conflict of interest because of participant observation.
Participants were selected using the same theoretical or purposeful principles as
those that guided selection of subjects for interviews. Participants were recruited from
past or present board members as well as the wider membership of each case study
organization and where possible, at least two groups selected by gender. The rationale
behind the use of a gender based selection is to compare attitudes between men and
women members and to allow each gender group an opportunity for discussion without
the potential interference of perceptions of gender based intimidation or (sexist) political
correctness. Participant observation provided some evidence at times of a reluctance by
female members to express contradictory opinions in groups where there was a mix of
genders (Whyte 1984).
Decisions regarding the number of sessions to be held with each group were
determined by methodological issues relating to validity, such as the need to go over the
data with participants, but were also influenced by practical considerations of cost and
time factors. In these instances every effort was made to keep the constitution of groups
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the same as the original but at times availability of some individuals precluded this
objective.
Participants in both the focus groups and the in-depth interviews were assured of the
confidentiality of all information and provided with information sheets about the study
and process prior to the proceedings as well as consent forms to be signed. All
participants are provided with copies of both these documents for their records.
4.4.2.5 Survey
The survey instrument (Appendix 3) was designed in three sections. The first section
focused on organization board and committee membership, determining factors, board
aspirations and barriers to participation.
The second section included scales aimed at obtaining data relevant to the tenets
underlying the social networks within the cases studies, the importance of social identity
within the networks; measuring the importance of conformity and any evidence of
groupthink within the cases studies, attitudes to leadership, organizational culture and the
roles of patriarchy and land ownership in determining board membership. The final
section aimed to capture demographic information relating to membership of social
network clusters including age, gender, school, ethnicity and religion.
The survey was tested using two pilot focus groups to determine its validity and
following any necessary amendments was distributed to a database including all available
past and present case study board members, board members of other SFOs and
Commodity Councils plus a random sample of the general membership of each case
study.
Distribution methods included electronic (using organizational email databases),
postal and in the case of the VFF/UDV, inclusion in the organization’s quarterly
magazine mail-out.
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Data Analysis
While the data analysis methodology is further explained in the relevant chapters, in
broad terms, it was based on a thematic analysis underpinned by a process of coding,
sieving and grouping concepts to facilitate the interpretation of the data.
Data obtained from the survey was analysed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS), which has been the dominant tool used to analyse quantitative
data for some time (Denscombe 2010).
In choosing a computer assisted qualitative data analysis tool (CAQDA), both NVivo
and the alternative software package, Leximancer, were considered. Jones and Diment
(2010), cited in Sotiriadou, Brouwers & Le, (2014, p.29), while acknowledging the
growing popularity of Leximancer, argue that in terms of qualitative management and
business studies, NVivo continues to be the most used software package.
Cretchley, Rooney and Gallois (2010) contend that Leximancer uses an exploratory
style to allow concepts to emerge from the text whereas McDermott and Keating (2012)
recommend NVivo for cases where there is a set of ‘a priori’ concepts or a model by
which the textual data can be coded (cited in Sotiriadou, Brouwers & Le 2014, p. 218).
While NVivo is considered more labour intensive than Leximancer, the NVivo
software enables the researcher to develop a more in-depth understanding of the data.
This is an important element in effective qualitative research, in that it allows a more
informed perception of connections and mutual influence between concepts ( Sotiriadou,
Brouwers & Le 2014, p. 220).
Further, when comparing the two CAQDA packages, Sotiriadou, Brouwers and Le
(2014, p. 229), found Leximancer to be more suitable when analysing large volumes of
data as distinguished from NVivo, which is more efficient for small sample sizes.
While some researchers suggest that using both packages could enhance the analysis
process, a number of factors influenced the author’s decision to confine the analysis to
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use of the NVivo software. Firstly, both a set of ‘a priori’ concepts and a model have
been established and the sample size is relatively small making the NVivo software the
preferred choice. Secondly the researcher is familiar with the NVivo software and being
limited in time and resources it was considered impractical to spend the time that would
be required to become proficient in new software.
The early stages of the data analysis were guided by the initial ‘a priori’ coding
derived from the review of the literature, and then expanded and modified by interview
and focus group transcripts This iterative process sought to identify and describe
emergent themes and patterns within and between the interviewees and focus groups and
then in the larger context, within and between the case studies, focusing particularly on
both commonalities and diversities.

Ethical Considerations and Approvals
Ethics approval to conduct this study was obtained from the Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Western Australia (UWA). In accordance with ethics
approval a participant information sheet (Appendix 4) was provided to all interview and
focus group participants and written consent sought to audio record the discussions. All
participants were provided with the information sheets prior to the interviews and focus
groups with particular attention drawn to the intention to audio record the event and to
ensure that all participants understood this. Participants were asked to sign consent forms
(Appendix 5) and each was provided with copies for their records.

Summary
This chapter has outlined the rationale and design of the case study methodology used in
this study including the data collection techniques of document analysis, participant
observation, in-depth interviewing, focus group interviewing and a survey instrument.
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It explains the survey design, which was informed by the document analysis,
participant observation and in-depth and focus group interviewing of a purposive sample
of the case study populations. The survey was distributed to past and present board
members as well as a random sample of the broader case study membership.
The process of data analysis was outlined and ethical considerations addressed. The
following chapter will provide a description of the organizations selected to represent the
case studies. This is augmented by discussion and modelling of how industry
representation is structured within the SFOs and across the three tiers of the
representative hierarchy, the primary tier of SFOs, the secondary tier of Commodity
Councils and the tertiary tier of industry Marketing Authorities and Corporations and
including the National Farmer’s Federation.
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Case Studies
Introduction
All representative organizations in the agricultural industry would claim similar
objectives including maintaining unity and identity of the association, promotion of
development and competitiveness of Australian farming, rights of ownership etc.
The write-up or description of the representative SFOs and supplementary target
organizations is central to the generation of insights, assisting the researcher to manage
what is typically a huge volume of data. A thorough understanding of each organization
underpins the analysis of within case similarities and cross case differences, encouraging
the researcher to see the data in divergent ways (Eisenhardt 1989).
As outlined in the previous chapter, this chapter provides an insight into the
background and structure of the two major representative organizations: PGA and the
VFF (together with its member organization, the UDV) followed by a description of the
Cattle Council of Australia (CCA) and the dairy marketing corporation, Australian Dairy
Farmers (ADF).
The various federations and mergers as described previously and the diversity of
organizational purpose (primary or grassroots farmer representation, secondary or
national commodity representation and tertiary or R & D and/or marketing corporate
level,) has resulted in a range of different organizational structures and by definition,
associated board selection processes.
While organizational structures at both the primary or grassroots and the secondary
levels of representation do vary, all organizations in these two sectors are voluntary
formations of members and the board selection process is framed by their respective
constitutions. The tertiary R & D and/or marketing bodies, however, are funded my
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compulsory producer (shareholder) taxes and levies and therefore board selection
guidelines are necessarily determined by government regulatory requirements.

Pastoralists and Graziers Association of Western Australia (Inc.)
The PGA is unique among Australian farmer representative associations in that it is the
only state farmer organization that has retained its identity since its foundation in 1907.
While the many organizations representing farmers and graziers in each of the Australian
States have undergone a number of different iterations and eventually amalgamated to
form united Federations or Associations, in Western Australia, the PGA has remained
true to its roots as a representative of pastoralists and broad-acre graziers and farmers.
Most other states had associations representing pastoralists for some decades prior to
the turn of the century, but it was not until 1907, that a group of gentlemen interested in
the pastoral and grazing industry and the perpetuation of a free market environment, met
in Perth, Western Australia, to form an association with the purpose:
To secure to members all the advantages of unity of action and to
protect the interests of pastoralists and stock farmers in all matters
affecting the occupation and development of land for stock farming
and grazing purposes and other matters connected therewith and to
afford proper assistance to members in relation to the objects aforesaid
(Annual Reports Pastoral Association, 1907-1921)
The association was born in the early years of Australian federation to provide
landowners with a unified body to meet the threat of unified labour. Despite geographical
isolation, their legendary individualism and rare opportunities to get together, the graziers
had much in common. Shared experiences as primary producers and the stresses of a
pioneering existence in a vast state of almost one million square miles provided a strong
bond. Most were also part of a social network formed through kinship, boarding school
ties, sporting interests and membership of various gentlemen’s clubs (Halpin & Martin
1999).
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An important purpose of the fledgling association was to provide a quick and
effective conduit to the ‘halls of power’, the policy makers in the Western Australian
Parliament and this was helped significantly by the choice of members of the founding
committee and subsequent executive committees. The initial committee was presided
over by the Hon. W. T. Loton, MLC and the twelve vice presidents, including Sir John
Forrest, Western Australia’s first premier and following Federation, holder of several
ministries, including Treasury in a number of Federal Governments until 1918, were all
either members of the legislative council or the legislative assembly. This practice of
choosing members of parliament for the position of Association President (the first five
presidents were members of parliament) and/or vice presidents continued until the 1920.
When E.A. (later Sir Ernest) Lee Steere, was elected to the presidency in 1920, he
demanded that there be only two (active) vice-presidents, neither of who were to be
elected members of parliament. The inaugural thirty six member committee, many of
whom had served in State Parliaments and most of whom were Justices of the Peace,
embraced all of the leading families of the Western Australian establishment (Maisey
1979, p. 1). The value of this network was seen as critical to the pastoral industry in that
the association could raise issues with ministers and departmental heads and have
legislation expedited through the parliament.
From the beginning the Association included a number of southern freehold graziers
(the term pastoralist being associated with large properties in the pastoral region of the
state and leased from the crown). In later years falling wool prices saw many of these
southern graziers include the production of wheat in their enterprise and this soon led to
the Association establishing a commodity committee dedicated to the grains industry.
This in turn led to an increase in non-pastoralist but like-minded specialist wheat and
grain producers taking up membership. In 1960, in recognition of its considerable
freeholder (agricultural) membership, the Association expanded its name to The
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Pastoralists and Graziers Association of Western Australia (Inc.) (McClaren 2006;
Maisey 1979).
The Association has retained a simple organizational structure (Fig. 5.1), with any
member entitled to nominate for election (by the whole membership by postal vote) for
the positions of President, Vice President and Executive board member. The membership
is organized into district committees designed to represent issues of local import, with
each having a locally elected Chairman who is an ex-officio member of the Executive
board.
Elections are rarely contested, with the presidential succession usually decided by an
inner circle well before electoral notices are forwarded to members (Maisey 1979).
Connors (1995) contends that such a practice was common throughout Graziers’
Associations in Australia.
The enduring nature of the association with concomitant opportunities to trace
network connections and its consistent adherence to a non-interventionist free market
philosophy and rejection of compulsory levies historically associated with the pastoral
and grazing industries (Maisey 1979), made this association a logical and important
choice as the representative organization of the Graziers case study.

Figure 5:1: PGA Structure

Victorian Farmers Federation
The VFF, like similar organizations in New South Wales, Tasmania, South Australia and
Western Australia, is the end product of a series of mergers and amalgamations of
various farmers’ representative organizations over a period of several decades. The
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current organization is a federation of seven separate commodity groups, each having its
own president and executive but under the central leadership of the President and board
of the VFF.
Producer representation in Victoria, like that in Western Australia, began with an
association of pastoralists whose main concern was combatting the militancy of shearers.
Over the ensuing several decades, a number of other organizations were formed
representing various industry groups including dairy farmers, wheat growers and
woolgrowers. As in other states, however, in the beginning there remained a clear
distinction between the free market aims and objectives of the pastoralist or grazier
associations and the orderly marketing aspirations of the farmer/settler associations
(Connors 1995, p. 2).
In the early years of the 1940s, a division of the Australian Primary Producers' Union
was formed in Victoria and by 1966 grower unity had begun to play a prominent role in
the thinking of farmer organizations. Eventually in 1968, this resulted in the inauguration
of the Victorian Farmers Union, a union of wheat and wool growing associations but not
including the grazier associations. By 1976 the two major dairy farmer groups
amalgamated and in 1979, following the amalgamation of the three divisions of farmers,
graziers and dairy farmers, the Victorian Farmers and Graziers' Association was formed.
In 1986 the Victorian Farmers and Graziers' Association changed its name to the
Victorian Farmers’ Federation (VFF) to align it with other states and the national farming
organization, the National Farmer’s Federation (NFF).
The organization has a complex system of branches and commodity councils that
preserve policy autonomy in regard to the respective primary industry product or
products. Members are required to hold at least one (VFF) branch membership and to
belong to one or more Commodity Groups according to the commodities they produce or
the nature of the primary production in which they engage.
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Figure 5:2 Victorian Farmers Federation Structure

Election of office bearers is based on a collegiate system whereby delegates are
elected to represent their branch at a divisional level and from there delegates are elected
to commodity councils and from commodity councils to general council (Fig. 5.2.) The
VFF

board,

including

the

President,

Vice

Presidents,

Commodity

Council

representatives, (normally the commodity President) and other board members are
elected at the Federation annual conference. In a radical departure from historical
precedent, the organization has recently appointed two independent non-executive board
members with special skills.
The Victorian Farmers Federation, a product of those farmer associations that
originated in the farmer settler and radical wheat grower movements, offered an excellent
representative organization for the Federalist case study y.
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United Dairyfarmers Victoria (UDV)
While the VFF represents farmers on general agricultural issues the UDV represents
dairy farmers on a range of issues peculiar to the dairy industry at state and local
government level, both within the dairy industry and in the wider community. UDV, like
other commodity members of the Federation (VFF) retains commodity policy autonomy
and the right to collect fees from membership, a percentage of which is paid to the VFF.
The UDV president sits on the General Council of the VFF as the representative of the
organization but is also involved in policy decisions other than those pertaining to the
dairy industry.
The origins of the UDV date back to 1927 when dairy farmers throughout the state of
Victoria banded together to form the Victorian Dairyfarmers Association.
In the early 1940's a Victorian division of the Australian Primary Producers' Union
was formed and included a commodity section devoted to the dairy industry, thus
creating a second group claiming to represent the dairy industry. In 1976 the two
organizations, the Victorian Dairyfarmers' Association and the dairy section of the
Victorian Dairyfarmers Union amalgamated to form a united dairy body known as the
United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV). In July 7, 1979, formation of the Victorian
Farmers' and Graziers' Association, resulted in the amalgamation of the united dairy
organization with the other two main agricultural lobby groups, the Victorian Farmers'
Union and the Graziers' Association of Victoria. As stated earlier, in 1986 the Victorian
Farmers' and Graziers' Association changed its name to the Victorian Farmers Federation.
A complex process similar to that of the VFF forms the governing body of UDV, the
UDV Central Council. The Central Council consists of a President, Vice-President and 10
district councillors. An open voting process at the annual conference elects the President,
and the Deputy President is elected from within the Central Council. The ten District
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Councillors are each elected from their respective District Council, the members of which
are elected from local branches within each district council region.

Cattle Council of Australia (CCA)
The Cattle Council of Australia, like similar organizations in other commodities such as
the Sheepmeat Council, the former Wool Council (now reconstituted as Woolproducers
Australia), Grain Council and the (Australian) Dairy Council etc., operate at the
secondary level of producer representation. These councils emerged as producers sought
a national voice to lobby politicians and markets on issues specific to their commodity. It
did not take long for these councils to gain ‘industry peak body’ status and in many
instances the specific legislation governing each industry included a clause that required
consultation by both the relevant Minister and the Statutory Authority, before any
decision pertaining to that industry could be made.
The Wool Council of Australia (WCA) for example was given extraordinary powers
in that it was invested with the responsibility of apportioning the wool tax between
market support, promotion and research and development; direct involvement in setting
the floor price for wool (under the former Reserve Price Scheme) and forming the
selection panel for the board of the statutory authority (AWC). Thus in the words of the
Council’s president, the WCA had effectively been given the ultimate sanction in the
industry – the ability to choose all members of the AWC board except for the
(ministerially appointed) Chairman and government representative (Connors 1995).
However, while it was the Minister’s prerogative to choose the Chairman, the WCA
retained the right to nominate candidates and approval of the Minister’s choice.
Apart for one or two exceptions, membership of these Commodity Councils is not
available to individual farmers but is drawn from SFOs. The executive board of the Cattle
Council includes a President, Vice President, Treasurer and six Executive members, all
nominated, but not elected, from member associations. The full council includes a
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further fourteen councillors representing member organizations based on State beef
production numbers.
Like the first state based organizations of producers in the Australian agricultural
industry, the first federal association was focused on the wool industry. The Pastoralists’
Federal Council (PFC) was established in 1890 to provide a united front for large
woolgrowers in their efforts to combat the threat of rising trade union militancy in the
wool industry. While most pastoralists also carried large numbers of cattle on their
properties, it was industrial relations and later, battles between the pastoral industry and
smaller farmers and settlers over access to land, that dominated the interest of the PFC.
In time, as both the PFC and the federal organization representing the farmers and
settlers, the Farmers and Settlers Association (FSA) increased in strength and influence,
the interests of the two groups grew to include divisions set up for other commodities
such as beef, dairy, wheat etc. It was wool, however, the glamour commodity of
Australian agriculture that dominated the interests of both institutions.
It was not until the mid 1970s that, under pressure from beef producing members,
increasingly frustrated by the lack of attention to issues important to their commodity, the
Australian National Cattle Council (ANCC), an organization specific to the beef industry,
was established by the Australian Woolgrowers and Graziers Council (formerly the PFC).
Soon after, another group of growers in Queensland broke away from the United
Graziers’ Association to form their own organization, the Cattlemen’s Union.
A number of attempts were made to unite the two organizations and gather support
from other states but the idea of unity was plagued by differences over marketing policy
between the two bodies. Once again the fundamental schism between the free marketers
(ANCC) and the orderly marketers (CU) prevented any possibility of one national voice.
The problem was eventually resolved through the unity movement that resulted in
the formation of the National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) (Fig5.3). To ensure broad
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support, the NFF included membership of commodity councils that would operate with
full policy autonomy on industry matters. As there was only room for one commodity
council under the auspices of the NFF, the beef industry put aside its differences and in
1979, established the Cattle Council of Australia.
The role of the modern CCA includes responsibility for advising Meat and Livestock
Australia (the meat industry marketing corporation), contributing to the Red Meat
Advisory Council, contribution to the development and fulfilment of the Meat Industry
Strategic Plan and consultation with producers.

Figure 5:3 National Farmers Representative Structure

Australia Dairy Farmers
Australian Dairy Farmers (ADF) operates at the tertiary level of dairy producer
representation in Australia. The organization presents itself as the united, national voice
of Australian dairy farmers to Governments and the community on regulatory and policy
issues affecting farmers and their business.
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Again, as in the case of industry councils, similar organizations exist for other
commodities. It is a feature of Australian agriculture that producers (of most
commodities) are levied under some form of federal legislation specific to their particular
industry. These compulsory levies fund research and development and in some cases,
generic promotion and marketing and are managed by statutory authorities established
under legislation governing each industry. Because the levies are compulsorily acquired,
ultimate responsibility for their proper use lies with the federal Minister for Agriculture.
Statutory authorities such as The Australian Wool Corporation (AWC), the
Australian Wheat Board (AWB) 3 , Australian Meat and Livestock Authority (AMLC)
were governed by boards appointed by the Federal Minister for Agriculture. These boards
were required to include a government nominee but otherwise, were populated almost
exclusively by agri-politicians drawn from commodity councils and SFOs. Since 2008,
the majority of statutory authorities have been corporatized under producer ownership.
These organizations operate in a more autonomous environment, with some appointing
their board from SFO membership nominations and others (e.g. MLA) advertising for
board directors and using director search firms to assist in the selection process.
ADF is formed by the six state dairy farmer organizations with directors nominated
by each of the member organizations. The board has an operating budget of
approximately $1.8 million, funded in part by voluntary fees from the constituent
members of the six State Dairy Farmer Organizations plus interest income from a fund it
owns of approximately $12 million. The organization represents producer interests in
levy funded activities (some $30 million p.a. is paid in compulsory statutory levies) and
member services in coordination with SFOs (an approximate annual budget of $4
million).

3

In 1991, following the cessation of the RPS, the AWC was disbanded and replaced by a progression of authorities having the tasks
of collecting and managing wool levies, disposal of the wool stockpile and wool research and development. Following the final sale of
stockpiled wool, all statutory authorities were disbanded and replaced by Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) a grower owned research
and development institution with a grower elected board. The AWI is funded by a levy imposed on the sale of raw wool. Growers vote
on the level of the ‘wool tax’ each year.
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The origins of dairy industry representation date back to 1942 when the Australian
Dairy Farmers Federation was formed as an un-incorporated association to represent the
national interests of dairy farmers. At this time the purpose of the organization was
reasonably simple in that it existed to promote dairy farming and the place of the industry
in the Australian economy. The organization existed as a federation with six state
member organizations holding two council positions each, carrying one vote per
councillor and an additional council position held by a nominee of the Market Milk
Producers Council (MMPC) of the ADFF, a body that represented the interests of market
(fluid) milk producers in each of the states. The President was elected collegiately from
the floor of the council.
In 1978 the structure was changed again to acknowledge the disparate size of the
dairy industry in the various member states, with the largest dairy producing state,
Victoria, gaining greater representation. This resulted in a council of fourteen farmer
representatives (two members from all states except Victoria which, by dint of its greater
production, was represented by four members) plus a representative from the MMPC
making a board of fifteen members.
A further change in 1993 resulted in the incorporation of the ADFF as a Company
Limited by Guarantee with the board now including the presidents of each of the six State
Dairy Farmers Organizations. The number of council members remained at fifteen with
the defunct MMPC seat being given to the UDV thus increasing the Victorian
representation (Victoria produced approximately 60% of national milk production).
Another change at this time was the removal of the word ‘Federation’ as the organization
was no longer based on a federal structure.
In 2003, yet another new structure, known as Australian Dairy Farmers was adopted,
with each state represented by one nominee for each ten per cent, or part thereof, of
national milk production. Election to the position of president was through nominations
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received from state organizations with the president no longer required to be a member of
the board but elected to the position. If the elected president should be a member of the
board, then the state organization that person represents were required to nominate a
replacement board member.

Summary
This chapter has provided background information to the two major organizations
representing the Grazier and Federalist case studies, the PGA and the VFF as well as
information pertaining to the UDV and the two commodity councils, the CCA and the
ADF, describing their respective histories, philosophical or ideological roots and the
structures of the organizations.
The typology of the organizational structures shows that with increasing complexity
from the simple association with a board drawn from and directly elected by the full
membership to the highly complex federation structures, the number of potential board
members is reduced to a select few. Intuitively, this would suggest an increasing
importance of the roles of ideology, social networks and social identity (homophily) in
identifying and electing members of the leadership group.
Similarly, and again intuitively, a complex organizational structure, that separates
grassroots members further from the board process, suggests that members demand
greater conformity from their elected members to bind them to their (the membership’s)
policy decisions, a proposition supported by Connors (1995)
The following chapter will provide an analysis of the survey data comparing the two
primary case studies, the Graziers and the Federalists to ascertain if any significant
differences exist between these representative typologies relative to the research
questions.
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Data Analysis Part 1
Introduction
This chapter provides an analysis of the survey data as referred to in Chapter 4 including
an analysis of the demographic data, that from the respondent’s relationships with
industry and reference to the literature relative to scales designed to examine the various
constructs. Chapter 7 will address those questions in the survey designed to examine
relevant theoretical constructs that require more complex scales and therefore a more
sophisticated analytic procedure.
Chapter 6 begins with a description of the survey and is followed by a discussion of
the distribution phase including target associations and individuals, difficulties
experienced in the distribution process and a breakdown of the responses received.
The chapter then proceeds to an examination of the sample, an explanation of the
analysis process and includes a series of tables and charts used to illustrate the analysis.

Survey
The questionnaire included 37 questions and an opportunity for respondents to add free
qualitative comment (Appendix 3). An introductory statement incorporating a brief
rationale for the research, an explanatory paragraph outlining the structure of the
questionnaire and the required confidentiality assurances and statement of ethics
approval, preceded the questionnaire.
As referred to in Chapter 4, the questionnaire consisted of three sections. Section A
incorporating questions relating to the specific organization of which the respondent is a
member, whether or not they are/were a board member, the determining factors of their
board membership, their aspirations if any regarding board membership, barriers to board
participation, methods of selection etc.
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Section B examined the constructs of social networks and social identity, concepts
such as conformity, groupthink and leadership and the role of landownership and
patrilineal inheritance in determining board membership.
The final section, Section C focused on demographic questions including gender, age
and education and provided an opportunity for the respondent to enlarge on any of the
issues canvassed in the questionnaire or make any other comments they considered
relevant to the subject of the research.
6.2.1

Survey Distribution

As outlined in Chapter 4, the questionnaire was primarily distributed to board and
ordinary members of the two representative SFOs as well as the supplementary
organizations detailed in Chapter 5.
Because access to and use of electronic communication was not widespread across
rural and regional Australia, and not all potential respondents had the requisite skills to
complete a digital survey, the questionnaire was originally designed for postal
distribution. This proved problematic, however, in that Australian privacy laws proscribe
the release of names and addresses of members of organizations without their permission,
to a third party. The researcher had therefore to rely on the goodwill of the administrative
staff in both case studies to assist with distribution of the survey thus creating a cost
burden to these organizations.
Except for the PGA, where, as a member, the researcher had full access to the names
and addresses of the board, board members were identified through organization websites
and in each individual case addressed care of the respective organizational head office. A
postal survey was sent to current board members of the two primary grower association
case studies (PGA and VFF/UDV), the Cattle Council of Australia (CCA), the Australian
Dairy Federation and Australian Dairyfarmers).
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In order to broaden the sample and again using organizational websites to identify
sitting board members, the other five State Farmer Organizations (SFOs) including the
New South Wales Farmers Association (NSWFA), the Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers
Association (TFGA), the Northern Territory Cattleman’s Association (NTCA), the
Queensland Farmer and Grazier Association (Agforce), and the West Australian Farmers
Federation (WA Farmers) were invited to take part in the survey. Surveys were also
posted to another group of former industry board members identified during research of
historical documents in the Australian National University (ANU) library archives.
The high cost of the postal survey, to both the researcher and the case study
organizations, proved a major barrier, however, in reaching the ordinary membership. It
was decided therefore, that the development of a digital version might assist in achieving
a larger sample.
The PGA administration was very co-operative, emailing each member business
listed on their electronic database providing access to the survey as an attachment that
could be downloaded and printed or via a hyperlink to the digital version and including a
personal letter from the incumbent endorsing the research. In the VFF, where electronic
access at the time of the research was more limited, promotion of the survey website was
by way of a notice in the organization’s newsletter to all members. The notice included
contact details for the researcher if the member wished to receive a paper copy of the
survey, the hyperlink to the survey website and a brief endorsement of the research from
the CEO.
One hundred and twenty paper versions of the survey, including stamped and
addressed return envelopes and in the case of the PGA and the VFF, a foreword by the
respective President or CEO giving the research their imprimatur, were sent to board
members and Commodity Committee chairpersons of the two SFOs (PGA and VFF) and
board members of the NSWFA, TFGA, Agforce, NTCA, CCA, ADF and Dairy
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Australia. The digital version, accessible through a hyperlink address was made available
to all ordinary members of both case studies. We were informed that the PGA email
database included some 400-member businesses, each of which involved between two to
six or more persons, all of whom were invited to take part in the survey. Information as to
membership numbers of the VFF/UDV was not available to the researcher.
Achieving a satisfactory response required a number of reminder letters and emails
over a period of several months before a sufficient sample was attained. A total of 226
responses were received, 40% of which, were returned by post and the remainder by way
of the electronic medium. While this would seem to be a very high response rate to the
120 questionnaires posted to board members, ordinary members of the PGA were able to
download a paper copy of the survey therefore return it by post thus making it difficult to
compare response rates for the two mediums. Further, while the survey was widely
distributed electronically, it is difficult to be definitive as to how many persons actually
accessed the questionnaire thereby making it impossible to determine a response rate.
Of the 226 received, 148 were complete with the majority of unusable responses
associated with the electronic version. An analysis of these responses indicated that in
each case the respondent had failed to complete the survey. It is possible that the survey
instructions were not sufficiently clear as to how a respondent, if unable to complete the
survey in one sitting, could save the document and then reopen it to complete at a later
time.

Sample
6.3.1

Introduction

As shown in the previous chapter, the organizational structure of farmer representation
varies considerably from a simple directly elected model to a complex collegial federal
system. The Grazier model (Fig. 5.1) embodies a simple structure, in which members
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directly elect their leadership group (Board/Executive) with commodity matters
addressed in an Executive sub-committee structure.
The VFF (and its member organization, the UDV) grew, through a series of
amalgamations and mergers of small, commodity-based organizations, with a view to
presenting ‘one unified voice’ to State and Federal Governments, into a federation and is
part of the ‘Federalist’ case. This unification process occurred in all states except Western
Australia, where both a Federalist organization (WAFF) and one of the few remaining
Grazier organizations, (PGA) are found. As discussed in earlier chapters, in all other
states, most of the Grazier Associations joined with the amalgamated farmer associations
to form the State Farmer Federations.
The Federalist model involves the more complex collegial electoral structure with
election to the Board/Executive proceeding via a progression of nominations and
elections from local branches to district and on to regional councils, then to annual
conferences and eventually to the board (Fig. 5.2).
For the purposes of this analysis, the organizations listed in Question 1 of the survey
were classified as being either a Grazier type organization model (Fig. 5.1) or a Federalist
organization (Fig. 5.2) and any falling outside these classifications were treated as
missing.
As shown in Table 6.1, survey respondents fall into roughly equal numbers between
the two case studies with 75 (50.7%) in the Grazier case and 68 cases (45.9%) in the
Federalist case. The average board member served 25 years on the board with no
significant difference found between the two cases.
Table 6:1 Organizational Type
Organization Type

Number

Percentage

Grazier

75

52

Federalist

68

48

143

100

Total
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6.3.2

Demographic profile: Gender/Age

Of the 148 respondents, there are 113 (76.4%) men and 35 (23.6%) women. This is a
reasonable reflection of Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) research, which shows
women make up 28% of the fulltime-farming workforce (Connors 1995).
Similarly, as indicated in Fig 6.1, the sample is dominated by people aged between
51 and more than 70 years. Again this fits with ABS statistics which quote the median
age of farmers as being 53 years with 23% being over 65 years compared with just 3%
for other occupations (Massy 2011).

26, 18%

5.3%

45, 31%
33, 22%
39, 26%

< 30 years

31 - 40 years
41 - 50 years
51 - 60 years
61 - 70 years
> 70 years

Figure 6:1 Age Profile of Sample

The age profile was examined using six categories beginning with those under 30
years and in ten-year increments to over 71 years.
On average, respondents from the Federalist case study were slightly older (mean =
4.50) than those from the Graziers’ case study (mean = 4.12), however, a t-test (2-tailed)
showed no significant difference between the two groups.
6.3.3

Education

Respondents were asked to indicate the highest level of education they had completed.
Fig 6.2 shows that a significant proportion completed their education at the secondary
school level (35.4%) with a slightly higher percentage (37.5%) completing a University
degree.
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0.70%
37.20%

15.50%

34.50%

12.20%

Secondary
TAFE

Agricultural College
University
Other

Figure 6:2 Highest Level of Education Completed

A further 15.5% attended tertiary level Agricultural Colleges and of those who left
school at the completion of their secondary schooling, 12.2% achieved some form of
TAFE certificate or diploma. An independent sample t-test (2-tailed) showed no
significant differences between the two organizational models.
A cross tabulation, however, of the highest level of education completed and
gender statistics indicated significant differences between male and female respondents.
As outlined in Table 6.2, men in the agricultural industry are more likely to complete
their education at the end of secondary school (42.5%) where-as women are far more
likely to gain university qualifications (71.4%). This again reflects ABS Social Trends
data (ABS 2014). Little difference is found between the genders in regard to holding
TAFE certificates or diplomas; however, a higher proportion of men attend tertiary
agricultural colleges (17.7%) with only 2.9% of women attending such institutions.
Despite the significantly higher qualifications of the industry’s female cohort, the
presence of women on industry boards remains low. Currently women hold less than 15%
of board positions in the industry, with some organizations having no women at all on
their board. Further, the percentage of women who are ‘farmers’ on the boards of
industry marketing corporations is even lower as the majority of female board directors
are appointed as ‘independent directors with special skills’ 4.

4 Independent directors are those invited onto a Board for their ‘special’ skills, but do not necessarily have any other
association with the organization or the agricultural industry per se.
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Table 6:2 Highest Level of Education Completed * Cross Tabulation Gender

Organizational Type

Gender
Female
Male

Total

Secondary

Count
% within gender

5
14.30%

46
40.70%

51
34.50%

TAFE

Count
% within gender

4
11.40%

14
12.40%

18
12.20%

Agricultural College

Count
% within gender

1
2.90%

22
19.50%

23
15.50%

University

Count
% within gender

25
71.40%

Other

Count
% within gender

0
0%

6.3.4

30
26.50%
1
0.9%

55
37.20%
1
0.9%

Board Selection Process

McPherson (2001) identifies school connections as having some of the strongest
homophilic patterns and claims that these are a major basis of social identity within social
networks. It was found that the majority of survey respondents attended private schools
(67.6%) and further, 60.1% of all respondents attended boarding schools. Neither result
was found to be significant in relation to the type of organization but more likely, a
reflection of the physical and human geography of Australian agriculture.
In the following sector, survey participants were asked a series of questions relating
to pathways to board membership in their organization; what, if any barriers they
experienced in attaining a seat on the board; their board career in the industry and how
they ranked a number of determining factors identified in interviews with members of the
representative organizations.
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6.3.4.1 Factors determining who sits on the Board
Table 6:3 Factors determining who sits on the Board
t-test
Determining factors

Organizational Model¹

Mean
(p-value)

Grazier

3.39

Federalist

3.60

Grazier

3.35

Federalist

3.75

Grazier

3.20

Federalist

2.99

Grazier

3.09

Federalist

3.41

Grazier

3.19

Federalist

3.70

Grazier

4.72

Federalist

3.46

Having the right contacts

0.46

Going to the right school

0.09

Having a sponsor or patron

0.48

Having good family support

0.24

Owner of property/lease

Gender²

0.07

0.00

¹ Grazier n=75, Federalist n=68; ² Significant at the p <0.05.

Six items were rated in order of importance (Table 6.3) with 1 equalling the most
important factor and 6, the least important factor.
An independent sample t-test identified ‘Gender’ as the only item where there was a
significant difference between the two models with members of the Grazier organization
(mean = 4.70) placing less importance on this than their Federalist counterparts (mean =
3.46).
6.3.4.2 Selection or appointment to the Board
Cornell (2008) emphasised the importance of ‘fit’ and ‘connections’ in his paper on
board diversity and despite an increased acknowledgement of the need for greater
diversity, he found that incumbents placed more importance on filling board vacancies
with people they knew, people who are ‘one of us’. Similarly, Davis, Yoo and Baker
(2003) found that prior acquaintance carries an implicit guarantee of trust, knowledge,
influence and confidence and board members felt safer choosing future members from
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their peer groups, ‘tapping them on the shoulder’ to assure the ‘right’ person filled the
vacancy.
Table 6:4 Pathways to Board membership
Pathways to Board Membership

Grazier
% Yes

Federalist
% No

Chi-square
(p-value)

Identified by existing Board*

68.0

32.0

0.005

Selected by branch or district council
members*

45.0

55.0

0.033

Self-nominated, appointed by Board*

82.4

17.7

0.007

Self-nominated and elected by
members/delegates at Annual Conference

46.0

54.0

0.116

*Significant differences between group types p<.05

According to Gluyas (2001), when searching for replacement directors or chairmen,
‘typically white blokes get the nod’ and despite there being a number of female directors
with proven credentials who could fill the role, the candidates ‘sounded out’ are usually
of a similar genre, white, male, over 50 years of age and of Anglo-Saxon heritage –
‘people like us’ As shown in table 6.4, candidates in the Grazier model are more likely to
be ‘tapped’ by the President or senior sitting Board members.
6.3.4.3 Likelihood of Board Membership
In considering who is likely to be nominated/elected to a board position, respondents
were asked to rank six groups pertaining to age sectors, gender, occupation and ethnicity
from (1) ‘least likely to be nominated to the board’ to (6) ‘most likely to be nominated’.
The purpose of this scale was to explore current attitudes as to who is more likely to gain
a place on the board and if these attitudes differ from the anecdotal perception of
agricultural associations that board members are white, Anglo-Saxon males, aged over 55
years.
As indicated in Table 6.5, the person least likely to become a member of the board
will be an employee/manager (non-owners) followed by female members under the age
of 35 years. The most likely members of the Board will be male.
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Table 6:5 Members least likely to achieve Board membership
Classification

Mean

t-test (p-value)

Male under 35 years*

4.34

0.00

Male over 35 years

4.28

0.46

Ethnicity other than Anglo-Saxon

4.19

0.07

Female over 35 years

3.83

0.06

Female under 35 years*

2.93

0.01

Employee/Manager

1.42

0.14

*Significant differences between group types p<.05

When testing for any differences relative to gender, a further independent samples t-test
(2-tailed) indicated significant differences between the two organizational types.
Members of Federalist organizations (mean = 4.72) place a much stronger emphasis on
selecting male board members than their Grazier counterparts. However, a mean of 3.97
indicates that even the Grazier model leans heavily in the same direction.
6.3.4.4 Commodity Council Boards – Membership
The previous survey questions addressed issues relating to the primary or grassroots
membership. However, as described in earlier chapters, there are three levels of
representation in the agricultural industry and it is therefore important that pathways to
board membership of the secondary (Commodity Council) and tertiary (Marketing
Authority/Corporation) were identified.
Firstly, respondents were asked if they were or have ever been a member of any
commodity council and secondly to identify the process by which this was achieved.
A frequency analysis of the response showed that while 23.6% of respondents had at
some time held a seat on a commodity council board, a cross-tabulation of the Grazier
and Federalist case studies with membership of commodity council boards showed a
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significant difference between the two. Federalists are far more likely (66.7%) to gain
commodity council board membership than their counterparts in the Grazier case study
(33.3%).
6.3.4.5 Method of Selection/Appointment
Analysis of the data showed that nomination by the organization’s commodity subcommittee (51.5%) is the most usual means by which Board members gain a seat on
Commodity Councils. A further 18% were appointed simply by virtue of their
Chairmanship of the relevant committee, making membership of a commodity subcommittee an important pathway to the board of a commodity council and underlining
the collegiate nature of these boards. Less than 1% of these boards are elected by the
general membership.
An independent sample t-test (2-tailed) found ‘nomination by Commodity subcommittees’ to be the only item where a significant difference was indicated between the
two case studies. A cross–tabulation between the case studies and membership of
commodity council boards (Table 6.6) was used to examine these differences indicating
that the Federalist case study has a far greater representation on the commodity councils.
Table 6:6 Organizational Model* Member Commodity Council Board
Member of Commodity Council

Organizational Model
Count

Yes

No
11

64

33.30%

58.20%

22

46

66.70%

41.8%

33

110

100%

100%

Grazier
% within Commodity Council Boards
Count
Federalist
% within Commodity Council Boards
Count
Total
% within Commodity Council Boards

When looking for a representative to sit on a commodity council, the PGA (Grazier
case study representative organization) would usually turn to the current chair of the
organization’s relevant commodity sub-committee or if he/she is not available, an
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ordinary member of that committee. Membership of these sub-committees is open to all
members of the Association and any member can nominate to fill a vacancy, with the
Executive Committee holding the power to ratify all appointments. The general
membership does not elect members to these committees.
Because there are two representative organizations in Western Australia, the
Federalist organization (WAFF), claiming a larger membership and paying for more seats
on the commodity councils, has normally held the State seat on the executive board (the
inner sanctum), with the PGA relegated only to general council membership. The PGA
was therefore excluded from the major decision-making forums of each of the
commodity councils and concomitantly, therefore not a member of the important
networks from where marketing corporation board members were selected.
6.3.4.6 Marketing Corporation Board
Commodity-based marketing corporations sit at the tertiary level of agricultural
representation and historically, legislation has required a fixed percentage of grower
members of statutory corporation boards as well as a grower chairman.
Marketing statutory authorities and corporations are funded through compulsory
production levies and governed by Federal Government legislation with appointment to
the board requiring Ministerial approval.
A cross tabulation of authority/corporation board membership and membership of
either the Grazier or Federalist case studies reflected similar results to commodity council
boards. Once again, a significant difference was found between the two case studies with
Federalist respondents occupying 70.6% of producer seats on authority/corporation
boards and the Grazier respondents holding only 29.4% of similar positions.
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Table 6:7 Organizational Model* Member Corporation Board
Member of Corporation Board

Organizational Model
Count

Yes

No

5

70

29.4%

55.6%

12

56

70.6%

44.4%

17
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100%

100%

Grazier
% within Corporation Boards
Count
Federalist
% within Corporation Boards
Count
Total
% within Corporation Boards

Summary
This chapter has provided a comprehensive analysis of the data drawn from those
sections of the questionnaire (survey) pertaining to demographic information and issues
pertaining to organizational structure and processes. To enhance the analysis, the data
was examined through the prisms of the case studies, as well as gender and age, using
analytical procedures including descriptive statistics and comparison of means.
Analysis of demographic data showed that the survey population is an authentic
sample of the agricultural and pastoral industries with age, gender and education profiles
matching the findings of ABS census data. The majority of respondents were 51 years of
age or older, which is compatible with the ABS finding that the average age of farmers is
around 58 years of age. The gender profile of 76.4% male to 23.6% female fits ABS
statistics which show that women make up 28% of the farming workforce and the finding
that 71.4% of the women surveyed have a university degree agrees with the ABS statistic
that more than double the number of women than men in agriculture have tertiary
education qualifications.
Issues addressed in regard to organizational structure and processes including the
pathways to board selection, the likelihood of being selected to the board and the method
and selection or appointment to commodity councils and marketing authority/corporation
boards.
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Significant differences were identified between the two case studies in regard to the
pathways to board membership as well as the likelihood of representation on commodity
council and marketing corporation boards; however, both agreed that the most likely
member of any boards in the industry would be an older male and the chances for women
both older and younger, were only slightly more than employee managers.
Independent T-test (2 tailed) revealed a marked difference between the two case
studies in representation on the secondary and tertiary level boards of commodity
councils and commodity-based marketing statutory/corporations. Federalist organizations
were found to dominate the boards, which is compatible with the fact that in most states,
the representative farming organizations have amalgamated and adopted the Federalist
structure.
The following chapter will complete the analysis by examining the sociological
concepts and constructs included in the survey.
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Data Analysis Part 2
Introduction
The previous chapter examined data derived from descriptive analyses of organizational
demographics, the board selection process, and possible barriers to board participation.
The results of these analyses were then considered relative to the two case studies as well
as both gender and age groups.
This chapter examines data pertaining to that section of the survey, which considers a
number of sociological concepts and constructs including social networks and social
identity, conformity and groupthink, patriarchy and inheritance and finally attitudes to
leadership in the agricultural industry.

Sociology of the Group
7.2.1

Statistical Techniques

Following the initial descriptive statistics, a number of other statistical techniques
including Independent Samples T-Tests (2-tailed), cross-tabulation and ANOVA (test p
<0.05) were used to examine each of the constructs in relation to organizational type or
model, gender and age.
Due to the number of items in each of the scales in this section, exploratory factor
analysis using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and orthogonal rotation (Varimax)
was carried out to uncover the latent structure (dimensions) of each set of variables.
According to Hair et al (1998), principal component analysis lacks the complications of
common factor analysis, while providing similar results, describing it as a useful
statistical technique that identifies patterns in data, highlighting both similarities and
differences with the further advantage of the reduction of the dimensions of the data
without the loss of much information.
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While all orthogonal rotation methods seek to simplify data to improve
interpretation, the Varimax method is said to provide a clearer separation of the factors
thus making it possible to identify each variable with a single factor (Osborne 2015)
In each iteration of PCA, sampling adequacy for the analysis was verified by KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) measures and Bartlett’s test of sphericity applied to determine if
there was a significance of .000 (p<.01) thus indicating that correlations between items
were sufficiently large for a PCA.
The analysis of each of the statistical tests applied is explained in the following
sections; however, while most of the tests are explained in both tabular and textual
format, in a few instances, the author relied on text alone for explanation of the results.

Social Networks
Granovetter’s (1973) proposition that ‘social networks are highly connected clusters of
close knit circles of friends in which everyone know everybody else’ and the importance
of ‘social capital’, familiarity and influence that an individual accumulates in a network
(Barabasi 2002, p.42), informed the development of a scale (Table 7.1) designed to
measure the importance of networks and connections in determining Board membership.
Using a 5-point Likert Scale respondents were asked to consider ten propositions
concerning networks, clusters and the linkages within and between them. An independent
sample t-test (2-tailed) showed that respondents from the Grazier case study considered
the networks and connections built at school more useful for progression to board
membership (mean = 2.83) than did their counterparts from the Federalist case (mean =
2.41). Evidence confirming this result was found in the PGA case study records. A list of
board members over the Association’s history showed that 94% of board members had
attended a private boarding school with some 50% of them in a cluster of just three
schools. While it was not uncommon for members of the Federalist case study to attend a
private boarding school, the VFF and other like State Federations include many smaller
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industries such as dairy, chickens, dried fruits etc. where attendance at elite private
schools is less common.
Table 7:1 Social Networks

Mean

t-test (p-value)

Importance of good network

3.95

0.195

Knowing the right people

3.78

0.576

Developing the right contacts1

3.84

0.760

Building network relationships1

4.05

0.862

Being inside ‘the circle’

3.30

0.520

School connections

2.60

0.030

Importance of gender

2.61

0.552

Number of social connections

3.43

0.372

Importance of age

2.97

0.117

Importance of sporting networks

2.80

0.271

n=148; * Significant differences between group types p<0.05;
1
= no respondent ranked these items lower than 2 on the Likert Scale

The same test when applied to gender groups showed significant differences between
the genders in three items (Table 7.2). Women found that ‘having a good network’ (mean
= 4.26), ‘developing the right contacts’ (mean = 4.14) and the ‘role or importance of
gender’ (mean = 3.31) were critical to success in gaining a seat on the board. Further,
female respondents to the survey saw these issues as significantly more important than
their male counterparts.
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Table 7:2 Social Networks – Gender Differences

Importance of good network*

Developing right contacts*

Importance of gender*

Gender

Mean

Male1

3.86

Female2

4.26

Male1

3.74

Female2

4.14

Male1

2.40
2

Female
1

t-test (p-value)
0.017

0.014

0.000

3.31

n = 113; 2n = 35 *Significant differences between group types p<0.05

When examined relative to age classifications, only one item, the ‘importance of
gender’ showed a statistically significant (ANOVA test p <0.05) difference. This
difference was only found in two groups, people aged between 41-50 years and those
aged 61-70 years.
7.3.1

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Networks and Connections

Table 7.3 shows factor loadings following rotation (Varimax), with items that cluster on
component 1 representing ‘Network Relationships’ and those on component 2
representing ‘Interpersonal Connections’ or linkages within and between clusters.
Table 7:3 Principal Components Analysis – Networks and Connections
Component
Network
Interpersonal
Relationships
Connections
Importance of good network

.827

Developing right contacts

.786

Knowing the right people

.770

Building network relationships

.763

Being ‘inside the circle’

.626

School connections

.815

Importance of sporting networks

.743

Importance of age

.730

Importance of gender

.660

Size (number) of social connections

.548

Eigenvalues
% of variance
Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score
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4.88

1.39

48.82

13.92

.86

.80

3.78

2.88

An analysis of eigenvalues for each component in the data showed two components
with eigenvalues greater than 1 and combined, these two components explained 62.74%
of the variance. A KMO of .869, was considered sound (Garson 2013) and further, all
KMO values for individual items were > .548, which is above the acceptable limit of .5.
Reliability tests showed both factors have a high reliability (α = .86 and .8) and a
paired sample t-test indicated that belonging to the right networks, developing the right
contacts, knowing the right people and being inside the circle, together with building
good network relationships (mean = 3.78) are considered of more importance than
connections made through school, sport, age and gender (mean = 2.88).
Independent sample t-tests showed no significant differences between the Grazier
and Federalist cases relative to the importance of both ‘Network Relationships’ and
‘Interpersonal Connections’ nor were any significant differences found (ANOVA p<.05)
between the different age groups. However, when looked at in relation to gender,
significant differences were evident.
The analysis indicates that women think that belonging to the right social network
(mean = 4.05) gives a prospective candidate an important advantage when seeking
membership of an association or federation board. Similarly, the results showed that a
significant number of personal connections developed through school, sport, gender and
belonging to a particular age group are perceived as critical to a successful campaign for
board membership. The role of personal connections (Davis, Yoo & Baker 2003; Watts
& Strogatz 1998; Verbrugge 1979; Buchanan 2002) and the roles of both school and
sport in forming connections (Field 2009), have been identified as essential elements in
the formation of social capital which is critical to recognition as a potential leader in any
organization (Cornell 2008).
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The majority of male interviewees placed far less importance on the notion that
connections made within school and sporting networks assisted them gaining a seat on
the board.

Social Identity
While early theories on social networks suggested that networks were random in nature,
later work by (Verbrugge 1977; Marsden, Lowe & Whatmore 1990; Marsden 1988;
McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001; Huckfeldt & Sprague 1995; Barabasi 2002;
Watts 2003) suggest that network relationships are not simply random but formed
through links and connections with people we know. They argued that we identify more
easily with ‘people like us’ – people we trust, who think like us, look like us, share
common backgrounds and have common characteristics. Thus, they say, it is social
identity or homophily that lies at the core of social networks and the clusters within them.
Ten characteristics including age, gender, class, friendship, race, occupation,
organizational affiliation, religion, education and schools are identified as being
particularly significant in establishing social identity (Kanter 1977; McPherson, SmithLovin & Cook 2001), and these concepts were tested in a scale designed to measure the
role of social identity in the case studies under investigation.
Using a 5-point Likert scale, respondents were asked to indicate how strongly they
identified with each of the groups represented by these ten characteristics. An
independent samples t-test revealed four items showing significant differences between
the two organizational models (Table 7.4).
In all four instances, respondents associated with the Grazier case study, 92% of
whom are members of the PGA, indicated a stronger identification with the groups
indicated in table 7.4, suggesting that PGA members are more likely to identify with
people of similar race, class, age and political affiliation – ‘people like them’, people they
trust.
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Table 7:4 Social Identity – Organizational Differences

Model
Similar racial/ethnic background*

Similar social class*

Same age group*

3.33

Federalist2

2.84

Grazier1

3.49

Federalist2

3.09

Grazier1

2.97

Federalist
Shared political affiliation*
1

Mean

Grazier1

2

t-test (p-value)
0.004

0.010

0.035

2.66

Grazier

3.44

Federalist

2.74

0.000

n=75; 2n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.05

These findings concur with Connors’ (1995, pp. 132-155) who in his thesis examined
the quest for federal unity in Australian agriculture and are further supported by a number
of authors in this field including Barabasi (2002) Granovetter (1973), McPherson et al
(2001), Watts & Strogatz (1998) and Watts (2003).
7.4.1

Social Identity – Principal Components Analysis

A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the ten-item Social Identity scale (Table 7.5)
indicated a ‘good’ (Kanter 1977) KMO measure of .760; with KMO values for each
individual item > 0.732. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a significance of .000 (p<.
001) indicating correlations between items were sufficiently large for a PCA.
An analysis of eigenvalues for each component in the data showed three components
having eigenvalues greater than 1 and combined, these three components explained
61.5% of the variance. Table 7.5 shows factor loadings following rotation, with items that
cluster on component 1 representing ‘Socio-demographic Background’, component 2
representing ‘Politics and Profession’ and component 3 representing ‘Friends and
Family’.
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Table 7:5 Social Identity – Principal Components Analysis
Component
SocioDemographic
Background
Same gender

.811

Similar social class

.793

Same age group

.770

Similar racial background

.759

Politics &
Profession

Shared political affiliations

.816

Same occupation

.732

Friends &
Family

Friends

.839

Family

.833

Independents:
School contacts (mean= 3.32)
Shared religious beliefs (mean = 3.03)
Eigenvalues

3.675

1.451

1.040

% of Variance (61.5%)

36.65

14.51

10.34

.83

.69

.72

3.03

3.34

4.20

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean importance score

While reliability tests of each of the component variables indicated satisfactory
Cronbach’s alpha readings, removing the item ‘School Contacts’ from the ‘Sociodemographic Background’ variable, resulted in an improved Cronbach’s Alpha score
from 0.810 to 0.826. Similarly, removing the item, ‘Shared Religious Beliefs’ from the
‘Politics and Profession’ variable improved the corresponding Cronbach’s Alpha from
.627 to .691. The variable ‘Friends and Family’ showed a satisfactory Alpha score of
.723.
The two items removed were treated as independent variables and included in a
paired samples t-test. The results of the t-test support the theory of McPherson et al
(2001), which was also found by Connors’ (1995), that kinship and friends (mean = 4.20)
are the two groups with whom people experience the strongest social identity, followed
by shared political and professional backgrounds (mean 3.34) and contacts made at
school (mean = 3.32). ‘Socio-demographic Background’ (gender, social class, age group
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and occupation) (mean = 3.02) was found to be equally important with ‘Shared Religious
Beliefs’ (mean = 3.02) in determining social identity in the survey population.
Significant differences were determined between the two case studies relative to both
the political and professional background of aspiring board members and having a
common socio-demographic background. Respondents from the Grazier case saw both of
these as more important (mean = 3.56 and mean = 3.20) respectively, as distinct from the
Federalist case (mean = 3.15 and mean = 2.85).
These results support the conclusions drawn from the earlier T-test (Table 7:4),
underlining the importance that the Graziers’ case study placed on ‘shared political and
professional backgrounds’ as well as ‘shared social class’. Connors (1995) found that
history shows that grazier associations resist amalgamation and seek to maintain their
unique identity longer than farmer associations. Connors observed that farmer
associations tend to draw together discrete interest groups with little in common other
than a belief in the role of State intervention and that unity will bring greater political
strength.
Huckfeldt (1995) took the issue of social identity or homophily even further,
examining constructs such as ‘discussing important matters’ and ‘gender homophily in
political discussion networks’ to identify the relationships within which people would
feel comfortable discussing issues including politics, religion, business, finance,
international affairs etc. (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001).
7.4.2

Social Identity and Discussing Important Matters

In that the role of agricultural industry representation involves development of policy,
submissions and strategic political lobbying skills, ‘discussing important matters’ is
central to their function. Respondents were asked to consider the social groups identified
in the previous question in the context of this construct.
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Table 7:6 Social Identity 2 – Discussing Important Matters

School contacts*

Similar racial/ethnic background*

Similar social class*

Same gender*

Model

Mean

Grazier1

3.52

Federalist2

3.13

Grazier1

3.60

Federalist2

3.18

Grazier1

3.87

Federalist2

3.47

Grazier1

3.73

Federalist
Shared political affiliation*

Grazier1
Federalist

1

2

t-test (p-value)

0.004

0.007

0.033

3.46
3.95

2

0.020

0.001

3.43

n=75; 2n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.05;

An Independent samples T-test (Table 7.6) indicated a similar result to the earlier
analysis (Table 7.4), however in this instance, significant differences were evident
between the two case studies in relation to both school contacts and gender.
The importance of social connections was supported in the results of the Principal
Components Analysis (Table 7:7). ‘Family and Friends’ again proved to be the primary
group that people identify with and similarly, it is the group respondents are most likely
to feel comfortable with when discussing important matters (mean = 4.25). However,
social identity, social similarities and connections such as school contacts and belonging
to the same social class (mean = 3.45) were distinguished from demographic concepts of
age, gender, occupation and politics (mean = 3.34) as the preferred groups with whom to
have important conversations.
A KMO of 0.800 verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis with all individual
items registering KMOs greater than 0.654, which was again well above the acceptable
minimum of 0.5. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a significance of .000 (p<. 001)
indicating correlations between items were sufficiently large for a PCA.
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Table 7:7 Principal Components Analysis – Social Identity 2

Social
Background
Similar racial/ethnic background

.842

School contacts

.745

Similar social class

.718

Component
Demographic
Background

Same occupation

.801

Same age group

.728

Same gender

.668

Shared political affiliations

.654

Friends &
Family 2

Family (kinship)

.779

Friends

.774

Independent variables:
Shared religious beliefs (mean = 3.03)
Eigenvalues

4.302

1.264

1.162

% of Variance (61.5%)

43.02

12.64

11.62

.81

.79

.72

3.45

3.34

4.25

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean importance score

Three components attained eigenvalues greater than 1 and combined they explained
67.2% of the variance.
Table 7:7 shows factor loadings following rotation, with items that cluster on
component 1 representing ‘Social Background’, component 2 representing ‘Demographic
Background’ and component 3 representing ‘Friends and Family’.
Reliability tests were applied to the three components and while each returned
satisfactory Cronbach’s Alpha results, removing the factor ‘Shared Religious Beliefs’
from the ‘Social Background’ component improved Cronbach’s Alpha from 0.759 to
0.812.
‘Shared Religious Beliefs’ was treated as an independent variable and included in
paired samples t-tests to ascertain each variable’s relative importance.
The findings of Independent T-tests (Table 7.8) for organizational comparisons
based on the results of the CPA, revealed a significant difference between the cases
relative to social background and a much lesser difference in regard demographic factors
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including gender. Grazier case study respondents identified with and were more
comfortable ‘discussing important matters’ with people of their own social class, and to a
lesser extent, people of similar political and business interests, age and gender than their
Federalist counterparts.
Table 7:8 Independent T-test: CPA Social Identity 2

Social Background*

Demographic Background

Family and Friends 2

Shared religious belief
1

Model

Mean

Grazier1

3.66

Federalist2

3.26

Grazier1

3.84

Federalist2

3.60

Grazier1

4.28

Federalist2

4.23

Grazier1

3.16

Federalist2

2.88

t-test (p- value)
0.002

0.020

0.657

0.091

n=75; 2n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.01;

Groupthink –Pressure towards Conformity
Pressure towards conformity is one of the symptoms of groupthink, a phenomenon that
can occur in highly cohesive groups faced with a provocative situation of external threats
and recent failures. Any expression of dissent is discouraged, with self-appointed mind
guards overseeing group loyalty and obedience and protecting the group from the
influence of any information they perceive to be negative or threatening (Ivancevich,
Olekalns & Matteson 1997).
Connors (1995) found that pressure towards ideological conformity was particularly
strong in commodity groups, which subscribed to government intervention and support
for orderly marketing schemes, especially in the wheat and dairy industries. Historically,
these groups represented smaller farmers who struggled to survive on small acreages and
often, poor commodity prices. He goes further, suggesting that this sector of the industry
has a long history of seeking government intervention and support
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Grazier associations were known for having a more flexible attitude to decisionmaking, giving their delegates freedom to act on available information as long as the
decisions were in the best interests of the membership and satisfied their noninterventionist, free market philosophy (Connors 1995; Massy 2011). The strong
emphasis placed on ideological conformity and control of outcomes by farmer groups,
even to the point where a member who spoke out against his association policy could be
called upon to resign, suggested that this construct should be examined as to its
importance in determining board membership.
7.5.1

Pressure towards Conformity – Independent t-test

Using a five point Likert scale, survey respondents were asked to consider twelve
statements pertaining to ‘pressure towards conformity’ in their representative
organization.
Independent t-tests (2-tailed) were used to determine if there were any significant
differences between the two case studies as well as gender groups and an Anova (p<0.05)
test to determine any significant differences between age sectors. While none were found
relative to either the gender or age response, three points of significant difference were
found between the two cases and reflect Massy’s (2011) observation that the only
association that did not hold a pre-determined position and whose delegate was able to
listen to and act on new information was the only Grazier organization at the Roma Wool
Council conference, the Pastoralists and Graziers Association of WA.
The strong Federalist response (mean = 3.46) to the premise that ‘when representing
their organizations in other forums, delegates are always expected to uphold decisions of
the Annual Conference, even if compelling contrary evidence becomes available’ was
endorsed by several members of the Cattle Council of Australia (CCA) during interviews
(Chapter 8). This suggests that when electing leaders, members of Federalist
organizations are likely to choose only those people who they can trust to resist change
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and comply unequivocally with the dictates of the organization’s ideology and decisions
at Annual Conference.
7.5.2

Principal Components Analysis – Pressure towards Conformity

A principal components analysis (Table 7.9) showed a KMO of 0.825 with satisfactory
KMO values for individual items. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a significance of
.000 (p<. 001) indicating correlations between items were sufficiently large for a PCA.
Three components had eigenvalues greater than 1 and combined; these three
components explained 65.5% of the variance. Table 7.9 shows factor loadings following
rotation, with items that cluster on component 1 representing ‘Groupthink’, component 2
representing ‘Conformity’ and component 3 representing ‘Board Freedom’.
Table 7:9 Principal Components Analysis: Pressure towards Conformity
Component
Groupthink
Members prevent others challenging group beliefs

.855

Members block discussion outside group consensus

.825

Mind guards discourage disagreement

.823

Board members pressured to go along

.800

Board members pressured to make consensus decisions

.789

Board members feel obliged to endorse group decisions

.677

Conformity

Delegates expected to uphold conference decisions

.801

Board expected to support conference without question

.716

Board
Freedom

Delegates have freedom to make decisions on information

.751

Board encouraged to make decisions on available evidence

.715

Independents:
Board members expected to conform (mean= 3.69)
Board has final say on policy (mean = 3.84)
Eigenvalues

5.166

1.486

1.207

% of Variance (61.5%)

43.05

12.38

10.06

.92

.77

.60

3.00

2.90

3.50

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean importance score

While reliability tests of each of the component variables indicated satisfactory
Cronbach’s alpha readings, removing the item ‘Board members expected to conform’
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from the ‘Conformity’ variable, resulted in improving the Cronbach’s Alpha score from
0.676 to 0.768. Similarly, removing the item, ‘Board has final say on policy’ from the
‘Board freedom’ variable improved the corresponding Cronbach’s Alpha from 0.439 to a
more satisfactory 0.604. Both items were included as independent variables and with the
component variables, subjected to a paired sample t-test (Table 7.10).
The analysis found no significant difference between the two case studies on the
existence of Groupthink and a shared mean of 3.01 suggests that this phenomenon
influences the decision making process in both case study organizations.
Similarly, there was no significant difference between the models in the response to
the independent variable, ‘The board is expected to conform (to policies decided by the
general membership at the organization’s annual conference)’. While this appears to be in
direct contradiction to the significant differences noted in Table 7.8, Grazier support for
the component variable ‘Board Freedom’ and the independent variable ‘The Board has
final say on policy’, suggests this support is framed more in terms of a strict conformity
to the organization’s philosophy of free market and low government intervention
policies 5.
Table 7:10 Pressure towards Conformity – Organizational Differences

Groupthink

Conformity*

Board Freedom*

Board expected to conform

Board has final say on policy*
1

Model

Mean

Grazier1

3.01

Federalist2

3.01

Grazier1

2.64

Federalist2

3.14

Grazier1

3.72

Federalist2

3.29

Grazier1

3.60

Federalist2

3.74

Grazier1

4.20

Federalist2

3.44

t-test (p-value)
0.985

0.002

0.003

0.435

0.000

n=75; 2n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

5

The PGA case study has overcome the problem of potential conflict between Annual Conference and Board autonomy by
abandoning the Annual Conference. The Executive Committee makes all policy decisions. Each year the organization holds an AGM
and an Annual Convention, which is marketed, as an industry and organization showcase.
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In that this question in the survey asked the respondent to what degree the statements
listed in Table 7.9 are true in their particular organization, the subsequent question asked
the respondent how important conformity was to them as an individual, when nominating
or electing a member to the Board.

Importance of Conformity to the Individual Member
Using a 5 point Likert scale respondents were asked to consider four items relating to the
importance they place on conformity to the policy decisions of the organization’s
conference as opposed to board and delegate autonomy when voting for a potential
member of the board (Table 7.11).
Table 7:11 Importance of Conformity

Mean

t-test (pvalue)

I need to be sure candidate will always upholds conference decisions

3.08

.202

I look for a candidate who will always conform to the instructions of the
organization when acting as a delegate

3.29

.545

Candidate conforms to philosophy, aims and objectives of organization
but has competence to make decisions based on available evidence

4.22

.116

Board members should be prepared to make judgments based on all
available evidence even if contrary to conference decisions

3.76

.089

1

n=75; 2n=68

An Independent t-test (2-tailed) was performed on the data but showed no significant
differences between the case studies though Federalist respondents were more supportive
of the first two items (mean = 3.18 and mean = 3.34 respectively) and Grazier
respondents favoured the third and fourth items (mean = 4.32 and mean = 3.91
respectively). These results echo the findings in the previous section (Table 7.10) where
Federalists were significantly more inclined to board obedience and Graziers more
supportive of board freedom. No significant differences were found between either
gender groups or age groups.
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7.6.1

Principal Components Analysis – Importance of Conformity

A principal components analysis (Table 7.12) of the 4 items resulted in a KMO of
0.522 which barely verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis however all bar one
KMO value for the individual items exceeded .627. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a
significance of .000 (p<. 001) indicating correlations between items were sufficiently
large for a PCA.
Table 7:12 Principal Component Analysis: Importance of Conformity
Component
Board
Board
Obedience
Autonomy
Need to be sure Board always upholds conference decisions

.904

Candidate conforms to instructions of annual conference

.923

Candidate has competence to make decisions on available evidence

.889

Board prepared to make judgments based on available evidence even if
contrary to annual conference decisions

.814

Eigenvalues

1.896

1.394

% of variance

47.40

34.84

.83

.62

3.19

3.99

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score

An analysis of eigenvalues for each component in the data showed two components
having eigenvalues greater than 1 and combined, these two components explained 82.2%
of the variance. Table 7.12 shows factor loadings following rotation, with items that
cluster on component 1 representing ‘Board obedience to conference decisions’ and
component 2 representing ‘Board having autonomy to make decisions based in available
information’. Reliability tests of each of the component variables indicated satisfactory
Cronbach’s alpha readings greater than 0.8.
Independent T-tests (2-tailed) of the two component variables indicated no
significant differences between the two organizational models and similarly, no
significant gender differences. A paired sample t-test showed that autonomy of the board
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(mean = 3.99) was considered more important than obedience of the board to the
conference (mean = 3.19).

Land Ownership and Board Membership
‘Neither the Country Party nor its parliamentary members should decide what is the
correct policy for primary industry. Those who produce, own and sell a product are the
best judges of the way in which their land should be managed and their product produced
and marketed’. This dictum, promoted by Sir John McEwen, former deputy prime
minister and leader of the Country Party, has long been central to the decision making
process in the Australian agricultural industry. According to McEwan, he who owns the
land owns the industry and the right to make the decisions about that industry (Connors
1995, p. 64).
Similarly, the distinct rural ideology of farming being a man’s vocation, has
dominated Australian agriculture throughout the history of the industry. Central to this
belief is the concept of patriarchy, which confirms the power and authority of the father
and farmer and ensures that ownership of agricultural land in Australia will continue to
be dominated by men (Shortall 1992; Massy 2011).
The roles of land ownership, patriarchy and perceptions of leadership were tested in
a series of scales that sought to understand whether these concepts played any part in
determining board membership. As in a number of previous questions, respondents were
first asked how their organization perceived these issues and then in a follow-up question,
their personal perspective of the issue in question.
7.7.1

Land ownership, Wealth and Family Dynasty and the Organization

A five point Likert scale incorporating five items was used to measure the role these
factors have in determining membership of the leadership group within their
organization. As previously, the same factors were also measured to ascertain the
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respondents personal opinion as to the degree each factor should influence the board
selection process.
An Independent T-test (2-tailed) (Table 7.13) indicated significant differences
between the two organizational models in two variables.
The members of the Federalist case study did not support the idea that wealth and the
family name are important elements deciding organizational leadership. A significant
difference, however, existed between this group and respondents from the Grazier case
study, who found both of these concepts having some relevance to their organization. A
study of the list of board members of the PGA from its origin in 1907 reveals a consistent
repetition of the names of well-known pioneering families associated with large and
successful pastoral and grazing enterprises.
Table 7:13 Land Ownership, Wealth and Dynasty and the Organization
Model

Mean

Property rights determine ownership of industry decision
making

Grazier1

3.51

Federalist2

3.37

Ownership of land or business a necessary qualification
for Board membership

Grazier1

3.05

Federalist2

3.13

Grazier1

3.61

Federalist2

3.85

Leadership qualifications associated with substantial
property ownership/wealth*

Grazier1

3.16

Federalist2

2.57

Leadership qualifications can be associated with family
name/dynasty*

Grazier1

2.99

Federalist2

2.51

Board members should be practising farmers

t-test (pvalue)
0.461

0.669

0.162

0.004

0.018

,1

n=75; 2n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.05

Prominent wealthy pastoralists established graziers associations across the country
and these men wielded considerable influence in state and federal Parliaments where
many sat on the conservative benches. Well educated, they were raised to believe that
they were ‘born to lead’ with a sense of noblesse oblige instilled in them from childhood
(Connors 1995; Massy 2011).
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Respondents from both case studies generally agreed that the ownership of property
rights conveyed the right to decision making in the industry and that owning the land and
being a farmer are important qualifications for board membership.
When these propositions were tested (Independent T-test) relative to the gender,
there was a significant difference in relation to the importance of ownership as a
necessary qualification for membership of the board.
This was supported in the following Principal Components Analysis (Table 7:14)
where the ‘importance of being a farmer’ emerged as the most important variable.
7.7.2

Principal Components Analysis

A principal components analysis (Table 7:14) was conducted on the five items. A KMO
of 0.608 verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis and all individual KMOs more
than satisfied the minimum value of 0.5. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a significance
of .000 (p<. 001) indicating correlations between items were sufficiently large for a PCA.
Table 7:14 Principal Components Analysis – Land Ownership, Wealth and Dynasty
and the Organization
Component
Wealth &
Land
Dynasty
Ownership
Property rights determine industry decision making

.721

Ownership a necessary qualification for Board membership

.822

Leadership associated with wealth

.915

Leadership associated with family dynasty

.921

Independent Variable
Importance of being a farmer (Mean = 3.72)
Eigenvalues

2.371

1.240

% of variance

47.42

24.80

.87

.74

2.79

3.26

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score

An analysis of eigenvalues showed two components with eigenvalues greater than 1
and combined, these two components explained 72.2% of the variance. Table 7.14 shows
factor loadings following rotation, with items that cluster on component 1 representing
‘Wealth and Family Dynasties ’ and component 2 representing ‘The Role of Land
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Ownership and Property Rights’. Reliability tests of each of the component variables
indicated satisfactory Cronbach’s alpha readings, however, removing the variable
‘Importance of Being a Farmer’ from the component variable ‘Land Ownership’,
improved Cronbach’s Alpha from 0.658 to 0.744.
A paired sample t-test (Table 7.15) of the independent and component variables
revealed that being a ‘real farmer’ (mean = 3.72) is the most important of the three
variables when electing members of the board, followed by ‘ownership of the farm’.
Table 7:15 Independent T-test (2-tailed)
Model
Wealth and Dynasty
Land Ownership
Importance of being a farmer
1

Mean

Grazier1

3.07

Federalist2

2.54

Grazier1

3.28

Federalist2

3.25

Grazier1
Federalist2

3.61
3.85

t-test (pvalue)
0.005
0.858
0.163

2

n=75; n=68 * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

While the paired sample t-test placed wealth and family dynasties as the least
important factor (mean importance score 2.79) when considering someone for board
membership; an Independent T-test (2-tailed) (Table 7.15) confirmed the earlier findings
(Table 7.13) that a significant difference exists between the two organizational models
relative to this factor (Grazier mean 3.07; Federalist mean 2.54).
When tested relative to gender, female respondents were again shown to place far
greater importance on the component variable representing ownership as being an
essential qualification for membership of the board (Table 7.16).
Table 7:16 Independent T-test (2-tailed)

Model
Wealth and Dynasty
Land Ownership*
Importance of being a farmer

Female1
Male2
Female1
Male2
Female1
Male2

Mean
3.06
2.70
3.63
3.14
3.89
3.67

t-test
(pvalue)
0.122
0.008
0.245

1

n=35; 2n=113 * Significant differences between group types p<0.01
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7.7.3

Land ownership, Wealth and Family Dynasty and the Individual

When respondents were asked for their personal opinion, being a practicing farmer was
not seen as important. Although there was a significant difference between the case
studies with means of 2.56 (Graziers) and 2.10 (Federalists), respondents from neither
group placed any importance on this as a determining factor in board selection. Table
7.17 shows, however, that the respondents from both cases agree quite strongly that
organizational leadership is associated with family name (dynasty) and that ownership of
the farming/pastoral property is a necessary qualification for membership of the board.
Table 7:17 Independent T-test (2-tailed) – Land Ownership, Wealth and Dynasty
and the Individual

Model

Mean

Grazier1

2.87

Federalist2

2.91

Grazier1

3.43

Federalist2

3.46

Grazier1

2.56

Federalist2

2.10

Leadership qualifications can be associated with substantial
property ownership/wealth

Grazier1

2.31

Federalist2

1.99

Leadership qualifications can be associated with family
name/dynasty

Grazier1

3.88

Federalist2

3.88

Ownership of property rights determines ownership of
industry decision making
Ownership of land or business a necessary qualification for
board membership
Board members should be practising farmers/pastoralists*

1

t-test (pvalue)
0.800

0.899

0.009

0.065

0.987

n=75; 2n=68; * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

The importance of this qualification for board membership, family name and land
ownership, was further endorsed when paired sample t-tests were performed on the data.
A principal component factor analysis (Table 7.18) of the five factors showed two
components with eigenvalues greater than 1 and together these components explained
67.53% of the variance. Reliability tests indicated that the Cronbach’s Alpha reading for
component 1 was improved from an unsatisfactory 0.456 to 0.689 by the removal of the
item ‘Leadership associated with family dynasty’ and a subsequent paired sample t-test
indicated this variable as the most important followed by the role of land ownership and
property rights in determining industry leadership.
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Table 7:18 Land Ownership, Wealth, Family Dynasty and the Individual
Component
Opinion
Opinion
Ownership
Leadership
Property rights determine industry decision making

.819

Ownership necessary qualification for board membership

.851

Importance of being a farmer

.948

Leadership associated with wealth

.946

Independent Variable
Leadership associated with family name/dynasty (Mean = 3.87)
Eigenvalues

2.168

1.209

% of variance

43.36

24.18

.90

.69

2.24

3.15

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score

When assessed from the individual member’s perspective as opposed to their
perception of its importance to the organization, the component factor representing ‘the
importance of being a farmer and having wealth’ in relation to leadership was considered
the least important determinant of board membership.

Patriarchy
Patriarchy, whereby women are inherently viewed as dependents and daughters are
excluded from inheriting the land has always dominated inter-generational transfer of
land ownership in the Australian rural landscape. According to Poiner (1990), less than
ten per cent of farming families have daughters who are working on the farm, as partners
in the farm business or who share in the ownership of the land.
A scale incorporating six items and using a 5-point Likert measure was designed to
test this concept. (Table 7:19) Independent T-tests (2-tailed) comparing organizational
models and gender were carried out with only one incidence of significant difference
revealed between the organizational responses.
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Table 7:19 Independent T-test (2-tailed): Patriarchy and the Organization

Model

Mean

Grazier1

3.17

Federalist2

2.99

Father/son relationship still dominates
industry/organizational governance

Grazier1

3.77

Federalist2

3.82

In previous generations women not perceived as rightful
inheritors of land

Grazier1

3.65

Federalist2

3.66

In previous generations women rarely perceived as real
farmers or pastoralists

Grazier1

4.43

Today many women have real input into farm management
and operations

Grazier1

2.89

Federalist2

2.66

Women still rarely considered for industry representative
or corporate board membership*

Grazier1

2.24

Federalist2

1.76

The Father/son relationship has traditionally determined
farm inheritance

Federalist

2

t-test
(pvalue)
0.294

0.736

0.961

0.834
4.45
0.257

0.003

1

n=75; 2n=68; * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

Other than the final statement concerning the opportunity for women to be
considered for industry representative and corporate board membership, there was
general and in most cases, quite strong agreement with each premise, particularly that
‘Women are not perceived as real farmers’ and that ‘Women are not perceived as rightful
inheritors of the land’. The response to the idea that ‘Today many women have real input
in to farm management and operations’ was equivocal at best.
However, an Independent t-test examining the gender response found four points of
significant difference (Table 7.20), though a study of the results shows that the difference
lies in the degree that female respondents have indicated their agreement with each
premise. Male respondents agreed quite strongly to most statements, particularly in
regard to women not being perceived as real farmers and that the father/son relationship
still determines farm inheritance. This latter point is further emphasized by the somewhat
ambivalent male response to the statement that ‘‘Today many women have real input in
to farm management and operations’.
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Table 7:20 Independent T-test (2-tailed): Patriarchy and Gender

Model

Mean

The Father/son relationship has traditionally
determined farm inheritance

Female1

3.51

Male2

2.93

Father/son relationship still dominates
industry/organizational governance

Female1

4.03

Male2

3.73

In previous generations women rarely perceived as
rightful inheritors of land *

Female1

4.11

Male2

3.50

In previous generations women rarely perceived as real
farmers or pastoralists *

Female1

4.71

Male2

4.35

Today many women have real input into farm
management and operations

Female1

3.51

Male2

2.57

Women still rarely considered for industry
representative or corporate board membership*

Female1

1.69

Male2

2.13

t-test
(pvalue)
0.008

0.098

0.002

0.001

0.000

0.018

1

n=35; 2n=113 * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

A principal component analysis was carried out to further clarify the data (Table
7.21). A KMO of 0.627 verified the sampling adequacy and Bartlett tests of sphericity
showed a significance of .000 (p<. 001) indicating correlations between items were
sufficiently large for a PCA.
The PCA resulted in two components with eigenvalues greater than 1 explaining
63.11% of the variance. Table 7.21 shows factor loadings following rotation, with items
clustering on component 1 representing ‘Patriarchy’ and on component 2 representing
‘Gender discrimination’.
Reliability tests indicated the Cronbach’s alpha reading of Component 2, ‘Gender
Discrimination’ would be improved with item ‘Today many women have real input into
farm management and operations’ removed and included as an independent variable. A
paired sample t-test of the two component variables and the independent variable showed
that patriarchy has been and remains the most significant factor in deciding land
ownership in the agricultural and pastoral industries. Further, the analysis shows that
gender discrimination continues to be a real factor in relation to farm inheritance and
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therefore ownership of agricultural land as well as consideration of women as legitimate
representatives of the industry and members of industry corporate boards.
Table 7:21 Principal Components Analysis – Patriarchy and the Organization
Component
Gender
Patriarchy
Discrimination
Father/son relationship traditionally determined farm inheritance

.709

Father/son relationship still determines industry governance

.847

Women not perceived as rightful inheritors of land

.884

Women not perceived as real farmers

-.810

Women rarely considered as industry representatives or corporate
Board membership

.798

Independent Variable
Today many women have real input into farm management and
operations (Mean = 2.79)
Eigenvalues

2.455

1.332

% of variance

40.91

22.20

.78

.76

3.51

3.22

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score

Leadership
According to Pini (2008), the Australian rural industry is dominated by a male hegemony
where men assert their right to lead by enacting a masculinity in which heterosexuality,
power and knowledge are emphasized.
A five-item scale using a 5-point Likert measure investigated perceptions of
leadership in the target population. Independent sample T-tests were performed on the
data to compare responses between the organizational types and between genders with
significant differences found in each instance.
While Graziers responded more positively to the premise that leadership is a male
trait and that men are the natural leaders in the agricultural industry, neither group
endorsed either of these two statements. Respondents from both the Graziers and the
Federalists took a more positive position in their response to the premise that ‘Leadership
is a male trait’ and this remains an important factor in identifying board members,
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however, both cases studies gave a much stronger endorsement of the idea that industry
leadership is no longer the exclusive preserve of men and the leadership qualities of
women are more widely recognized (Table 7.22).
Table 7:22 Leadership and Independent T-test (2-tailed): Organization

Model

Mean

Grazier1

2.25

Federalist2

1.78

Grazier1

2.60

Federalist2

2.06

The perception that leadership is a male trait remains a
significant factor in identifying board members

Grazier1

3.00

Federalist2

2.84

The idea that leadership is essentially a male trait is no
longer accepted by the agricultural community

Grazier1

3.45

Federalist2

3.41

Leadership qualities of women more widely recognized
today

Grazier1

3.97

Federalist2

3.78

Leadership is essentially a male trait*

Men are the natural leaders of the agricultural industry*

t-test (pvalue)
0.004

0.004

0.420

0.796

0.121

1

n=75; 2n=68; * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

When comparing the female and male responses, no significant differences were
found (Table 7.23). While both genders took a negative view of the statements that
“Leadership is essentially a male trait’ and ‘Men are the natural leaders of the agricultural
industry’, not surprisingly, women were more negative to both propositions and also took
a less positive view of the premise the ‘The idea that leadership is essentially a male trait
is no longer accepted by the agricultural industry’. However, despite providing stronger
support than their male counterparts for the premise that leadership qualities of women
are more widely recognized today, it is possible that they do not see this as applicable in
the agricultural industry. As revealed during the interviews discussed in the following
chapter, women continue to believe that the perception that ‘Leadership is essentially a
male trait’ is a significant factor in identifying board members in the industry.
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Table 7:23 Leadership, Independent T-test (2-tailed): Gender

Model

t-test (pMean
value)

Female1

1.71

Male2

2.14

Female1

1.94

Male2

2.47

The perception that leadership is a male trait remains a
significant factor in identifying board members

Female1

3.23

Male2

2.83

The idea that leadership is essentially a male trait is no
longer accepted by the agricultural community

Female1

3.11

Male2

3.55

Leadership qualities of women more widely recognized
today

Female1

3.51

Male2

2.57

Leadership is essentially a male trait*

Men are the natural leaders of the agricultural industry*

0.033

0.019

0.114

0.035

0.018

1

n=35; 2n=113; * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

7.9.1

Principal Component Analysis: Leadership

A Principal Component Analysis was performed on the data with a satisfactory KMO of
0.537 verifying the sampling adequacy. Bartlett tests of sphericity showed a significance
of .000 (p<. 001) indicating correlations between items were sufficiently large for a PCA.
The PCA (Table 7.24) indicated two components with eigenvalues greater than 1,
which together accounted for 71.70% of the variability.
Reliability tests indicated the Cronbach’s alpha reading of Component 2, ‘Female
Leadership’ would be improved if item ‘Perception that leadership is a male trait remains
a significant factor when identifying board members’ was treated as an independent
variable.
While a subsequent paired sample t-test showed that the component variables
representing the idea that ‘Leadership is essentially a male trait’ is no longer accepted and
that ‘Leadership qualities of women more widely recognized today’ was the most
important variable, this was counter balanced by acknowledgement that leadership as
essentially a male trait is still thought to be an important factor when identifying potential
candidates for the board. This was supported by general agreement from both genders
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and organizational models when compared through the medium of Independent sample
T-tests.
Table 7:24 Principal Components Analysis – Leadership
Component
Male
Female
Leadership
Leadership
.908

Leadership is essentially a male trait
Men are the natural leaders of the agricultural industry

.917

The idea that leadership is a male trait is no longer accepted

.836

Leadership qualities of women more widely recognized today

.760

Independent Variable
Perception that leadership is a male trait remains a significant factor
when identifying Board members (Mean = 2.93)
Eigenvalues

2.150

1.435

% of variance

43.01

28.70

.84

-1.86

2.19

3.67

Cronbach’s Alpha
Mean Importance Score

Further, the Independent sample T-test (Table 7.25) showed a significant difference
between genders in regard to female leadership. The female response indicates that while
they do not subscribe to the idea that leadership is a male trait and that men are the
natural leaders of the agriculture industry, they were not confident that the male
dominance of industry leadership is lessening or that women are more widely recognized
in this space.
Table 7:25 Independent T-Test – PCA of Leadership
Model
Male Leadership

Female Leadership*
Perception of leadership as male trait significant in
identifying board members

Mean

Female1

1.83

Male2

2.31

Female1

3.37

Male2

3.76

Female1

3.23

Male2

2.83

t-test (pvalue)
0.014

0.005

0.114

1

n=35; 2n=113; * Significant differences between group types p<0.01

Summary
This chapter has completed a comprehensive analysis of data drawn from the survey. To
enhance the analysis, the data was examined through the prisms of the two case studies
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referred to in the analysis as Graziers and Federalists, as well as gender and age
classifications. The analytical procedures used included descriptive statistics, comparison
of means and dimension reduction techniques in the form of Principal Component
Analysis.
The chapter addressed the theoretical constructs of social networks and social
identity, the roles of conformity, groupthink and leadership as well as landownership and
patrilineal inheritance. In this section, Principal Component Analysis was used
extensively to clarify the data in a number of multi-variable scales and the resulting
factors compared using Independent Samples t-test (2-tailed).
Social networks and social identity were recognized as important elements of the
board selection process. However, while all participants in the survey generally
acknowledged the role of social networks with women placing an even stronger emphasis
on the importance of network relationships, there were some significant differences
between the case studies in relation to social identity factors.
Issues surrounding the phenomenon of pressure towards conformity were tested and
it was found that the phenomenon of groupthink influences the decision making process
in both case studies. Significant differences were identified, however, in relation to board
freedom and ideological conformity with the Grazier case study indicating support for
board freedom and adherence to their principles of free trade and low government
intervention.
Issues surrounding landownership, patriarchy and leadership were discussed and the
analysis revealed the continued dominance of conservative attitudes that make it difficult
for women to gain access to farming land or recognition as real farmers and leaders in the
industry.
Chapter 8 will examine qualitative data obtained from a series of one on one
interviews and two group interviews as well as data retrieved from a study of the
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historical records of organizational minutes and correspondence pertaining to the two
representative organizations, the PGA and the VFF/UDV. In addition to these sources,
some reference is made to instances of both participant and passive observation by the
author when attending Executive meetings, various committee meetings and organization
conferences.
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Qualitative Data Analysis
Introduction
Mixed method research integrates both quantitative and qualitative data and analysis for a
more multidimensional approach to inquiry. The investigation of the ‘why’ of any
phenomenon – why we do what we do; why we are who we are; requires a much deeper
understanding of the data than that which can be provided solely by a quantitative or a
qualitative approach (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2014).
Chapters 6 and 7 examined quantitative data obtained from the survey and provided
an analysis of each question, through the prism of the two case studies the Graziers and
the Federalists. The analysis was complemented by a comparison of responses pertinent
to gender and age where appropriate.
Chapter 8 will examine qualitative data obtained from a series of interviews as well
as that retrieved from historical records, including minutes of Board and Executive
meetings, correspondence and other relevant documents of the two representative
organizations, the PGA and the VFF/UDV. Reference is made to instances of both
participant and passive observation by the author when attending various Board,
Executive and Commodity committee meetings and organization conferences.
Miles et al (2014) contend that qualitative research is well suited to the discovery of
meanings that people place on events, processes and structures and in that it is conducted
through an intense and prolonged relationship with participants in a naturalistic setting,
this form of research can provide a valuable insight into the lives of individuals, groups
and organizations.
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Qualitative Data
‘Information gleaned from narratives generated by participants and investigators often
proves to be the most valuable source in understanding complex phenomena (Teddlie &
Tashakkori 2011, p. 286)’.
Miles et al (2014) argue that qualitative data can provide the researcher with well
grounded, rich descriptions embedded in a real context and as such conveying ‘a ring of
truth. Through revealing ‘how’ and ‘why’ things happen, it is possible for the researcher
to see beyond superficial understanding of concepts and events thus generating new
interpretations and more meaningful explanations. They suggest that there is a certain
quality of “undeniability” about well-analysed qualitative data claiming that:
Words, especially organized into incidents or stories have a concrete
meaningful and vivid flavour that often proves more convincing to the
reader – another researcher, a policymaker or a practitioner – than
pages of summarized numbers (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2014, p.
Loc 644).

Qualitative Content Analysis
Qualitative content analysis is defined by Bogdan and Biklen (2007) as a process of:
“working with data, organizing it, breaking it into manageable units,
synthesizing it, searching for patterns, discovering what is important
and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will tell others”
(Bogdan & Biklen 2007, p. 145).
According to Mayring (2000), a qualitative content analysis not only analyses the
primary content of the themes and central ideas of the material but also the latent content
embedded within the text using an empirical, methodological approach.
Yin (2015) and Hardie (2013) discuss the analytical process in terms of five phases
beginning with data assembly followed by data disassembly (coding), data display,
interpretation and finally conclusion. Wolcott (1994) talks of transforming data through a
process of description (what is going on), analysis (identifying key factors and
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relationships) and interpretation (the meaning of the data) (Simons 2009). Miles et al
(2014, p. Loc 844), however, see analysis in terms of three concurrent flows of activity
which they term as data condensation, data display and conclusion and verification.
8.3.1

Statistical Techniques

Miles et al (2014) contend that data analysis is not simply a one-dimensional
sequential exercise but an interactive cyclical process of discovery that can lead the
researcher back to the literature for explanations, which could offer a more in-depth, or
even a rival explanation.
Such an interactive process was followed throughout this analysis, leading the author
to return to the literature from time to time to review emerging concepts and ideas. These
reviews took the research beyond superficial concepts of the ‘how’ or the instruments of
board selection into the realms of the ‘why’ behind that process. This led to a review of
the history of land development in Australia, the influence of ideologies including
classical liberalism, Benthamite liberalism, social liberalism and agrarian socialism and
the role of historic institutionalism, tight policy networks and path dependency in the
Australian agricultural industry (Chapter 3).
The initial phase of compiling data has been outlined in Chapter 4. This chapter will
focus on data reduction, the process of selecting, focusing and abstracting key data from
interviews, historical documents and participant observation and data display, condensing
the data into a form of visual display as recommended in Miles et al (2014), thus
allowing the reader to ‘see’ what is happening in the data.
8.3.2

Data Analysis – Coding and Coding Structure

‘Coding is analysis – the deep reflection about and thus, deep analysis and interpretation
of the data’s meanings’ (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2014, p. L. 2296). Codes are means
of identifying themes and used to categorize data into segments relative to particular
research questions, constructs or hypotheses, thus providing a clarity that enables more
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efficient analysis (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2014; Simons 2009; Bazeley & Jackson
2013).
Initial coding or precoding was generated from ‘a priori’ concepts and constructs
identified from the initial research questions. Subsequent empirical codes emerged from
the data during the coding process, which was assisted by NVivo v.11 Computer Assisted
Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS).
NVivo 11 software is the latest version of the original and first qualitative data
analysis software, ‘Non-numerical, Unstructured, Data: Indexing, Searching and
Theorizing’ or NUD*IST as it was more commonly known in 1981. NVivo, despite the
development of several other qualitative data analysis computer programs, remains,
according to Jones and Diment (2010) the most used software package (Sotiriadou,
Brouwers & Le 2014)
Bazely & Jackson (2013) notes that a critical feature of the NVivo software is the
requirement that it is the researcher who must code the data and develop themes or
categories based on information derived from the raw data that has been sorted and
arranged by specifically designed tools rather than expect these to emerge automatically.
While some software packages take a more grounded approach (e.g. Leximancer)
allowing concepts to emerge from the text, NVivo demands that the researcher must
actively derive and categorize concepts. The program facilitates this process by managing
and organizing data in such a way as to encourage the researcher to become meaningfully
engaged in the analytical process. Gilbert (2002, p.222) contends that ‘tools extend and
qualitatively change human capabilities’ however, Bazeley argues that the effectiveness
of tools is determined by not only the effectiveness of the software design but also the
skill of the user in both methodology and use of the software.
Cretchley, Rooney and Gallois (2010) suggest that NVivo software is particularly
useful when an ‘a priori’ model or set of concepts already exists on which coding can be
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based thus facilitating the categorization and summary of the coded results. As stated in
Chapter 4, (4.6) a set of ‘a priori’ concepts and a model have already been established
making the NVivo software the logical choice (Sotiriadou, Brouwers & Le 2014, p. 5).
8.3.3

Coding

The raw data including interview transcripts, historical documents and field notes
drawn from participant observation were coded in the NVivo v.11 software and the
process continued through a number of reiterations until a point of data saturation was
attained. As the process developed, themes or patterns emerged allowing the conceptual
codes to be categorized into a hierarchical structure (Table. 8.1).
Table 8:1 Coding Structure
Nodes
Social Networks
Closed networks
Old boys network
School
Social Identity
People Like Us
Fit
Leadership
Merit
The Great Man
Patriarchy
Gender
Culture
Discussing important matters
Gender roles and stereotyping
Male hegemony
The real farmer
Land Ownership
Dynasty
Path Dependency
Agrarian/Agrarian Socialism
Historical Institutionalism
Conformity/Groupthink
Representative Organizations
Board membership
Membership
Organizational structure
Pathways

Sources
26
4
31
12
7
30
15
13
11
17
11
24
16
9
17
26
8
18
9
25
86
46
39
8
13
8
22
11

References
120
22
61
29
10
71
48
46
28
48
34
69
63
20
45
49
26
49
25
116
136
136
142
12
48
27
58
38

The coding process resulted in a tri-level hierarchy of parent, child and sub-nodes
(Table 8.1) with sources coded at each node including forty-four interviews, board
minutes and other pertinent documents from organization archives and participant
observation of meetings and events.
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Table 8.2 below shows a composite view of the four parent nodes comparing the
number of references coded from the interview transcriptions and historical
documentation. It can be seen from the number of references made to each of the two
categories of how the board selection process is influenced (Social Networks, Leadership
and Patriarchy = 52%) and why these selections are made (Path Dependency = 48%), that
the two categories were accorded roughly the same importance by interviewees and other
sources. Within the category of board selection, the Social Networks and Patriarchy
nodes received a similar percentage of references, however, Leadership was not accorded
the same relevance with only 7% of references.
Table 8:2 Percentage Comparisons of Major Categories
Category

Parent Nodes

Reference

Percentage

Board Selection

Social Networks

361

22

Leadership

118

7

Patriarchy

384

23

Path Dependency

781

48

1621

100

Board Composition

8.3.4

Nodes

As the analysis proceeded, it became evident that the four parent codes could be
categorised into two broad fields of enquiry, the instruments used in the process of
determining Board composition (the ‘how’) and the rationale behind that composition
(the ‘why’). A summary of the theoretical categories, sub-categories, operationalization
and associated references is shown in Table 8.3.
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Table 8:3 Coding Categories for Data Analysis (adopted from Piening, 2011)
Theoretical
Categories
Social Networks

Patriarchy

Subcategories

Operationalization (coding scheme)

Selected References

Old Boys’ Network

Informal system of connections and influence associated with unwritten
rules of association based on (usually male-only private) school, social
background and patronage.

Barabasi, (2002); Bartos
(2006); Granovetter, (1982)

Social Identity

Birds of a feather; people like us; sense of identity with membership of
social group (class, ideology, gender, occupation etc.)

Davis et al (2003); McPherson
et al, (2001); Tajfel and
Turner, (1982)

Closed networks

Trusted insiders; isolated from new information, ideas, outsiders. Fear of
change

Hammomd and Glenn (2004);
Bartos, (2006); Botterill,
(2005), Marsh and Smith
(2000)

Gender

Gender roles and stereotyping; masculism; patriarchal culture of male line
of inheritance and power; male dominance in discussion of important
matters; male hegemony; men as the real farmer.

Pini (2001); Alston (2003)
Sheridan (2002); Sawer
(2003); Shortall (2001);
Gooday (1995)

Land ownership

Sacred, symbol of status and power; father to son inheritance excluding
women; ownership of industry decision making; patriarchy; protection of
the asset; the real farmer.

Crosswhite (2002); Sawer
(2003); Shortall (2001);
Alston (1998); Gooday (1995)

Dynasty

Family wealth and power; born to lead; patriarchal transfer of power within
organizations; political affiliation

Connors (1995); Massy
(2011)
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Table 8:3 Coding Categories for Data Analysis (adopted from Piening, 2011) continued
Theoretical
Categories
Leadership

Path dependency
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Subcategories

Operationalization (coding scheme)
A cultural assumption; social network connections; eye of the beholder; a
male-only perception

Selected References
Alston (2003); Saunders
2016)

Great man theory of
leadership

Cultural norm; visionary heroic; wise and distant fathers of industry

Claes (1999), Sinclair (1998)
Alston (1998); Sheridan
(2011); Pini (2001)

Historical
Institutionalism

Conformity to beliefs, attitudes, values; groupthink; path dependency; tight
policy circles

Connors (1995); Botterill
(2011); Peters (2012); Sawer
(2003); Massy (2011),
Cornforth (2004)

Agrarianism/Agrarian
Socialism

Agrarian way of life combined with utilitarian and social liberal ideologies
of market intervention;

Stokes (2004); Connors
(1995); Brett (2007);
Harrigan (2004); Graham
(1962)

Representative
organizations

Grazing Associations and Federations; unity; board membership;
organizational structure; pathways to the board; reasons for joining the
organization

Connors (1995); Massy
(2011); Coleman (1995);
Botterill (2005); Halpin
(2004)

Merit

8.3.4.1 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership
As shown in Table 8.3, the three parent nodes of Social Networks, Patriarchy and
Leadership are important sources of data that informs the process of board selection as to
how ‘the right’ people are provided with pathways to a seat on a board. The wider social
network of agriculture can be said to embrace the whole of the agricultural industry but
within that network the smaller networks of representative organizations exist. Within
these networks important clusters reside, associated with the ‘old boys’ club’, school
association, gender, land ownership, dynasty and patronage. These child and sub nodes
were used in classifying the data to drill down into the detail of each parent node in an
effort to determine why certain people are tapped on the shoulder while others with
potentially better and more appropriate skills are ignored.
The child node of Social Identity emerged as an important source of information
leading to a better understanding of why particular people were chosen over others. The
sub-nodes of ‘people like us’ and ‘fit’ led to a return to the literature to search for
evidence in the history and development of representation in Australian agriculture of
what ‘us’ implies and how ‘fit’ is defined in the context of two philosophically different
case studies and the boards of the commodity councils and statutory and corporate
authorities.
Agriculture is dominated by a patriarchal culture where land ownership and
leadership has traditionally been defined as a male prerogative and patrilineal inheritance
determined that ownership passed from father to son (Shortall 1992). Patriarchy and
leadership were seen as important categories through which issues of gender, land
ownership, and a number of sub-nodes including culture, male hegemony, wealth and
dynasty could be examined.
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8.3.4.2 Path Dependency
The inclusion of the Path Dependency node allowed the accumulation of data that sought
to assess and explain the links between the parent node, path dependency, and the child
nodes of agrarianism, social agrarianism, historical institutionalism and representative
organizations. In order to gain an even clearer understanding of these (child) nodes, the
data was further delineated into a number of sub-nodes.
The literature shows that agrarianism has been a commonly held belief system in
most if not all-agricultural communities worldwide throughout history. Agrarianism in
Australia, however, was forged in a new world of rapid and radical ideological change.
Old world feudal structures of land ownership and privilege were replaced by the new
ideologies of classical liberalism, utilitarian (Benthamite) liberalism, social liberalism
and socialism along with the growth of state intervention in markets and infrastructure.
Paraphrasing Hancock (1930, p. 72) and Coleman (2016) Australian farmers looked to
the State to guarantee an egalitarian reward by providing the greatest benefit for the
greatest number. What they and others refer to as agrarian socialism can be described as a
synthesis of utilitarian liberalism, social liberalism and agrarianism, embodying both
individualistic and collectivist values and proposing that intervention by the state was
legitimate if it served to provide equal opportunity and fairness.
The term ‘agrarian socialism’ in the Australian context together with associated
demands for market intervention by the state was referred to in many interview
transcripts and supported in the literature. Similarly, some interviewees referred to a need
for ‘unity’ and achieving a unified voice, even if this meant subjugating their personal
and organizational ideology.
With the establishment of state controlled marketing in the form of statutory
marketing authorities and price support schemes etc., state intervention was rapidly
institutionalized in the rural psyche and farmers soon came to depend on these
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institutions for survival, with their representative organizations seeing defence of the
institutions as their primary raison d’être (Connors 1995; Botterill 2011; Botterill 2003;
Halpin & Martin 1996).
Historical institutionalism assumes conformity by individuals and organizations to
the beliefs, attitudes and behaviours associated with the institution and that they will
accept the constraints imposed by the institution (Peters 2012). Conformity was examined
in the survey (Chapter 7) and while the analysis showed some points of significant
differences between the two case studies, there were also similarities. It was therefore
considered an important concept to examine in the interview process to gain a more indepth understanding.
8.3.5

Case Study Analysis

Miles and Huberman (2014) suggest that use of visual formats such as matrices and
network condense data in a systematic and credible way thus permitting a full viewing of
the data set in the same location.
Table 8.4, the Grazier case study and Table 8.5, the Federalist case study present the
analysis in terms of the three lead categories relevant to the ‘how’ of the board selection
process, social networks, patriarchy and leadership (Table 8.3). Based on these
categories, the data was transformed into short vignettes (Miles, Huberman & Saldana
2014; Piening 2011) supported by examples (quotes) from the data. Alphabetical and
numerical referencing of quotes was used to assure the privacy of the interviewees
(Grazier [G], Federalist [F] or Professional [P]).
In analysing the data, it was apparent that there were no clear lines of distinction
between the categories, the concepts they represent being interwoven with each other.
Social identity is integral to the concept of social networks as is the concept of gender
and gender is interlocked with the role of land-ownership in the industry and the
interpretation of merit and how leadership is defined.
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Table 8.6, the Grazier case study and Table 8.7, the Federalist case study, provide an
analysis of board composition in terms of the significant concepts that determine the
‘why’ of the selection process. Path dependency on historical institutions is examined
with reference to issues of conformity to the beliefs, attitudes and values associated with
the institutions including agrarianism and social agrarianism.
8.3.6

Cross Case Analysis: A Categorical Comparison

As stated in previous chapters, the two case studies represent opposite ideological poles
in the industry’s representative framework. Based on the categories identified in the
conceptual framework (Table 8.3) the analysis shown in Tables 8.4 through to 8.7 aims to
explain observed similarities and differences between the two polar opposite groups
complemented by data obtained from a number of interviews with external but related
professionals.
8.3.6.1 Social Networks
Social networks and their internal clusters exercise considerable influence in both the
Grazier and Federalist case studies in the identification of prospective candidates for
internal board selection and how a person can become sufficiently known and well
connected to achieve a leadership position.
A strong element of ‘the old boys’ club’ exists in the Grazier case study with
historical records indicating a long and bonded history of family, school, membership of
commodity committees and community service. School connections are especially
significant with 94% of the Executive board of the case study through its more than 100year history having attended an elite city boarding school, largely concentrated on just
two schools, with many interviewees emphasizing the residual trust that exists in those
connections.
If you have to choose between two people and you knew one of them
at school – it is a connection – a point of trust immediately – you
might not have known him very well but your dad might have known
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his dad. When you are considering who to vote for you are looking for
reasons why you should vote for a particular candidate, a list of things
written on a piece of paper are one thing but it is the extra connection
that is important – met him at the old boys; saw him at the field day,
played cricket with him in the inter-schools (G1)
While school is a significant cluster in the Graziers’ social network, many in the
Federalists rejected the ‘old school tie’ as an important linkage despite the quantitative
study indicating a significant percentage of Federalist respondents attended some form of
boarding school, either academic or agricultural. There was an almost reverse snobbery
from some who wanted to emphasize that they only attended a local high school,
however, there was a grudging acknowledgement that there is an innate trust or identity
with one’s school connections. The Federalist interviewees claimed that the more
important clusters are those associated with their industry such as the local VFF or UDV
branch, breed societies and local farm improvement and Landcare groups.
I was already chairman of the local beef group and I was asked by a
sitting member to take a position on the SFO Meat Council. As soon
as I agreed, I got there pretty quick smart. I progressed pretty quickly
there to become chair of the Council and did a couple of terms as chair
(F3).
A striking difference emerged between the two case studies in the type of network
within each organization. While the Federalist organization exhibited a strong closed
political network with a clearly defined career path, this does not exist in the Graziers’
Association.
The Grazier case study representative organization exhibits an open network that
embraces new ideas and information. The organization’s constitution provides that a seat
on the Executive board is open to any member who wishes to nominate, requiring only
that the nominee provide proof of membership, biographical details including any
positions held within the organization and if wished, a brief supporting statement. Should
an election be required, voting is open to the whole membership. Members with
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alternative views are welcomed on to the Executive board and sub-committees, where
they are free to argue their case.
In contrast to this simple and direct path to the Executive board, Federations formed
through the amalgamation of discrete single commodity organizations exhibit greater
complexity. Each member organization of the Federation retains its policy-making
autonomy with progress to the board only possible through a multi-tiered structure
beginning at a grassroots branch and progressing through several progressively more
collegiate stages. From the branch, any aspiring board member must face a number of
elections. Linkages in the right networks are votes and in these structures, there is a great
deal of voting to get to the top. Because the annual conference is all powerful in policy
determination, conference delegates need to be well connected to achieve selection to the
board.
When it comes down to it – these are the people (the connections you
have made) who are going to vote for you and because as we say,
under the present system there is a hell of a lot more voting to be
done, it matters more. It takes a lot of work to get on to the Board of
the Federation (VFF). You have to work your way up through the
many levels from branch to District Council to Regional Council and
then campaign to become a delegate to the Annual Conference and
finally you must campaign for a seat on the Board – it can take years
and you have to be really committed to attending meetings and prove
that you are faithful to the prevailing orthodoxy, so only the really
dedicated get there. You have to be a bit of a politician. (F12).
The Federalist organizations are closed networks where new ideas and information
are rejected if they threaten institutionalized beliefs, attitudes and values. Policy is laid
down at the annual conferences of (commodity) member organizations and the
Federation and these policies will stand no matter what new information should become
available or how circumstances might change.
Executive carry out all policies laid down by (Annual) Conference and
abide by them at all times no matter what new evidence should
become available. Delegates (to any outside Board or committee)
must strictly adhere to executive instruction and not deviate from
Association policy (Federalist Annual Conference 1964).
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A ‘ruling club’ of commodity council incumbents believe that because they are the
ones who sit at the (council) table, only they hold the information and must manage any
dissension, Change is perceived as the introduction of an unacceptable level of risk to the
organization’s brand and the incumbents’ status.
There will be some radicals, but we will manage them’’ (Historical
document research, Dairy Australia).
A search of historical documents (Federalist case study) provided repeated evidence
of the inability of delegates to react positively to new information and expertise.
Consistently, motions to conferences and Annual General Meetings (AGM) were put and
carried demanding obedience to annual conference policy decisions. Evidence of a
refusal to accept any diversity of opinion and a denial of freedom to respond to available
information and make decisions based on such, was found across all commodities.
While, from time to time there have been attempts by members attending the Grazier
case study’s representative organization’s (PGA) annual conference to control the
executive, the constitution gives all power of management of the Association to the
Executive board.
The Executive Committee shall have the entire management of the
Association and the determining and carrying into effect of all
business in which the Association is interested (PGA 2004)
Further, Article 13.4 of the constitution (PGA 2004) allows representatives of the
Association flexibility to receive new and factual information on which to make their
decisions and should these decisions conflict with existing policy, it is the responsibility
of the representative to convince the Executive board of their reasons and evidence for
the change in policy direction.
The Grazier case study considers flexibility and being open to new information a
hallmark of the organization.
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8.3.6.2 Social Identity
Social identity, being the right ‘fit’, is integral to the development of any social network
(Watts 2003). Being ‘the right fit’ or ‘people like us’ was identified as important in the
board selection process in both case studies with strong emphasis on the need to feel
comfortable with those with whom they shared the board table, especially when
‘discussing important matters’. However, because of the way board members are elected
in the Grazier case study, this is neither guaranteed nor unwelcome.
Political and philosophical fit to me is not nearly as important as long
as it is somewhere within the barriers of our general philosophy.
Clearly their views can’t be completely alternative to the PGA’s core
values, but somebody who can come along and develop an argument
and put good logic behind – that’s the sort of people I would like to
see in the organization (G7).
Nonetheless, it is the usual practice for sitting board members to look for ‘people like
us’ when seeking to fill vacancies on a committee or the board and ‘tap them on the
shoulder’, rather than advertise the vacancy.
Boards will always look to appointing people like themselves, ‘people
like us’ – someone who looks like them, talks their language and
shares their beliefs and experiences – it is one of the great follies of
this industry (P21).
The ‘people like us’ phenomenon of the board selection process invokes the issue of
gender, as it is particularly prejudicial to women who are not seen as ‘one of us’.
Similarity does bring connection to others within our own networks. I
think it’s true that a number of blokes are more comfortable with their
own gender – they are not comfortable in the presence of women that
they don’t know well (G1).
8.3.6.3 Gender
Men are literally born into powerful networks of family, land-ownership, the farming
community and local sporting teams and clubs and with long-established connections
from their (boarding) school days, (they) take for granted the intrinsic advantages.
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Female interviewees from both case studies, saw the multiple personal connections
and linkages within and between these important networks as critical to advancement in
the agri-political world, however, their experience was totally different to their male
counterparts.
Male interviewees from both the Grazier and Federalist case studies denied that there
is prejudice against women holding a seat on the board. They insisted that gender is
irrelevant and if a woman has merit, she will get there. None of the interviewees,
however, was able to define merit other than to admit that it probably lay ‘in the eye of
the beholder’. As the beholders are those men who hold the power in their organizations,
their criteria of merit could actually be interpreted as being male.
The first thing you need to do (to earn merit) is to be born a man!
(F12)
When asked if they would nominate a woman for the board or encourage her to do
so, most admitted that it rarely occurred to them that a woman might fit the role.
There was a cross case expectation and universal agreement that a woman’s first and
most important role was raising children and if she aspired to any role in the industry, she
could do this after the children had grown up. There was little if any acknowledgement
that these issues disadvantaged women in that by the time the children had reached a
suitable age, the men in the organization had established their important networks and it
was then too late for the women to gain sufficient social capital to equal their male fellow
members.
Even if they heard a woman speaking really well at a meeting, clearly across her
subject, it was generally agreed by the male interviewees that there is a cultural
reluctance to approach her to ‘tap her on the shoulder’.
If you are at a meeting and hear a woman speak really well and you
think that she might be valuable to your organization it is much
harder, in a small community, to tap her on the shoulder and have a
serious conversation about becoming part of the organization and
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taking a leadership role than it is to make a similar approach to a man
(F5)
The Grazier case study has had a constant presence of women on the board since
1987, with two female Vice Presidents holding office in that period. The organization’s
more direct electoral system is less problematic and if there are more vacancies than
candidates, a not uncommon occurrence, a woman can gain a seat without going to an
election. On those occasions, however, when a female candidate has stood against a male
opponent (twice in vice presidential elections and once for the Presidency), the female
candidate has not been successful. As shown in Table 8.5, men tend to always vote for
other men, particularly if the woman is strong and is therefore seen as a threat to the
status quo.
Unfortunately, in any election contest, if it comes down to a man
versus a woman, men will always tend to vote for other men and if the
woman is known as a strong person, it will be even harder for her
(F11).
Some of these women admitted that there are times when they feel invisible at board
meetings, particularly when important issues were being discussed. When observing
Executive board meetings, on some occasions when a female board member entered the
debate on an important issue, the irritation of some of the older members was quite
obvious with audible mutterings from them questioning the value of her contribution.
I do see gender as an issue for some people in the organization.
Occasionally I hear it even at board level and afterwards in the
mutterings, people say ‘she wouldn’t know. She’s just got a whole lot
of philosophies, which she doesn’t really know’. It is usually when the
woman wins the debate. I think that the person would have had a
different view if it had been a man speaking. You don’t see it at every
meeting here but I have seen it several times at board level, even since
I have been chairman, which is three years now. You mainly hear it
from the older members who – it is a strong word, can be somewhat
bigoted. (G7).
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It is much more difficult for women to progress through to the Federalist board as the
structure of the organization is more problematic.
The structure of the industry does not make it easy for women to
participate. If you keep in mind where we started – the evolution of
people through branches, district councils and the meetings usually
being held at night…(F5)
Further, there was evidence in some Federalist interviews that there is a perception
that most women lack the strength, clarity of thought and ability or willingness to take
part in vigorous debate.
Those that do are seen as ‘too aggressive’ and ‘very strong women can
come across as offensive to men’ (F1).
While there is wide acknowledgement that women usually manage the business side
of the enterprise, this is seen as ‘helping’ rather than being a full and equal part of the
farming business. It does not qualify them as a real farmer.
I don’t know if it is their genetic make-up but most women just don’t
want to do that sort of thing. They are quite happy to be a mother and
a business manager – they don’t particularly like meetings and that
sort of thing where-as men thrive on it (F4).
There is a strong belief among the farming fraternity that if you don’t have your
hands in the dirt, you are not a legitimate farmer and therefore do not have the practical
experience to make decisions on agricultural subjects.
Because of the patriarchal nature of farm inheritance in Australian agriculture, rather
than being landowners in their own right, most women can only marry into the industry
and therefore by definition, the agri-political community. As unknown newcomers, they
have a difficult task in developing linkages and winning acceptance into existing local
networks as well as the wider State and national networks of farmer representation. In
both case studies, those that have succeeded have usually come from successful
professional careers outside of the industry. However, they are often the ones who
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question the way things are done, thus threatening change to the status quo, making them
unlikely as a successful board appointment.
I spent 6 years on the Catchment Authority board and I was only the
second female to sit on that board. The first was a solicitor; I was a
trained teacher with agricultural qualifications and the third, a nurse.
The men however were just farmers, that was the only qualification
they required. I sat on a selection panel and noticed women usually
will not apply unless they have all of the skills listed in the
advertisement. A man, however, will have a go no matter how few
boxes he can tick but you often find that his only qualification was
attending a meeting. By the same token, women are not judged in the
same way – she’s only got 5 of the preferred requirements – she
doesn’t fit the bill – oh look this bloke has got 5 – he could be all right
(F17).
Like most of the Federations, Commodity Councils and Statutory Authorities and
Corporations, throughout its history the Federalist organization has had few (industry)
female board members though it does boast the first female President of a State Farming
Organization (Heather Mitchell VFF). While there is some acknowledgement that there
should be greater diversity and it is a Ministerial requirement for statutory boards, this is
not being achieved through the same organizational structure that selects men. Diversity
is only achieved by appointing female independent directors with special skills.
Agricultural organizations rarely identify a potential woman nominee
from their midst. When they are looking for a woman they turn to a
small club of independent female directors who are known and trusted
and therefore are ‘people like us’. They often come from a legal or
financial background and as I said before, for these women, it is not in
their interests to rock the boat or be seen as difficult or challenging to
the established orthodoxy, which of course potentially nullifies their
value as an independent (F23).
8.3.6.4 Patriarchy, Land Ownership and The Great Man Theory of Leadership
Patriarchy is a significant factor in both case studies and father to son inheritance
continues to influence the industry. Patriarchy was found in both case studies, dominating
land ownership, wealth and the often-dynastic tradition of leadership. In recent years
there has been some evidence of a very small number of daughters gaining recognition
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from their fathers as genuine farmers, however, this has rarely translated into actually
inheriting the farm.
Under the constitutions of both case studies, full membership with accompanying
voting rights was limited to the landowner, traditionally the senior male member of the
family and whose name appears first on the list of members. The Grazier case study has
made an attempt to provide voting rights to other members of the business, by increasing
the number of votes per (business) membership, however distribution of those votes to
the other members of the business is left to the discretion of the senior member. The
Federalist constitution allows only one vote per membership, which almost inevitably is
exercised by the landowner or senior male family member (Haslam McKenzie 1999).
Wealth and dynasty are considered as important qualifications for leadership in the
Grazier case study with records showing repeated generations of the same families as
Presidents and Executive board members. Similarly, the family name and a history of
several generations in farming is a valued asset in leadership aspirations in the Federalist
group but the most emphasis is placed on being a farmer. The legend of the heroic,
pioneering farmer is passed from generation to generation providing legitimacy to men as
the leaders of the industry. Despite their often-better educational qualifications, women
are rarely seen as tough enough and worldly enough to qualify for this role.
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Table 8:4 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Grazier Case Study (adapted from Piening)
Categories
Social
Networks

Vignettes
The founding members of the Graziers were an excellent example of the role of
social networks in the formation of an organization. They shared ancestors, clubs,
and sporting interests and were further bonded through their survival of the
physical and financial stresses of pioneering the pastoral industry.

You feel comfortable with school ties – they are strong threads. It is not
just having gone to Guildford, but playing sport or debating against other
schools. You meet and get to know a lot of other people. The school
association makes strong linkages (G1).

Historical records of Executive members of the Grazier case study over more than
100 years of its history showed that members shared a number of clusters including
school, local government and the commodity sub-committee membership, which
was demonstrably an important route to the Executive board.

After four and a half years at a boy’s boarding school we had developed a
trust and I valued his opinion (G7).

There is a strong element of ‘the old boys club’ in the organization. Over its
history, ninety four per cent of the Executive Board members had attended one of
the Perth based private schools with the majority of them concentrated on just two
of the boarding schools, Guildford Grammar School and Hale School.
The right connections are useful and the commodity committee structure is an
important method of developing linkages within and across committees allowing
individuals to gain recognition and social capital in the organization. These
linkages then connect with clusters outside of the organization such as local sport,
field days, land care and local government, all of which are recognized as
traditionally male domains.
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Representative Data Examples

Both the District Committees and Commodity committees are very
important clusters within the PGA network. It is here that you build your
social capital. (Int. G1).
I went from District Committee to the Wool Committee and then the
Executive board (G5).
It is critical to be known and well connected within the organization
otherwise no one knows who you are and what you stand for. It is how you
develop your social capital (G2).
It is not what you know but whom you know. I went to school with xxxx –
he was very instrumental in my success – he also got me onto the
Wesfarmers board (G4).

Table 8:4 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories
Open
Networks

Vignettes

Representative Data Examples

Within a strong non-interventionist philosophical framework, the organization has
an open attitude to new ideas, welcoming outsiders and encouraging open debate.
Executive meetings are open to all members who are encouraged to take part in the
debate though anyone endorsing government subsidies or the reincarnation of the
old statutory marketing authorities and prices support schemes etc. would have
great difficulty fitting in.

Being flexible and open to new information is considered a hallmark of the
Association and increases the Association’s effectiveness. (PGA Mins
2003). I look for someone who supports our philosophy and policies but I
think it is healthy to have the debate, even if they are enunciating a
position that is not similar to mine (G7).

Opponents of the wool industry RPS and statutory marketing authority (AWC), the
wheat industry single desk for export wheat, the lamb marketing board etc. were
able to put their arguments to initiate debate within the Executive and District
Committees despite some concern about the risk of losing members.

Social
Identity

The right ‘fit’ is an important element in the board selection process – particularly
the need to feel comfortable with other members of the board. Feeling comfortable
to ‘discuss important matters’ with someone is an important criterion.
Existing board members seek out potential new members to fill vacancies and ‘tap
them on the shoulder’ rather than throw the vacancy out to nominations. Presidents
use their power to co-opt people to the board to bolster their support base, thus
ensuring that the Executive remains on the same page as the President.
While the organization has several large grain farmers of other ethnic origins, these
people neither nominate for the Executive board nor are they approached to become
members of the Grain Committee

Even though there was a lot of support for the single desk at the time, the
grain committee was given a good hearing at Executive and eventually, we
were able to convince the organization to change its policy. (G6)
As the wool industry sank into crisis in the late 1980s, a national campaign
began to end the RPS. Despite considerable opposition I was able to argue
that case to the Executive and eventually win (G2).

Being able to ‘fit in’ is an important part of the way selections are made –
somebody who the rest of the board, the rest of us, will feel comfortable
with when we are discussing the important matters that we debate at board
level (G1).
The men gather in small groups and if a woman (an Executive board
member) moves to join the group the conversation changes immediately to
something more frivolous as if the woman would not understand a weighty
topic. They are polite but clearly you don’t fit in – you are not ‘one of us’.
They give the impression that they own the important topics. They rarely
nominate a woman for a commodity or economics committee –education,
training and communication committees are seen as more appropriate for
women (G2).
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Table 8:4 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories

Vignettes

Representative Data Examples

Patriarchy

The patriarchal nature of the agriculture industry clearly influences board selection.
Despite men insisting that gender is not an issue in regard to board selection, there
is general agreement that agriculture remains a very male industry and when asked
if they would nominate a woman for board selection, most said it never occurred to
them. They just did not see the women in the room.

Patriarchy is a very real factor in determining who sits on the boards (G6).
Handpicked male members sympathetic to Executive policy positions
filled three Executive board seats available for co-option of additional
members. (PGA Archives, Exec. Mins 1969-72)

Gender

Women are virtually invisible at district committee meetings and generally only
useful to take the minutes. The few who have chaired a District Committee
believed it was because the members couldn’t get a man to take it on. Many women
feel they must seek their husband’s approval or permission before nominating for a
board and this is often given grudgingly with the husband expressing his annoyance
or even disbelief that he was not approached first.

I wasn’t the only woman but I was the only woman who was a real
operational farmer and the only one who had quite a bit to say which was
not the usual practice therefore I was classified as aggressive. (G2)
Men are free to be themselves but a woman must not sound too dammed
clever otherwise she will be singled out and they will say ‘look don’t go
and talk to her, she’s far too much of a know all’ (G15).
A man will always vote for a man and particularly if there is a choice
between male and female candidates, if she is a young woman with family
commitments, the men believe that the children and her family should
come first (G10).

Women are not seen as real farmers – they just ‘do the books’. Women are
recognised by the taxation department as working members of station and farm
management teams but their male peers do not see them as leaders and policy
makers.
The language and semantics of the industry are exclusively male with women not
seen as tough enough to take on politicians or departments etc. to progress policy.
If a woman comes across as tough she is dismissed as ‘too aggressive’. A man who
takes on the Minister or the Department is ‘strong’.
While denying any prejudice against women and insisting that gender is irrelevant,
male interviewees consistently stated that a woman’s primary role was to bring up
the children. After that they could start going to meetings and take a part in the
organization but it is then too late to build the necessary connections and social
capital.
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Real farmers are men and women are ‘the farmer’s wife. Being the only
woman at a meeting can be daunting. The meetings are held at night so
who is going to stay home and look after the children – hardly the man in
the partnership. He would be looked down on by his peers – ‘she rules that
roost’ – ‘you can see who wears the pants in that relationship’ etc. By the
time the children grow up, it is too late – the important networks have been
established and the women are locked out. (G2).
I picture women who identify as farmers as more likely to be doing the
books, involved in the planning side of it, but they are not real farmers –
they don’t get their hands in the dirt. However well they qualify in every
other way, when asked to make a decision on an agricultural subject they
wouldn’t have that practical experience to draw on to help them with the
decision (G1).

Table 8:4 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories
Discussing
important
matters

Land
Ownership

Vignettes
There is strong support for the premise that men feel comfortable discussing
important matters with other men, even strangers, if not mates, from another group.
They feel comfortable and are prepared to discuss the issues and are often
dismissive of a female board member’s opinion. It is a major consideration when
looking for a new Board member – somebody who the rest of the board, the rest of
them, will feel comfortable discussing the important matters that are discussed at
the board level. They assure themselves that women who have merit can achieve
board status but no one is able or prepared to define merit.

Representative Data Examples
During the Executive board meeting, the President referred to a robust
discussion between himself and 3 other members at a sub-committee
meeting. A 5th person (a female member of that committee) who was also
involved in that discussion found she had been whitewashed from the
history of the event – she was invisible. (Participant Observation)

When (recent) legislation required that there should be at least one female member
on each statutory board, the farming organizations failed to nominate any of their
members resulting in the Minister turning to a small club of (female) independent
directors drawn from the legal or banking professions.

I would ask a young man rather than a young woman (to join a committee
or take on a role) – I would because, whether you approve of it or not, I
think a large part of the day to day rearing of children should still be the
responsibility of the woman. I think it’s the right thing! (G1)

Ownership of the land conveys a sense of ownership of the industry and therefore
power over industry decision-making. Women own only 4% of Australian
agricultural land (ABS) and marriage to a farmer does not automatically convey a
share in ownership of the land. Various legal strategies are employed to ensure
protection of the asset from divorce or even remarriage after the death of the
landowner and these strategies are further assisted by the imposition of capital
gains tax on land transfer as well as State stamp duties, making transfer to a spouse
economically unfeasible.

The lack of ownership creates the perception that women are not real
farmers and affects the degree to which they are seen as legitimate players
in the agri-political domain. They marry into farms but do not become
landowners. They are always considered outsiders and potential threats to
that ownership (G2).

Women are often made partners in the entity operating the business but this is
usually a tax minimisation strategy and many find at the end of their working life,
their share has been passed to their son(s). Women might provide the financial
management of the business but the farmer’s name will appear first if not alone, on
any documentation. He will be the guardian of the trust, the managing director. To
all intents and purposes, the woman is invisible.

In our culture, land has always been sacred and the ownership of it has
always been symbolic of status and power. Land is forever; it is the
substance of empire and promises the owner immortality as it is passed
from generation to generation (G2).

Gender and merit are real issues – I hear it at board level with people
muttering, ‘she wouldn’t know’. (G7)

Ownership of the land gives you the right to have a say in industry
decisions- men have owned the land for generations (G3)
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Table 8:4 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories
Leadership

Vignettes
The size of a farmer’s land holding and the length of time the family have owned
that land is seen by many as important measures of their status in the industry and
therefore their leadership potential. The PGA list of Executive members 1907 to
2005 showed the same names occurring from generation to generation.
The perception of leadership being a male trait is still widely accepted among
members of the grazier’s case study. The male is still seen as the head of the family
and therefore the tough, heroic farmer battling the elements to provide for his wife
and family. While the association has more female Executive board members than
any other SFO, women are rarely if ever given any credence as a potential
President.
Women are not seen as heroic leaders – a woman, who took on national leadership
of a major industry campaign, was subjected to insult, slander and threats. Rather
than being regarded as a heroic leader within the Association, the organization’s
power brokers saw as a threat and a potential troublemaker and a surreptitious
campaign was mounted by the incumbent President to prevent her election to
office.

Representative Data Examples
Dynasty is certainly evident with board membership coming down from
father to son. My great grandfather and my great uncles were members of the
board (G7).
At the end of the day, the person who owns the (land) title is the person in
charge. The person who owns the land makes the decisions (G11)
It does make a huge difference. In fact I have lost count of the times I have
said to my husband ‘ well why bother asking me? You know it’s your farm,
it’s your business and you will make the decision anyway. I just work for you
– run the office! (G10).
Rural communities still remain very conservative in their thinking and men
still retain power because of land ownership and money and in some areas a
dynastic family history (Survey comment)
After a recent Presidential election, where there was only one candidate (a
man), a board member was bemoaning the lack of choice. When asked if he
had considered approaching one of the four very able female board members
to stand, he admitted that it had not even occurred to him (G2).
If you try to be an equal, you are branded as one of the ‘Thatchers’ of this
world. The Great Man theory is alive and well in the agricultural industry and
it is going to take a lot to change that, if ever (G5).
The problem with this industry is you’ve got 200 years of the man crashing
through bush on horseback to settle the station. It is usually the man doing the
physically demanding work therefore it is understandable that it is the men
who are seen as ‘heroic’ leaders (G9).
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Table 8:5 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Federalist Case Study (adapted from Piening, 2011)
Categories
Social
Networks

Vignettes
Being a part of an important network is seen as critical for anyone interested in an
agri-political career with regional networks the most important. The idea of private
school networks was firmly rejected; almost a reverse snobbery exists about the
role of the private school network despite some having attended such a school.
Attendance at the local high school was almost worn as a badge of honour and
although it was generally agreed that there was an innate trust or identity with
people they went to school with, the local VFF or UDV branch network, local
research and development groups and progress associations, field days, breed
societies and land care groups were the primary networks. Prior to amalgamation of
the graziers’ associations with the farmer (wheat growers) unions to form farmer
dominated Federations, the old school tie dominated Grazier board selection.
A strong political network exists within the organization with a clearly defined
career path. The Federation comprises a number of discrete commodity
organizations (clusters) each made up of several levels from the branch to the
district council to the regional council and then to the annual conference. From
there, the desired pathway is to a seat on the commodity board and then, a seat on
the organization's board or executive. The path then leads to a seat on Commodity
Council and finally, the ultimate prize, a seat on a Corporation Board. Connections
within the right networks are votes and under the collegial Federation structure of
multiple levels, there is a lot of voting to get to the top. Conferences are seen as
absolute oracles-conference delegates are filtered through a number of elections to
ensure that those who will conform to the branch position are elected.

Closed
Networks

The networks are closed and acceptance of change difficult. New ideas and
information is rejected if it threatens institutionalized beliefs, attitudes and values.
The ruling club believe that only they have the information because they have sat at
the table before and change may introduce an unacceptable level of risk –outsiders
cannot be trusted. It is very difficult, if not impossible, for anyone to change their
policy position as it is about their identity, their brand, the organization’s brand and
there is too much at stake that is both organizational and personal.

Representative Data Examples
Getting a leadership position in agriculture is dependent on your network and
gaining trust and fitting in (F10). The social network has always been the
path to board membership (F15).
The ‘right’ people with the right connections get identified and tapped on the
shoulder. I went straight on to the State Executive. (F9)
You make yourself available and if the other delegates think you can do the
job – its not a formal process, you are sent to National Commodity Councils
as a delegate by your State (F2)
There is a very clear career path and there are very few people eligible for it
because it includes only a small pool and you can only go up a rung if you
have invested the right social capital at each level (P22)
People recruit mates and other contacts to support them and then they get the
numbers and get an armchair ride to the top. The networks and connections
matter a lot more now than they did in the old Grazier system where it was
just talent that got you there. It was much more straightforward then. (F13)
It is political process and to a large degree people tend to vote for the status
quo – because that is what they know, what they feel safe with. (F1).
The further you go up, the more politically correct you become. If you
disagree with the President or influential commodity chairmen, your
engagement can be cut short (survey comment)
The members of the ruling club believe that they are the only ones who can
hold any and all of these positions including committee positions on policy
issues so they find change very both threatening and difficult. (P22)
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Table 8:5 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Federalist Case Study (continued)
Categories
Social
Identity

Gender

Vignettes
Social identity and the element of ‘fit’ are essential in the selection of candidates
from the position of branch delegate right through to a seat on the board. Interview
panels are made up of farmers with little if any experience of interview technique to
ensure that ‘people like us’, people whom the sitting board members could identify
with, gained the selection.

Representative Data Examples
The ‘people like us’ syndrome is really influential in our organization. It is all
about social identity. Once a man has popped his head up and succeeded, he
will get opportunity after opportunity. Like picks like – social identity – and
it is an issue with a lot of the interview panels. They pick someone they
identify with (F16)

An important element of the ‘people like us’ phenomenon applies to selection of
the Chair of corporations or authorities. Growers consider it an absolute imperative
that a producer holds this position even if the candidates lack the necessary
knowledge and experience to manage such large corporations. There is a reluctance
to put anyone on the board who will challenge traditional thinking and while boards
look for diversity of skills, they do not seek diversity of thinking and opinion.

Boards will always look to appointing people like themselves, ‘people like
us’ – it is one of the great follies of this industry. (F21)

This is particularly prejudicial to women who are seen as different, not ‘one of us’
and are dismissed as being happier to stay at home rather than go to meetings as
opposed to the perception that men thrive on the meeting experience. Women are
not seen as having the clarity of thought and ability to withstand vigorous debate.
Those who can are dismissed as ‘too aggressive’. There is a lot of comment about
being noticed and then ‘tapped on the shoulder’ to join important committees.
There are very few women at board level in the industry and there is a strong
resistance to the appointment of women to boards on the grounds of gender equity.
Men will insist that women should be appointed on merit but there is no definition
of merit. Those women who are appointed to boards are drawn from a small club of
independent directors from outside the industry. If a woman speaks really well at a
meeting and it is thought that she might be valuable to the organization, there is a
cultural reluctance to approach her, as it is harder in small communities to tap a
woman on the shoulder and have a serious conversation about taking a leadership
role.
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You tap the person who fits on the shoulder because that person is going to
conform. He is ‘one of us! (F11)
Men prefer to talk about important matters with another man. If women are
seen speaking together at a meeting, we (men) assume they are talking about
kids and family – having a girlie chat! (F12)
Unfortunately, in any election contest, if it comes down to a man versus a
woman and even if the woman is a standout candidate, men will always vote
for other men and if the woman is known as a strong person, it will be even
harder for her. (F10)
A very strong woman can come across as offensive to men, they are seen as a
threat and upset a lot of men, however, if a bloke was like that he would be
respected. (F1)
These boards are overseeing multi-million-dollar budgets and they demand a
person who is a farmer? By default, he is not a banker and by default he is
not used to managing these sorts of budgets even if he is the biggest farmer.
His budget experience might be, if he is lucky, $5 – 10 million, at tops –
certainly not $50-300 million and certainly not a staff of 300 or more (the
AWC had in excess of 1100 staff) (P21)

Table 8:5 Social Networks, Patriarchy and Leadership in the Federalist Case Study (continued)
Categories
Patriarchy

Vignettes
Patriarchy continues to support the male domination of farm ownership despite an
increase in the use of family trusts and corporate ownership of farm trading entities.
Even when the land is willed or transferred into a trust vehicle, the male holds the
guardianship of the trust, which in turn is inherited by the male heir and along with
that, the power. Patriarchy is one of the greatest barriers to women in agriculture

Land
Ownership

The ownership of the land imparts a strong sense of ownership of the industry and
the policy-making role and this increases exponentially with every generation. This
is underlined in SFO constitutions, which limit membership and voting rights to the
landholder. The assumption is that it is the owner who works the land and is the
real farmer and therefore he has the right to make decisions about their industry. In
the case of joint shareholders e.g. husband and wife, or father and son, the senior
member (who is invariably the male, shall carry the vote and seniority is designated
as that person whose name appears first on register of members.

Leadership

Being a farmer is the paramount criteria for a leadership position. Women have to
forcefully project themselves as farmers and despite their very real on-farm role
both operationally and managerially (ABS) this is not transposed into a significant
role in industry policy development and leadership. Wealth and dynasty and its
associated family name provide legitimacy to a leader, with great store placed on
the number of generations involved in the farm.
Men are perceived as the legitimate leaders of the industry and for women to
succeed in the boardroom they have to perform well in the manner and environment
of this male dominated culture. Despite often having better educational
qualifications they are not seen as tough enough for the leadership role, lack the
necessary networks and have to work harder to attain and retain a seat on the board.
Women tend to be confined to their local community to realize any leadership
aspirations.

Representative Data Examples
The traditional patriarchal father son culture still exists. The men inherit the
right to farm and we (their wives and daughters) are the outsiders no matter
how much we contribute. He (husband) owns the land in his own right and I
own nothing. (F17).
The importance of landownership and being the owner of the land is
fundamental to Australian agriculture. It is the landowner who is living this
industry who suffers the pain. Who else has the right to decide his future (F1)
People with great wealth and from a known dynasty are perceived as being
more likely to be leaders. The family name invokes trust and education (F17).
I think that it is harder for women to be seen as fitting in with the industry
perception of who leaders are and being seen as a real farmer and a potential
leader. The structure of the industry does not make it easy for women to
participate. The biggest barrier is home and family. It is difficult for both to
go to meetings so our culture determines that it is the woman who stays at
home (F1).
It is not case of ‘we have children’ but ‘you (the woman) have children and
they are your responsibility. I might run that business but he (my husband) is
seen as the real farmer (F17)
Men lead the industry and if they are presented with these options – for
instance just recently, the organization was looking for a new President. I
don’t think any one member of the small group, which decides who to tap on
the shoulder, ever contemplated for one moment, that one of the women in
the organization, could be a potential President. (F17)
Clear thinking men are quite strong in the way they deliver and I don’t think
women deliver the same way. I don’t think that this is a very comfortable
environment for women (F1)
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8.3.7

Path Dependency

The theory of path dependence describes the way human affairs course along paths
already cut into the landscape, saving on risks and costs associated with cutting new
paths (Sawer 2003, p. 5). Path dependence is associated with historical institutionalism
and these institutions have dominated the Australian agricultural industry since the early
years of the twentieth century.
8.3.7.1 Historical Institutionalism
The strong and unequivocal support for industry institutions such as the Australian Wool
Corporation and associated Reserve Price Scheme, the Australian Wheat Board and
associated single desk export monopoly, the Australian Dairy Industry Domestic Market
Support scheme and numerous other commodity specific statutory authorities and market
support and price guarantee schemes provides a noteworthy point of difference between
the two case studies.
A second such difference between these two cases is the philosophy that underpins
each organization and manifests itself in either support or rejection of such institutions.
At one side of the philosophical divide is the Grazier case study’s rejection of state
intervention and associated marketing and price support or guarantee schemes and at the
other, the Federalist case study’s, support for market intervention, state backed price
support and minimum price schemes that originated in the radical Victorian wheat grower
associations of the early 20th century (Massy 2011; Connors 1995).
While the Graziers fought against the introduction of any form of intervention at
both the state and federal levels, resisting internal pressures from some smaller and less
viable members, the Federalists actively pursued State intervention in all commodities,
lobbying politicians and State and Federal governments for market security until they
were successful in establishing such institutions in all commodities (Connors 1995).
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Farmers became dependent on the various marketing and price support/regulatory
institutions that existed across most agricultural industries and in the words of one
federalist interviewee; ‘many will fight for them to the death’.
These schemes and marketing authorities required substantial financial support and
the many compulsory levies that were introduced to support them were endorsed by the
Federalists, with the strong conviction that levies must be compulsory to guard against
those who would enjoy the benefits without paying their share. The Graziers, however,
argued against compulsory levies, believing that contributions should be on a voluntary
basis on the grounds that a guaranteed income through compulsory levies and taxes does
not place any pressure on the SMA and R & D organizational bureaucracies to meet key
performance indicators (Connors 1995).
Once the various SMAs were legislated, however, the Graziers organization was
forced to adapt, although pockets of resistance continued to surface, bringing new
information and ideas to the table. In contrast, the fear of change, particularly a radical
cascade of change caused by the closing down of the institution, meant that the Federalist
case study resisted any new ideas and information.
Most farmers refuse to accept change, especially 'a threatened
cataclysmic cascade of change and just hang onto what they know.
They only accept small incremental changes and when their
institutions are threatened by outside forces, they close up shop and
become quite ugly in their defence of the institution (G2).
8.3.7.2 Conformity
Conformity – the collegiate process that leads to a board made up of
members who have been filtered through many layers to eventually
end up with people who will conform without question (P22).
The Federalist case study welcomed each scheme and demanded conformity, with board
and delegate selection contingent on support for the prevailing interventionist system.
There was always pressure to conform. In the federated organizations
such as the VFF, WAFF, NSWFA etc., conformity is a deciding factor
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of who gets on the board – those who will conform to the prevailing
orthodoxy (F12).
This increased the power of the Annual Conference and the practice of identifying
and ‘tapping’ potential committee members to ensure continuity of the ‘scheme’. The
many tiered electoral process of the Federalist case assured that potential board members
and delegates were screened at each level and anyone who did not conform to the Annual
Conference did not last long.
Conformity to the organizational ideology and support for the existing
schemes is an important factor; the way it is supposed to work isn’t it?
Conformity was their expectation – leadership failed if it did not retain
what they had. Often, capital values were involved, licences or quotas
– the whole expectation was to secure them forever (F1).
A search of historical documents (Federalist case study) revealed repeated evidence
of the inability of delegates to react positively to contrary new information and expertise.
Consistently throughout the minutes, motions to conferences and Annual General
Meetings (AGM) were put and carried demanding obedience to annual conference policy
decisions. Evidence of the refusal to accept any diversity of opinion and denial of
freedom to respond to available information and make decisions based on such, was
found across all commodities.
Path dependence on the schemes rapidly became universal as each industry SMA
was legislated and the Graziers’ case found, despite its philosophical opposition, some of
their own members became heavily reliant on the scheme while others just went along
with it because it was too hard to resist. Legislation is difficult to overturn and path
dependency extended beyond the farm gate to financial institutions, Government
departments and farm consultants. Farm budgets were framed around guaranteed
minimum prices and acquisitions underwritten by the continued existence of the various
marketing and support schemes, which became important factors in many businesses.
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As a result, even members of the grazier case study began to demand support for the
SMAs from their leaders and for a number of years, fearing a loss of members, the
lifeblood of any organization, leaders urged conformity to the prevailing beliefs and
groupthink from commodity committee and Executive board members.
Conformity within agri-political organizations is still an enormously
powerful force – one has to toe the line otherwise you lose your
patronage (G1).
At a meeting of the board, this fellow spoke against the board’s
decision and he was kicked out (G4).
I questioned the AWC at a public meeting and the reaction was swift
and awful! I was attacked, and belittled in front of several hundred
people in the audience who were told to ignore my heresy – it didn’t
help that I was a woman. During the afternoon tea break, AWC and
Wool Council staff and delegates (the ‘mind guards’) were sent to
‘talk’ to me (G2).
Contrary to the Federalist organization, however, dissenting voices were never
excluded and new information always given a fair hearing. Free trader noninterventionists were able to join policy committees and develop strategies to overturn
marketing and price support schemes.
It took 3 meetings over 10 months of campaigning to convince the
organization to return to its free market, non-interventionist
philosophy. Without the PGA’s unique open network, we would not
have had a hope of changing the policy (G2).
Each SMA and price support scheme demanded tight (grower) policy committees for
support. Inevitably administrative bureaucracies mushroomed with concomitant careers
and status, from board level to the lowliest staff member built around the continued life
of the ‘scheme’. Groupthink, pressures toward consensus, the existence of mind guards,
all were present in the SMAs and the supporting producer Commodity Councils.
I think that many drift into a belief in institutionalized marketing etc.
and it becomes easier to just go along with the dominant argument.
They don’t like the confrontation and after a while they don’t think
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that there is another way of looking at issues. The directors and staff
are the major beneficiaries as they get to keep their positions and more
importantly, their status. (G6)
These institutions were well organized and in a significant position of authority when
dealing with any dissension. Anyone who questioned the institution was bullied, belittled
and humiliated, and at times, even threatened.
My life was threatened – our farm was threatened – I was threatened
with lawsuits – even had a writ served on me on one occasion. I was
libelled, slandered, subjected to character assassination, my husband
was insulted – it wasn’t pretty (G2).
8.3.7.3 Tight Policy Circles
The Commodity Councils, (e.g. WCA, GCA) operating at a national level were written
into governing legislation as the Peak Industry Body. Governments were required to
consult with them, as were the SMAs, providing each of these peak bodies with
enormous power. Membership of these Councils was highly sought after with many
rewards, including status, sponsored national and international visits and the Holy Grail
itself, a seat on the SMA board. SFO commodity committees nominated their
representatives to the Councils with the number of seats divided between the SFOs
according to a formula based on State production and/or the membership numbers of the
SFO (Connors 1995; Botterill 2005).
The tight policy circles of the Commodity Councils protect
institutions such as the AWB and the AWC. There are a large number
of small farmers out there who believe they cannot survive on their
own without some form of support so they continue to push for it and
they outnumber the people who produce 90% of the produce (G6).
A significant difference between the two cases lay in the composition of their
respective commodity committees. In the Grazier case it was quite possible for dissenting
voices to gain a seat, if not a majority of seats, on such a committee, however, this was
impossible in the Federalist case where any opposition to the accepted dogma was stifled.
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We realized we had to act as one and that became the one thing that
you never broke. It was what drove you in the end – if you couldn’t
come to one view for the industry to carry it forward you locked
yourself back in the room until you did (F1).
A further and striking difference between the cases is the concept of unity.
Federalists regard unity between producers as essential to achieve any lobbying power
with Government. The Graziers case takes the polar opposite view, believing such
general unity would inevitably compromise the capacity to advocate for their preferred
free market, non-interventionist policies. Because the superior numbers of the Federalist
organizations, where the producer of one bale of wool or one tonne of grain has the same
vote as one that produces 500 bales or 5000 tonnes could overpower their vote, the
Grazier case study, where membership is based on business entities rather than
individuals, has always resisted any overtures from the Western Australian Federalists to
amalgamate. As a Victorian grazier laments:
We lost our voice by amalgamating with the farmers, as the price of
unity is conformity and that is a real issue. It determines people’s
actions – conform to the required dogma or lose your job – lose your
members – lose the votes, but I guess with unity we get clout! (F12).
8.3.7.4 Agrarianism
Repeated evidence of a prevailing agrarianism was heard during the discourse of
interviews, meetings, and conferences and in the rural press. Both case studies reflect the
strongly held view that their industry remains the backbone of the country, economically
and socially and that farmers are exceptional and farming is somehow a more morally
upright occupation. They see themselves as working hard in difficult conditions in an
industry that Australia depends on for the essentials of life, food and shelter and export
dollars. They believe themselves to be the real contributors to the nation, whereas the city
is distrusted as being the home of Government bureaucracies, banks, lawyers and the
much-hated middleman who seeks only to take their profits.
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I’ve been dobbed in to sit on the Economic Review Consulting
Authority. The other members are mostly bureaucrats who generally
consider themselves to be relatively important. Everyone one of them
is just a hired gun and they are just employed to represent somebody
else. I am the only person in the room that’s actually self-employed
and can get up and say ‘I am paying for this crummy thing that you
are doing to me.’ For all the rest of them it’s a case study or whatever,
but I’m the guy out there who’s at the other end of it and I find that
bloody frustrating because these people are more interested in process
than product (G9).
A key difference between the cases in this context lies in the role of Government.
The Grazier case study translates agrarianism as ‘leave us alone and let us get on with it’.
Government intervention should be minimal, preferably non-interventionist or at worst,
low intervention. Red tape should be removed and successful farmers left to get on with
running their farm businesses. Intervention should be restricted to the necessary functions
of Government such as border protection from pests and diseases, vermin eradication etc.
There is strong resentment of any assistance to keep unviable farmers on their farms,
believing that agriculture is a business, not a way of life.
The Federalist case study takes the view that Governments have an essential role in
keeping people on the land, as Australia needs its farmers. Farming is perceived as first
and foremost a ‘way of life’ and the honest hardworking people of the land have to face
risks over which they have no control therefore it is incumbent on Government to provide
financial and material support (Graham 1966).
Government is not protecting the interests of farmers. They are
allowing overseas countries to come in and compete with those
farmers who are doing the best by the industry (F13).
The Federalist’s distrust of the city extends to the governance of the institutionalized
marketing and research and development authorities that have proliferated the industry.
When first established by legislation, these authorities were governed by the Department
of Primary industry and managed by the public service through Government appointed
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directors. Using their political muscle, and despite departmental misgivings that farmers
lacked the capacity to fulfil these roles, farmers were quick to demand a majority of seats
as well as the Chairmanship of the board, a right supported by the Country Party and
soon enshrined in legislation. To guarantee this right, Commodity Councils, the members
of which are all farmers appointed by their respective SFOs, were given ownership of the
board director selection process (Connors 1995).
While agrarianism was evident in both cases and indeed across the spectrum of rural
Australia, it is in subscription to an ideology of what is colloquially known as agrarian
socialism that significant differences are found.
8.3.7.5 Agrarian Socialism
A strong thread of agrarian-socialism, sometimes referred to as using state intervention to
socialize losses while capitalizing profits in the good times, was found in the Federalist
case study discourse. If the crop is wiped out because of too much rain or not enough, or
the international market crashes or a farmer gets into too much debt and the bank
forecloses, there is inevitably a call for some form of Government intervention whether it
is low cost loans, interest free loans, exceptional circumstances relief, financial
counselling services, guaranteed minimum prices or simply asset test free household
support.
Farming is a risky game and the industry deserves support from the
taxpayer, after all, farmers are essential to the nation (F11)
Historical documents including minutes of board meetings and conference
proceedings (Table 8.7, p. 223, Federalist case study analysis), and press reports (Bettles
2013) provided evidence of regular calls on Government to intervene. Assistance is
regularly demanded for guaranteed minimum prices to farmers in times of low prices,
world over supply, drought, flood, fire, even when farmers themselves create a glut in the
market through overproduction. The dairy industry crisis of 2016, the aftermath of
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complex international political events involving the European Union (EU), Russia and
Australia, left Australia without its normal export markets and the inevitable result of an
oversupply situation. Dairy farmers, who had been operating in a free market since the
deregulation of the dairy industry and the end of the Dairy Support Scheme in 2000, were
soon marching in protest and once again demanding Government intervention and price
support.
Farming is an essential industry – a guaranteed food supply is an
important goal of all governments and farmers do it tough – not all of
them have the capital reserves and business acumen to deal with low
commodity prices so perhaps state intervention is necessary at times.
There is certainly a strong element of support for compulsory price
support schemes in the dairy industry and farmers quickly become
dependent on these schemes, firmly believing that their business will
fail if they lose the scheme. Many producers never accepted the end of
the old ways – their whole business model was founded on market
intervention and even those who did accept it, only did so because of
the massive compensation negotiated by industry leaders (F1).
The Graziers case study, however, resisted calls for Government intervention and
actively campaigned against it in both the wool and grains industries. The PGA continues
as the only SFO that recommends a zero per cent levy to support Australian Wool
Innovation (AWI) the organization that replaced Australian Wool Research and
Promotion (AWRAP). The PGA went even further, lobbying Government and industry
for the governing legislation to be repealed and R & D funded by a voluntary levy that
would place the onus on the organization to meet key performance indicators. Any form
of Government intervention in the market is rejected and the organization holds firmly to
its free market, low intervention principles. There is some disquiet in the organization,
however, as the pastoral industry, once the bastion of the free market, has called for
assistance for pastoralists. These calls have not met with support from the Association’s
Executive board but do indicate what some members see as a concerning drift to the left.
The PGA is a free market small government association and we do not
see any role for Statutory Marketing Authorities, R&D Corporation’s
price support schemes, though some still surprise me occasionally.
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The pastoral chairman surprised me at pastoral committee the other
day. I was amazed at how strongly she supported some of the areas,
some of the pastoral committee’s suggestions for subsidies for
pastoralists because they needed supporting and the farming
community didn’t. I guess there is still a small element of agrarian
socialism in the organization (G7).
The Graziers opposition to interventionist marketing and price support is a major
difference between the two case studies and has resulted in a level of conflict and distrust.
While at one time the Graziers did hold a seat on each of the major commodity councils,
it became very difficult to be heard at either Commodity Council meetings or the NFF,
with the all other delegates committed to support for intervention. It was a common
occurrence that the only vote they (Graziers) received for any motion taken to a Council
meeting was their own with delegates regularly vilified at meetings.
My last WCA meeting was quite shocking. Wool International (WI),
the SMA charged with the final disposal of the wool stockpile had
proposed a new selling strategy involving a company (involuntarily)
owned by woolgrowers. This arrangement was promoted as a fait
accompli with no prospectus, due diligence, business plan etc. The
PGA, proposed a series of motions grounded in company law and
sound business practice, challenging the legitimacy of the company
and demanding that woolgrowers be provided with the necessary
documentation to allow informed decision-making. All motions were
well argued with background material provided to all delegates prior
to the meeting. As was our experience at many meetings over the
years, the motions were comprehensively defeated. The following
day, without leave from the chair, the Chairman of WI, in a long rant,
personally and professionally abused me while the President of the
WCA sat silently with a smile on his face. The Chairman’s tirade
received a standing ovation from the other nineteen delegates (G2).
This meeting resulted in the Graziers resigning their membership of the WCA, soon
followed by their resignation from Grains Council and the National Farmers Federation.
Appointments to SMA boards from the Grazier case study have been rare and confined to
authorities other than the major industries of wool, grain and dairy (Table 6.7).
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Table 8:6 Path Dependency in the Grazier Case Study
Categories
Historical
Institutionalism

Path
Dependency

Vignettes
Based on this group’s historical philosophical objection to any form of state
intervention and associated marketing and price support schemes, there was strong
resistance at Executive board level to any schemes including total Acquisition, the
RPS and the AWC and the associated wool taxes. However, the low wool price
and general recession of the 1970s led smaller less viable members and struggling
pastoralists to bring pressure to bear on the leadership to adopt a policy of State
backed market intervention. Despite the President’s dire warnings of the
consequences of intervention a number of motions were put to Executive in
support of either total acquisition or a RPS, however, fierce opposition from the
free market elements within the Association saw these motions fail. Despite their
resistance and with strong national support from the other SFOs, in 1974 a Reserve
Price Scheme was legislated and would remain in place for the next 16 years.

Representative Data Examples
Delegates from District Committees present to discuss a proposed Reserve
Price Scheme for the Australian Wool Industry. After a long discussion in
which all seemed to speak in favour of the proposition other than a few who
sought further qualification, the delegates decided to seek another meeting
(PGA Executive Meeting 1973)
National Graziers Associations were founded on a free market philosophy,
however, over time, in the name of unity, all except the PGA were subsumed
into farmer’s federations. History shows that many of these so-called free
market graziers actually did have strong agrarian socialist leanings (G2).

Legislation of the scheme rendered any further opposition by free market
supporters futile, and the organization’s leadership rapidly and inextricably found
itself linked to the scheme. In 1984, after 10 years of the RPS, a cluster of
members with strong objections to the scheme, nominated for the wool committee
on a platform of the need for a review of the efficacy of the scheme. Their
argument received little support and helpless in the face of overwhelming national
support, they retired to their farms.

Convincing members to do away with the AWC and RPS was very difficult
and there was strong resistance. No matter how compelling the evidence, they
had become dependent on the idea of marketing organizations and price
guarantees. And it was no different in the debate on single desk for wheat.
Again, the PGA led the debate to end the single desk in all grain marketing
but there was opposition from members who believed in intervention – they
had come to depend on it and could not contemplate life without the AWB. It
seems that all of these marketing authorities and price support schemes
become real institutions and you have to be a proven supporter of the
institution and market intervention etc. to get on the board. (G5)

In 1989, with the AWC and the RPS on the verge of bankruptcy a new group was
successful in changing the Association’s policy to demand an end to the RPS. Path
dependency on the RPS was evident, however, as District Committee delegates
came to the meetings bound by their local membership to support the RPS.

It appears that such schemes have to collapse – it has to be a disaster – an
unstoppable cascade of change caused by some exogenous factor such as
‘floating the currency’ in the wool industry – the Oil for food scandal in the
wheat industry. Even though these schemes were based on a flawed premise
from the start, it took something drastic to end them. (G6)
It took 3 meetings over 10 months of campaigning to convince the
organization to return to its free market, non- interventionist philosophy.
Without the PGA’s unique open network, we would not have had a hope in
the world of changing the policy (G2).
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Table 8:6 Path Dependency in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories
Path
Dependency,

Vignettes
In the 1940s, the PGA opposed the principle of a single desk marketing authority
for export wheat, however, in 1948 at the time of its establishment; there was no
organized opposition in the Association as there were few wheat grower members.
The introduction of the Wheat Industry quota scheme encouraged free market
wheat growers to join the Association and an opposition movement was established
within the Association.

Representative Data Examples
In trying to convince members of other organizations let alone the PGA of
the value of competing in a free market, we were fighting the grower’s
complete dependency on these institutions – these were real holy grails. They
just could not see that they could survive without them and there were a lot of
careers at stake – people who had managed to get onto these boards were
totally wrapped up in the status and perks of the position – why would they
do anything to change that (G6).

Conformity
Conformity to the Association’s goals and objectives of free markets and minimal
Government intervention is the current expectation, however, during the years of
the RPS and AWB, there was a considerable element of members who demanded
conformity to the SMAs which they had come to accept and value When any
scheme appears to have been successful – because it had been successful and so
apparently good for the industry for such a long period, achieving change is more
difficult. Any challenge to the accepted dogma is always met with fierce
opposition.
The Association feared the loss of members if it failed to continue its support for
the institutions and those who challenged its legitimacy were cautioned. There was
strong resistance to any challenge to the prevailing group think, with pressure for
consensus, however, the Grazier structure was open to new information from
dissenting voice and they were never excluded from commodity committees or the
Executive board.
Policy
Circles

While commodity committees are sub-committees of the Executive board they are
free to develop policy, which must then be endorsed by the Executive board. Those
who sought reform and a return to free markets were free to join these committees
to develop strategies to achieve their goals. Grazier commodity committees were
represented on the Commodity Councils but had little influence as the much larger
number of Federalist organizations outnumbered them. The Graziers were usually
outvoted 19 to 1 at WCA meetings. A similar situation existed on the Grains
Council.

Conformity within agri-political organisations is still an enormously
powerful force – one has to toe the line otherwise you lose your patronage.
(G1)
At a meeting of the board this fellow spoke against the board’s decision and
he was kicked out. (G4)
I questioned the AWC at a public meeting and the reaction was swift and
awful! I was attacked, and belittled in front of several hundred people in the
audience who were told to ignore my heresy – it didn’t help that I was a
woman. During the afternoon tea break, AWC and Wool Council staff and
delegates (the ‘mind guards’) were sent to ‘talk’ to me (G2).
I think that many drift into a belief in institutionalized marketing etc. and it
becomes easier to just go along with the dominant argument. They don’t like
the confrontation and after a while they don’t think that there is another way
of looking at issues. The directors and staff are the major beneficiaries as
they get to keep their positions and more importantly, their status. (G6)
The tight policy circles of the Commodity Councils protect institutions such
as the AWB and the AWC. There are a large number of small farmers out
there who cannot survive on their own without some form of support so they
continue to push for it and they outnumber the people who produce 90% of
the produce (G6).
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8:6 Path Dependency in the Grazier Case Study (continued)
Categories
Agrarianism

Agrarian
Socialism

Vignettes
Agrarianism is evident in the strong belief that what they (farmers) do is more
important than city-based industries. There is a belief among the members that the
world depends on its farmers who are the backbone of the country and provide the
basic essentials of life and export dollars. They believe that Governments should
cut red tape and leave successful farmers to get on with farming. However, there is
resentment of money being funnelled to non-viable farmers; believing that
Government should support them through incentives and assistance to leave the
industry.
In times of exceptional circumstances, however, such as drought or low commodity
prices, and contrary to the organizations’ stated support for free markets and small
government, there is evidence of some agrarian socialist leaning with Governments
urged to assist farmers to stay on the land by providing positive assurances through
low interest loans or repayable minimum payments. This is justified by claims that
it would minimise social dislocation, provide security to agricultural communities
and reduce risk of loss of export income and markets to competitors.
Other Graziers Associations in Australia although traditionally free market,
amalgamated with interventionist farmer groups. For some it revealed their true
ideological position and for others it became easier to just go along with the
dominant orthodoxy. While the PGA retained its independence, resisting any
attempt to amalgamate with the Western Australian Farmers Federation, there were
members who became dependent on the idea of market support.
The PGA, the last of the Grazier Associations retains its free market, noninterventionist philosophy, however, there are some in the pastoral industry, once
the bastion of the free market policies that have drifted to the left. Native title,
successive droughts, commodity prices and increasing government environmental
regulation has seen the profitability of the industry decline, leading to new demands
for government support.
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Representative Data Examples
Does Australia really want its farmers? With the amount of red tape, the
environmental high jumps we have to jump, the high cost of inputs, we could
be forgiven for thinking that Australia doesn’t understand how important this
industry is to the nation (G9)
Motion to Executive: That should the Federal and State Governments reject
a guaranteed minimum price for wheat growers, the PGA proposes a
refundable deficiency payment scheme to be administered by the AWB
whereby the Federal Government sets a guaranteed price for this year’s
wheat crop and pays any difference between this and the AWB announced
price; this deficiency payment to be treated as an interest free loan,
repayable when price rises above the guaranteed price allowing for inflation.
(PGA Minutes, 1991)
The relief package proposed by the Federations is not aimed at those who are
the ‘backbone’ of the industry but assists, basically by subsidy, those who are
not economically viable and would be better out of the industry. It provides
no relief against the perpetuation of inefficiency. Any funds made available
should go to the most efficient farmers and pastoralists (Exec. Minutes)
I actually do see agrarian socialism in some elements of the Association
(PGA). I think that it is the natural tendency of all organizations, without
exception, to drift to the left (G6).
The PGA is a free market small government association and we do not see
any role for SMAs or price support schemes. We resigned from Commodity
Councils & NFF–they are agrarian socialists. We now prepare our own
submissions. Some members still surprise me occasionally though like the
Pastoral Committee with its support for subsidies for pastoralists. (G7)

Table 8:7 Path Dependency in the Federalist Case Study
Categories
Historical
Institutions

Vignettes
Market intervention and regulation, State backed price support schemes and
minimum price schemes originated in the radical Victorian wheat growing
associations in the early years of the 20th century. Various bounty schemes, price
support schemes, market regulation have dominated primary production since 1907,
and market intervention institutionalized as farmers came to be dependent upon
what they perceived as market security.

Representative Data Examples
In Australia we have been tied to a regulatory system, often to secure the
nation’s food supply. Governments introduced State intervention to ensure
the children got their milk and many of those interventions brought certain
premiums for those farmers. Farmers became very dependent on marketing,
price support /regulatory institutions and will fight to the death to defend
them (F1).

Path
Dependency

It was not only the famers who became dependent on the Institutions but also Board
members and staff of the institutions, Government departments, quangos,
regulatory bodies etc. all of whom built their careers around them, making
dependency almost impossible to reduce or eliminate. Despite overwhelming
evidence that the wool industry scheme had failed, both the members of the AWC
and WCA boards and staff travelled the country endeavouring to persuade
producers that all was well.

When you create something like the AWC, you create a monster because the
very people who you think are there to look after you are looking out for their
own interests. This is their job and they are unlikely to tell you that the
scheme is not working. Instead they tell the farmer that they are doing a great
job and you can’t do without them. Board members and staff all enjoy the
status and perks and the opportunity to hobnob with important people (F20).

Producers of all commodities continually express their support for compulsory
levies to support Statutory Authorities providing price support, marketing and
R&D. There is little confidence in farmers being able to look after themselves and a
strong belief that levies should be compulsory otherwise some people will get the
benefit without paying their share.
Conformity

The need for conformity affects who is selected to the boards and leads to the ‘tap
on the shoulder’ rather than independent nomination for a leadership position.
Board members are identified on the basis of their support for the ‘Scheme’ and,
pressured to make consensus decisions even if they know it is the wrong decision.
Mind guards exist on every committee and at conferences to ensure the prevailing
orthodoxy is adhered to. Those who question risk being bullied shamed and even
threatened, so most keep their counsel.

They fear change because a radical change – a cascade of change, which
alters all of the relationships, affects people who have built status and power
based on the existing system (F16).
Dairy Australia has to be funded by compulsory levies. I wouldn’t think it
was possible or in the best interests of the industry if it was voluntary. If it
weren’t compulsory, most would leave it to someone else (F16).
SMAs are essential to not only the beef industry but where would the wool
industry be without AWI and the dairy industry without its marketing and
R&D corporation. I know that the RPS went pear shaped but it did a lot of
good for the industry and many growers would have it back tomorrow (F4).
Meat and Livestock Australia is an essential part of the beef industry and beef
producers are completely dependent on it (F5).
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Table 8:7 Path Dependency in the Federalist Case Study (continued)
Categories
Path
Dependency

Conformity

Vignettes
The dairy industry price support scheme ended when Britain entered the common
market taking away Australia and New Zealand’s export market. Producers were
totally dependent on the guaranteed price and many still wish for its return. Despite
a huge Government funded compensation package and several years of good prices
and demand, when prices fell due to an oversupply of milk to world markets
(2016), most dairy farmers turned immediately to their Government for income
support (F13).
Dependence on these historical institutions is entrenched and the Federation fears
the loss of members should anyone be allowed to question their viability or
legitimacy. There is a fear of change in any form as change scares members. To
obviate any such a risk, delegates and Council members are bound by conference
decisions to conform to the status quo, the accepted beliefs and attitudes of the
members.
Members of peak body organizations (Commodity Councils) realize that they will
lose their status as industry leaders if they express any divergence from the
accepted orthodoxy. Tight Policy Councils and committees formed around the
Institutions to protect not only the Institution but also the roles and status of the
members of the (policy) Council. To change course and admit to their members
that they were wrong and these schemes were not of any benefit and in fact even
harmful to their bottom line was a lot to ask!

Tight Policy
Circles
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Representative Data Examples
I think the government should intervene and provide a floor in the market
when the price falls below cost of production. Australia needs its farmers!
(F14)
Most wheat growers saw the single desk as essential to their survival and
many are struggling to deal with the free market on their own. They were
completely dependent on the AWB as the wool growers were dependent on
the RPS (F6)
The RPS was the ‘word of god’, the holy grail as was the single desk for
export wheat. There was a chap on the Wool Council who came from
Victoria and he stood up against the WCA & the RPS and he got turfed off
very quickly. It is very hard to get new ideas through in the big farmer’s
federations. If you don’t conform to the accepted orthodoxy you will not be
listened to – indeed you won’t last long at all (F12).
When you have these really divisive issues you lose members. The President
called me in and asked me to tread carefully after I had been critical of the
RPS (F19)
If I were to express my personal views on some of the issues that we discuss
around this table, I wouldn’t be here at the next meeting. You don’t last long
if you don’t conform to policy (F5).

The Federalist structure suppresses dissenting voices. Branch members elect
delegates to District Councils, which in turn elect delegates to State Conference,
which then elects the Board. It is a very collegiate system, which only promotes
those who support the accepted wisdom.

If we make the wrong decision here, we may well destroy the wool industry,
however, we have no choice but to stay with the AWC as our reputations are
on the line & members will not accept anything else (WCA, Minutes, 1989).

Unity between farmers and graziers is as an important issue and promoted as a
means of achieving lobbying power with Government. With more small farmers
than large graziers, and the one-man one vote electoral system, unity also meant
that interventionist farmers controlled policy councils and selected the SMA board.

We were persuaded that unity was strength so we amalgamated but we paid a
price – we were outnumbered and elections became a lot more complex and
political. With each added tier in the organization there is less chance of
getting voted up if you do not conform to the reigning dogma (F12)

Table 8:7 Path Dependency in the Federalist Case Study (continued)
Categories
Agrarianism

Vignettes

Representative Data Examples

Agrarianism is evident throughout the Federation with a belief that farmers are
exceptional contributors to the nation and because primary producers contribute so
much they should not be penalized by any imposition of financial constraints.

Farming and farmers are exceptional – we have to deal with droughts, floods,
fire and the commodity market – Australia needs its farmers (F5).

There is a real distrust of the city. They see themselves as morally upright citizens
and the only people who do an honest day’s work, risking their investment in a
hostile environment. The city is therefore, by definition soft and with its
bureaucrats, bankers, lawyers and merchants, a drain on the farmer.
Despite most farmers lacking any experience of big business and the necessary
governance skills for corporate board membership, farmers insist that they hold a
majority of seats as well as the Chairmanship of the board, a right that was
supported by the Country Party and enshrined in legislation. The commodity
councils, all of who are farmers appointed by their respective SFOs, own the
selection process.

Social
Agrarianism

A strong element of agrarian socialism exists in the Federation. If the crop is wiped
out because of the lack of rain or other natural causes or the international wheat
market crashes or a farmer gets into too much debt, there is always a call for some
form of government intervention be it low cost loans or exceptional circumstances
relief, free financial counselling services, a guaranteed minimum price for milk or
wheat.
Board meetings and Conferences show regular reference to the need for market and
income support, cost of production plus profit margin minimum pricing, acquisition
schemes, inquiries into petrol pricing but rejection of any inquiry into viability or
need for RPS or wheat stabilization scheme.

Grower-controlled boards are entrenched in our constitutions. For example if
you take Dairy Australia, until recently, the board was made up exclusively
of farmers except for the obligatory one Government appointee. Today, even
though we have some independent directors, the majority are still farmers
(F17).
What do city bureaucrats and businessmen know about farming? Corporation
boards must have a strong representation of farmers & a grower chairman as
it is our investment and we are the only ones who know the industry (F4).
They are making huge investment decisions – way beyond their (the farmers)
realm of actual experience in their own businesses. They are overseeing huge
budgets and staff when they have no experience of this magnitude. Even the
biggest farmer’s budget experience would be unlikely to exceed $5 or at most
$10 million and you won’t find them on these boards (P21).

Farming is a risky game and the industry deserves support from the taxpayer,
after all, farmers are essential to the nation (F11).
" as a matter of greatest urgency, the Victorian Minister of Agriculture and
the Victorian Government be approached demanding the introduction
forthwith, of a nationalised and integrated scheme for the supply, collection,
handling and distribution of liquid milk and table cream in Victoria according
to the general principle suggest by the Board of Inquiry. " (UDV Conference
1976)
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Table 8:7 Path Dependency in the Federalist Case Study (continued)
Categories
Agrarianism
Socialism
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Vignettes
There is a pattern of endemic dependence on market intervention that goes back to
the middle of the 19th century and institutionalized with the establishment of
numerous marketing and price regulation and support schemes. These schemes
attracted a large number of followers, governments at all levels, quangos,
regulatory bodies and a host of sycophants, all of whom have contributed to
compounding the effect, making dependency almost impossible to reduce or
eliminate.

Representative Data Examples

Despite regular advice from economists to both farmers and Governments of the
pitfalls of price stabilization and control schemes, all such fell on deaf ears.

Wool growers – indeed all farmers – are completely dependent on market
intervention, intermediaries, price stabilization and control, statutory
marketing authorities, buffer stock schemes, compulsory levies, legislative
fiats and rely on government for deficiency payments when prices fall or
climate conditions are adverse, public funding of R & D and endless reviews
and inquiries. Price stabilization/control is the holy grail. It took the wool
industry several attempts to get there where-as the wheat industry was
clamouring for it for decades and finally successful in 1948 but once the wool
industry got its RPS, it was never going to let it go and it didn't – it had to go
broke before the Government finally put an end to it (F20).

There is regular reference throughout case study minutes to the 'plight of beef
industry', the difficulties of the dairy industry and the precariousness of the wool
industry etc. and a need for publicity and recognition of the beef herd and sheep
flock as 'national asset's and therefore the need for assistance to those farmers and
graziers currently in charge of this asset.

Conference Motion: To obtain an adequate and fair parity price to cover cost
of production and a yearly profit, commensurate to capital and labour input in
primary produce. To obtain an equitable share of the retail price on all home
consumption primary products and control the export price by orderly
negotiations. (UDV Conference, 1987)

A strong conviction exists throughout the agricultural industry that farmers deserve
special support. While the NFF boasts support for free trade and open markets,
when it comes to the test, they are up at Parliament House demanding special
treatment for farmers. There are strict incomes and asset tests for ordinary citizens
to qualify for family support, however the NFF negotiated special treatment for
farmers so that they are able to retain their assets and still be eligible for household
relief funding.

There had been an acquisition scheme during the war years and a number of
growers look back fondly to the certainty of those times. It might not have
been a good price but it was a certain price. When the next price fall occurs
and it will, there will be an entirely predictable call for government
intervention and price support (F1)
Prices are good at the moment but that can change at any time. The
government should intervene and provide a floor in the market if the price
falls below cost of production. Australia needs its farmers! (F14).

Summary
This chapter has provided a comprehensive analysis of the qualitative data drawn from
interviews, historical document research of minutes and correspondence pertaining to the
two primary cases studies, the PGA and the VFF/UDV and both participant and passive
observation by the author when attending Executive board meetings, committee meetings
and organization conferences and social gatherings.
The analysis was conducted through the prism of ‘how and why’ board members are
selected using Miles et al (2014) approach of three concurrent flows of activity of data
condensation, data display and conclusion and verification. The data condensation phase
was assisted by the use of NVivo software and the coding structure and coding categories
displayed in tabular form.
Within-case and cross-case analysis was carried out in two phases. The with-in case
analysis was presented in tabular form in which the data was displayed in vignettes
relating to each coding category and supported by representative examples from the data.
Following each with-in case analysis, a cross-case analysis with further representative
examples from the data was completed based on a categorical comparison of the two case
studies.
The first phase of the analysis addressed how the board is selected and found that
social networks and social identity, gender, patriarchy, land ownership and leadership are
important mechanisms in both case studies when seeking and identifying suitable
candidates for the board. There were some differences in the context of social networks
with a strong emphasis on school connections and the ‘old boys club’ in the Grazier case
and more importance placed on industry connections in the Federalists organizations.
While the Grazier case has had a consistent female presence on its Executive board for
the past three decades, the two case studies showed similar attitudes to gender, patriarchy,
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land ownership and the heroic male concept of leadership. A significant contrast was
found, however, between the two cases in the type of network within which each existed.
The Federalist case study showed strong evidence of a closed political network with
an emphasis on clearly defined career paths from the branch to the board and a resistance
to new ideas and information. This closed network is in contrast to the open network of
the Graziers case study where new ideas and information are welcomed and there is a
direct path to the board for any member (Fig. 3.1).
The second phase of the analysis, addressed the issues of the beliefs, attitudes and
values behind the board selection and appointment process. Appointments to boards
during the period covered by this research project were not made on the basis of selection
criteria that focused on commercial acumen and experience but rather conformity with a
prevailing belief system that dominated the majority of the representative organizations.
The concepts of agrarianism, social agrarianism, historical institutionalism and path
dependency were analysed from each case study perspective and some important
differences were found to exist between them.
While a strong culture of agrarianism was found to exist in both cases, there is a
notable difference between the Graziers and Federalists in their attitude to state
intervention and its associated concept, agrarian socialism. Similarly, allowing for the
period of legislated institutionalism of statutory marketing and associated price regulatory
and support mechanisms where farmers had no option but compliance, a significant
difference was found in path dependence on these historical institutions between the two
case studies.
The following chapter will provide a discussion of the results of the quantitative and
qualitative analyses provided in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. This discussion will be framed by
the research questions outlined in the opening chapter.
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Discussion
Introduction
The previous chapter provided an analysis of the qualitative data obtained from
interviews, historical document search and both participant and passive observation by
the author when attending Executive board meetings, committee meetings and
organization conferences and social gatherings. Within case analyses of the two primary
case studies were undertaken with findings analysed and illustrated through displays as
recommended by Miles et al (2014). The within case analysis was triangulated by cross
case analyses based on the major categorical codes identified using NVivo 11 data
management software.
This chapter draws together the three elements of the triangulation process, the
analysis of the data obtained from the quantitative analysis of the survey, the qualitative
analysis of data drawn from two case studies and the cross analysis discussion framed by
the research questions. While the qualitative data focused mainly on interviews, historical
records and participant observation within the two case studies, survey respondents were
drawn from industry participants across the national industry spectrum thus enriching the
data.
Discussion within this chapter will draw on the literature of chapters two and three
and seek to show if this study supports, extends or refutes previous research.

Research Questions
The aim of this thesis has been to investigate what factors influence board membership in
Australian agriculture. The research was framed within a number of research questions
outlined in Chapter 1 (1.3) and refined and developed through the two literature reviews
and exemplified in the primary research into the following composite propositions that
reflect Yin’s (2009) precepts of ‘how’ and ‘why’. The question of ‘why’ certain people
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are selected or elected to board membership in Australian agriculture is addressed in the
discussion surrounding the concepts of agrarianism and agrarian socialism (9.2.1) and
historical institutionalism and path dependency (9.3.1). The question of ‘how’ these
people are selected, the process, is addressed in the discussion of the constructs of social
networks and social identity and the concepts of masculism and patronage (9.4.1).
9.2.1

Agrarianism and Agrarian Socialism

Agrarianism and conformity to an ideology of social agrarianism influence board
membership in Australian agriculture?
9.2.1.1 Agrarianism
Agrarianism has been described as one of the most pervasive forces in the agricultural
policy process, a belief system or moral economic ideology that proposes farmers as
especially important and valued elements of the nation who contribute through land
occupancy to the core needs of both food security and national security. Agrarianism
holds that by living the natural life of man in direct contact with nature, farmers acquire
the virtues of nature. On the other hand, the agrarian ideology suggests that city dwellers
are exposed to the evils of their environment. Because of this perception of the essential
worth of agriculture and farmers, agrarianism includes an inviolate principle that all
Australians should support polices that improve the lot of the farmer (Graham 1966;
Botterill 2004; Aitken 1988; Flinn & Johnson 1974; Beus & Beus 1994)
The data obtained in this research provides evidence that a strong theme of
agrarianism exists within both the Graziers and Federalist case studies. With a guaranteed
food supply an important goal of all governments, members of both case studies speak of
their conviction that farming is an essential industry and as such is of critical importance
to the nation. Many claim that farmers do it tough and see themselves as honest
hardworking members of Australian society as opposed to those ‘shiny bums’ (F1) who
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live and work in the city and whose prime purpose in life is to extract every last dollar
from the farmer.
Farming and farmers are exceptional – we have to deal with droughts,
floods, fire and the commodity markets – Australia needs its farmers
(F5). Farming is a risky game and the industry deserves support from
the taxpayer after all farmers are essential to the nation (F11).
They firmly believe that they do an honest day’s work that has real meaning. Against
insurmountable odds they produce the essential export commodities that earn export
dollars for the nation and therefore perceive their lives to be a heroic and perpetual battle
against the weather, bureaucrats, economists, bankers, lawyers and the evil merchant.
Does Australia really want its farmers? With the amount of red tape,
the environmental high jumps we have to jump, the high cost of
inputs, we could be forgiven for thinking that Australia doesn’t
understand how important this industry is to the nation (G9)
The construct of the ‘real farmer’ who has his ‘hands in the dirt’ is universally
entrenched in the psyche of the industry (Table 7.15), however, Graziers, while
continuing their opposition to anything other than minimum government intervention,
were found to maintain a good rapport with the city. As Connors (1995) notes, they (the
Graziers) continue to enjoy what they see as a business partnership with brokers,
merchants and bankers, and find it easier than their Federalist counterparts to influence
Government policy direction by employing professional staff and consultants to prepare
and present their submissions.
We resigned from Commodity Councils & NFF–they are agrarian
socialists. We now prepare our own submissions using consultants and
our professional staff. (G7)
Farmers in the Federalist case study, however, determined to maintain control of
their industry, have a more fraught relationship with Government bureaucracies and the
merchant. As found in the early years of the Australian agricultural industry the small
farmer, particularly in the grain and dairy sectors, continues to hold a deep distrust of the
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usually better-educated government bureaucrat and the middleman – the merchant, and
echoing Connors (1995), were consistently heard to ask, ‘what would some universityeducated bureaucrat or city based professional company director know about the wool,
wheat or milk industries?
Their idea of expertise is some bearded clown who came out of
university with a degree and who would starve if out (in the bush) by
himself (Connors 1995, p. 147).
Attitudes to education, while more enlightened than in the early part of the twentieth
century are still more focused on learning to farm rather than acquiring a broader
knowledge of business at a tertiary level. As shown in 6.2, the majority of male survey
respondents completed their education at secondary level with only 26.50% completing
university studies. This was endorsed in interviews and conversations with farmers who
acknowledged that despite achieving the necessary entry qualifications, very few of their
peers went on to further education after leaving school and even those who did aspire to
tertiary education were more often required to return to the farm where they would learn
about real farming.
I really wanted to go on to University and I had the qualifications, but
when I asked my father, he said quite bluntly, “if you walk out that
gate, never come back”. That was the end of that – if I had gone I
would have lost my heritage and my brother would have got it all. It
was very much a case of ‘listen to me son’ do as you are told and one
day this might all be yours (and your brother’s’) (Participant
observation).
Skogstad (1998), in referring to another element of the concept of agrarianism, the
core belief that farmers are affected by things they cannot control such as imperfect
markets and unpredictable weather events, introduced an argument for state intervention.
It is this argument, which is the distinguishing factor between the perceptions of
agrarianism within the two case studies.
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The Grazier case study shares a common belief with the Federalist Case study that
agriculture has a moral character and being critically important to Australia’s economic
and social fabric, farmers should be valued as honest, hardworking morally upright
members of the community. However, in the vein of their classical liberal philosophy,
they claim to want nothing more than to be left alone to manage their farming/grazing
enterprise free of Government intervention with only the barest minimum of red tape.
Federalists, however, take the view that they (the farmers) are entitled to benefit
from a level of State intervention in the economics of agriculture that will provide a
socially desirable outcome of an equal standard of living with their urban fellow citizens.
They believe that this can be achieved through mechanisms such as statutory marketing
authorities and market stabilization and support schemes.
SMAs are essential to not only the beef industry but where would the
wool industry be without AWI and the dairy industry without its
marketing and R&D Corporation. I know that the RPS went pear
shaped but it did a lot of good for the industry and many growers
would have it back tomorrow (F4).
I think the government should intervene and provide a floor in the
market when the price falls below cost of production. Australia needs
its farmers! (F14)
Kelly (1992), however, describes this as national protection all round through agrarian
socialism.
9.2.1.2 Agrarian Socialism
As noted in Chapter 3, in 1948, one of the most remarkable demonstrations of agrarian
socialism in the Western world, the Wheat Stabilization Scheme, was introduced and
continued virtually unchanged until 1968 (Connors 1995, p. 32). After some revisions,
the scheme continued until 1999 when the Australian Wheat Board (AWB) was
privatized but allowed to retain its monopoly export powers. This remarkable
arrangement continued until its inevitable demise in 2008. The AWB, a statutory
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authority formed in 1939, operated the scheme, which covered domestic and export
wheat until 1989 when the governing legislation was amended to permit the domestic
market to trade freely. The AWB was then focused exclusively on exports. Under the
scheme, returns to growers were pooled nationally and prices averaged by the Board.
This belief in the equality of returns achieved through the pooling of risk – no one farmer
should get a better price or no one farmer should lose more than another, fits well with
descriptions of agrarian socialism found in Brett (2007), Stokes (2004) and Harrigan
(2004).
There had been an acquisition scheme during the war years and a
number of growers look back fondly to the certainty of those times. It
might not have been a good price but it was a certain price. When the
next price fall occurs and it will, there will be an entirely predictable
call for government intervention and price support (F1)
The term agrarian socialism is widely used in politics, by the media, academia and
those who advocate a free market, to describe those farmers who appeal to Government
for assistance whenever they face adverse circumstances such as low commodity prices
droughts, floods etc. Political opponents and commentators often define agrarian
socialism as capitalizing gains while socializing losses, however, Graham (1966) argues
that the term socialism is a misnomer when used in the context of agriculture. Socialism,
he contends, suggests a belief in collective ownership where-as Australian farmers reject
any association with socialist doctrines and the union movement, placing a high priority
on land ownership, independence and individual rights and freedoms. While the pooling
of risk and equalization of returns, can be said to be compatible with the socialist
doctrine, Hancock (1930) argues that economic self interest rather than the common good
is the driver of state intervention and is therefore more closely aligned to Benthamite
utilitarian liberalism, the foundation of ‘Deakin’s Australian settlement’ (similarly
described by Kelly (1992) as ‘protection all around”). Graham (1966) supports
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Hancock’s contention, suggesting that the farmer’s demand for state intervention is
confined to improving their own trading position rather than that of their neighbour.
Sawer (2003, p. 3) in her discussion of social liberalism introduces an alternative
explanation of the contradiction. Social liberalism, a movement dedicated to reorienting
nineteenth century liberalism from utilitarianism towards idealism, holds that while
retaining a belief in the sanctity of the rights of property, freedom of the market and the
individual, the role of the democratic state is to provide citizens with equal opportunity.
Collins (1985), however, argues that after a few decades of prominence, social liberalism
gave way to a return to the more pragmatic utilitarian pursuit of self interest.
The intersection of these four ideologies, agrarianism, social liberalism, utilitarian
liberalism and socialism leads to the proposition that the term agrarian socialism is
perhaps too narrow a construct to fully describe the ideology and practices of a large
sector of the agricultural community. As Graham (1966) argues, socialism is defined as
community ownership of the means of production, distribution and regulation and
nothing could be more of an anathema to the Australian farmer. Ownership of their land,
the means of production, is fundamental to their very existence and jealously guarded
with an unwavering belief in their private property rights and their independence.
In our culture, land has always been sacred and the ownership of it has
always been symbolic of status and power. Land is forever; it is the
substance of empire and promises the owner immortality as it is
passed from generation to generation (G2).
The importance of landownership and being the owner of the land is
fundamental to Australian agriculture. It is the landowner who is
living this industry who suffers the pain. Who else has the right to
decide his future (F1)?
While the SMAs might manage distribution and regulation, Federalists see this as a
means to protect or improve their returns in a free market economy rather than something
that will provide a benefit to the wider community. This suggests that agrarian
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Benthamite utilitarianism might be a more appropriate description of their ideology rather
than agrarian socialism. While agrarianism can be found in both case studies, the central
concept common to Benthamite utilitarianism, social liberalism and agrarian socialism is
(State) interventionist marketing and price support. The Graziers case consistently
rejected first, the introduction and then the continuance of state intervention such as
statutory marketing and price support and stabilization schemes.
The PGA is a free market small government association and we do not
see any role for SMAs or price support schemes (G7).
As Connors (1995) informs the research, the wheat industry statutory marketing
authority (AWB) was quickly followed by the establishment of a number of such
authorities in other agricultural industries. Stokes (2004) refers to this state intervention
as the sixth pillar of Deakin’s Australian Settlement, an important element of the
covenant between the country and the city under which, rural people would be
compensated for the uncertainties of rural life by keeping living standards relatively equal
across the country.
Following the establishment of these statutory marketing authorities and price
regulatory schemes, farming organizations quickly moved to gain control of the boards.
Mindful of their voting power, and following the dictum of the Country Party leader John
McEwen, that those who produce, own and sell the product should have control of the
way in which their product is sold, successive governments continued to bow to the
agrarian demand that farmers hold the majority of seats on the boards of governance of
these authorities and corporations and that the position of chairman, although appointed
by the Federal Minister for Agriculture, must be guaranteed to a producer.
What do city bureaucrats and businessmen know about farming?
Corporation boards must have a strong representation of farmers & a
grower chairman as it is our investment and we are the only ones who
know the industry (F4).
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Grower-controlled boards are entrenched in our constitutions. For
example if you take Dairy Australia, until recently, the board was
made up exclusively of farmers except for the obligatory one
Government appointee. Today, even though we have some
independent directors, the majority are still farmers (F18).
Despite the department’s misgivings that farmers, lacking the necessary skills and
experience were ill equipped to carry out the duties of a corporate director, the farmers
were successful in establishing and maintaining control (Connors 1995; Graham 1966).
They are making huge investment decisions – way beyond their (the
farmers) realm of actual experience in their own businesses. As
directors of these (marketing) corporations they are overseeing huge
budgets and staff when they have no experience of anything like this
magnitude. Even the biggest farmer’s budget experience would be
unlikely to exceed $5 or at most $10 million (P21).
While all producers were obligated to comply with the legislation, the numerical
advantage of the Federalist organizations nationally depicted in the Conceptual Model
(see Fig. 3.1 & Appendix 1), led to members drawn from Federalist SFOs dominating
Statutory Authority and Corporation boards, a fact further corroborated in the quantitative
analysis of the survey (Table 6.6).
Dependency on and support for state intervention has remained a major factor in the
Federalist case study, resulting in the institutionalization of these authorities and schemes
and the rapid development of an associated path dependency.
Wool growers – indeed all farmers – were completely dependent on
market intervention, intermediaries, price stabilization and control,
statutory marketing authorities, buffer stock schemes, compulsory
levies, legislative fiats and relied on government for deficiency
payments when prices fall or climate conditions are adverse, public
funding of R & D and endless reviews and inquiries. Price
stabilization/control is the Holy Grail. It took the wool industry
several attempts 6 to get there where-as the wheat industry was
clamouring for it for decades until finally successful in 1948 but once
the wool industry got its RPS, it was never going to let it go and it

6

Apart from emergency Government acquisition during the two world wars, the free market prevailed in the wool
industry until 1974 with all 3 referenda for the establishment of some form of orderly marketing (1920s, 1953, 1964)
soundly defeated. The 1974 decision was not based on a referendum of all wool producers.
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didn't – it had to go broke before the Government finally put an end to
it (F20).
9.2.2

Historical Institutionalism and Path Dependency

Historical institutionalism and path dependency influence board membership in
Australian agriculture?
9.2.2.1 Historical Institutionalism
Peters (2012) contends that the influence of ideas is particularly strong in historical
institutionalism, but the emphasis is much more on the persistence of organizations after
they are formed rather than the facts of their creation. He further suggests that the time in
which an historical institution is created is pivotal to this persistence and the
determination of subsequent policies.
As stated earlier, the Wheat Stabilization Scheme, the first of the agricultural
industry marketing schemes was formed during a period of severe financial pressure in
the industry. Following WW1, a massive influx of soldier settlers joined already
disgruntled farmer settlers who were struggling with low export prices, drought and
crippling debt. The long years of the second world war (WW2) following on from the
1930s depression further compounded rural unrest and farmers looking for a ‘fair go’, the
social-liberal watchword, turned to Government to intervene (Sawer 2003, p. 36). Having
developed a taste for organized marketing resulting from the compulsory wheat pools
established by the Federal Government during both WW1 and WW2, wheat growers
turned their minds to the idea of peacetime organized marketing schemes that they would
own and control (Connors 1995).
The 1948 Wheat Stabilization Scheme and the wool industry’s Reserve Price
Scheme (RPS), together with the marketing schemes associated with the various other
SMAs, satisfy Streek and Thelen’s (2005) definition of an institution as an organization
that is publicly guaranteed and privileged, with an enforcement capacity backed by
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societal norms. Further, the schemes satisfy their explanation of historical institutionalism
as being premised upon the enduring effects of institutional and policy choices made at
the initiation of the structure, a path dependency that determines future policy,
governance, and any attempt to introduce change.
Peters (2012) describes endogenous change within an historical institution as being
at most incremental, with major change only occurring at critical junctures when forced
on the institution by some form of exogenous shock.
It appears that such schemes have to collapse – it has to be a disaster –
an unstoppable cascade of change caused by some exogenous factor
such as ‘floating the currency’ in the wool industry and the ‘Oil for
Food’ scandal in the wheat industry. Even though these schemes were
based on a flawed premise from the start, it took something drastic to
end them. (G6)
Despite changing market conditions in both the domestic and export markets,
consecutive AWB boards ignored economic reality until forced (by Government) to
change policy direction, first in 1968, and again in 1999 and 2005 before finally
abandoned by the Federal Government in 2008. Bound by a path dependency, the board,
the grower members, all of whom were drawn from Federalist organizations, made no
attempt to meet the exogenous challenges the industry faced (Stephen Bartos 2006b;
Botterill 2011).
Similarly, the board of the AWC, ignoring the exogenous shock of the 1984 floating
of the Australian dollar and the effect this would have on the international wool market,
continued on the same policy path set in 1974. In early 1991, with a stockpile of 4.77
million bales and facing a national economic disaster with global implications, the
Federal Government was forced to intervene, abandon the RPS and undertake a major
structural reorganization of the AWC (Massy 2011; Kelly 1992).
The board of the Australian dairy industry marketing authority, when faced with the
exogenous shock of the loss of its major export market because of Britain’s entry into the
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European Common Market, was only convinced to accept the end of the dairy industry
domestic support scheme when the Federal Government, mindful of National Party votes,
granted dairy farmers a remarkably generous compensation scheme. Again, the grower
members of this board were entirely drawn from interventionist Federalist organizations.
It seems that all of these marketing authorities and price support
schemes become real institutions and you have to be a proven
supporter of the institution and market intervention etc. to get on the
board (G5).
This seeming inability or unwillingness of these institutions to change course in
changed circumstances fits Krasner’s (1984) and Pierson’s (2004) explanation of path
dependency as an inertial tendency that allows policy choices made when an institution is
formed, to determine policy choices well into the future. A persistent theme observed
during interviews and in case study minutes was the resistance to change by those who
supported State interventionist policies and institutions to any new information that
showed there would be negative consequences for their businesses should they continue
their endorsement of these institutions.
Convincing growers to do away with the AWC and RPS was very
difficult and there was strong resistance. No matter how compelling
the evidence, they had become dependent on the idea of marketing
organizations and price guarantees. And it was no different in the
debate on the single desk for wheat (G5).
While to many, this can seem to be a blind determination to ignore economic reason,
March and Olsen (1989) argue that such behaviours are intentional rather than wilful and
the choices made by individuals in such circumstances are motivated by a belief in
institutional values.
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9.2.2.2 Path Dependency
A key feature of institutionalization is the creation of roles and these roles create interests
that help to maintain the institution (Padgett & Ansell 1993).
Path dependency was a determining factor in the selection of members of
Commodity Councils and the boards of statutory authorities. In 1989, when faced with a
mounting stockpile of unsold wool, the WCA was forced to consider its support for the
prevailing reserve price of 870c/kg or argue for lowering or indeed abandoning the
reserve. It appears from the minutes, however, that it was a somewhat hollow debate.
If we make the wrong decision here, we may well destroy the wool
industry, however, we have no choice but to stay with the AWC as our
reputations are on the line & members will not accept anything else
(WCA, Minutes, 1989).
Massy (2011) asserts that the guiding principle to all (SMA board) selections was
what he refers to as conformity to a dominant agrarian socialist interventionist ideology.
Massy observed that this conformity was the key driver to achieving a seat on a
Commodity Council, which represented the first step on a rung towards a greater career,
the peak achievement being the ‘holy of holies’, a seat on the Corporation board.
With grower controlled boards and grower chairmen, growers or levy (wool tax)
payers believed that their boards represented their interests. However, while these boards
shared the same lack of expertise and skills as found in the democratically elected boards
of cooperatives and mutual associations (Cornforth 2004), the levy payers of SMAs were
not afforded the right to elect their board members. Massy (2011) states that a little
appreciated (or repressed) fact was that there was nothing ‘democratic’ or even
representative about the selection of WCA councillors or AWC board members. There
was no plebiscite of wool taxpayers to elect them: no professional selection committee to
appear before, one just got voted in at a local level, by a meeting that could well comprise
a mere handful of members (including those from commodity groups other than wool),
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and from there you were ‘tapped on the shoulder’ by sitting councillors if you
demonstrated your willingness to conform. The Councillors who held the legislated right
to approve all AWC (board) selections therefore controlled the path to the board of the
Corporation. While membership of the first Australian Wool Board (1936) was equally
split between the Australian Woolgrowers and Graziers Council (AWGC) and the
Australian Wool and Meat Producers Federation (AWMPF), these two organizations
disappeared in the move to a unified National Farmers Federation. The subsequent
merged organization, the WCA included twenty councillors drawn from SFOs. Of these
twenty only one was drawn from the Grazier case study with the other nineteen
representing Federalist organizations and no member of the Grazier case study ever held
a seat on the powerful inner (WCA) Executive committee (Connors 1995).
The results of the survey analysis (Table 7.5) indicate a strong demand within the
Federalist case study for strict conformity to organizational policy decisions made at the
Annual Conference even if there is compelling contrary evidence, confirming the
existence of a strong path dependency on historical institutions.
Conformity within agri-political organizations is still an enormously
powerful force. One has to toe the line or you lose your patronage
(G1).
Connors (1995) found that ideological conformity was particularly strong in
commodity groups that subscribed to interventionist policies and institutions and any
member who dared to dissent was subjected to intimidation and sometimes-vitriolic
attack.
During the RPS debate there was strong pressure for solidarity and
adherence to the ‘party line’, even in the face of overwhelming
evidence (Survey Comment)
‘Board members are expected to support without question the
decisions of the Annual Conference, even if compelling contrary
evidence is available (Survey Comment).
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At the 1990 Roma WCA Conference, when the AWC and the RPS were on the verge
of bankruptcy, nine woolgrowers in a meeting of some 1100 producers, voted against a
motion to uphold the unsustainable 870c reserve price for wool. The president of the
Wool Council demanded they identify themselves saying “There they are, boys, you can
see who they are, talk to them” (Massy 2011, p. 270). A VFF (Federalist case study)
delegate to that conference argued for a more economically rationalist approach to save
the industry but despite overwhelming (supportive) evidence from economists and market
experts within and without the industry, he was ostracized, subjected to personal
vilification and very quickly sacked from the VFF delegation.
There was a chap on the Wool Council who came from Victoria and
he stood up against the WCA & the RPS and he got turfed off very
quickly. It is very hard to get new ideas through in the big farmer’s
federations. If you don’t conform to the accepted orthodoxy you will
not be listened to – indeed you won’t last long at all (F13).
Path dependency on the historical institutions of the AWC and RPS, led to a belief
that the wool industry was immune to market vulnerability as well as a perceived morally
right determination to ignore the reality facing the industry. Despite an increasing number
of dissenting voices, arguing against the implausibility of continuing with the status quo,
the WCA and the AWC summarily dismissed anyone with an opposing view and
declared that the wool industry was unanimously in support of their position.
It was in 1990, when the level of wool tax had reached 25% of gross
proceeds from the sale of your wool that the President of the WCA, in
an interview on the ABC Country Hour stated that woolgrowers were
prepared to pay a 100% wool tax to support their Reserve Price
Scheme (G2).
Bartos (2006) describes a similar path dependency in the grain industry. Repeated
inquiries and Productivity Commission reviews as well as advice from economists and
market experts revealed the flaws in the AWB managed single export desk for wheat and
the clear advantages to producers in abandoning this scheme to trade in a free market.
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Ignoring the new and compelling information, the majority of growers chose to listen to
the members of the grains commodity council (GCA) who discounted the expert
information and urged them to continue to support the AWB and the single desk
(Botterill 2011).
Most wheat growers saw the single desk as essential to their survival
and many are struggling to deal with the free market on their own.
They were completely dependent on the AWB as the woolgrowers
were dependent on the RPS (F6).
As stated at the beginning of this section, historical institutions such as the AWB and
the AWC create roles and these roles create interests (agency). Those who benefit from
such roles include commodity council members, statutory authority/corporation board
directors, SMA staff members and the representative Federations. This inevitably leads to
a path dependency on the continued existence of their role and defence of the institution
to protect their interests. The Federations, commodity councillors, SMA board directors
and staff, having consistently and publicly endorsed the institutions and promoted their
value to growers, would be placed in a most invidious position should they radically
change that support and tell growers that the institution had failed and must be disbanded
or at least, undergo radical change.
When you create something like the AWC, you create a monster
because the very people who you think are there to look after you are
looking out for their own interests. This is their job and they are
unlikely to tell you that the scheme is not working. Instead they tell
the farmer that they are doing a great job and you can’t do without
them. Board members and staff all enjoy the status and perks and the
opportunity to hobnob with important people (F20).
The commodity councillors and grower board members have a very real interest in
maintaining their status and authority amongst their peers and preserving the advantages
these positions provide. Further, unlike the directors of a public company who are able to
maintain some distance from the company’s shareholders, the grower directors of
agricultural statutory authorities as well as commodity councillors, live and work
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amongst the levy payers, they are their neighbours. To admit that they were wrong would
result in a tremendous loss of face.
They fear change because a radical change – a cascade of change,
which alters all of the relationships, affects people who have built
status and power based on the existing system (F16).
Commodity councillors and SMA board members owe their positions to agripolitical organizations and as one commodity councillor stated, when asked if he would
ignore his organization’s voting instructions if he received new and convincing
contradictory information, replied, ‘you do not stray from the Federation’s policy
position’.
If I were to express my personal views on some of the issues that we
discuss around this table, I wouldn’t be here at the next meeting. You
don’t last long if you don’t conform to policy (F5).
Kelly (2016) argues that there is a conflict between politics and the boardroom as
politics is about ideology, values and moral positions and not a project of transactions. He
concludes therefore that politics has no place in the boardroom.
Should support for these historical institutions, the SMAs, be withdrawn by any of
the Federations, they would risk a loss of credibility with their members and a loss of
members who are the life-blood, the financial resource of the organization.
When you have really divisive issues, you lose members. The
President called me in and asked me to tread carefully after I had been
critical of the RPS (F19).
To ensure a continued adherence to organizational policy, the leadership uses social
networks and social identity to guard against radical ideas and so guarantee that only the
right people are promoted to critical positions in the commodity council and therefore to
seats on boards of the authorities.
Social networks are explained as groups of people who are connected by common
linkages associated with work, gender, religion, and politics etc. that distinguish them
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from other networks and these networks are built on trust, reputation, reciprocity and
mutual interdependence (Barabasi 2002; Botterill 2005; Granovetter 1973; Davis, Yoo &
Baker 2003). Social identity, the organizing principle of social networks, holds that
similarity breeds connection and people therefore trust and associate with people like
themselves (people like us) who share similar characteristics such as gender, age, class,
occupation etc. (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001; Huckfeldt & Sprague 1995;
Cornell 2008; Verbrugge 1979; Tajfel & Turner 1982; Granovetter 1973).
In that the social network is not truly random but comprised of densely connected
clusters built around preferential attachment (social identity) or fit (Buchanan 2002;
Barabasi 2002), this discussion links the following research questions that consider the
means (the how) by which people are selected to fill board positions. It would be difficult
and counter-productive to consider these questions in isolation as the concepts of
patriarchy, masculism, landownership and leadership can all be linked to the ‘people like
us’ phenomenon that is the foundation of identity clustering within the networks. As
Alston (1998c) contends, social networks and social identity and the historical mores
associated with patriarchy and leadership within the agricultural industry, act as the
means by which the board selection process is accomplished.
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9.2.3

Social Networks and Social Identity

The twin constructs of social networks and social identity are important elements of the
board selection process in key organizations in Australian agriculture?
Patriarchy, masculism and patronage are significant influences in the determination of
board membership in Australian agriculture?
The prevalence of male ownership of farming land together with the perception that men
are the natural leaders of the industry are reflected in the lack of gender diversity and
therefore significant influences in board membership in Australian agriculture?
9.2.3.1 Social Networks
‘They all know each other and are very much inter-related’ (Stephen Bartos 2006b, p. 9).
The literature describes the agricultural industry lobby as an old boys’ club, a closed
network of inter-related farmers who all know each other, characterized by a shared
ideology and a limited membership (Botterill 2005).
The survey analysis (7.3), borne out by the qualitative analysis, showed that network
relationships, the importance of having a good network, the right contacts, the number of
social connections and being inside the right circle were all considered as critical factors
for a successful campaign for board membership. There were no significant differences
between the two case studies in regard to the importance of these factors, a result
supported by the findings of the qualitative data analysis.
It is critical to be known and well connected within the organization
otherwise no one knows who you are and what you stand for. It is how
you develop your social capital (G2).
It is not what you know but whom you know. I went to school with
xxxx – he was very instrumental in my success – he also got me onto
the Wesfarmers board (G4).
Getting a leadership position in agriculture is dependent on your
network, gaining trust and fitting in. (F10).
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The social network has always been the path to the board (F15).
The ‘right’ people with the right connections get identified and tapped
on the shoulder. I went straight on to the State Executive (F9).
When considered from the perspective of gender, however, women, whose
experience is totally different to that of their male counterparts, placed more emphasis on
the importance of belonging to the right network and the personal connections made
through school, sport and significantly more emphasis on being the right gender (Table
7.2). This is corroborated in the qualitative data where female interviewees, emphasised
the multiple personal connections and linkages within and between these important
networks from which they are excluded, as being critical to advancement in farming and
agri-politics. This attitude was evident during an Executive board meeting that the
researcher observed.
During the Executive board meeting, the President referred to a robust
discussion between himself and 3 other members at a sub-committee
meeting the day before. There had been a 5th person (a female member
of that committee) in that discussion and she had expressed some
strong opinions. However, listening to the President reporting the
conversation, she found she had been completely whitewashed from
the discussion – it seemed to her that she had been invisible!
(Participant Observation)
The quantitative analysis indicated that men, who are literally born into these
powerful networks and take for granted the intrinsic advantages within, did not believe
that school and sporting networks advantaged them in board selection, insisting that they
got there on merit and women of merit had equal opportunity. They just had to wait until
they had fulfilled their social obligation of looking after the children. This attitude to the
role of women was strongly supported in the qualitative data by participants from both
cases.
I would ask a young man rather than a young woman (to join a
committee or take on a role) – I would because, whether you approve
of it or not, I think a large part of the day to day rearing of children
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should still be the responsibility of the woman. I think it’s the right
thing (G1).
The structure of the industry does not make it easy for women to
participate. The biggest barrier is home and family. It is difficult for
both to go to meetings so our culture determines that the woman stays
at home (F1).
It is not case of ‘we have children’ but ‘you’ (the woman) have
children and they are your responsibility. I (female interviewee) run
that business but in the eyes of the industry, ‘he’ (my husband) is the
real farmer (F16).
Where-as male respondents to the survey rejected the value of school connections as
helping them towards a board position; this was not reflected in the interview process,
particularly in the Grazier case study.
You feel comfortable with school ties – they are strong threads. It is
not just having gone to Guildford, but the other things you do together
such as playing sport or debating against other schools. You meet and
get to know a lot of other people. The school association makes strong
linkages (G1).
After four and a half years at a boy’s boarding school we had
developed a trust and I valued his opinion (G7).
The in depth nature of the interview revealed strong support for the premise that
school connections were a critical element in the development of trust and social capital
and were of invaluable assistance in achieving a leadership position. The historical
records of the Grazier case study show an almost exclusive attendance at elite boarding
schools with 94% of Executive Board members connected through such linkages. These
records also revealed the importance of affiliated networks such as PGA District
Committees, breed societies, local Shire Councils, etc. and the role of ‘fit’ when seeking
prospective candidates for the board. Affiliated networks lead to quite intensely
connected cliques and inevitably to interlocking groups in which the members seem to
know each other and quite naturally work together by sharing many organizations in
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common (Barabasi 2002; Watts 2003; Koenig & Gogel 1981). With affiliations such as
the wider school and local government networks, these cliques are informed by new
information and ideas from outside of the narrow sphere of agriculture. In the Grazier
case study, when seeking someone who fits, while it is critical that they support the
philosophy of the Association, it was also considered important that potential candidates
are prepared to debate new ideas and listen to new information from other networks.
Being flexible and open to new information is considered a hallmark
of the Association’s effectiveness (PGA minutes, 2003).
Being able to ‘fit in’ is an important part of the way selections are
made – somebody who the rest of the board, the rest of us, will feel
comfortable with when we are discussing the important matters that
we debate at board level (G1).
Interviewees from the Federalist case study placed lesser importance on school
linkages, but emphasized the role of the local branch and shared farming interests in
building social capital. When looking for ‘one of them’, a ‘person who fits’, the
Federalist case study leadership was found to take an approach more typical of the closed
network (Hammond & Glenn 2004), placing greater importance on trusted insiders within
the network for evidence of those who will conform to organizational policy and
ideology and support important historical institutions.
The ‘people like us’ syndrome is really influential in our organization.
It is all about social identity. Once a man has popped his head up and
succeeded, he will get opportunity after opportunity. Like picks like –
social identity – and it is an issue with a lot of the interview panels.
They only pick someone they identify with (F16)
Boards will always look to appointing people like themselves, ‘people
like us’ – it is one of the great follies of this industry. (S21).
It is the person who fits that you tap on the shoulder because that
person is going to conform. He is ‘one of us! (F11)
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In this way, individuals are bound by a set of rules that protect the institution and the
role and status of leading individuals from any threatened radical phase transition which
could alter systems and change roles (Redding & Ng 1982; Watts 2003).
9.2.3.2 Social Identity
When choosing directors to any board of governance, Lynall et al (2003) argue that
organizational power brokers will look for someone who looks like them, thinks and
experiences life just like them, someone who can be trusted and who can share
confidences and common experiences. While McPherson et al (2001) agree with other
researchers that kinship as the most common form of social identity or homophily, they
also identify school connections as a major source. Huckfeldt and Sprague (1995),
however suggest that in political discussion networks, the relationships of ‘discussing
important matters, friendship and gender also play significant roles in determining who
‘fits’, who has ‘merit’!
The quantitative analysis reflected these findings in regard to the importance of
kinship (family and friends) with no significant difference between the cases. Both cases
showed that social and demographic background were important indicators of identity in
relation to ‘discussing important matters’; however, there was a significant difference in
regard to class, ethnicity and demographic background with the Graziers placing greater
emphasis on these concepts. This difference, however was not as marked during the
interview process in that both cases indicated a strong preference for ‘discussing
important matters’ with ‘people like us’, agreeing that these people were more likely to
be other men. Men were much more at ease talking to other men, referring to women
talking together as having a ‘girlie chat’, or changing the topic of conversation once a
woman joined the discussion.
Men prefer to talk about important matters with another man. If
women are seen speaking together at a meeting, we (the men) assume
they are talking about kids and family – having a girlie chat! (F12)
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The men gather in small groups and if a woman (a fellow Executive
board member) moves to join the group the conversation changes
immediately to something more frivolous as if the woman would not
understand their weighty discourse. They are polite but clearly you
don’t fit in – you are not ‘one of us’. They give the impression that
they own the important topics. They rarely nominate a woman for a
commodity or economics committee – the education, training and
communication committees are considered women’s business. (G2)
This reflects McPherson & Smith-Lovin’s (1986) research that in voluntary
organizations, men dominate the political and economic committees, thus increasing their
linkages while women find themselves restricted to smaller, less important domestic and
community issues. Evidence of this can be found in both cases where women are found
on the conservation, education and social issues committees while men dominate the
economic issues prevailing in the commodity and economics portfolios. While the
Grazier case study boast of 4 to 5 female Executive Board members (out of 18), there has
only ever been one female commodity committee chairman (wool) and one female
economics committee chairman (the same woman). A similar situation is found in the
Federalist case study where the few female board members are rarely farmers but
members selected from outside the industry for their special skills in law, banking or
commerce.
A man will always vote for a man and if there is a choice and
particularly if she is a young woman with family commitments the
men believe that the children and her family should come first (G10).
Unfortunately, in any election contest, if it comes down to a man
versus a woman and even if the woman is a standout candidate, men
will always vote for other men and if the woman is known as a strong
person, it will be even harder for her. (F10)
9.2.3.3 Masculism and Patronage
In considering gender as a factor in social identity, Pini (2001) and Poiner (1990), argue
that women are constrained by the imposition of prevailing social mores that insist that
the primary role of a farmer’s wife is child-care, domestic duties, financial work and
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‘gofering’. In this way, development of the essential connections and social capital
necessary for achievement of a board role in any State or national representative
organization is severely impeded, if not made impossible
Observing the two case study conferences, the author noticed the phenomenon of
‘the missing women’, the significant gap in the age groups present. Women between the
ages of 30 to 50 were simply not there but at home on the farm looking after the children,
meeting the school bus etc., having neither the time nor opportunity to go to a conference.
“If I want to go to a conference or a meeting, I have to organize
everything – child minding, bus drop-off and pick-up, after school
care, where-as when my husband is going to a meeting or conference
or even golf, he just tells me he is going and goes. He does not (have
to) take any responsibility for the organization of the children! It is the
way things are done out here and it is no use complaining or trying to
change it – and you can’t talk to anyone outside the family because
the family’s name and reputation in the district is more important than
you.” (Participant Observation)
Stokes (2004) refers to the masculism of Australian society arguing that it should be
included as a component of the (Deakin’s) Australian Settlement. He suggests that
masculinist values, identities and practices influence institutions, thus identifying who is
included and who is excluded. Alston (2003) and Shaver (1996) concur, arguing that
agriculture is particularly shaped around masculism and that women are effectively
marginalised in the discourse of the industry.
Male survey respondents and interviewees consistently denied there was any
prejudice against women and insisted that gender is irrelevant in the board selection
process, however, both the quantitative and qualitative analyses reveal that women are
not identified as real farmers; they do not ‘fit’ and are rarely considered for industry
representative or corporate board membership. Women are not seen as having the
emotional or intellectual strength to take part in vigorous debate.
I picture women who identify as farmers as more likely to be doing
the books, involved in the planning side of it, but they are not real
farmers – they don’t get their hands in the dirt. However well they
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qualify in every other way, if asked to make a decision on an
agricultural subject they wouldn’t have that practical experience to
draw on to help them with the decision (G1).
Evidence was found that strong women are often judged as a threat to the
organization rather than an asset and frequently subjected to campaigns to undermine
their authority.
I wasn’t the only woman but I was the only woman there who was a
real operational farmer and the only one who had quite a bit to say,
which was not the usual practice so therefore I was classified as too
aggressive (G2).
Women that do are mostly dismissed as being too strong and too clever.
Men are free to be themselves but a woman must not sound too
dammed clever otherwise she will be singled out and they will say
‘look don’t go and talk to her, she’s far too much of a know all’
(G15).
A very strong woman can come across as offensive to men, they are
seen as a threat and upset a lot of men, however, if a bloke was like
that he would be respected (F1).
Despite wide spread acknowledgement that women ‘do the books’; this was not
regarded as a real managerial or operational role, but merely helping out and therefore
did not qualify them as ‘real farmers’. Real farmers get their hands dirty and were able to
change a tractor tyre or dig the tractor out of the bog. If they don’t do that then they are
not real farmers and as such are not perceived to be legitimate inheritors of the land. This
lack of social identity within the industry, serves as a significant barrier to their
participation in the board selection process.
9.2.3.4 Land Ownership, Patriarchy and Leadership
Ownership of farming land is a core factor in the social identity of farming and women’s
lack of ownership of that land adds to the perception that they are not really farmers, but
just the farmer’s wife and therefore not legitimate players in the agricultural domain.
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At the end of the day, the person who owns the (land) title is the
person in charge. The person who owns the land owns the right to
make the decisions about his farm and the industry (G11).
The importance of landownership and being the owner of the land is
fundamental to Australian agriculture. It is the landowner who is
living this industry, who suffers the pain. Who else has the right to
decide his future (F1)?
Shortall (1992) argues that patriarchy is central to land ownership and confirms the
power and authority of the farmer ‘he’ in determining the future direction of the industry.
The quantitative data (Table 7.19) confirms the patriarchal nature of property rights and
is endorsed by both case studies with ownership of these rights central to ownership of
the industry and associated decision-making roles. The analysis further endorses the
existence of gender discrimination in regard to property rights and their legitimacy as
industry representatives and members of industry corporate boards. These findings are
supported by the cross analysis of the qualitative data that shows both cases acknowledge
that patriarchy continues the male domination of farm ownership, despite the introduction
of new land owning vehicles such as trusts and corporate ownership, thus perpetuating
the male domination of industry leadership and management.
The traditional patriarchal father son culture still exists. The men
inherit the right to farm and we (their wives and daughters) are the
outsiders no matter how much we contribute. He (husband) owns the
land in his own right and I own nothing. (F16).
Men continue to be perceived as the leaders of the industry, a fact provided even
greater legitimacy by dynasty and its associated inherited wealth.
Dynasty is certainly evident with board membership coming down
from father to son. My great grandfather and my great uncles were all
members of the Association board (G7)
Despite their often better educational qualifications, women are rarely seen as the
tough heroic leader.
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The problem with this industry is you’ve got 200 years of the man
crashing through bush on horseback to settle the station. It is usually
the men doing the physically demanding work therefore it are
understandable that they are seen as ‘heroic’ leaders (G9).
Women lack the necessary networks and to attain and retain a seat on the board they
must work harder than their male counterparts. Even those women, who do succeed in
election to the board of a State Farming Organization, often remark on their invisibility at
board meetings. Those women aspiring to a leadership role tend to be confined to their
local community to realize any leadership ambitions.
If you try to be an equal, you are branded as one of the ‘Thatchers’ of
this world. The Great Man theory is alive and well in the agricultural
industry and it is going to take a lot to change that, if ever (G5).
After a recent election for a new president of the Association where
there was only one candidate, a male board member was bemoaning
the lack of choice (of a suitable candidate). When asked if he had
considered approaching one of the four very able and well qualified
female board members to stand, he admitted the idea had never even
occurred to him (G2).

Summary
This chapter has provided a discussion of the findings of the data analysis and literature
research relative to the aim of this research, a determination of what factors influence
board membership in Australian agriculture. The three elements of the triangulation
process, the analysis of the data obtained from the quantitative analysis of the survey, the
qualitative analysis of data drawn from two case studies and the cross analysis discussion
dictated by the research questions has been framed by the literature reviews found in
Chapters 2 and 3.
The aim of the research was expressed in six research questions outlined in Chapter 1
(1.3) and refined and developed through the literature review and the primary research
into the three composite propositions that reflect Yin’s (2009) precepts of ‘how’ and
‘why’. The question of ‘why’ certain people are selected or elected to board membership
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in Australian agriculture is addressed in the discussion surrounding the concepts of
agrarianism and agrarian socialism (9.2.1) and historical institutionalism and path
dependency (9.3.1). The question of ‘how’ these people are selected, the process, is
addressed in the discussion of the constructs of social networks and social identity and
the concepts of masculism and patronage (9.4.1).
The data provided evidence of a shared theme of agrarianism across the two case
studies and throughout the agricultural industry. Farmers from across the ideological
spectrum speak of themselves as honest, hardworking contributors to Australian society,
earning valuable export dollars for the nation, while existing in a perpetual and heroic
battle against the weather, bureaucrats, economists, bankers, lawyers and the evil
merchant. They share a common perception of farmers as being morally upright citizens,
regardless of holding divergent ideologies.
However, while the analysis showed that the Grazier case study seeks nothing more
than to be rid of Government intervention in their markets and industry regulation,
members of the Federalist case study embrace an ideology that welcomes intervention in
the economics of agriculture through institutionalization of marketing, income
stabilization and support.
Historical institutionalism was found to be endemic throughout the agricultural
industry with statutory marketing authorities existing in most commodities creating a
path dependency. This path dependency was shown to demand conformity to
interventionist polices and institutions thus determining the selection of members of
commodity councils and statutory and corporate boards, creating a strong element of
agency as board members acted to protect their status and benefits.
Social networks and social identity were shown to be key factors in both case studies
as the means of influencing the internal board selection process to guarantee that
preferred people were promoted to critical positions within the organization. Good
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networks, the right contacts and the intensity of social connections within critical cliques
were all found to be important factors in obtaining a seat on the board.
Social identity was further examined relative to masculism, patriarchy, patronage,
land ownership and leadership, resulting in the finding that women are disadvantaged in
the industry’s masculinist culture, a culture dominated by the notion of male heroic
leadership, inheritance and dynasty.
The following chapter will examine the key findings of the research, the significance
of these findings for the industry and academia, the limitations of the research and
recommendations for future research.
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Conclusion
Introduction
The Australian agricultural industry with less than two hundred years of history is a
relative newcomer in the context of world agriculture. Australia, like Canada, the USA,
New Zealand, South Africa and parts of South America, is a part of the New World.
Australia, however, was exceptional. Founded as a penal colony, owned and governed by
representatives of a far distant Government, it was a land with no history of agriculture, a
land that had never been tilled but strategically managed by the indigenous people to
provide a plentiful population of game (Roberts 1924).
Further, where-as other new world settlements were founded on private investment
capital, seeking new opportunities for agricultural settlement and development, Australia
lacked any such advantage, with Government required to assume the functions and
responsibilities of developing the new settlement thus cementing colonial socialism as an
accepted practice in the colony. The primary industries of grazing and then agriculture,
albeit the latter as nothing more than subsistence in the early years, were secondary to the
establishment of a penal colony and did not become fully established for some years
(Boot 1998; Gilchrist 2013). As the new pastoral industry developed, the ideologically
classical liberal pastoralists were happy to take a pragmatic ‘socialism without doctrine’
approach to the established colonial socialism, capitalizing the benefits of State financing
of construction, transport and operation of railways (Pincus 2016).
The second element of Australia’s exceptionalism was its origin in a period of social
and political upheaval in the old world of northern Europe. The founding and
development of the colony coincided with the growth of classical liberalism and the reemergence of agrarianism and towards the end of the 19th century and into the 20th
century, the development of Jeremy Bentham’s and John Mill’s doctrine of utilitarian
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liberalism followed by Green’s theories of social liberalism and the new socialism.
Utilitarian liberalism and social liberalism eschewed the non-interventionist principles of
classical liberalism and while retaining the liberal beliefs of rights of property, freedom
of the market and the individual, proposed intervention by the State was legitimate if it
served the principles of equality and fairness or as Kelly (1992) claims, a doctrine of
‘protection all round’.
Thirdly, according to Sawer (2003), the significance of sequence and timing created
a perfect storm with the emergence of social liberalism as a popular ideology coinciding
with the aftermath of the 1850’s gold rush, followed by the 1890’s depression and great
Federation drought, the enactment of new land acts designed to create an agrarian social
class of small farmers, the arrival of unionised immigrants from the European industrial
revolution and following the two world wars of the first half of the 20th century, an influx
of largely non-agricultural soldier land settlers.
Jack Lewis (2010) Emeritus Professor of Agricultural Economics at the University of
New England argues, in his foreword to Massy’s (2011) review and appraisal of wool
industry policy in Australia, that an historical perspective is of critical importance in any
discussion of agricultural policy. This thesis is grounded in the history of land settlement
in Australia, Australian agricultural policy development, its exceptionalism and the long
attachment of the industry to State intervention through statutory marketing, price support
and market stabilization.
The research has focused on the factors that influence board selection in statutory
and corporate organizations in the Australian agriculture industry from the 1940s to the
year 2008, which saw the demise of the last of the major statutory marketing
interventions, the single desk for export wheat sales. While popular perception has
dictated the myth that these boards were merely attractive sinecures for retired white
male Anglo-Saxon farmers and graziers, the dramatic failure of the two major statutory
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authorities, the AWC and the AWB has focused attention on the selection process and the
motivations of the representative State farming organizations and commodity councils
from where most directors were drawn.
This study is framed by the questions of ‘why’ certain people were selected as board
directors and ‘how’ the selections of these ‘desired’ directors were achieved. It is argued
in this thesis that board selection was not merely a reward for services to a SFO, but the
means to perpetuate the goals and objectives of a dominant interventionist marketing
ideology and its supporting historical institutions.
A brief summary of the preceding chapters is followed by a concluding discussion of
the key findings relative to the research questions detailed in the introductory chapter and
the resulting contributions to theory.
The final sections will discuss the significance of the research for the development of
theory and implications for the agricultural industry, the limitations of the research and
recommendations for future research.

Chapter Review
The first chapter outlined the primary motivation for this research; the decisions made by
boards of governance that resulted in the decimation of Australia’s greatest export
industry, wool and the humiliation and scandal embracing the wheat industry, the second
most important agricultural export earner for more than 100 years.
The chapter outlined the justification and aims of the research, detailed research
questions addressing the roles of agrarianism and conformity to an interventionist
ideology, historical institutionalism and path dependency, social networks and social
identity with reference to masculism, patriarchy, patronage, land ownership and attitudes
to leadership in the agricultural industry.
Chapter 2 provided a review of the literature pertaining to the theories of social
networks and social identity through the lens of the discipline of behavioural science. To
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provide an historical perspective to the exceptionalism of Australian agricultural
development, a further literature review chapter was included. Chapter 3, reviewed the
literature through the prism of Australian agricultural history in the context of land
settlement and the influence of colonial socialism, the ideologies of liberalism and
agrarianism, the emerging doctrines of utilitarian and social liberalism, the influence of
unionism and the development of radical agrarianism in struggling wheat farmers. This
chapter included a discussion of State intervention in the form of SMAs and historical
institutionalism with its associated path dependencies. The chapter concluded with a
discussion of culture and leadership in the context of representative organizations in the
Australian agricultural industry and the male hegemony of rural society.
Chapter 4 provided a description of the methodology and justification of use of the
case study approach. A mixed methodology was chosen involving the use of both
quantitative and qualitative methodologies to investigate the research questions. In the
first instance a survey was conducted to provide data from a geographically dispersed
population targeting both past and present board members of all SFOs, commodity
councils and a broad sample of the agricultural community. The survey respondents
included both genders with the sample evenly divided between the two cases, the
Graziers and the Federalists. The qualitative data was drawn from historical
documentation, participant observation and a series interviews across the two case studies
representing the two polar opposite ideologies of free market non-interventionist
agriculture and orderly marketing interventionist agriculture.
Chapter 5 provided a background to industry and descriptions of the history and
composition of the two representative SFOs under review with supplementary
information relative to organizations in the two upper tiers of industry representation, a
commodity council and a research and marketing corporation.
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Chapters 6, 7 and 8 included detailed analyses of both the quantitative and qualitative
data, findings from which were discussed with reference to the literature in Chapter 9.

Discussion of Key Findings
The six research questions as outlined in Chapter 1 addressed the factors influencing
the board selection process from two aspects. The literature reviews and the detailed
quantitative and qualitative analysis have framed these questions as a number of
propositions that focus on the rationale that influences the selection process with the first
two addressing the reasons why certain directors are selected:
• Agrarianism and conformity to an agrarian socialist ideology embracing State
intervention act as determinants of board membership in Australian agriculture.
• Historical institutionalism and path dependency have a significant influence in the
determination of board membership in Australian agriculture.
The following four propositions address the means of the selection process – how
directors are identified and selected:
•

Social networks and social identity are determining influences in how the board
selection process functions in key organizations in Australian agriculture.

•

Patriarchy and patronage have a key role in determining board membership in
Australian agriculture.

•

Masculism and a prevailing masculinist culture reflected in the lack of gender
diversity in board membership in Australian agriculture influence the board
selection process.

•

Land ownership together with masculinist attitudes to leadership as male
prerogatives, have a key role in determining board membership in Australian
agriculture.

As noted in Chapter 9, the concepts of patriarchy, masculism, gender and
landownership in the context of the family farm or station as well as the construct of
leadership can all be linked to the ‘people like us’ phenomenon of social identity. As such
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these four questions, which address why certain directors are selected, will be included in
the key findings concerning social networks and social identity.
10.3.1 Agrarianism and Conformity to Agrarian Socialist Ideology
Proposition 1: Agrarianism and conformity to an agrarian socialist ideology
embracing State intervention act as key determinants of board membership in
Australian agriculture.
The interview process provided a considerable body of evidence across both case studies
of a widely held agrarian ideology. As shown in the quantitative analysis and the
discussion chapter, however, membership of both statutory and corporate boards is
dominated exclusively by Federalist organizations. It can be deduced therefore, that while
agrarianism is a contributing factor, it fails as a deciding determinant in the board
selection process with both case studies demonstrating a firm belief in the importance of
the agricultural industry and an agrarian way of life.
However, the ideology described as agrarian socialism (Brett 2007; Chislett 1967;
Connors 1995; Harrigan 2004; Kelly 1992), and defined as a belief in State intervention,
statutory marketing and price support and regulatory schemes, was found to guide policy
development in the Federalist case study but not the policies of the Grazier case study.
Both the quantitative and qualitative data showed that Federalist organizations
demand strict conformity with their interventionist policies allowing little or no room for
the introduction of new information and ideas. The collegiate electoral structure of the
Federalist organizations (Chapter 5), together with Federal Government legislation
governing SMAs and Corporations that guaranteed grower dominated boards and a
grower chairman and granted Commodity Councils the right of approval over the director
selection process, ensured that potential candidates for office at every level must conform
to the interventionist doctrine and policies of the Federalist organizations.
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Given that there are Federalist organizations in every State and only one remaining
non-interventionist Grazier SFO in the nation, these SMOs clearly control the agricultural
policy environment, thus ensuring that an ideology embracing State intervention through
statutory marketing and price support schemes has been the dominant force in Australian
agriculture.
The study has found that conformity to an interventionist ideology supporting State
intervention in marketing, price support and regulation was a primary determinant
influencing membership of the boards of statutory and corporate marketing boards in
Australian agriculture in the period under research.
10.3.2 Historical Institutionalism and Path Dependency
Proposition 2: Historical institutionalism and path dependency have a significant role
in determining board membership in Australian agriculture.
It was found that the statutory marketing authorities and price support and regulatory
schemes that have dominated Australian agriculture over the period of this research
satisfy the definition of historical institutions as organizations that are publicly
guaranteed and privileged, with an enforcement capacity backed by societal norms
(Peters 2012). These schemes further satisfy the explanation of historical institutionalism
in that they are premised upon the enduring effects of institutional and policy choices
made at the initiation of the structure, incorporating a path dependency that determined
future policy, governance, and any attempt to introduce change (Streeck & Thelen 2005).
It was evident from the data and supported by the literature that the SMAs and
corporations in those commodities examined in this thesis were institutionalized,
resulting in a path dependency based on conformity to the historical institution’s ideology
and policy choices. Path dependency was clearly influential in influencing membership of
the powerful commodity councils with Council members handpicked by their relative
SFO commodity committee and endorsed by each organization’s governing board on the
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basis of their demonstrated support for the relevant commodity SMA. Board members of
SMAs were either directly chosen by the relevant Commodity Council or indirectly
through the Council’s assent to their nomination. The preferences of these Commodity
Council members, derived from the policies and values of the organizations (SFOs) from
which they were drawn were influential in determining the selection and endorsement of
SMA and Corporation directors, thus maintaining the path along which the institution
moved.
A key feature of institutionalism is the creation of roles and this in turn creates
interests that help to maintain the institution (Padgett & Ansell 1993). This concurs with
Massy’s (2011) observation that achieving a seat on the Commodity Council was at times
the first step for a councillor towards obtaining a seat on the board of the Authority and
the attendant status and benefits associated with that board membership. As noted in
Chapter 9, however, benefits were not confined to the members of the board and
Commodity Council, but also extended to the staff of the SMAs and Corporations whose
jobs depend on the continued existence of the Authority and its statutory funding.
Excepting for two AWC economists who argued against the folly of maintaining an
unsustainably high Reserve Price, the CEO and other senior staff members attended
grower meetings right up to the end of the scheme, exhorting growers to stand firm and
defend their institution. Without the continued existence of the historical institution, these
staff members would no longer have been employed in what were highly paid and
prestigious positions (Massy 2011).
The research finds therefore that path dependency based on support for industry
historical institutions is a primary determining factor influencing the selection of
members of the boards of these institutions.
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10.3.3 Social Networks and Social Identity
Proposition 3: Social networks and social identity embracing concepts of patriarchy,
masculism, gender, landownership and leadership are determining elements in how
board selection functions in key organizations in Australian agriculture.
The analysis found that significant differences existed between the case studies relative to
the importance of school networks and the connections built through school at the SFO
level, however, the importance of sufficient connections within the right networks and the
number of these linkages, were the most important factors critical to successful
promotion to membership of a SMA or corporation board. The most important networks
in determining board appointments were found to be the closed networks of the Federalist
organizations in which trusted insiders could demonstrate their conformity to
organizational policy and ideology and their support for the values of the important
historical institutions.
The data found that social identity, colloquially defined as ‘people like us’, the
organizing principle of social networks (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook 2001) was a
key factor in determining who among the possible candidates was most likely to be
appointed to the board. Again there were significant differences between the two case
studies with the Graziers placing a strong emphasis on political and professional identity
and a shared social class whereas the Federalists identified more with discrete interest
groups such as subscription to a common ideology and having a shared commodity
interest.
While the initial research questions looked at the concepts of masculism, patriarchy,
patronage, land ownership and leadership as separate issues, the data revealed that these
concepts were integral to the concept of social identity. Each one played a role in
determining if someone qualified as ‘people like us’.
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As shown in earlier research (Alston 1998a; Pini 2001; Sheridan 1994; Shortall
2001), masculism and gender were found to be key deciding factors in the identification
of potential board members. A significant element of social identity was identified as the
strong preference of men, to ‘discuss important matters’ with other men. Huckfeldt and
Sprague’s (1995) research showed that 84% of men supported such a premise, a finding
endorsed in the cross case analysis which showed that farming men continue to be more
at ease talking with other men.
The data confirmed that women continue to be constrained in a patriarchal society
that affirmed the principle that farming is a male domain. The imposition of the
prevailing social mores of being ‘a farmer’s wife’, not a real farmer, with society
determining that their primary role is to raise the family, confines their interests to
domestic duties and ‘helping out’ if necessary. Strong women, who did achieve a
significant presence in an organization in key policy areas within commodities, were
regarded with suspicion and rejected as potential leaders or board members as they were
considered to be too aggressive. They were found not to ‘fit’ the industry’s perception of
women.
The cross case analysis endorsed the findings of earlier research that identified land
ownership of farming land and the importance of being a farmer as core elements in the
social identity of farmers with the lack of women’s ownership of these key identifying
factors as being prohibitive of any attempt to be recognized as real farmers and therefore
legitimate contenders for board selection.
Further it was found that men continue to perceive leadership as a male trait and
themselves as the legitimate leaders of the industry and therefore these criteria remain an
important factor in identifying potential board members. While there was cross case
endorsement of the premise that industry leadership should no longer be seen as the
exclusive preserve of men and women do possess leadership qualities, women who do
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succeed in election to the board of a State Farming Organization rarely progress to the
leadership of the organization or membership of a Statutory or Corporate industry board.

Contributions to Theory
The research has provided evidence suggesting a number of contributions to theory.
These contributions are discussed in this section in relation to theories surrounding State
intervention, agrarian socialism and historical institutionalism and path dependency.
10.4.1 State Intervention
The finding in this thesis lend support to the literature on the emergence of a pragmatic
form of State interventionism in the Australian agricultural industry that dates back to the
colonial socialism of the early penal colony and furthered by the introduction of the
theories of Benthamite utilitarian liberalism, Chartism, new (social) liberalism and what a
number of authors have referred to as agrarian socialism (Butlin 1959; Boot 1994;
Gilchrist 2013; Hancock 1930; Stokes 2004; Sawer 2003; Botterill 2003; Stephen Bartos
2006a; Coleman 2016; Pincus 2016).
According to Blainey (2016), it was predicted in the early 1900s that Australia might
be one of the first semi-socialist nations in the world. While, by the late 1970s, with the
emergence of neo-liberalism, Australian governments had begun to swing away from
interventionism and state activism towards economic rationalism, rural Australia retained
its steadfast support for and dependence on interventionist policies and institutions
associated with what has been termed agrarian socialism.
The term agrarian socialism has been widely used by the media, academia and by
those in the industry who adhere to an opposing philosophy that embraces a free market
with minimal to no government intervention. This study, however, supports the
contention shared by Graham (1966), Collins (1985) and Hancock (1930) that the
concept of socialism runs counter to the reality of farming in Australia and the term
agrarian socialism is in effect a misnomer. They argue that farmers are really only
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interested in their own benefit, using State intervention to improve their own trading
position in a free enterprise economy that guarantees their private property rights,
individual freedom and independence.
The empirical findings of this research contribute to the literature in identifying the
unique confluence of political, economic and socio-educational factors that led to
farmer’s embracing a utilitarian liberal ideology that validated the role of the
interventionist State while at the same time, guaranteeing their private property rights and
independence. This study proposes that a more appropriate description of the
predisposition of many Australian farmers to State intervention in the form of statutory
marketing and State guaranteed price support schemes is found in the integration of
agrarianism and the (Benthamite) utilitarian liberal doctrine. Rather than agrarian
socialism, the prevailing ideology of the Federalist sector, which includes the majority of
farmers, is better defined as agrarian utilitarian liberalism. The interest these farmers have
in statutory marketing, price support schemes and compulsory levies lies more in
socializing the downside of risk rather than providing for the proletariat, capitalizing
profits rather than sharing these with neighbours. The empirical data reveals a very strong
belief in private property rights with the farmer’s ownership of their land, the means of
production, fundamental to their very existence and the concept of community ownership
and shared profits rejected absolutely.
A fundamental premise of Benthamite utilitarian liberalism is what Coleman (2016,
p. 50) describes as legal constructivism, ‘the presumption that the law is the best tool to
make the world a better place’, thus achieving Jeremy Bentham’s underlying philosophy
of the greatest happiness for the greatest number. Concerned that free market advocates
selling outside the marketing authority could undermine its value and purpose, farmers
demanded that the various statutory authorities, marketing and price support schemes
together with the collection of associated levies should be underwritten by Federal and
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State legislation. In this way the statutory authorities would be the sole sellers of the
annual harvest thus legally compelling all in the industry to take part.
The literature (Chapter 3) has shown that Australia’s early rural industry included
three distinct social, political and economic networks beginning with financially
independent free market pastoralists (graziers) followed by financially independent,
agrarian, free market yeoman farmers and finally, struggling radical agrarian wheat
farmers. The literature further showed that the well educated classical liberal pastoralists
(graziers) were entirely comfortable in their ability to deal with banks, merchant houses
and Government on equal terms, fully appreciating the role and contribution of each of
these sectors to the success of their (the graziers) commercial enterprises (Black 2016;
Connors 1995; Hancock 1930; Harman, Smith & Smith 1967).
At the other end of the political, social and economic spectrum, however, many, if
not most of the small radical wheat farmers, lacking experience and a sound educational
background distrusted banks, merchants (the hated middle man), academics and
bureaucrats, feeling at a disadvantage in their commercial dealings with these better
educated sectors (Connors 1995).
The 1850s Gold rush, followed by a succession of colonial, State and Federal
Government land settlement policies aimed at populating the land and raising capital to
fund infrastructure, attracted an influx of immigrants with little if any capital. Many
found their way onto small conditional purchase farms on remote and marginal land and
struggling to make a living, sustained only by family labour, they were soon attracted to
the interventionist ideas of utilitarian and social liberalism, ideologies they believed
would guarantee them State support and a standard of living equal to their fellow urban
citizens (Hancock 1930; Davison & Brodie 2005; Botterill 2004; Connors 1995; Harrigan
2004).
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As far back as the 1890s depression, wheat farmers had periodically called on
Government to provide both market and price support and during both WW1 and WW2,
the Government had established and operated compulsory wheat pools and wool
acquisition schemes. With the cessation of hostilities, however, these schemes were
wound up, returning the market to a free trade environment. Lacking sufficient capital,
adequate education and any real understanding of the market, the small wheat farmers,
together with the massive influx of post war soldier settlers, having little if any
knowledge or experience of farming, again found themselves in a position of
disadvantage in their negotiations with the better educated merchants. This disadvantage
was compounded by the tyranny of distance from markets and the lack of adequate
communications, few having access to a reliable telephone service or daily newspapers
through which they might receive market information (Connors 1995).
Eschewing the idea of the voluntary marketing cooperatives as found in North
America, and unable to attract Government subsidies as provided to farmers in the UK,
Northern Europe and the USA 7, their preferred solution lay in State intervention through
Government backed orderly marketing authorities that would manage the marketing of
their product in the farmers’ interests so that they could return to the farm to get on with
the real work of farming.
This time, however, underlining the farmers’ innate distrust of Government and
bureaucracy, they demanded that these marketing authorities would be founded on the
idea of a benign organization, owned and controlled by them through boards made up of
a majority of grower directors with a grower chairman and managed by employees whose
mission was to act as the growers’ steward in the marketplace.

7

Whereas assistance to agriculture in manufacturing countries (e.g.UK, USA, Northern Europe) is
commonly provided in the form of production subsidies funded by secondary industry, in Australia,
primary industry subsidised a nascent secondary industry.
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According to Cornforth (2004), however, in a stewardship model, the board,
representing the owners (farmers), has the role of a partner with management, with the
prime function of adding value to top decision-making. Lacking essential business and
marketing skills, grower directors are unlikely to be able to fulfil such a role and as in the
mode of cooperatives and mutual associations, inevitably become passive receivers of
information.
Unqualified support for the legislation and SMAs was rapidly established as a
primary influence on board selection with all political parties supporting their demands.
No politician or political party that wished to gain or retain Government could afford to
ignore the votes of an industry spread across all mainland States.
Supported by legislation and accepted and embodied in structural form, SMAs and
price support schemes inevitably led to a path dependency on what would become the
historical institutions that would dominate the industry for more than half a century
(Botterill 2011).
10.4.2 Historical Institutions and Path Dependency
The empirical findings of this study support the literature that Statutory Marketing
Authorities and Corporations satisfy the definition of an historical institution as an
institution that embodies a particular mix of values important at the time of its creation
and having the potential to survive long after those values cease to be important or
relevant. Further, the empirical findings support the theory that SMAs emerged from
political and policy history with policies created to solve problems of collective action.
These institutions exhibit a path dependency built on conformity to an agrarian utilitarian
liberal ideology, which underpins them, endorsing March and Olsen’s (1984) premise
that even in the face of a compelling exogenous force for change, members who have a
strong ideological identification with influential historical institutions will continue to
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conform to its norms rather than consider the personal consequences of resisting change
(Botterill 2011; Peters 2012; Streeck & Thelen 2005; Pierson & Skocpol 2002).
This research contributes to the literature through identification of a path dependency
of strict conformity to an agrarian utilitarian liberal ideology and the associated policy
choices of the historical institutions. The path dependency exhibited by the tight policy
groups (Commodity Councils) in their role in the selection and endorsement of board
directors and Chairmen is a primary determinant of the boards of Statutory Marketing
Authority and Corporation.
The literature shows that in times of a radical cascade of change brought about by
some exogenous shock, historical institutions rarely completely disappear but move to
adapt their internal dynamics and act to preserve themselves (Peters 2012).
Continuing evidence of this is found in the wool, grain and dairy industries where
former marketing and price support institutions have modified their purpose to assume
the mantle of research and development organizations. These institutions are structured in
much the same way, funded by compulsory taxes and levies on producers and production
and drawing board directors from the same ideologically interventionist organizations.
While these boards are again promoted to growers as stewards of their compulsorily
acquired levies, evidence of agency costs is apparent, with boards and administrative staff
seeking to maximise benefits from the status and job security of the statutory nature of
the institution and its funding (Worthington, Becker & Barbour 2017; McQueen, Skipper
& Standen 2009).
Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) emerged from the ashes of the AWC and its
successor, Australian Wool Research and Promotion (AWRAP). The intended purpose of
this statutory corporation was to manage research funds collected through compulsory
levies on wool production and to distribute these funds to where there was proven
evidence of market failure. Over time the board, originally selected for professional skills
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in research and development has been taken over by political elements within the
industry and is now dominated by growers elected from candidates approved by the
board’s own selection committee and the new industry commodity council, Wool
Producers Australia. What was an exclusive R&D function of the organization has been
subsumed by a return to the failed marketing and promotion policies of the old (historical
institution) AWC. A review of the organization revealed that the current division of AWI
spending (with a 5% +/- tolerance) is 40% of levy funds spent on R & D with 60% spent
on marketing. The review further revealed a board that is factionalised and dominated by
a culture and dynamic lacking in transparency and openness (McQueen, Skipper &
Standen 2009; Worthington, Becker & Barbour 2017).
10.4.3 Social Network and Social Identity Theories in Board Selection
As noted earlier, this research has investigated the determinants of board membership
from two major aspects, the ‘why’ - the ideological basis of the selection process and the
‘how’ - the means that ensures the ‘right’ people are identified for selection. The
empirical findings of this study support the literature that describes the agricultural
industry lobby as an old boys’ club, a closed network of inter-related farmers who all
know each other and are characterized by a shared ideology and a limited membership (S.
Bartos 2006; Botterill 2005). The findings further endorse the literature concerning the
roles of interlocking networks such as school, local governments, industry associations
and gender with particular reference to men’s preference to only ‘discuss important
matters with other men’ and confirm that women remain constrained by the social mores
of being a farmer’s wife whose role is seen as wife, mother and a ‘helper’ (Huckfeldt &
Sprague 1995; Pini 2001; Alston 1998c).
The empirical data does reveal that while there has been a small increase in the
number of women on industry boards, these women are rarely practising farmers but
sourced from a network of professional female directors to satisfy Government directives
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of increasing board diversity. Contrary to a willingness to accept strong professional
women from outside the industry onto industry boards, the study found that male farmers
regard those women within the industry who are known as strong women, who question
policies and industry shibboleths, as aggressive and therefore unacceptable as potential
leaders or board members – they do not ‘fit’.
This research contributes to the literature in the conclusion that the most important
networks in determining board selection to industry statutory authorities and corporations
are the closed networks of the Federalist organizations in which trusted insiders
demonstrate their conformity to organizational policy and ideology and continue their
support of the foundation values of the historical institutions of the SMAs that are no
longer relevant in the context of the current market.

Significance of the research
This research makes a significant contribution to the field of agricultural and business
research in that it has looked beyond the ‘how’ of the selection process, the mechanisms
based on the theories of social networks and social identity, ‘the club’, to the ‘why’ of the
selection process. Why is it that these boards have consistently selected members who,
despite evidence to the contrary, have pursued policies that proved detrimental to their
industry, if not all but destroyed it? Surely, amongst these directors, someone would have
said no, this is the wrong way. Why is it that certain members of the agricultural
community are consistently denied positions of influence in this important area of the
Australian economy? Why is it that the peak bodies of the agricultural industry are
consistently dominated by dynasties of males? Given such information it should be
possible for governments, board members and the voting members to confront the reality
that the selection of board members must be more inclusive of the broad agricultural
community, seeking the most competent business minds irrespective of personal
philosophical bent.
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An examination of the ‘why’ of the board selection process has added to the
theoretical significance of this research by describing the functionality of business in a
statutory framework thus contributing to knowledge about how business is conducted in
the socio-political framework of the agricultural industry These statutory authorities are
assigned, by way of legislation, remarkable powers to manage very large budgets of
compulsorily acquired taxes and levies, ostensibly for the good of their particular
industry (Coleman 2016; Kelly 1992; Hancock 1930).
10.5.1 Implications for Industry
This research has been completed in a period following significant events in the major
agricultural commodity export industries. The wool industry underwent catastrophic
change as the historical institution of the AWC and associated RPS foundered and was
eventually disbanded through the passage of relevant legislation through the Federal
Parliament. Woolgrowers found themselves alone and broken in an uncertain world. The
historical institution that they had depended on for sixteen years was no longer there to
act as their steward in the world of commerce and even more galling, they were soon to
find that the board and administration had acted more in their own interests than those of
their constituents. Staff levels had increased significantly and despite warnings and
irrefutable evidence of imminent failure from respected economists, agricultural
consultants and a large number of producers, the directors, Chairman and administration
had placed their own positions above the interests of the industry.
Wheat producers discovered that their holy grail, the single desk for wheat exports,
had been disgraced and humiliated by the Volcker report, a report that revealed the AWB
had broken international sanctions against the Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq. The board
claimed to have little understanding or knowledge of just what had gone wrong and like
the wool industry, the administration had forsaken what wheat growers believed was
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stewardship of their industry, no longer acting in the interests of growers, but pursuing
personal careers as traders on a world market (Stephen Bartos 2006b; Botterill 2011).
This research has provided the agricultural industry with an insight into why and
how it was possible and indeed probable that such an important contributor to the
nation’s economy can be damaged if not all but destroyed by a flawed approach to
industry leadership and governance.
The board is of critical importance in any organisation having responsibility for the
four key roles of governance, strategy and policy development, supervision of
management and compliance with regulatory frameworks. The implications for industry
lie in the urgent need for the development of governance structures that enshrine board
diversity and the premise that there is no place for politics in the boardroom (Kelly 2016).

Limitations of the research
The limitations to the data collection methods were outlined in Chapter 4 in the
discussion of the research design. Farmers are well known for their reluctance to be
involved in surveys. The author speaks from experience of the number of telephone
surveys that farmers are subjected to in the evenings requesting participation in long and
tedious questionnaires. Many are not comfortable with the online environment and the
paper questionnaire will often be placed in the in-tray only to soon disappear under the
weight of incoming mail. By the time it is uncovered, almost invariably the return date is
long past. To add to the difficulties facing the researcher, privacy laws now make access
to organizational databases difficult if not impossible.
The survey was an important part of the data collection, however, as it enabled the
author to address issues that emerged in the pilot interviews where it was found
interviewees tended to answer in a somewhat politically correct manner. The anonymity
of the survey with the opportunity to make open comment at the end, revealed more
telling views, which the author could explore in greater depth in subsequent interviews.
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The case study method proved the most appropriate methodology and two
ideologically opposed case studies were identified with two SFOs selected to represent
each of the two ideologies. The sheer geographical and cultural breadth of the Australian
agricultural industry, however, required the inclusion of interviewees from other like
farmer organizations to triangulate the data.
Finally, this research covers a period of several decades of agricultural history from
the introduction of the first wheat industry statutory marketing authority in 1948 until the
deregulation of the industry in the 2008. For many who responded to the survey or were
interviewed, memories were somewhat vague or in some cases second hand. This was
overcome to a large degree by reference to historical archives. These were easily
accessible in the case of the Grazier case study but proved more problematic in the case
of the Federalists. While access to the Grazier case study’s extensive and well-maintained
archives was freely available, the Federalist case study records are kept in a number of
different storage facilities with little administrative knowledge of their exact location.

Areas for Future Research
Commerce is about commercial transactions while politics is about influence (Kelly
1992). Since the middle of the last century, a peculiar mix of commerce and politics has
governed Australian agriculture. For all of that time, the people who have assumed
leadership of these industries have relied on politics and statutory intervention. As noted
in an earlier chapter, it is impossible for board members selected for their political and
ideological background rather than appropriate skill set, to serve both a political
constituency and the commercial interests of an industry.
In the beginning growers saw statutory authorities as benevolent institutions that
would look after their interests. They believed they could employ people to manage the
sale of their produce and protect them from what they saw as the evil voracious merchant
who looked to nothing more than cheat the honest hard working farmer out of his well281

earned profits. Growers believed in a legalistic system of statutory levies that would
ensure everyone must pay their dues and no one would get a free ride. Unfortunately they
found that a guaranteed supply of money from compulsory levies can lead to agency
costs supplanting stewardship, and this can involve both board directors and the
administration. Agency costs are usually associated more with the employees of an
organization, however, the directors of levy funded statutory authorities and corporations
enjoy significant benefits including status, travel, other board appointments and as noted
by Connors (1995), at times even a knighthood.
A number of opportunities for future research have emerged from this research.
Kelly’s (1992) premise that commerce is about commercial transactions while politics is
about influence, suggests that it is extremely difficult if not impossible for directors,
selected for their commitment to a path dependency based on a political ideology to act
commercially. This leads to the conclusion that there is a critical need for research into
how such boards should be selected.
Cornforth (2004, p. 12) questions that lay members, selected for their ideological
commitment but lacking any real corporate experience, can effectively supervise and
interrogate senior managers, ensure probity and oversee strategy while delivering long
term value to the organization and its stakeholders? How does the industry overcome the
club mentality of the selection process that creates clones with little or no diversity of
opinion and therefore little or no capability to challenge each other?
With a number of statutory research and development corporations, funded by
compulsory levies still in existence, it is imperative that an effective model is devised that
will overcome the conflict between democracy, stewardship and agency that continues to
plague current boards. When does stewardship change to agency within these boards and
does compulsory funding of such corporations inevitably lead to a corruption of the
commercial interests of the levy payers.
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A further suggestion for future research lies in the political and ideological origins of
Australian agriculture and how this has affected the commercial development of this
essential industry.

Summary
This chapter has summarised the key findings of the research and found that agrarianism
is widespread but it is conformity to an agrarian utilitarian liberalism, defined as an
interventionist ideology supporting State intervention in marketing, price support and
regulation rather than agrarian socialism that acts as a primary determining influence on
board selection.
The study further found that path dependency based on support for industry historical
institutions is a primary determining factor influencing the selection of members of the
boards of these institutions.
The theories of social networks and social identity were examined relative to the
board selection process and it was found that these theories have a significant role in
determining board selection across the industry. The relevance of these theories to board
selection within SFOs is not confined to the Federalist organizations but found in both
case studies. However, when applied to the Commodity Councils, which are dominated
by Federalist member organizations and the role of these organizations in nominating and
selecting directors for statutory and corporate boards, social networks, and social identity
determined by patriarchy, landownership and perceptions of leadership ensured that
women continue to meet the barrier of the ‘grass ceiling’.
This chapter provided a summary of the contributions of the research to theory and
discussed implications for the industry, in particular the functionality of business in a
statutory framework and how business is conducted in a socio-political framework.
The limitations of the research were addressed and the chapter concluded with a
discussion of possible future directions for research including the need for the
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development of a business model that will accommodate the conflicting issues of agency
and stewardship and how the exceptionalism of Australian agriculture has affected its
commercial development and the realisation of its potential.
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UWA Business School
Research Office
35 Stirling Highway
CRAWLEY 6009
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
T +61 8 6488 2937
F +61 8 6488 1016
E research-business@uwa.edu.au
www.business.uwa.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code: 00126G

Mr Wayne Harvey
CEO
Victorian Farmers Federation
Farrer House, Level 5, 24 Collins St
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000

Dear Mr Harvey
As you are aware, Lynne Johnston is currently undertaking a doctorate examining the
factors that determine membership of boards of governance in Australian State Farmer
Organisations (SFOs).
Lynne is examining social network theory, which suggests that membership of decisionmaking groups is affected by factors which may not be confined to the merit of a
potential candidate.
Lynne will be looking at the social relationships that may be important to membership of
governance boards as well as other factors. I am sure that your organisation and other
farm-based organisations will find value in Lynne’s study.
In order to successfully undertake the study, Lynne will be surveying organisations as
well as undertaking other forms of research, including historical data. Her research
includes three case studies. Each study will require:
•
•

•
•

Access to archival data to compare the demographic profile of board membership over a
period of time. For obvious reasons we would not be examining post 2005 records.
A quantitative survey of members to:
- ascertain the demographic profile of the membership;
- perceptions of leadership and aspects of culture across different demographic groups
within the membership;
- examine social networks within the membership and ascertain the importance of
clusters within these networks.
A number of focus groups;
A series of interviews with present and (where possible), past board members.

All research undertaken as part of this study will be compliant with the standards of
ethical research as applied at The University of Western Australia (UWA). Lynne is
aware of the importance of maintaining confidentiality and every necessary step will be
taken to preserve complete confidentiality for participants. The integrity of the data from
each case study is guaranteed, and in no instance will be disclosed to other case study
participants. No individual responses will be provided to members of organisations and if
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any potentially identifiable comment is contemplated, written permission will be sought
from the person concerned.
All letters of introduction inviting participation in focus groups and personal interviews
will affirm the voluntary nature of any involvement. Electronic transcripts of focus group
proceedings and personal interviews will be transcribed to hard copy format and provided
to participants for assessment and feedback regarding accuracy.
To ensure all ethical issues are addressed, approval will be sought through the UWA
Ethics Committee.
I believe this is an important study in that, while there has been some research into
gender diversity in agricultural organisations and barriers to entry relative to
appointments and elections to agricultural industry boards, there has been no research
into the actual determinants of board membership within the agricultural industry. An
understanding of these factors will be of great value in the development of strategies to
achieve board diversity.
Participation in this research by the Victorian Farmers Federation will provide an
important element in the critical triangulation of data essential to the success of the study.
While I understand that agreement to participate in this research will require the approval
of your board, I urge you to offer it your full support when the matter is under
consideration.
Yours sincerely

Professor David Plowman
Director (Postgraduate Programs)
UWA Business School
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UWA Business School
Research Office
35 Stirling Highway
CRAWLEY 6009
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
T +61 8 6488 2937
F +61 8 6488 1016
E research-business@uwa.edu.au
www.business.uwa.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code: 00126G

Name
Organization
Address
Dear Sir/Madam
As a doctoral candidate at The University of Western Australia Business School, under
the supervision of Winthrop Professor David Plowman, Lynne Johnston is conducting a
research project that seeks to understand what factors determine membership of the
boards/executives/councils of representative organizations in the Australian Agricultural
industry including State Farmer Organizations (SFO), Industry councils and marketing
corporations.
There have been some studies of the composition of boards in the agricultural industry;
however, there has been no research into the determinants of board membership. An
understanding of these factors will be of immense value to agricultural representation in
that it will have the potential to assist organisations develop the necessary strategies for
selection of the best candidates and therefore election of the most effective directors to
the board. The board is of critical importance in any organisation having responsibility
for the four key roles of governance, strategy and policy development, supervision of
management and compliance with regulatory frameworks. The various representative
organisations in the agricultural industry play an important role in providing strategic
direction and advice to their members, to industry and to both State and Federal
Governments in the development of domestic and international policy. A competent
board is therefore essential to guide the industry through the maze of competing interests
such as the environment, industrial relations, world trade issues and animal rights
activism, towards achieving the primary goal, that of furthering the productivity and
profitability of members.
It has been suggested to me that you would be an excellent person to interview for this
study and I seek your consent to participate in this important project. Your cooperation is
vital to the completion of the research.
Your responses will be anonymous and confidential and data will be reported in such a
way to ensure you cannot be identified. You may withdraw your written consent at any
time during the data collection period of this research without prejudice. The interview
will be audio-recorded and transcribed to ensure that all questions and responses are
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captured accurately. If requested a copy of the interview transcript
will be provided prior to the case study report being written.
The interview is planned in a semi-structured manner such that
while a number of topics will be introduced into the discussion, you
will be encouraged to raise any ideas and concepts of your own that
you consider relevant to the topic. The following topics will be
among the questions included in the discussion
•

Your motivation for nominating (or not) for membership of your
organization’s board

•

Role of social networks in board selection process

•

Importance of social identity (people like us) in board selection

•

Importance of conformity to group values

•

The role of land ownership in deciding who sits on the board

Transcribed copies of the interview will be kept on a database on the researcher’s
computer until the thesis is submitted after which time all records will be destroyed.
If you consent to participating in this research please complete and return the attached
consent form in the enclosed stamped and addressed envelope. If you have any further
questions or concerns you can contact Lynne Johnston by telephone on 08 93821091.
Thank you in anticipation of your participation in this study.
Yours sincerely
Winthrop Professor David Plowman PhD FASSA
UWA Business School
35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009
Ph. +61 8 6488 3984 Fax +61 8 6488 1072

Approval to conduct this research has been provided by the University of Western Australia, in
accordance with its ethics review and approval procedures. Any person considering
participation in this research project, or agreeing to participate, may raise any questions or
issues with the researchers at any time.
In addition, any person not satisfied with the response of researchers may raise ethics issues or
concerns, and may make any complaints about this research project by contacting the Human
Research Ethics Office at the University of Western Australia on (08) 6488 3703 or by emailing
to hreo-research@uwa.edu.au
All research participants are entitles to retain a copy of any Participant Information For and/or
Participant Consent Form relating to this research project.
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Participant Consent Form
I/We (the participants) have read the information provided and any questions I/we have
asked about the research study have been answered to my/our satisfaction. I agree to
participate in this research study.
I understand that all information provided is treated with the strictest confidentiality and
will not be released by the researcher unless required under law. I have been advised as to
what data are being collected, what the purpose is, and what will be done with the data
upon the completion of the research.
I agree that research gathered aforementioned the study may be published, provided
my/our name(s) or other identifying information is not used. I understand that I can
withdraw from participating in this study at any time without reason or prejudice
I understand that if I have any complaints regarding the manner in which this research
project is conducted I can forward the complaints to the researcher or directly to the
supervisor of the project, Winthrop Professor David Plowman at University of Western
Australia Business School (Ph. +61 8 6488 3984).
I understand I will be provided with a copy of the information sheet and the consent form
for my records.
Signature________________________________________________________________
_______
Name of
Participant____________________________________________________________
Date____________________________________________________________________
______
Address_________________________________________________________________
_______
Tel:
Home__________________________________Mobile___________________________
_________
Email___________________________________________________________________
_______
The Human research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia
requires that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding
the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the Chief
Investigator, Professor David Plowman or alternatively, to the Secretary, Human
Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, 35
Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (Telephone: (08) 9380-3703). All study
participants will be provided with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for their personal records.
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The Human research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia
requires that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding
the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the Chief
Investigator, Professor David Plowman or alternatively, to the Secretary, Human
Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, 35
Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (Telephone: (08) 9380-3703). All study
participants will be provided with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for their personal records.
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Participant Information Form
What Factors Determine Who Sits on the Board of Representative
Organisations in the Australian Agricultural Industry?
Survey Information Sheet
This research is being undertaken by Lynne Johnston, a doctoral candidate of The
University of Western Australia Business School. The following gives you detailed
information about this important study.
Why do this research?
The agricultural industry remains an important Australian export industry with an ever
increasing attention to the need for national food security as well as an international
imperative to contribute to feeding and clothing an increasing world population. The
various representative organisations in the industry play a critical role in providing
strategic direction and advice to their members, to industry and to Governments at both
Federal and State level in the development of policies and legislation that will facilitate
productivity and profitability for the industry.
What are the benefits of this research?
The agricultural industry must deal with a maze of competing interests including the
environmental movement, industrial relations policy, the mining industry, world trade
negotiations and animal rights activism etc. To meet these and other challenges, it is
essential that those organisations purporting to represent the industry are able to provide
skilled and effective leadership through their boards. An understanding of the
determinants of board composition will be of great value to industry representation in
developing strategies that will assist these organisations in achieving their most effective
boards.
How will the research be conducted?
The research methodology will include focus groups, interviews and a survey. It is
proposed that there will be four or five focus groups across the five case studies. The
information gathered will inform a series of several in-depth interviews for each case
study, supplemented by group discussions across the five cases studies involved in this
project. Data collected from members will be augmented by additional interviews with
persons associated with the industry but not members of case study organisations. The
interview methodology will be complemented by a postal/electronic survey of board
members (past and present) supplemented by a random sample of the general
membership of the two State Farmer Organisations. The survey is informed by the
literature, preliminary discussions with individual members of representative
organisations and staff members as well as the researcher’s own experience in the
industry.
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Confidentiality and how will your confidentiality be protected?
Participation in the survey is entirely voluntary.
All responses will be treated with the strictest confidentiality.
This research will not ask for personal or confidential information and you are not obliged to
answer any question that you do not want to. As a University approved study the researcher is
bound to follow strict confidentiality guidelines in terms of the information that is collected.
Information will be stored confidentially and any information identifying a participant or
participants in the research will be destroyed as soon as practicable. The information obtained
will be used for research purposes only and the findings aggregated such that it will not be
possible to identify any individual through the information they may provide.
Queries and Questions

We very much appreciate your involvement in this important study. Should you require
any additional information about the project or the survey, please do not hesitate to
contact the researcher on (08) 93821091. If you have any concerns about the study please
contact the research supervisor, Winthrop Professor David Plowman at The University of
Western Australia Business School (Ph. +61 8 6488 3984).
Approval to conduct this research has been provided by the University of Western Australia, in
accordance with its ethics review and approval procedures. Any person considering
participation in this research project, or agreeing to participate, may raise any questions or
issues with the researchers at any time.
In addition, any person not satisfied with the response of researchers may raise ethics issues or
concerns, and may make any complaints about this research project by contacting the Human
Research Ethics Office at the University of Western Australia on (08) 6488 3703 or by emailing
to hreo-research@uwa.edu.au
All research participants are entitles to retain a copy of any Participant Information For and/or
Participant Consent Form relating to this research project.
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Letter to Members from the President of the Graziers Case Study Supporting the
Research
Dear Member
The Pastoralists and Graziers Association (Inc.) of Western Australia is pleased to
support the doctoral research program of Lynne Johnston from the University of Western
Australia, in the area of factors determining who sits on the Governing body of
representative organisations in Australian Agriculture.
Representative organisations in the agricultural industry play a critical role in providing
strategic direction and advice to their members, to the industry as a whole and to both
State and Federal Governments in the development of domestic and international policy.
A competent leadership group is essential to guide the organisation through the maze of
competing interests including the environment, the mining industry, unions, world trade
issues and animal rights activism as well as promoting the agricultural industry and
furthering the productivity and profitability of members.
As a current member of the Association you have been chosen to participate in this
important research and I urge you to complete the attached survey. Your contribution is
vitally important to help the Association develop the appropriate strategies that will assist
us in developing the very best Executive Committee to lead the Association in an ever
more competitive world.
It is important for this research to include a wide cross section of the membership and
therefore other members of your family who are involved in the farming/pastoral
business are also invited to participate by completing a copy of the survey.
This survey is one part of the research methodology and members are assured of
complete anonymity. There is no way you can be identified through your responses nor
has the researcher access to the email addresses or any other confidential information
concerning our members.
Your time and effort in completing the survey is greatly appreciated. We would be most
grateful if the completed surveys could be returned either by email to the PGA or in hard
copy format to Lynne Johnston at PO Box 39, Claremont, WA, 6910 by April 15.
If you have any further questions on this survey or would like further information on the
project please contact Lynne Johnston on (08) 93821091.
Yours sincerely
Rob Gillam
President
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Appendix 3 Survey
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Who Governs the Organization?

A Survey to investigate the role of Social Networks, Social Identity, Conformity,
Land-ownership, Patriarchy and Leadership in the nomination, selection and
election of members to the governing bodies of Representative, Statutory &
Corporate Organizations in the Agricultural Industry

Chief Researcher:

Winthrop Professor David Plowman, UWA Business School, 35
Stirling Highway, Crawley, Western Australia

Researcher:

Lynne Johnston, UWA Business School, 35 Stirling Highway,
Crawley, Western Australia
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Who Governs the Organization?
This survey investigates those factors that might determine membership of the
boards/executives/councils of representative, statutory and corporate organizations in
the Australian Agricultural Industry.
Representative organisations in the agricultural industry play a critical role in providing strategic
direction and advice to their members, to the industry as a whole and to both State and Federal
Governments in the development of domestic and international policy. A competent leadership
group is essential to guide the organisation through the maze of competing interests including the
environment, the mining industry, unions, world trade issues and animal rights activism as well
as promoting the agricultural industry and furthering the productivity and profitability of
members.
This survey is part of a wider methodology that incorporates a review of the literature and
additional data gathering techniques such as focus groups and interviews. The survey investigates
the role of Social Networks, Social Identity, Conformity, Landownership, Patriarchy and
Leadership in the determination of membership of the Boards/Executive/Councils/Management
Committees that govern representative organisations in the industry. The survey also seeks
demographic information to assist in obtaining an overall picture of participants in the study and
includes an opportunity for participants to make any additional comments they feel are relevant to
the topic.
While it is acknowledged that there may be some differences between a Board, an Executive
Committee, Council etc., for both simplicity and economy of space, the term ‘the Board’ is used
throughout this survey to describe all organisational leadership groups and therefore can be
interpreted to mean Board, Executive Committee, Council, Management Committee etc. In
those organisations that have both a Board and a Central or General Council please include both
in your responses under the generic term ‘the Board’. (Note that membership of sub-committees
does not constitute membership of the ‘Board’).
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey – your responses will provide a valuable
insight into this research and help us to better understand what factors determine
selection/election to the board of your organisation.
Confidentiality Statement: Information provided in this survey will be treated as strictly
confidential and only used for the purposes of the study. All responses will be anonymous and no
names will be associated with any data in the report.
Approval to conduct this research has been provided by the University of Western Australia, in accordance with its ethics
review and approval procedures. Any person considering participation in this research project, or agreeing to participate,
may raise any questions or issues with the researchers at any time.
In addition, any person not satisfied with the response of researchers may raise ethics issues or concerns, and may make
any complaints about this research project by contacting the Human Research Ethics Office at the University of Western
Australia on (08) 6488 3703 or by emailing to hreo-research@uwa.edu.au
All research participants are entitles to retain a copy of any Participant Information Form and/or Participant Consent
Form relating to this research project.
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Please note: Throughout this survey the term ‘the Board’ is used in place of Executive
Committee, Council, Management Committee or any other term used to describe
organisational leadership groups of representative organisations in the agricultural industry.

Section A:

2.

Of which of the following State Farmer Representative Organisations (SFO) are (were) you (or your business) a
member?
a.  AgForce Queensland
b.  New South Wales Farmers Association (NSWFA)
c.  Pastoralist & Graziers Association of Western Australia (PGA)
d.  South Australian Farmers Federation (SAFF)
e.  Tasmanian Farmers & Graziers Federation (TFGA)
f.  Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
g.  Western Australian Farmers Federation (WAFF)
h.  Other________________________________
Approximately how long have you been (were you) a member of this organisation?
_________years)

3.

Are you (have you ever been) a member of the ‘Board’ of this organisation?

1.

Yes  No 

If Yes, please proceed to Q.7
4.

Have you ever nominated for election to the ‘Board’ of this (or any other) SFO?

Yes  No 

5.

Have you ever aspired to become a ‘Board’ member of this (or any other) SFO?

Yes  No 

6.

Which of the following reasons would best explain your response to the previous question: (Place a cross X in the
appropriate box or (if more than one reason) boxes).

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
7.










Are not interested?
Have never been approached?
Do not have the right contacts?
Do not feel that you have the necessary skills?
Do not feel that you would ‘fit in’?
Do not have enough time?
Do not think that you would get the required number of votes needed for election?
Other (Please expand)________________________________________________________________________

In your organisation, how important are the following factors in determining who sits on the ‘Board’. (Please rank
in order of importance by numbering each box such that 1 = the most important through to 6 = least important).
a. 
Having the right contacts
b. 
Going to the ‘right’ schools
c.  Having a sponsor or patron

d.
e.
f.
8.




Having good family support
Ownership of the farming property or pastoral lease



Gender

In your organisation prospective members of the ‘Board’ are usually: (Place a cross in the appropriate box. If more
than one check all options that apply)
a.  Identified and promoted by the ‘Board’
b.  Identified and elected by the membership of District/Regional/Branch Committees.
c.  Self-nominated and elected by the ‘Board’
d.  Self nominated and elected by the membership of the Organisation
e.  Other (please expand)_________________________________________________________________
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In your experience, which of following groups is the Least Likely to have someone nominate or be nominated for
a ‘Board’ position in your organisation? (Please rank all groups (1.2.3.) where 1 = the least likely through to 6 = the most

9.

likely )

a.  Male over 35 years
b.  Male under 35 years
c.  Ethnic origin other than white Anglo-Saxon
d.  Women
e.  Women under 35 years
f.  Employee Managers of farming/pastoral businesses
10. Are you a member of any other industry organisation (e.g. United Dairyfarmers Victoria (UDV), Northern Territory
Cattlemen’s Association (NTCA), Cane Growers Association, the Pastoral Association of West Darling etc.)?
Yes 

No 

11. If Yes, what is the name of the organisation? ______________________________________________________

If No, please proceed to Q. 14
12. Are you a member of ‘the Board’ of this organisation?
Yes  No 
13. Are you or have you been a member of ‘the Board’ of an Industry Commodity Council? (e.g. Cattle Council, Grains
Council Australia, Sheepmeats Council, Wool Council Australia, Dairy Industry Council etc.) Yes  No 
14. If Yes, what is the name of the organisation? _____________________________________________________

If No, please proceed to Q.16
15. How were you selected/appointed to ‘the Board’ of the organisation named in Q.13?
a.  Selected and appointed by ‘the Board’ of your State Farming Organisation (SFO)
b.  Nominated by the relevant Commodity Committee/Council of your SFO
c.  By virtue of your chairmanship of the relevant Commodity Committee/Council of your SFO
d.  Self nominated and elected by the membership of your SFO
e.  External selection process involving professional recruitment agency & Board (Council) selection committee.
f.  Other (Please expand) _______________________________________________________________
Yes  No  (e.g. MLA,
16. Are you or have you been a member of ‘the Board’ of an Industry Corporation?
AMLC, AWB, AWC, ADF)
17. If Yes, what is the name of the organisation?_____________________________________________________

If No, please proceed to Q. 19
18. How were you selected/appointed to ‘the Board’ of the organisation named in Q.16?
a.  Nominated and appointed by the ‘Board’ of your State Farming Organisation (SFO)
b.  Nominated by the relevant Commodity Committee/Council of your SFO
c.  By virtue of your chairmanship of the relevant Commodity Committee/Council of your SFO
d.  Self nominated and elected by the membership of your SFO
e.  External selection process involving professional recruitment agency & Board (Corporation) selection committee.
f.  Other (Please expand) ________________________________________________________________
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19.

Social networks are the connections or links created when people share a common experience or history (e.g.

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
disagree nor
agree

1 = Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree.

Disagree

To what extent do you disagree/agree with the following statements? Please indicate by
placing a cross X in one box only for each factor.

Strongly
disagree

school, university, and sport), locality or district, occupation, workplace, belief system (e.g. religion, politics) or
membership (organisations) etc.

1

2

3

4

5

a.

It is important to build a good network if you intend seeking nomination to ‘the
Board’ of a State Farming Organisation (SFO).











b.

It helps to know the ‘right’ people in the organisation when seeking membership of
‘the Board’.











c.

Developing the ‘right’ contacts is important when seeking membership of ‘the
Board’.











d.

Building and maintaining good network relationships enhances one’s chances of
‘Board’ membership.











e.

Being in the “inside” circle (the ‘Club’) helps when seeking support for election to
‘the Board’.











f.

Connections made at school can be useful when seeking ‘Board’ membership.











g.

Gender is an important factor in determining who sits on ‘the Board’.











h.

People with the most connections in the network are more likely to be elected to ‘the
Board’.











i.

Age is an important factor in determining who sits on the ‘Board’.











j.

Networks developed through sport (school and local community) are useful when
seeking membership of the ‘Board’.
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Social Identity: We identify more easily with people like us, people we trust – people who think like us, who are
Very strongly
identify

2

3

4

5

Do not
identify
strongly
Neither
identify nor
not identify

1

Do not
identify at all

20. Please consider the following relationships and indicate how strongly you identify
with the following groups by placing a cross X in one box only for each factor.
1 = Do not identify at all through to 5 = Very strongly identify.

Strongly
identify

like us! Within our social networks there are some clusters that we belong to and identify with more easily.





b.

Friends











c.

School connections











d.

The same racial/ethnic background











e.

The same social background or (social) class











f.

The same gender











g.

The same age group











h.

Shared religious beliefs











i.

The same occupation











j.

Shared political affiliation











k.

Other (please specify)











21. Please consider the following relationships indicating how comfortable you feel
with each group when ‘discussing important matters’ such as politics, religion,
finance etc. by placing a cross X in one box only for each factor.
1 = Very uncomfortable through to 5 = Very comfortable

Very
comfortable



Comfortable



Neither
comfortable nor
uncomfortable



Uncomfortable

Kinship (family)

Very
uncomfortable

a.

1

2

3

4

5

a.

Kinship (family) group











b.

Friendship group











c.

School connections











d.

Shared racial/ethnic background











e.

Shared social background or (social) class











f.

The same Gender











g.

The same age group











h.

Shared religious beliefs











i.

The same occupation











j.

Shared political affiliation











k.

Other – please specify
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22.

Conformity: This section examines Issues surrounding the ‘pressure to conform’ to group (organisation)

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

In your experience in your organisation, to what degree are the following statements true?
1= Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree.

Strongly
disagree

decisions such as conference motions and organisation policy.

1

2

3

4

5







b.

The ‘Board’ has the final say on organisational policy.











c.

‘Board’ members are sometimes pressured to ‘go along’ with other members of the
board, even if they disagree.











d.

‘Board’ members are sometimes pressured to make ‘consensus’ decisions even if the
decision does not conform to the philosophy, aims and objectives of the organisation.











e.

A ‘Board ‘members may, at times, feel obliged to endorse a Board decision even if
he/she does not agree with it.











f.

There are members of the organisation who act as mind-guards, actively discouraging
any disagreement with or within the group.











g.

There are members of the organisation who, on occasion, try to prevent others from
raising issues and/or information that might challenge accepted group beliefs.











h.

There are members of the organisation who, on occasion, try to prevent others from
discussing ideas that differ from the group consensus.











i.

‘Board ‘members are expected to support without question the decisions of the Annual
Conference, even if compelling contrary evidence becomes available.











j.

When representing the organisation in other forums, organisation delegates are expected
to uphold the decisions of the annual conference, even if compelling contrary evidence
is presented.











‘Board’ members are encouraged to make decisions based on the evidence and
information available to them, even if such decisions differ from motions passed at the
Annual Conference.











When representing the organisation in other forums, delegates have the freedom to
make decisions based on available evidence and information provided that such
decisions support the general philosophy, aims and objectives of the organisation.











l.

23. The importance of ‘Conformity’ when nominating or electing a member of ‘the
Board’?
Please consider the following statements and indicate how strongly you disagree/agree
by placing a cross X in one box only for each factor.
1 =Strongly disagree 5 = Strongly agree.

1

2

3

4

5

Neither agree nor
disagree

k.

Strongly agree



Agree



Disagree

‘Board ‘members are expected to conform to policies decided by the membership at the
organisation’s annual conference.

Strongly disagree

a.

a.

I need to be sure that the candidate, if elected, will always uphold the decisions of the
Annual Conference.











b.

I look for a candidate who will always conform to the instructions of the organisation
when acting as a delegate to other industry Councils or conferences etc.











c.

I look for a candidate who conforms to the philosophy, aims and objectives of the
organisation but has the competence to make decisions based on all available evidence











d.

I believe that ‘Board’ members should be prepared to make judgements based on all
available evidence/information even if such judgements are contrary to directives
determined by members at the Annual Conference.











Adapted from (Henningsen et al. 2006)
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Section B: Land Ownership and Leadership
Land ownership, the father/ son culture of inheritance and perceptions of leadership may be important factors in
deciding membership of the ‘Boards’ of representative organisations in the agriculture industry. (Please consider the
following statements and/or questions and respond by placing a cross X in one box only for each question).

Land Ownership
24. Please indicate your legal status in relation to ownership of the farm/pastoral leasehold by checking the

appropriate box?
a.  Sole land owner/leaseholder
b.  Partner in land ownership/leasehold.
c.  Director of Landholding/lease-holding Company.
d.  Neither landowner nor leaseholder.
e.  Other__________________________________________________________________________
25. Please indicate your status in the farm business in which you are involved by checking the appropriate box?
a.  Legal partner/director in extended family business.
b.  Legal partner/director with spouse only.
c.  Neither partner nor director in farm/pastoral business
d.  Other ______________________________________________________________________
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Agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

Neither agree nor
disagree

Disagree

26. In your organisation (SFO), to what degree do each of the following premises determine
membership of the ‘Board’?
Please indicate how strongly you disagree/agree by placing a cross X in one box only for
each factor.
1 = Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree.

Strongly disagree

Land Ownership & Property Rights







b.

Ownership of the land or business is a necessary qualification to be a member of ‘the Board’ in
Australian agricultural organisations.











c.

It is important that members of ‘the Board’ are or have been practising (‘hands in the dirt’)
farmers/pastoralists.











d.

Leadership qualifications can be associated with ownership of substantial property
ownership/wealth?











e.

Leadership qualifications can be associated with family name/ dynasty?











1

2

3

4

5

Neither agree nor
disagree

27. In your opinion, to what degree should each of the following premises determine membership
of the ‘Board’?
Please indicate how strongly you disagree/agree by placing a cross X in one box only for each
factor.
1 = Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree.

Strongly agree



Agree



Disagree

Ownership of (farming/pastoral) ‘Property Rights’ determines ownership of industry decisionmaking.

Strongly disagree

a.

a.

Ownership of ‘Property Rights’ determines ownership of industry decision-making.











b.

Ownership of the land/lease or business is a necessary qualification to be a member of ‘the
Board’ in industry representative organisations.











c.

Members of ‘the Board’ should be (or have been) practising (‘hands in the dirt’)
farmers/pastoralists.











d.

Leadership qualifications can be associated with ownership of substantial property
ownership/wealth?











e.

Leadership qualifications can be associated with family name/ dynasty?
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Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

a.

The father/son relationship has traditionally determined inheritance of farming land in Australia











b.

The father/son relationship continues to dominate industry/organisational governance in
Australian agriculture.











c.

In previous generations in Australia, women were rarely perceived to own the right to inherit
farming land.











d.

In previous generations in Australia, women were rarely perceived as ‘real’ farmers or
pastoralists.











e.

Today, many women in the Australian agricultural industry have real input into farm
management and operations.











f.

Today, women are still rarely considered for membership of ‘the Boards’ of industry and
representative associations in the Australian agricultural industry.











Neither
agree nor
disagree

1

Disagree

Please consider the following statements and indicate how strongly you disagree/agree by placing a
cross X in one box only for each factor. (1 = Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree).

Disagree

28. The Father-Son Relationship & Issues of Inheritance

Strongly
agree

1 = Strongly disagree through to 5 = Strongly agree).

Agree

Please consider the following statements and indicate how strongly you disagree/agree by placing a
cross X in one box only for each factor.

Strongly
disagree

29. Leadership

1

2

3

4

5

a.

Leadership is essentially a male trait.











b.

Men are the natural leaders in the agricultural industry.











c.

The perception of leadership as being a male trait continues to be a significant consideration in
identifying potential members of ‘the Board’.











d.

The idea that leadership is essentially a male trait is no longer accepted by the agricultural
community.











e.

The leadership qualities of women in the agricultural industry are more recognised today.
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Section C: About You
30. Your Gender? (Please place a cross X in the appropriate box)
Male



Female



31. It has been suggested that age (generation) is an important factor in determining social network groups. (Please indicate your
age sector by placing a cross X in the appropriate box)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.








< 30yrs

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.







Primary School

31 – 40yrs
41 – 50yrs
51 – 60yrs
61 – 70yrs

71yrs <
32. Please indicate the highest level of education that you have completed by placing a cross X in the appropriate box)
Secondary School
TAFE
Agricultural College

University
33. Which secondary school did you attend?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
34. Were you a boarder at this school (or associated hostel) during your school years?
Yes  No 
35. If you attended University/Agricultural College/TAFE etc., please state the name(s) of the institution(s).
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
36. If you attended University/Agricultural College/TAFE etc., did you ‘live in’ at the institution? Yes  No 
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Section D: Your Comments
37. Please provide any additional information about your understanding of the role of social networks, social identity, conformity,
land-ownership and leadership in your organisation or any other comments you consider relevant. (If insufficient space, please
feel free to include additional pages)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Confidentiality Statement: Information provided in this survey will be treated as strictly confidential and only used for the purposes
of the study. All responses are anonymous and no names can be associated with any data in the report.
Thank you again for taking the time to complete this survey. Your contribution is much appreciated.
Survey conducted by: Lynne Johnston
Please return this survey by any one of the following alternatives at your earliest convenience:
Mail:

Lynne Johnston
PO Box 39
CLAREMONT WA 6910

Email:

lajohnston@westnet.com.au

Fax:

(08) 9382 1051
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Appendix 4 Semi-Structured Interview Guide
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Semi-structured Interview Guide
Preamble:
Thank interviewee for participation and time
Briefly explain purpose of the interview and importance of their contribution:
Purpose: To seek views of a number of Board (Executive) members on
issues around the research question – to discover new concepts that can
add to the research
Mention possibility of follow up interviews

Ask permission to audio-record interview and re-affirm confidentiality of recordings and
transcripts and remind interviewee that the transcript will be provided for further
comment and/or clarification
Stress anonymity of proceedings
Remind subject of the research question:
What factors determine membership of the boards of SFOs, statutory and corporate
in the agricultural industry?
I believe this is an important study in that, while there has been some research
into gender diversity in agricultural organizations and barriers to entry
relative to appointments and elections to agricultural industry boards, there
has been no research into the actual determinants of board membership within
the agricultural industry. An understanding of the factors will be of great value
to farmer representation in the development of strategies to achieve the most
effective board composition to guide the industry through the maze of the
competing interests of environment, industrial relations policy, world trade
policy and, animal rights activism towards achieving the primary goals for
these organizations of assisting their members to improve farm productivity
and profitability.

Discussion Prompt
Who gets to govern? Who gets to sit on the Board?
The superficial reply is obvious – anyone who puts their hand up – but the question
actually does embrace a lot more than that:
•

•
•
•

What makes one person put their hand up when there are probably a lot more who are
both able and willing to do so but don’t?
Who is more likely to be approached to nominate to fill a vacancy?
What is the selection process?
What do the voting members look for in a member of their board – what attributes do
they feel comfortable with?
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Personal Background of Interviewee
How were you nominated to the board / President?
•
•
•
•
•

Was it your initiative?
Were you approached? Is it important to have a patron – someone to sponsor your
election to the board”
Did you have a patron – some person who sponsored your election?
Did you serve on a committee prior to the board?
Did you have any prior board experience before joining this board?

Social Networks
NB: Social Networks in the context of this interview is a broad term encompassing industry,
sport, religion, family, politics etc.
Social network theory – or the notion of small worlds – we all belong to social networks and are
members of various clusters within those networks with some people being more connected than
others.

Social networks or small worlds are essentially made up of clusters of people who are
well interconnected within the cluster. These Clusters are more often than not made up of
people with similar experience – people we can identify with and each of these clusters is
connected to another cluster by one or two links. But there are some people who are
better connected than other, belonging to many different clusters and therefore have
considerably more social capital perhaps than others?
•

Would you describe the organisation as a social network?

•

Are there clusters within the organisation’s network? Can you nominate some of these?

•

Is the organisation’s social network useful in identifying potential board members?

•

What about your own social network and the clusters to which you belong? Do you
canvas your networks for potential candidates to fill a vacancy on the board?

•

Is being well connected or well known to a number of different clusters important in
identifying potential board members

Social Identity theory – it is ‘people like us’ in whom we trust
People like us –we connect more easily with people who are similar – within networks
there are clusters that we belong to and identify with and others that we don’t. The most
common sources of Social identity are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Kinship/family
Gender
Age
School association
Social Class – sharing a common social background
Industry or occupation
Sport
Political affiliation
Religion

Which of these do you consider as the more important when thinking of who it is you
identify with / are comfortable with?
‘Fit’ has been identified by researchers and board members as being one of if not the
most – important factors when considering potential new members. An interesting piece
of research into what constituted ‘fit in this field showed that ‘gender’ and ‘with whom
you would discuss important matters’ were the two most critical factors in determining
‘fit’.
With whom do you feel most comfortable when ‘discussing serious matters’? (The same
research showed that 84% of men would only discuss important matters with another
man)
Do you consider ‘fit’ as being an essential element of board membership generally? –
And in your organisation?
What elements do you think determine ‘fit’ in relation to the board of the
organisation?
Is ‘conformity’ (or preparedness to conform) (to organisational thinking, values, policies) a
consideration when identifying potential board members?
How important is conformity in your organisation?
How would you feel about electing someone to the board who is known to have challenged the
group’s thinking on policies, philosophy; conference motions etc.?
Are there any other criteria/qualities do you look for when considering potential candidates?

If you should identify a woman as having both the appropriate qualities for board
membership and a high degree of social capital in the industry, is it socially more
difficult – potentially fraught with the risk of a wrong interpretation by your peers or
indeed those close to you, to approach her to discuss her potential candidacy?
Across the agricultural industry there is a very low percentage of women holding a seat
on organisation boards (3%). Joe Hockey and the GG have both suggested that 30%
should be mandated. Norway mandated 40% some years ago, very successfully –
What is your view of mandated targets for various sectors of your organisation –
women, young people etc.?
When you hear the statistic that 40% of Australia’s farmers are women – do you picture
them as farming or just the keeper of the books – not real farmers?
Is it important that the people who sit on the boards are ‘hands in the dirt’ farmers?

The Concept of Merit
The word merit is often used in discussions of who gets on to boards – what is your
interpretation of merit – how would you define merit?

Patriarchy
Agriculture is an industry founded on a patriarchal culture, which continues to dominate
industry/organisational governance (Sue Short research)
Would you agree with that statement? Can you discuss that further / provide some
examples?
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Ownership of Property Rights – Land-ownership
Does Ownership of ‘Property Rights’ determine ownership of industry decision-making?

What importance would you place on the role of land ownership in conveying a sense
of the right to a decision-making role in the industry?

Leadership: The Great Man theory of Leadership
The “Great Man Theory of Leadership” is based on the proposition that leadership is
essentially a male trait.
What do you think of this proposition generally?
Do you think men are the natural leaders in the agriculture industry (or is such a
proposition a relic of an earlier time)?
Do you think this is a factor in the identification of board members generally – and at
this organisation in particular – and in identifying who will be the next President at the
organisation?
Do you think that your son/daughter would be interested at some future stage in
seeking a board position in the organisation? Would you encourage him/her in this?

Constitutional constraints
Are there any constraints within your constitution regarding who can or can’t sit on
the Board?
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